The Authoritative Minesweeper Guestbook
Feel free to chat, make suggestions, or tell your scores!

Click here to talk online: server irc.newnet.net channel #minesweeper
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Name:

pauv

Comments:

Breaking news: JZE exp sub30! Many people were watching his
streaming, the 1st player who overcome the half minute
barrier! data:28.84/4.54/131, thrp1.065 path5586 qg2.316
rqp6.57 op13 is14 zini93 hzini99
 Close Replies

 Website
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December 27th 2020
04:45:28 PM

 Reply to this Post

Jesse replied 2 days ago
congrats!

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Breaking news: Ze-En Ju beat Wei-Jia Guo's int NF time NR of
China (7.51 -> 7.3) on a 3bv=38 board, which is also NF RQP
WR. Thrp=1.

December 25th 2020
11:28:57 PM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Wei-Jia Guo beat Ze-En Ju's mobile NF Exp 3BV/s record
4.680(2020-09-24)->4.688(2020-11-15), it's a hopsing game
on everybody else. Data: time=34.981 3BV=164 Eff.Click=191
IOE=0.808 CES=5.46 Thrp=0.859 (6.709 3BV/s on the latest
21)

November 17th 2020
03:25:54 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi everyone,
I just released a new version of Scoreganizer, see the linked
Forum Post!

November 7th 2020
10:02:26 AM

tl;dr: You can now use it in German, and hopefully soon other
languages besides German and English, too.
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 Close Replies
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kevin6625 replied 2 months ago
need any Chinese-simplified support? Just dropped you an email.

Name:

pauv

Comments:

@Cryslon Hi, I upload an algorithm maybe helpful for you to
your Freesweeper thread in forum, which is able to efficiently
measure the probability of any cell, so that my latest question
unsolved for years about guess event can be solved?

October 29th 2020
04:59:12 AM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

 Reply to this Post

18201 replied 2 months ago
Is the code for the probability of any cell open source?Where to download it?

Name:

damien

Comments:

I'm looking for 5-10 volunteers to test a new version of the site.
If you don't have my email please PM in the Forum.

October 3rd 2020
08:13:40 AM

No news about Ze-En Ju...waiting for requested evidence. Forum
topic linked.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

pauv replied 2 months ago
I post an evidence, please check the forum.

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Ze-En Ju beat Wei-Jia Guo's MOBILE PHONE EXP NF 3BV/s
record twice tonight. 4.560 -> 4.641 -> 4.680. Data and
replay see my former post. Although there're many two -hands
players on beginner level, Ze-En Ju is the only two-hands
player who can be very fast on intermediate and expert level.

September 24th 2020
06:17:46 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Wei-Jia Guo set new MOBILE EXPERT NF TIME RECORD
33.348s！Game stats: 3bv=140 3bv/s=4.198 ces=4.978
thrp=0.843 ioe=0.805

September 22nd 2020
09:54:39 AM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Thomas Kolar (Tommy)

Comments:

Hi all, I made a topic in the forum regarding giving vsweep the
ability to use Python plugins, in a way that isn't exploitable by
cheaters. I outlined how that would work in great detail in the
post.

September 20th 2020
11:49:03 AM

I think it would be wrong to take this step without agreement
from the community, and your feedback would be most
appreciated!
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Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Comments:

It looks like Feilian Huang (world rank #397) mistakenly has
an intermediate time as his expert time. It's 38.41s with 42
3BV. He doesn't have an exp time under 100s, so he should be
removed from the ranking.

September 16th 2020
10:10:42 AM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

damien replied 3 months ago
Well spotted

Originally there were 5 admin but they all quit except me. For Sub50 scores it

used to require 3 approvals but I changed the code a long time ago but forgot to update the
member page, haha.

k

kevin6625 replied 4 months ago
I remember when I recently uploaded my record, the number of approvals is always either 0/3 or
approved. It never goes at 1/3 or 2/3. I highly doubt the reliability of the video verification process
as 3 approvals might be operable by only one person

Name:

Damien

Comments:

Ze-En Ju has made Sub30 on Expert and this will make him
World Rank #1. When I started playing no one in the world
had Sub50.

September 12th 2020
08:16:42 AM

To quote Carl Sagan "Extraordinary claims require
extraordinary evidence". I have created a Forum topic (linked)
to discuss the score and share evidence so the Community can
approve the new world record. I am also asking top players on
the China Ranking to share evidence in the forum.
There is no evidence of cheating.
I always require top players to provide more evidence (i.e.,
games on all official versions, history files, evidence of meeting
other players, evidence of playing online with other players,
tournaments, etc). Kamil even made a video of himself
playing. This score is the most amazing claim in history so it
needs the most amazing evidence
 Close Replies
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kevin6625 replied 4 months ago
I would say due to the probable financial limit of a younger student, buying devices for making
clear and consistent video of his playing might be difficult (as you imagine how much you would
have out of your pocket money as a teen). I would also recommend initiating a donation or
sponsorship of device purchase from other existing players, in support of recording the daily
activities of the prospective new World Champion.

Amao replied 4 months ago
@pauv The suffix 9451 is for 26th Happy Cup. And the Happy Cup is holding weekily on Saturday,
from 9am-9pm local time.

pauv replied 4 months ago
I replied. I hope JZE will do "made a video of himself playing" soon, but it depends on himself.

Amao replied 4 months ago
No meeting has ever done. From existing material, there does be a young student about age 12
with name Ju Ze-En living in suburb of Shanghai. He joins various QQ minesweeper groups
including one with most active elite Chinese players. I think they'll voice their opinions soon. Recent
int bvs record games were done live, iirc. Anyway, it's an exciting day.

Name:

ShiLei

Best expert:

57

Best intermediate:

14

Best beginner:

1

Comments:

 Reply to this Post

September 12th 2020
06:58:24 AM

Ze-En Ju becomes the new World #1 with 1-8-30 aged 12.
 Email
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Name:

Jesse

Comments:

sub30!China JU

September 12th 2020
06:40:08 AM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Yeye

Comments:

Hi!
Does anyone want to try mobile minesweeper?
I'm the developer of 扫雷联盟,
I will update version 3.0 on September 12.
It will have a new name:League of Minesweepers.
You can download it in
taptap(https://www.taptap.com/app/138188), or browse my
website(http://tapsss.com).
Maybe you will like it.

September 10th 2020
01:35:46 AM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Wei-Jia Guo breaks mobile phone Exp NF 3bv/s record
(4.413(3BV=177 in 40.108s) ->4.521(3BV=177 in 39.147s))
at Beijing Gathering today. Eyewitness including Dan Zhou,
Jing-Yi Wang, Yao-Yu Zhu, Si-Yuan Rao, Yu-Yue Wang, Jia-Yi
Chen, Wen-Jun Meng(Xian-Yao Zhang's girlfriend), Ji-Yun
Wang. Replay see website below.
 Close Replies
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September 6th 2020
02:29:44 AM

 Reply to this Post

pauv replied 4 months ago
@JFL I keep a different view with you. Relationship is important in Minesweeper too, minesweeper
is also a meta medium to communicate with others, there're no community can be established
without relationship and communication. Chinese minesweeper community won't be such a success
without complicated and fine relationship, it's really good to have a relationship with other guys and
girls, isn't it? I'm always trying to introduce Chinese minesweeper community, this is a good
chance. In other hand, why can't I tag somebody as anyone's boyfriend/girlfriend when somebody
will take it a honour to be tagged as anyone's minesweeper student or minesweeper fan, is there
any significant difference?

JFL replied 4 months ago
why labeling? minesweeper records last forever, not really the relationship
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Name:

pauv replied 4 months ago
@Amao that make sense. I'm just introducing a sub50 couple which is worth mentioned in wiki
trivia page as supplement, maybe I should use "ps:" or other more proper words. Sorry for my
poor English.

Amao replied 4 months ago
Why can't Ms Meng stand by her own name?

pauv replied 4 months ago
@KAmil No. In fact, mouse cannot click several cells at a time. At 2020-05-31 I post a reply in
msinfo forum named "Video: Wei-Jia Guo playing minesweeper", a bilibili.com video recorded how
Wei-Jia Guo playing mobile phone minesweeper.

pauv replied 4 months ago
https://minesweepergame.com/forum/viewtopic.php?
p=4074&sid=947302218862f7fababc78eea3f9973b#p4074 @KAmil

pauv replied 4 months ago
https://minesweepergame.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=1229 @KAmil in 2020-05-31 I
replied this old post, you will find a video named "Minesweeper Live Video: An Ordinary Minute in
Wei-Jia Guo's Minesweeper Career", which records Wei-Jia Guo's mobile game.

quote replied 4 months ago
analogous to what Fritz said, all the video for one player can be cheating, all the player for one
video can also be cheating

KAmil replied 4 months ago
do u connect mouse to your mobile device or click with your finger/pen?

Kevin Woolliams

September 2nd 2020
01:31:29 PM

Comments:

I love minesweeper
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Trav P

Comments:

Minesweeper is a game I’ve heard, also I like lotad

September 1st 2020
10:06:47 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

James

Best beginner:

69

Comments:

I love minesweeping!

September 1st 2020
10:05:24 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Kurraga

Comments:

Very close to breaking 5.0 total IOE. So far I've achieved
2.0+1.644+1.351 for 4.996 total. Just working on bumping up
expert a little more. I know of 2 others who have surpassed this
milestone so far, does anyone know of any others?

August 30th 2020
11:05:14 PM
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Kurraga replied 4 months ago
1.358* sorry. I don't know how to edit these posts.

Kurraga replied 4 months ago
Update: New Expert PB 1.385 brings my total up to 5.002. Yay!

Shaowu Zhang replied 4 months ago
I know 2 Exp IOE sup 1.45 players,Yi-Hai Lin(林艺海) and Yao-Yu Zhu(朱耀宇).

kevin6625 replied 4 months ago
I remember one of the Chinese player Yihai Lin already has an Int IOE record of 1.9+. It will be not
surprising if he could have taken over this overall record.

Name:

SevenParts

Comments:

Ze-En Ju achieved 7.11 Int 3BV/s on 100 3BV board

August 18th 2020
08:22:11 PM
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草 replied 4 months ago
(･o･;)

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Ze-En Ju acchived 4.96 expert 3bv/s record this afternoon on
NF-1 style.

August 17th 2020
01:57:05 AM
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 Reply to this Post

PQ replied 5 months ago
EXP nf sup 5 warning!!!

Name:

kevin6625

Comments:

@qqwref Heard that Ze-en has opened a live channel for his
plays, though I have no ideas where it is as well, but you may
check with the person for your replied post for details.

August 16th 2020
03:25:26 PM

BTW: You can also check with the webmaster @Damien for his
Arbiter histories.
BTW2: I tend to believe the record, as I believe younger players
would have more growth potential for muscles and reflexes, and
some researches on younger piano players are proving the
similar thoughts before
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3814522/
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Amao replied 4 months ago
i'm sorry. the group admin vetoed the proposal saying it was not aligned with the group purpose. in
addtion, the group admission requires user id from http://saolei.wang (the chinese sweeper
forum). well, the admin did say he might consider setting up a international group for info
exchange purpose. we'll see. (btw, the rumor says the admission may require sub60 if the group
ever is set up.
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llama replied 4 months ago
I'd be interested in joining this group. How do I join?

Amao replied 5 months ago
There is a QQ group where Ze-en regularly shows up and post live stream links.

Name:

Waibi

Comments:

Int 3bvs world record update: 6.62→6.78→7.44 by Ju Ze-en on
15/8/2020

August 15th 2020
02:56:21 AM

WARNING! THE GOD OF MINESWEEPER IS COMING!
 Close Replies
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Amao replied 4 months ago
Ze-en int 7.11bvs on 100 board moments ago

Amao replied 5 months ago
@qqwref come and join the QQ group and wait for his next live update.

if you are willing, i'll

update the QQ group number for you.
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pauv replied 5 months ago
@little meow: I'm translating newest minesweeper theories recently, such as
minesweepergame.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=1308. Minesweeper in Europe and America
have reached a plateau，it's unfair that we Chinese players master all theories but they cannot. I
hope the theory communication would merge the theory level and help them understand the
minesweeper style of new age. In addition, as a 38s expert record phone player who have online
battled Ze-En Ju with minesweeper for 20 games days ago, I'd like to prove him a real top player. I
won only 4 games, 2 expert+1 beginner+1 flee.

Waibi replied 5 months ago
@qqwref I can understand your doubt, but I suggest you watch all his videos in
http://saolei.wang/Player/Index.asp?Id=18290. Click the number( for example: 7.44) and then
click “在线播放”, you can see the video online. Maybe this could eliminate your doubt about him. He
is a real genius.
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Ze-en Ju replied 5 months ago
meow~

little meow replied 5 months ago
I'm surprised that a sub40 player needs hesitation when faced with basic 50-50 guess. Weak as I
am, I think this basic 50-50 guess pattern should be memorized before and solved as quickly as
doing continuous clicking. You can learn more about guesses at
https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/35974785 if you can understand.

pauv replied 5 months ago
I can do this all day.————by Ze-En Ju

PQ replied 5 months ago
鞠帝牛逼！

Shaowu Zhang replied 5 months ago
You cannot understand how powerful he is, just like he cannot understand why you are so weak.

kevin6625 replied 5 months ago
@qqwref Heard that he has opened a live channel for his plays, though I have no ideas where it is
as well, but you may check with the person for this post for details. BTW: You can also check with
the webmaster @Damien for his Arbiter histories. BTW2: I tend to believe the record, as I believe
younger players would have more growth potential for muscles and reflexes, and some researches
on younger piano players are proving the similar thoughts before
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3814522/

Load More

Name:

Jon S

Comments:

Is the custom world records here updated? Blasted this attempt at
24x30 with 14 mines to go: https://imgur.com/a/f6Ktye2. If I get
an actual record, I'll upload some vids here.
@previous poster: Have not played classic tetris. Can you
recommend a good emulator? I'm guessing I'd be somewhere

July 19th 2020
06:23:51 AM

around 100k, but don't know exactly how hard the Nintendo
based versions are.
 Close Replies
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Jon S replied 5 months ago
@Fritz: Thanks. Yeah. I remember that nickname. @Andrew: It took a while to get further
progress. Got 229k and lvl. 16 today. I think it'll be tough to get close to 300k this summer.

Jon S replied 5 months ago
167k so far. Goal of the week 250k and lvl 15.

Andrew replied 5 months ago
I just used the first NES emulator I could find on google and the first ROM I could find, so not much
help there.

Andrew replied 5 months ago
No worries, Jon - actually I'm not a newer name really - all my records are over a decade old

Fritz replied 5 months ago
@Jon it's Schu or SchuBomb. He was already around when I first joined this site in 2007. He put
lots of replays of the best Minesweeper records on YouTube back then:
https://www.youtube.com/user/SchuBomb

Jon S replied 6 months ago
*Andrew. Since I'm not very active in the community, I'm not so familiar with some of the newer
names. Please excuse me.

Name:

Andrew McCauley

Best expert:

52

Best intermediate:

15

Best beginner:

1

Comments:

 Reply to this Post

July 16th 2020
11:25:28 PM

Has anyone from the minesweeper community gotten good at
tetris?
I suspect I may be able to say that no-one faster than me at
minesweeper has gotten better tetris scores (NES: 467913 on PAL
version, 475669 on NTSC version, gameboy: 428614) and vice
versa, no one with better tetris scores can beat my minesweeper
times.
 Close Replies
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Fritz replied 6 months ago
I remember Edu Cros from Spain being pretty good at it.

Name:

kevin6625

Comments:

@KamilSaper Watch your back for a 12-year-old supernova

July 13th 2020
12:13:28 PM
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 Reply to this Post

Wuhu replied 5 months ago
He first used dell mouse to reach sub35 and beg 3bvs sup10. New mouse has been used for only
one month.

kevin6625 replied 5 months ago
@KAmil Razer viper mini

KAmil replied 5 months ago
What mouse does he use?

Name:

kevin6625

Best expert:

40

Comments:

Anyone in the world who can beat this IOE record for NonFlagging Expert game, without purposefully reducing any playing
speed? (Except for one known Chinese player someone already
told me before)
/me watched exp game --> RTime: 45.76 (46) «» Est RTime:
45.76 (46) «» 3BV: 165/165 «» 3BV/s: 3.60 «» ZiNi: 109@2.38
«» H.ZiNi: 120@2.62 «» Ops: 7/7 «» Isls: 17 «» Cl: 179@3.91

June 16th 2020
09:49:43 PM

«» Cl-Eff: 176@3.85 «» IOE: 0.922 «» Flags: 0 «» QG: 4.030 «»
Ranks: 96/109 of 2813 / 96.39% Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

some guy who doesn't really play minesweeper

Comments:

hi

June 5th 2020
05:52:24 PM

 Reply to this Post

 Email

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all,

May 31st 2020
04:30:59 PM

I just made two related topics in the forum (in "Official Clones",
linked as "Website"). They are about allowing official versions to
be scaled for modern screen resolutions, as well as allowing Elias
access to the vsweep source code so we can maybe implement
this together for vsweep.
Happy Sweeping,
Hope you all have been well,
Tommy
 Email
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 Reply to this Post

Banzhaf replied 6 months ago
Greeeeaaaat!!! Progression in Minesweeper World! Could we also implement shift-key support for
the minority utilizing it?? Honestly, I even think opening on first click should be considered. Yes,
there are elegant ways to start even without an opening, but it feels just sooo much lighter and
more natural to just start off with the first click and not to go through that tedious ritual of 1-10
attempts to get the party started. How many centuries do we want to adhere to that initial goof in
game design? It could be a player's choice to turn that option on for a 500 milliseconds penalty,
how does that sound???

Name:

khhs

Best expert:

?

Best intermediate:

?

Best beginner:

53

Comments:

Yay!

May 22nd 2020
05:26:24 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Trevor Bowland

May 2nd 2020
05:56:22 AM

Best expert:

80 (Win98)

Best intermediate:

25 (Win98)

Best beginner:

2.91 (MSX)

Comments:

I last logged in around 2012, and I have forgotten my username
and password.
How can I retrieve them?
 Close Replies
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kevin6625 replied 8 months ago
Do you remember if you are using your username and password to upload your record, or you are
simply sending all your record videos/images to the webmaster by email? I remember at that time
many people wasn't actually registering their own account for the ranking

Name:

kevin6625

Best expert:

41 -> 40

Comments:

/me exp game --> RTime: 39.09 (40) «» Est RTime: 39.09 (40)
«» 3BV: 114/114 «» 3BV/s: 2.91 «» ZiNi: 87@2.23 «» H.ZiNi:
89@2.28 «» Ops: 14/14 «» Isls: 11 «» Cl: 148@3.79 «» Cl-Eff:
139@3.56 «» IOE: 0.770 «» Flags: 0 «» QG: 4.463 «» Ranks:
1/2083 of 2637 / 60.52%
I know it will finally come, but it won't come so fast, and it will
surprisingly give you some stimulus during continuous efforts.
Exp NF Sub40, 0.10s to go!

April 13th 2020
08:42:47 AM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Janis

Best expert:

50->49

Comments:

48.57 on a 142. Finally a sub50.

April 10th 2020
07:03:46 AM

I've been so close so many times over the past few months. I
didn't even play the board very well, many mistakes. I've lost an
est.46 on a 50/50 with like 5 clicks left a few months ago, so I
know I can improve on this even more. It's so satisfying to finally
have broken that barrier!
 Close Replies
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kevin6625 replied 9 months ago
Congrats man! Keep up playing and learning from videos, and you will finally make the same
achievements as the guys who said congrats above lol
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Fritz replied 9 months ago
That's awesome, Janis! Congratulations!

Janis replied 9 months ago
Thanks Damien!

damien replied 9 months ago
Let me be the first to say Congrats!

Name:

kevin6625

Best expert:

41

Comments:

What an exciting LC38s~~time to cool down for more correctable
errors, and wait for next chance, good luck~~
/me watched exp game --> RTime: 37.02 (38) «» Est RTime:
37.63 (38) «» 3BV: 121/123 «» 3BV/s: 3.26 «» ZiNi: 94@2.50
«» H.ZiNi: 100@2.66 «» Ops: 12/12 «» Isls: 15 «» Cl:
165@4.46 «» Cl-Eff: 155@4.19 «» IOE: 0.733 «» Flags: 0 «»
QG: 3.877 «» Ranks: 0/0 of 2568 / 0%-

March 29th 2020
10:54:46 PM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

kevin6625

Best expert:

41

Comments:

3BV/s record: 4.00 -> 4.11,
QG record: 3.707 -> 3.542 (RQP: 11.78 -> 11.41),
Largest 3BV for sub50: 184 -> 189,
Nice triple kill~~

March 27th 2020
02:10:17 AM

/me watched exp game --> RTime: 45.94 (46) «» Est RTime:
45.94 (46) «» 3BV: 189/189 «» 3BV/s: 4.11 «» ZiNi: 121@2.63
«» H.ZiNi: 127@2.76 «» Ops: 9/9 «» Isls: 4 «» Cl: 222@4.83 «»
Cl-Eff: 213@4.64 «» IOE: 0.851 «» Flags: 0 «» QG: 3.542 «»
Ranks: 87/1 of 2562 / 98.32% Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

MaddieMJD

Best beginner:

16 seconds

Comments:

March 24th 2020
03:01:00 PM

Hello from a casual Minesweeper player! In this day and age
where games have become graphically intensive and extremely
complex, Minesweeper still stands as a fun puzzle game I love to
play.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

kevin6625

Comments:

@frankz Another fucking humiliated boot licker? What a shame!
You can learn more from your daddy and your granddaddy about
how to exert willful power to maintain stability
http://saolei.wang/BBS/Title.asp?Id=15541

March 22nd 2020
06:07:09 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

kevin6625

Best expert:

41

Comments:

Updated largest 3bv for sub50: 183->184 /me exp game -->
RTime: 48.82 (49) «» Est RTime: 48.82 (49) «» 3BV: 184/184
«» 3BV/s: 3.76 «» ZiNi: 116@2.38 «» H.ZiNi: 130@2.66 «» Ops:
13/13 «» Isls: 10 «» Cl: 223@4.57 «» Cl-Eff: 215@4.40 «» IOE:
0.825 «» Flags: 0 «» QG: 4.035 «» Ranks: 297/17 of 2528 /
93.83%

March 20th 2020
01:41:03 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

kevin6625

Best expert:

41

Comments:

I believe I am currently the only one in the world who got an Exp
NF sup4 but still struggling with getting an Beg NF sup6 -- the
one who almost grabbed the best of his clicking speed potentials
-- Anyone else? Glad to let me know
.

March 11th 2020
04:49:59 AM
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frankz replied 9 months ago
What the fuck are you smoking? Enjoy your lonesome here then.

kevin6625 replied 10 months ago
@frankz Do you mean the private playground owned by the CAN-DO-WHATEVER-THE-F**K-IFUNHAPPY tyrant SJZ, who is heard to have utilized some "SHOW 3BV" game modifier trick to top
his own ranking and entertain himself long time ago? I would be very glad to open a new public
topic from here or the forum if you are interested in hear more details. No worries, initiating a
public-sharing personal chat with one of your favorite IM tool in my and your native language is

also preferred. BTW: I know what you are saying, but I believe we are not on the same page, so
feel free to take the word 'potential' and check with the national champion WJG for what I am
exactly saying in this post.

f

frankz replied 10 months ago
The Chinese minesweeper community is still quite active. Their site is saolei.wang (used to be
saolei.net) In the Chinese community there are 6 NF sup4 players, highest 4.93 and FL highest
5.12

Name:

kevin6625

Best expert:

41

Comments:

Exp NF sup4 achieved finally despite a narrow margin. Cool~~
Next goal is Exp NF sub40, go for it!

March 7th 2020
03:55:47 PM

/me watched exp game --> RTime: 53.95 (54) «» Est RTime:
53.95 (54) «» 3BV: 216/216 «» 3BV/s: 4 «» ZiNi: 134@2.48 «»
H.ZiNi: 142@2.63 «» Ops: 10/10 «» Isls: 4 «» Cl: 254@4.71 «»
Cl-Eff: 243@4.50 «» IOE: 0.850 «» Flags: 0 «» QG: 4.073 «»
Ranks: 1121/1 of 2490 / 77.51% Close Replies
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kevin6625 replied 10 months ago
No updates for Latest News?

Name:

kevin6625

Best beginner:

0.82 -> 0.74

Comments:

/me watched beg game --> RTime: 0.74 (1) «» Est RTime:
0.74 (1) «» 3BV: 4/4 «» 3BV/s: 5.40 «» ZiNi: 4@5.41 «»
H.ZiNi: 4@5.41 «» Ops: 2/2 «» Isls: 2 «» Cl: 4@5.41 «» Cl-Eff:
4@5.41 «» IOE: 1.000 «» Flags: 0 «» QG: 0.150 «» Ranks:
1/11 of 641 / 99.22%

February 15th 2020
12:47:19 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

kevin6625

Best expert:

41

Comments:

When will be the next Minesweeper World Championship in
2020?

February 10th 2020
11:14:20 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

kevin6625

Best expert:

41

Comments:

Largest 3BV for sub50 (181 -> 183, Luckily they have the same
real time): RTime: 48.30 (49) «» Est RTime: 48.30 (49) «» 3BV:
183/183 «» 3BV/s: 3.78 «» ZiNi: 116@2.40 «» H.ZiNi:
128@2.65 «» Ops: 8/8 «» Isls: 9 «» Cl: 205@4.24 «» Cl-Eff:
198@4.10 «» IOE: 0.893 «» Flags: 0 «» QG: 3.983 «» Ranks:
198/7 of 2353 / 95.69%

February 7th 2020
08:45:55 PM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

kevin6625 replied 11 months ago
BTW: Updated new personal IOE record for normal play as 0.893

Name:

kevin6625

Best expert:

41

Comments:

New Record in EXP seconds 42->41: RTime: 40.44 (41) «» Est
RTime: 40.44 (41) «» 3BV: 142/142 «» 3BV/s: 3.51 «» ZiNi:
105@2.60 «» H.ZiNi: 111@2.74 «» Ops: 11/11 «» Isls: 18 «»
Cl: 177@4.38 «» Cl-Eff: 168@4.15 «» IOE: 0.802 «» Flags: 0
«» QG: 3.796 «» Ranks: 1/120 of 2350 / 97.47%-

February 7th 2020
06:04:00 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

guestbook is slow

Comments:

recaptcha is fucked up!

January 30th 2020
07:52:01 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

kevin6625

Comments:

Ruined another Exp NF Sub40, FANTASTIC!

January 12th 2020
12:53:53 AM

(See Website

URL for blast videos)
/me watched exp game --> RTime: 39.01 (40) «» Est RTime:
39.36 (40) «» 3BV: 113/114 «» 3BV/s: 2.89 «» ZiNi: 89@2.26
«» H.ZiNi: 97@2.46 «» Ops: 13/13 «» Isls: 16 «» Cl: 161@4.13
«» Cl-Eff: 147@3.77 «» IOE: 0.702 «» Flags: 0 «» QG: 4.514
«» Ranks: 0/0 of 2247 / 0% Website

 Reply to this Post

Name:

kevin6625

Comments:

Breaking 0.02 for Exp Time almost 5 years later since 2015,
check website URL for video details, stats: /me watched exp
game --> RTime: 41.06 (42) «» Est RTime: 41.06 (42) «» 3BV:
135/135 «» 3BV/s: 3.28 «» ZiNi: 101@2.46 «» H.ZiNi:
105@2.56 «» Ops: 10/10 «» Isls: 17 «» Cl: 166@4.04 «» ClEff: 159@3.87 «» IOE: 0.813 «» Flags: 0 «» QG: 4.097 «»
Ranks: 1/535 of 2242 / 88.09%-

January 10th 2020
03:06:45 AM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Pavel

Comments:

2019:

January 1st 2020
02:49:20 AM

Exp: 83 games: 42x2, 44x2, 45x3, 46x8, 47x4, 48x12, 49x24,
50x7, 51x7, 52x5, 53x2, 54x2, 55x1, 56x4
(including 5 nf: 48x2, 50, 51, 56)
sub60x83 (100%) (~6064 total)
sub50x55 (66,27%) (2585 total)
avg time 48,596s rt
sup4x3 (3,61%) (231 total)
avg 3bvs 3,35
Int: 313 games: 10x1, 12x6, 13x22, 14x34, 15x66, 16x63,
17x50, 18x34, 19x24, 20x9, 21x2, 22x1, 24x1 (204 fl, 109 nf)
sub20x300 (95,85%) (~17660 total)
sub15x63 (20,13%) (3017 total)
avg time 15,523s rt (15,59s fl, 15,414s nf)
sup5x4 (1,28%) (163 total)
avg 3bvs 3,754 (3,884 fl, 3,511 nf)
Beg: 0
lol
Happy new year all!!!
 Reply to this Post

Name:

lin6625

Best expert:

42

Comments:

Attention to the admins: The postings on homepage of 'Dan
Zhou (China) sets new Expert NF 3BVS record of 5.11 (46.30,
3BV=237).' is incorrect, this is not an NF game.

December 14th 2019
05:48:21 PM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

darkness replied 1 year ago
Besides,it seems that many Chinese players and I, are unable to post messages on this guestbook.
We can only reply other's messages. Can any admins find the reason? I'll be appreciated.

d

darkness replied 1 year ago
And I'd say that the news board is very disorganized. For example, when two players did the same
thing(sub50) ,the 2 pieces of news were printed with different words; or one was printed and the
other wasn't.(sup4) I'm looking forward to see some changes.

Name:

TLe

Comments:

Contact info. Hello, is there a contact info for the current
maintainer of minesweeper.info?

November 27th 2019
09:14:46 PM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Tle replied 1 year ago
Hello, forum registration doesn't seem to work anymore (it never send activation emails). My email
is thuyle2377@gmail.com. My company develops a Minesweeper app. I'm looking for opportunity to
cooperate to build up this community further. Please message me

Damien replied 1 year ago
You can post questions here (if you include your email I'll message personally) or register in the
forum and message me directly. Cheers!

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

39

Comments:

Hi everybody! I have finished a Minesweeper variant called
Minesweeper: The Grand Master. It takes some ideas from a
popular Tetris variant. The goal is to finish all the levels in a
row, but the difficulty increases from board to board, and there
is also a time limit, so this is not an easy task. Check the
website link to play it.

November 24th 2019
10:35:04 AM

Beating all the levels gives you a GM (Grand Master) grade. I
have done it, but so far nobody else has. Who else can become
a Grand Master of minesweeper?
 Email

b

 Website

Banzhaf replied 1 year ago
grrrrrr XD I want to be GM colors only still crashes me

 Close Replies

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Ze-En Ju

Best expert:

48x4→45x1→41x1

Comments:

Well, I really didn't expect that.

September 21st 2019
07:26:36 PM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Banzhaf replied 1 year ago
nice I hope these to be my next three jumps too XD

jim jimson replied 1 year ago
jim jimson

Name:

Bertie

Best expert:

42x1 -> 42x2

Comments:

/me exp game --> Est RTime: 41.99 (42) «» 3BV: 117/117 «»
3BV/s: 2.78 «» ZiNi: 91@2.17 «» H.ZiNi: 96@2.29 «» Cl:
141@3.36 «» IOE: 0.830 «» ThrP: 0.867 «» HZNT: 0.711 «»
Flags: 29

September 15th 2019
06:11:56 PM

It seems my 42 from last year isn't such a fluke after all. Got
this beauty last night; only 0.03s slower than my record (from
last year).
Anyhow, happy sweeping all!
 Reply to this Post

Name:

goran

Comments:

i installed win 7 ultimate x64 and tried downloading the
minesweeper vista and the one for win 7. None of them
worked!!! tried installing the games pack from win 7 for win 8
& 10 (from other sites) and all the card games run but the
minesweeper again doesn't run :(((( in all cases it silently dies
without any error displayed. PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE make the
vista and win 7 version compatible with my windows 7 ultimate
x64. thanks

September 13th 2019
03:07:10 AM

 Close Replies

b

 Reply to this Post

Bertie replied 1 year ago
You can always install one of the excellent clones available in the Downloads section. Personally,
Arbiter is my favourite, but you can't go wrong with MSX or ViennaSweeper either. All three of

those are acceptable for the rankings on this site since they record videos of your best games,
which you can send in. If you're really desperate for a Microsoft version, then you could install the
Windows XP version (also available in the Downloads section). It's by far the best iteration
Microsoft has produced, in many people's opinion. Note: None of the Microsoft versions are valid for
the rankings on this site.

Name:

c.

Comments:

Javascript is the new Flash, and it sucks. This guestbook now
requires some new version of a browser, the slow one, with huge
loads of useless features included to make it possible for Google
and the likes to serve you its stupid adware and spy on you.

August 18th 2019
11:28:35 AM

Shame on bravenet, you broke it again.
 Close Replies
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Richard (Dick) replied 1 year ago
I retract my last statement.

Richard (Dick) replied 1 year ago
fart

Name:

kevin6625

Comments:

New record of Exp NF 3bv/s before SUP4
http://www.minesweeper.info/members/files/4383/HISCORE%20Exp_57.15_3BV=228_3BVs=3.98_Anonymous.avf
No longer considering updating record on some cheater's website,
no tolerance for whom lacking in integrity and honesty, don't ask
why

r

July 24th 2019
01:04:37 PM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

wuhu replied 5 months ago
why

Richard (Dick) replied 1 year ago
congrats kevin!!!

 Reply to this Post

Name:

André Padez

Comments:

I am looking for the manager of this website, need to talk to
them.

July 20th 2019
11:24:51 AM

Please send me an email, if you see this.
 Reply to this Post

 Email

Name:

MineSweeper

Comments:

is there any possibility of this site merging with
minesweeper.online? seems like most of the community is active
there nowadays

July 8th 2019
01:44:31 AM

 Close Replies

r

Richard (Dick) replied 1 year ago
Just want to point out that asfsdfghnmhjstyertasydhfgawerdfhgjtydsrtdxfgchstdfhgv

Name:

John

Best beginner:

0 sec

Comments:

Is this good?

March 19th 2019
06:53:10 AM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

John Fan #1 replied 1 year ago
John you a changed my life, every morning whilst eating my cornflakes i watch you speed to get
me vivid for the day it*s inspiring art and showcase of the superiority of human brain. It*s a blue
print for what is really possible if one's capable using full finger force plus mind light. Thank you &
LOVE cOME visit please your sincere Fan Club France, Paris

John replied 2 years ago
Thanks everone

does john cheat? replied 2 years ago
does john cheat?

j
j
b
h
p
j

John's Dad replied 2 years ago
Proud of you, Son. Always knew you had it in you.

John's Mom replied 2 years ago
I love you sweetie!

Benjamin replied 2 years ago
So proud of you John... Yes...

Hector replied 2 years ago
Long live john! #1 beginner minesweeper in the world!

Police replied 2 years ago
Dear John, It Should Be Illegal To Mindsweep As Fart As You Go. Please Report To Police Station For
Assault and Physical Assault, Against Minesweeper Illegal International Minesweeper Thank You.

JIM replied 2 years ago
I JUST WANT TO SAY< JOHN YOU ARE AMAZE , TO ME! MAKE FAST

minesweeper superpower

go go go! SUPER WONDER MAGIC FINGER AMAZE SPEED xD to the moon!!!!

v

very muh! replied 2 years ago
wow john! amazing! super minesweeper speed! conquer world! become the minesweeper! cheers!

Load More

Name:

joni

Comments:

Hi there guestbook! Long time no see!
Having retired long ago, I have opened minesweeper on a pc
only a handful of times in the past years and those times it has
struck me that more modern screens come with higher default

January 16th 2019
08:41:51 AM

resolutions, causing the board to get smaller and smaller. That,
combined with my mouse handling skills going more and more
downhill, means I will probably never be back to playing at the
level I was on a pc.
Funny enough, a year or so ago I started playing the game on
my phone just for fun, and now I would say I am probably in my
best NF shape ever
. I am using "Minesweeper for Android",
and after getting times close to my own records in both
Intermediate and Expert, I was a bit disappointed to find out the
Intermediate and Expert boards in the App are not standard
sized (they are easier).
So my question for you is, is there any official Minesweeper App
for android? Or at least someone you would recommended (with
correct board sizes, maybe some basic counters and some
recording capability?).
Thanks and happy sweeping!
joni
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Bertie replied 2 years ago
Not an app, per se, but https://minesweeper.online works pretty well on mobile. Once you get used
to the slight delay caused by the server queries (the boards are generated server-side afaik),
you're golden. You can also make a profile, change the zoom and skin of the board (including
classic XP skinning and no numbers skins), partake in the season system (monthly ranking across a
number of metrics) and chat with many fine folks (including me, EWQ, qqwref and others who
come by from time to time). Only "downside" is that the beg size there is 9x9, but I've survived the
injustice so far...

joni replied 2 years ago
Thanks Z, I tried minesweeper Ace, but I have some issues with its interface. For a square to open
it requires both the press and the release to be on the same square (while cassic minesweeper only
the release matters). This can be frustrating (if they fail to land on the same square whole board
moves around) and it impacts the speed, especially in intermediate. I did manage to post the
fastest expert and 2nd fastest intermediate times, but I doubt I will play anymore, since it really is
not fun (the counters hiding a part of the board, and having to reposition the board every time I
play are other quirks that add to the frustration, as well as the color scheme). I will give
Minesweeper Go a try next.

ZZZZZ replied 2 years ago
I use Minesweeper Ace and Minesweeper Go. Minesweeper Ace is completely free but only gives the
3 standard levels with a guaranteed opening on the first click, and Minesweeper Go has a few more
modes and customization options, but has some in-app purchases and ads (the app itself is free
though).

Name:

Bertie

Comments:

So... I'm confused about the AR. Sometimes the clock works
and sometimes it doesn't. Sometimes the period ends on the

October 27th 2018
04:59:04 PM

Friday and sometimes on the Thursday. Heck, I don't even know
whether I submitted for the previous period because figuring it
out melts my brain. Is there a bug in the code, or am I just
hopeless at reading ascii characters arranged in meaningful
patterns?
 Close Replies

a
b

aradesh replied 2 years ago
Bertie! Come visit me on IRC, it's so lonely!

Bertie replied 2 years ago
Hahaha, I thought it was something like that
so an update would be nice

d

! I actually did get another screamer of a game,

. I hope your holiday was good!

damien replied 2 years ago
Hi Bertie! I was on holiday for 2 weeks, and the Active Ranking pages update
in the Admin panel. Sometimes I'm a few days late updating the pages, but I
long as I'm not a full period late. I just updated the last 2 periods. You're still
a 5s penalty - I doubt you were within 5s of your new record, but if you were
fix it. Sorry! Cheers...

when I press a button
can fix everything as
#1 for Period 22 with
just email me and I'll

Name:

Pietro Siciliano

Best expert:

63

Best intermediate:

25

Best beginner:

4

Comments:

Hi everyone!
I often run into the situation where I've all but completed a
minefield where there's only one mine remaining in two squares.
The numbers around the squares are a number 3 or 2 with the
number one immediately above or to the left or right on the
edge/border. Am I right in saying that there are no strategies or
patterns for these situations and that it's just a 50/50 chance of
finding the mine?
Thanks in advance for your advice and suggestions!

October 24th 2018
01:34:34 PM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

damien replied 2 years ago
Hi Pietro, unfortunately sometimes you have to guess in a game. (It is much less often than a new
player thinks.) The situation you describe sounds like it really is a guess. My advice for unavoidable
50/50 is guess the most useful result as fast as possible. See the Wiki "Strategy" article on this

site. Basically, if one solution is more likely to give a result that helps you solve more of the game,
guess that one.

b

Bertie replied 2 years ago
Yes. You should learn to recognise these forced guesses much earlier in the game, though, and
guess them ASAP. That way you don't solve almost a whole board for nothing...

Name:

Banzhaf

Comments:

I have a question, is minimizing the window even allowed? I saw
it's possible on MSX while stopping the timer. Would give one
the opportunity to let brain breathe and then go on. Of course it
facilitates cheating, too, for you could screenshot, minimize,
analyze... Has this been discussed so far?

October 17th 2018
07:42:25 AM

 Close Replies
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Niklas B replied 2 years ago
I'm surprised to say it, but I get the same result both on the integer timer, statistics, file name and
recording time. Hope they fix it.

Name:

Niklas B

Best intermediate:

31.88 -> 31.72 -> 30.77 -> 27.65

Comments:

Finally been able to master the NF games on intermediate levels
(there is a couple of seconds left to finetune excluding physical
improvement). Sat 3 new records the past 2 days from my
previous 32s hybrid record. Yet to get enough brains to play NF
Expert without halting up for a second though.

October 13th 2018
10:15:53 PM
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 Reply to this Post

Banzhaf replied 2 years ago
congrats! I'm working a lot on non-halting, too, investing my eye-gaze wisely =))

Name:

Bertie

Best expert:

43.19 --> 41.96

Comments:

/me exp game --> RTime: 41.96 (42) «» Est RTime: 41.96 (42)
«» 3BV: 130/130 «» 3BV/s: 3.09 «» ZiNi: 91@2.17 «» H.ZiNi:

October 5th 2018
05:44:09 PM

97@2.31 «» Ops: 11/11 «» Isls: 11 «» Cl: 142@3.38 «» IOE:
0.915 «» Flags: 38 «» Ranks: 1/209 of 1667 / 93.76%
And there it is; on an evening I wasn't even feeling quick. It
comes a full 6 years and 8 months after the record it breaks.
That's longer than the time between that record and my first
sub60.
Also, Lasse's 42 was the WR when I started, which I've now
equalled. Not gonna lie, it feels damned good!
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Aris replied 2 years ago
Great job!congrats! You deserved that long time ago!

damien replied 2 years ago
Awesome Bertie!

Name:

Fritz

Comments:

Did another 100 expert wins run. 3:56:36 this time. Kinda sad
after winning the first 50 in under 1:40 and my usually strong
last 40 games were terrible this time. 3:30 is doable!

September 5th 2018
03:52:00 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Fritz

Comments:

Just finished a 100 Expert games speed run at
minesweeper.online. Took 4:33 to complete 100 games, beating
my previous record by about a minute.

August 26th 2018
01:00:54 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Roman Gammel

Comments:

I've got NF exp 49 recently. Don't remember even a year of
previous sub50

July 27th 2018
04:53:13 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Nick

July 26th 2018
09:12:44 PM

Comments:

I completed custom board 8x8, mine: 62
Can you admit this record?
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Nick replied 2 years ago
Sorry, I did`n see rule

Name:

Fritz

Comments:

https://minesweeper.online/de/game/96012072

July 20th 2018
04:57:50 PM

Did a 41.065 on 129 3BV on that site. Nice to see that I can still
play a decently fast game after all those years.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Fritz

Comments:

https://minesweeper.online/de/game/94741862

July 15th 2018
03:51:39 PM

Completed an 80x52 board with 992 mines in 998 seconds for a
new sitewide record for most "difficult" board over there.
Projected win percentage was 0.072%, which I would have
estimated at over 100 hours of playing. Quite kucky that it only
took me 35 minutes to finish a board.
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

pauv

Comments:

What might happen if a TOP player got a perfect board?
 Close Replies
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July 15th 2018
12:17:35 AM

 Reply to this Post

KAmil replied 2 years ago
lol I had to turn on my pc at 4am to watch this

Fritz replied 2 years ago
Yes, totally didn't see it. My bad.

my biggest blast was 145/146 @ 30.96.

p

pauv replied 2 years ago
So, you have ignored the website below.

I agree with you that Kamil may get 28s in his best

form.

f

Fritz replied 2 years ago
Top players have already gotten lots of perfect boards. So far Ian's 33 was the only case they didn't
mess up somehow. I had a few blasts back in the day that were like 22s est. 30. So someone like
Kamil could have gotten a 28 or a 27 with the ultimate best board ever.

Name:

Fritz

Comments:

/me has finished 100 exp games today: 100 flagging . Best were
54,90 sec on 154 3BV board and 3,13 3BV/s on 220 3BV board.
Averages: Time=69,92 3BV/s=2,53 3BV=173,98

July 7th 2018
03:54:25 PM

New 100 Expert Games Speedrun Record! 4:34:49
Old record (by someone else in the forum) was 4:47:57. My first
30 games were awfully bad so I guess based on how the last hour
went with 29 completed games in these 60 minutes there is still a
lot of room for improvement.
 Close Replies
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Banzhaf replied 2 years ago
wOW. I might need weeks for 100 Expert games

but that might be good training for finishing

them securely. actually i like tactical guesses a lot but of often they grow to rather careless ones.
grats!

Name:

Banzhaf

Best beginner:

1.98 -> 1.06

Comments:

Btw that beg record improvement took me almost 12 years (11yrs
11months) - even though I cannot claim that I tried all the time. I
simply didn't play beg at all XD
 Close Replies
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July 4th 2018
06:11:19 PM

 Reply to this Post

Niklas B replied 2 years ago
I had a similar improvement 2.03 -> 1.00 Have not been able to upload it yet though since my
2.19 and 2.03 came the days before! Got two of those 3BV=2 boards this day (1 in 20k boards)!

Name:

Banzhaf

Best intermediate:

14.77 -> 14.42

Comments:

Little improvement but it lets me enter German Top 10 for the first
time =)))))

July 4th 2018
06:07:15 PM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Video of Wei-Jia Guo direct access here for official ranking

Comments:

For video of Wei-Jia Guo please directly check here
http://www.minesweeper.info/members/files/4425/4425-3bvs1616-NF-12,290-74-6,021-20180615.avf

June 26th 2018
12:24:01 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Wei-Jia Guo got a sup6 NF int game. Check saolei.net

June 15th 2018
08:56:04 AM

 Close Replies
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No ShenJiaZhang's cheating site here please --minesweeper.info replied 3 years ago
For video of Wei-Jia Guo please directly check here
http://www.minesweeper.info/members/files/4425/4425-3bvs-1616-NF-12,290-74-6,02120180615.avf

Name:

damien

Comments:

Congrats to Edu Cros, for breaking his Beginner record after 8
years and 40 days! Third longest time ever between Beginner
records (see Wiki Trivia page).

June 5th 2018
11:15:34 AM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

KAmil replied 3 years ago
sry I've lagged and havent read post on FB. So the 1,59 abtually isnt a record
profile.

KAmil replied 3 years ago

it's still on Edu's

k
f

r u sure Damien? 2018-2013 != 8 years

Fritz replied 3 years ago
Awesome! Just gotta wait a little less than 3 years

Name:

Banzhaf

Best expert:

53 -> 51

Comments:

April 11th 2018
01:59:19 PM

listened to a song that put me in joy and out of nothing
*voila*
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Banzhaf replied 2 years ago
thankx! I'd so love to...

Fritz replied 3 years ago
Congratulations! Now go and get that sub50 already!

Name:

Tomi S.

Best expert:

51

Best intermediate:

13

Best beginner:

1

Comments:

Playing LuckySweeper Guru lately (10 x 10 board with 50 mines,
and automatically lucky on forced guesses). Just broke 13 s with
12.80, nearly matching my int pb. No one else seems to play it
these days, even though I find it much more interesting than
regular minesweeper, with many different strategies to try out
and more challenging mine patterns. And, if you blast, you don't
have anyone but yourself to blame

April 11th 2018
09:45:45 AM
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Banzhaf replied 3 years ago

 Reply to this Post

man this is really highly educational! thanks a lot man

b

Banzhaf replied 3 years ago
thanks for the hint i like it

Name:

Tommy (scoreganizer update!)

Comments:

There has been an update to scoreganizer! See the linked forum
post for a preview of a not quite done feature :3

 Email

March 25th 2018
06:05:34 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Mike Smith

Comments:

I can't find the link to submit active ranking scores. I'm on my
profile but the active ranking section doesn't have an upload
area, how do I submit scores?

March 23rd 2018
10:49:28 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Mike Smith

Best expert:

56.69

Comments:

Broke one minute on expert just now

March 19th 2018
02:52:50 PM

Onto the next barrier!
 Close Replies
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Mike Smith replied 3 years ago
lol /me exp game --> RTime: 46.64 (47) «» Est RTime: 49.09 (50) «» 3BV: 114/120 «» 3BV/s:
2.44 «» ZiNi: 96@1.96 «» H.ZiNi: 101@2.06 «» Ops: 15/16 «» Isls: 18 «» Cl: 150@3.22 «» IOE:
0.760 «» Flags: 19 «» Ranks: 0/0 of 45 / 0%

Name:

Jon S

Comments:

I might look into doing some density moving forward. Just
uploaded my latest record (201 mines) on 24x30.

March 17th 2018
05:30:43 AM
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Jon S replied 3 years ago
Actually finished one with 216 mines a minute ago. Very lucky given that the closest I had been to
solving 216 mines before that had been 132 3BV away from finishing.

Name:

Bart

Comments:

After being very very close several times in the past 5 years, I
finally got a sub60.

March 14th 2018
10:45:41 AM

Feels great to finally get that monkey off my back.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Jon S replied 3 years ago
Congrats

Mike Smith replied 3 years ago
Nicely done! fighting to pass that barrier myself

damien replied 3 years ago
Hey Bart, congrats! I remember breaking 60 for the first time, way back in the olden days

Best

of luck with the next barrier!

Name:

damien

Comments:

Finally made a requested change to the world rankings - you can
now sort by sum, level or 3bvs. There were a few suggestions
about this recently...

March 3rd 2018
03:05:25 PM

@Mike: The IRC chat used to be relatively popular, although most
of the top western players are retired or semi-retired, so its
popularity has gone down. If you have questions, I'd recommend
posting on the forum. As for progress, the improvement
trajectory of players is much faster now than before, mainly due
to all the advice and stats available these days. Good luck! (And
feel free to send scores now, it will help you improve more quickly
seeing your name next to people you can beat).
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Mike Smith

Comments:

Hi!

March 3rd 2018
10:09:06 AM

I'm curious how many hours per week you all top play per week?
I'm Interested to submit some times for the world ranking soon
once I achieve under 100 total time :)
Thanks,
Mike
 Close Replies
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Name:

 Reply to this Post

Fritz replied 3 years ago
I used to play 3 hours a day. That's the average time per day over several years. At some points it
was around 40 hours a week. At 84 seconds on Exp you don't need to worry about which areas you
need to improve. Just keep playing a lot and you become faster. At around 75 seconds you should
start reducing the number of flags you use and only place flags that you end up using to chord. At
sub70 you can start looking into making your solves more efficient, which means using fewer clicks
and solving more squares per chord. You can take a look into density mode or non-flagging, but
practicing accuracy, efficiency and clicking speed in normal mode probably helps you more.

Mike Smith replied 3 years ago
Here's an example of my play, a measly 84 seconds but maybe I could get some advice
http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?dir=7261/&file=example.avf

Mike Smith replied 3 years ago
Didn't mean to say 'top' in my first post lol. I notice the IRC chat is currently empty, does any chat
exist for minesweeper talk? Or is this guestbook the hub for minesweeper discussion? In what ways
can I be more involved with the community? My question is how many hours per week (or per day)
do you play on average, and how much is recommended? I believe my ability is somewhat close to
65 on expert and would like to improve this to under 50 seconds, though that seems so hard!! It
seems to me that to get under 50 seconds it is more important to have very good pattern
recognition than the ability to move the mouse very fast, whereas under 40 requires both crazy
pattern recognition and crazy fast and accurate mouse movements. I've studied common patterns,
chording techniques (decent areas to flag), and have watched videos of players at the top levels
and near my level. Anything else I should do to increase my scores? Perhaps playing custom levels
would help to secure pattern recognition. I'm clearly very far from a good player, seeing as the top
100 is so far beyond my current reach. My biggest problem is misinterpreting patterns and clicking
areas where there's a 100% probability of a mine existing before I notice what I'm doing. That and
guessing when a guess is not required. I assume practicing more would help improve this. Would
practicing slowly every once in a while be a good idea? How about practicing custom boards with a
high mine density? I'm on a Mac using Wineskin - is this an issue, and will my videos save
properly? I'd like submit some scores for the site very soon once I get under 100 total on the three
levels on Arbiter. I didn't mean to write so much, so those who read this, thanks for reading and I
would very much appreciate some advice from players!

Saeid Rajabi

February 27th 2018
03:58:00 PM

Comments:

Duplicate player, see Player 6921
What does that even mean?
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

damien replied 3 years ago
Thanks for spotting this mistake. It seems I updated 1 player but accidentally updated the notes for
every player. I've replaced everything now from backup. (As an example, look at Kamil's notes only a selection of players have notes, usually if they were the first to do something). Cheers!

replied 3 years ago
@Damien; the notes section of all profiles have the duplicate player 6921 message

d
s

damien replied 3 years ago
Sometimes a player registers a second time. I merge the accounts, but to keep the database from
breaking, keep the "empty" account. So, in the rare case someone navigates to an empty account,
I put a note

Saeid Rajabi replied 3 years ago
I just noticed: me: player4267: 2012-07-21 Flag 66.55 Arbiter 0.48 125 player6921: 2011-06-20
Flag 66.56 Clone 0.97 125 Autism is strong in this one. Is this even a possible cheat? I even have
59.33

Name:

dude man bro

Comments:

aaaa why cant i post on the guestbook

February 24th 2018
08:24:09 PM

just wanna say the score list section is 6 years outdated
 Close Replies

b
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Comments:

 Reply to this Post

bro man dude replied 3 years ago
o it worked this time #shit #ass #fuck

mpepa94

February 22nd 2018
07:47:08 PM

Much more into the mine density than speed (although I will
start trying), but I've had my intro videos added and accepted
in the past couple days which means I'll (hopefully) be added to
the Custom Ranking soon! At 423 and counting...
See if I can get up to 450 tonight!
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Jon S

Comments:

Just downloaded Arbiter (scored 2.47-17.43-89 so far). Can
someone enlighten me on why the reported hzini on the
following board is reported as 13 and not 14?

January 1st 2018
02:25:01 AM

-------1x1 |
221 122|
x1 1xx|
11 233|
1221 1x2|
2xx1 12x|
x321 122|
11 1x1|
-------I don't see how to solve it in 13 clicks without guessing to flag
the rightmost mine in the sixth row. I haven't studied the
definition of hzini thoroughly, but I'm thinking that making
premature guesses would not be allowed.
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Bertie replied 3 years ago
HZiNi doesn't "solve" the board, per se, therefore it needs UPK. It's humanlike in the sense that it
starts at an opening and works its way into the unsolved bulk from there. No-one's taken the time
to implement a proper solver for this purpose yet...

c. replied 3 years ago
So, the interpretation in your second reply is correct. ZiNi is not designed to solve like a human, it's
an attempt to minimize the number of clicks.

c. replied 3 years ago
HZiNi solver makes guesses. The difference between the generic ZiNi and HZiNi is that HZiNi is
allowed to solve only the open cells, while the generic one can open a closed cell and immediately
flag around and chord it.

Jon S replied 3 years ago

j

j

I tried zinicalc, and it gives the same result. My assumption had been that hzini would try to play in
a way that a human might, but it seems like it will flag non-logically based on UPK. It seems to me
like the difference between zini and hzini is that hzini will only open squares neighboring squares
that are already open while zini does not have this restriction. Is this a correct interpretation? (I did
read Elmar's forum post in the Maths section, but as far as I can understand, Arbiter doesn't follow
the definitions from there exactly).

Jon S replied 3 years ago
Apparently, the guestbook removes some whitespace. the board should be 1x1----- 221--122 x1--1xx 11---233 1221-1x2 2xx1-12x x321-122 11---1x1 with dashes being the opening

Name:

octo

Best intermediate:

15.29 -> 13.94

Comments:

way overdue

December 3rd 2017
02:32:21 PM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Alexandr Egorov

Comments:

Oh my God

November 28th 2017
04:57:36 AM

Accidently found this site and it seems like I've

traveled to the past, to the good old 00's
so warm feelings navigating through it

I've experienced
Just keep it as it is,

never upgrade it to web-2.0! You are a living example of how
simple and warm internet was years ago
Thank you so
much! ^) And btw, approximately that time I used to play
WinMine pretty much, completed expert level for about 50+
seconds

Though my friend could beat it for 39 seconds
 Reply to this Post

 Email

Name:

octo

Best expert:

54.30 -> 52.35

Best intermediate:

15.29

Best beginner:

1.43

Comments:

6 years 10 months 21 days later lol. if i could get moved from
the missouri state ranking to the california one that would be
great too? i changed my location in my profile already

November 25th 2017
02:44:40 PM

 Close Replies

octo replied 3 years ago

 Reply to this Post

o

(this is Sam Haynes if ppl dont rememeber my username which i just realized is probably the case
lmao)

Name:

Fritz

Comments:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHAjC4madac

November 18th 2017
03:09:20 PM

Set a new world record for Nonosweeper's genius level with
121.99 seconds. Old record was 122 seconds, set in june 2013.
It's my first world record at Nonosweeper.
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all!

November 12th 2017
10:51:16 AM

I haven't been in touch a lot because of real life.
I'm dropping in with some good news: Aradesh and I are
working on getting scoreganizer up and running again!
A development instance is running and working; I just
configured the mail server, which was the last step to make all
the infrastructure work properly. All that's left to do is to
restore the original database; This won't exactly be easy
because we only have a filesystem-level backup, but once it's
done scoreganizer will rise from the ashes at scoreganizer.net
:3
Happy sweeping everyone!
 Email
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 Reply to this Post

Judith replied 3 years ago
Hey, nice to hear from you again. Haven't been here a lot either, but mostly because I switched to
cubing.
Happy sweeping to you too!

Name:

Kylo B. Ren

Best beginner:

I've never won.

Comments:

I'm not very good at Minesweeper, can anyone give any tips? I
have tried asking Snoke for help but he's worse than I am.

November 7th 2017
01:48:30 PM

 Close Replies

 Reply to this Post
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Bertie replied 3 years ago
It's all about overlapping regions; the squares two numbers share...

Riccardo replied 3 years ago
Get chocolate sweeper on your smartphone, and go through all the tutorials. You'll get out of that
experience as a more than decent player

Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

37,61 --------> 34,15

Comments:

Oh yeah!

November 5th 2017
08:01:09 AM
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 Reply to this Post

Michael Gottlieb replied 3 years ago
Wow! Insane time, and well deserved after all those sub 40s.

Lucas Pena replied 3 years ago
Really amazing.. congrats P

avel

Fritz replied 3 years ago
Awesome! Congratulations!

Name:

Anonymouse

Comments:

FYI Minesweeper X has been updated to v1.16 on April 25th,
2017.

October 28th 2017
07:45:01 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:
Comments:

Michael Gottlieb

October 5th 2017
08:57:23 PM

After >6 months since last sub50, I'm playing again a little.
Three sub50s in three days: 49 on 118, 48 on 127, 48 on 161.
Not bad for an old man
 Reply to this Post

Name:

.

Comments:

Player Videos keep not working for >2 weeks

October 2nd 2017
09:39:34 AM

 Close Replies
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damien replied 3 years ago
Fixed, I was on holiday last week, sorry!

Videomaster replied 3 years ago
i have all your video's

Name:

Kenny(age:11)

Best beginner:

60 seconds

Comments:

Hey everyone- first post in the guestbook. me and my brother
got a new top score today of 60 seconds and I just wanted to
let everyone know. Once I get a computer I will be sharing
videos with all you guys! Seeyas.

September 18th 2017
01:47:36 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

.

Comments:

vids have broken down

September 16th 2017
10:03:15 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

bug

September 8th 2017
12:29:47 AM

Comments:

 Website

 Reply to this Post

Name:

??

Comments:

When will you update the page? It has been months..

August 26th 2017
03:20:32 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Banzhaf

Comments:

Table tennis is like minesweeper. It's kind of the same. I don't
why. It's very quick recognizing & reaction. It's elegant. Both I
love, hallelujah!

August 7th 2017
01:36:15 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Saverio

Best expert:

75

Best intermediate:

14

Best beginner:

2

Comments:

Hi, I registered but did not receive any email yet. Thank you

August 5th 2017
07:20:48 AM

 Reply to this Post

 Email

Name:

NoXIILarxene

Best intermediate:

263

Comments:

I know it isn't much, but I had my first Minesweeper win today then I reduced it to 263 seconds. Was looking at the
Minesweeper wiki tonight though, so found this page.

August 3rd 2017
07:08:37 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

38,13 -----> 37,61

Comments:

39x9 -> 38
 Close Replies
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August 3rd 2017
03:11:22 PM

 Reply to this Post

pauv replied 3 years ago
Not on your best form, but congrats

you might get a sub35 game if playing perfectly

Name:

Woka

Comments:

I don't know. I'm waiting aswell...

August 2nd 2017
12:40:22 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

minesweeper

Comments:

Is the score list page never updated?
http://www.minesweeper.info/scorelists.html

August 1st 2017
03:03:25 PM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Damien replied 3 years ago
Hey, I forgot those old lists were still there! The purpose was because the World Ranking did not
allowing sorting the scores. Plan was to delete when sorting was added. I'll have a look.

Name:

c.

Comments:

Finally! There is no Flash in the guestbook!

July 18th 2017
10:23:23 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Yi-Hai Lin breaks IOE WR of Intermediate level. 1.738->1.951.
Further data&download see the link below. ps: I've acchived
sup8.5 beginner and sup5 intermediate on MinesweeperGo, which
is a minesweeper app on phone with pro data, worldranking and
playback.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Jules replied 3 years ago
Wow, that's insane! Congrats to them!

Name:

pauv

Comments:

I've got a 8.143 3bvs beginner game on my phone
playback online!) 3bv=15 time=1.842s IOE=1.875
the best minesweeper app.

 Website

July 18th 2017
02:46:04 AM

July 12th 2017
05:56:17 AM

(with
I think it's

 Reply to this Post

Name:

pauv

Best expert:

3bvs record 4.1->4.4

Comments:

Video page is broken. I break exp 3bvs&QGRQP record: /me exp
game --> 3BV: 218/218~~100% «» Time: 49.54 @ 4.400 3BV/s
«» QG: 3.491 «» IOE: 90.45% * 1.095 = 0.991 «» Path: 7270 @
146.8 pix/s «» Left: 117 @ 2.362 click/s «» Cl: 220 @ 4.441
click/s «» Ces: 199 @ 4.017 ce/s «» Op: 8 «» Is: 5

July 9th 2017
04:50:13 PM

I acchive sub50sup4 in the same day: /me exp game --> 3BV:
187/187~~100% «» Time: 46.16 @ 4.051 3BV/s «» QG: 3.609 «»
IOE: 88.44% * 1.063 = 0.940 «» Path: 6718 @ 145.5 pix/s «»
Left: 111 @ 2.405 click/s «» Cl: 199 @ 4.311 click/s «» Ces: 176
@ 3.813 ce/s «» Op: 7 «» Is: 13 :@

/me has finished 6 exp games today: 6 flagging . Best were 41.70
sec on 147 3BV board and 4.40 3BV/s on 218 3BV board.
Averages: Time=47.67 3BV/s=3.84 3BV=183.83 :X
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 Reply to this Post

Dmitriy Lukinov replied 3 years ago
Good jump!

Name:

pauv

Comments:

News: Dan Zhou breaks Exp NR of China 32.82(3bv=132) and
personal int record 9.19(3bv=34), so that she becomes the 2nd
best player in China with 42.55 sum(=0.54+9.19+32.82). She
also breaks her exp 3bvs record: 4.841(=212/43.79).

July 2nd 2017
07:21:48 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Minesweeper player

Comments:

players videos are broken... please fix it

May 31st 2017
04:29:23 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Dmitriy Lukinov

Comments:

3bv/s NF 4.33--->4.50

May 19th 2017
08:31:50 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Banzhaf

Best expert:

57

Comments:

HOLY SHIT
44s and only 7 non-spread not difficult squares left
I can't believe it

May 14th 2017
03:23:50 PM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Banzhaf replied 4 years ago
ok I see it was a 98 3bv board on win7mine if I counted correctly ^^

Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

38,18 -----> 38,13

May 5th 2017
11:42:33 AM

Comments:

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

pauv replied 4 years ago
Haha congrats

Name:

Zhi-peng Sheng

Best expert:

84

Best intermediate:

19

Best beginner:

2

Comments:

Well, there is a "special" computer in my school that can be
touched to play Minesweeper. I tried to play customs in this
computer. I sent a record which be played just now by me,
8×8,25mines.
However there is a little problem in this video. The time in the
video is uncontinued and it is updated in every seconds and every
touches. Is that means Aribiter should be updated in order to play

April 29th 2017
10:33:30 PM

in touch-screen computers?
 Reply to this Post

 Email

Name:

KAmil

Best intermediate:

8x9 -> x10 (NF 8x4 -> x5)

Comments:

7.86s NF on 24

April 17th 2017
03:43:21 PM

linked

 Website
 Close Replies
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pauv replied 4 years ago
↑same board?????

Name:

Shao-Wu Zhang

Comments:

NF 48.51 on 203 with 15 Ops,3bv/s＝4.185
After NF sup4*8,I got my first sup4.1
I updated my Exp time(37.82→37.75),RQP(40.54 on 150)&3bv/s
record this month.

April 15th 2017
10:23:40 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

pauv

Best expert:

37.780(115)

Best intermediate:

9.469(32)

Best beginner:

0.600(2)

Comments:

I have made a replay collection of all the best performance in this
community, such as TOP10 beginner FL time, TOP20 expert NF
IOE, TOP20 expert 3bvs and so on. Kamil rules the TOP20
intermediate 3bvs, it's amazing.

April 9th 2017
05:23:10 AM

I got my 2nd sub40 last month.
 Close Replies
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pauv replied 4 years ago
Yes, no difference after 2012

Jules replied 4 years ago
Lol, the top20 Int 3bvs list doesn't have much variation.

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all,
On a whim, I created a slack team for this community. It can be
found at https://pro-minesweeper.slack.com .

March 5th 2017
12:51:00 AM

On IRC, it's fairly easy to lose track of what's happening - if you
log out and don't have a special setup, you lose access to
discussions that take place when you aren't there, even if you do,
reading logs is tedious, etc.
On Slack, you always see the complete chat history. Also, you get
email notifications when people mention you, and it's generally
much more likely that people manage to stay in touch.
Unfortunately, Slack doesn't allow open signup, however, I've
invited a couple of people already and allowed any member to
invite new people, so I hope that anyone who wants to join can
do so quickly.
For now, anyone who would like to join can send me their email
address, and I'll send them an invite.
Happy Sweeping,
Tommy
 Email

a
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alix replied 4 years ago
alix6007@gmail.com thanks, Tommy!

Name:

Pavel

Best intermediate:

9,02 -------------> 8,41

Comments:

a

February 18th 2017
10:44:26 AM

Oh yeah!
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Tommy replied 4 years ago
Wow, congrats!

Aris replied 4 years ago
Well deserved!congrats!!!

Name:

pauv

Comments:

News:
Xian-Yao Zhang breaks exp 3bvs NR of China:

February 10th 2017
08:03:10 PM

4.930=200/40.57
Wei-Jia Guo breaks int 3bvs NR(FL&NF) of China:
5.926=87/14.68(>80/13.5)
videos in my folder "record of bbbv"
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

pauv replied 4 years ago
News: Wei-Jia Guo breaks NF WR of exp QG&RQP: 39.64s on 175

pauv replied 4 years ago
News: Wei-Jia Guo breaks NF WR of int QG&RQP: 8.74s on 46 with 5.263 3bvs. Former record
belongs to Kamil Muranski: 8.84s on 45 with 5.090 3bvs.

Name:

pauv

Comments:

News: Xian-Yao Zhang breaks exp 3bvs record of China:
4.930=200/40.570
RQP=8.432 QG==2.710 Thrp=1.117 IOE=0.957 Cl/s=5.152
Ce/s=4.412 ZiNi=122@3.007zini/s

February 7th 2017
07:38:37 AM
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Name:

pauv

Best expert:

3.856(53.680s on 207)->4.062

Best intermediate:

4.780(18.410s on 88)

Best beginner:

6.875(3.200s on 22)->7.120

Comments:

I achieved sup4 & sup7 in 32min.
/me exp game: 51.940 on 211, thrp=1.093
/me has finished 3 exp games today: 3 flagging . Best were
48.46 sec on 171 3BV board and 4.06 3BV/s on 211 3BV board.
Averages: Time=51.14 3BV/s=3.73 3BV=191.33
/me beg game: 3.090 on 22, thrp=1.467

February 4th 2017
07:31:19 PM

Dan Zhou set new exp NR of China: 33.320s on 126
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Dmitriy Lukinov

Comments:

My January stats.
Int NF:
1284 games
Time:

February 1st 2017
06:56:49 AM

12x1, 13x4, 14x19, 15x29, 16x52, 17x98, 18x165, 19x196,
20x190, 21x160, 22x134, 23x90, 24x63, 25x38, 26x21, 27x14,
28x7, 29x2, 30x1.
3BV/s:
4x4, 3,9x9, 3,8x12, 3,7x20, 3,6x43 3,5x53, 3,4x79, 3,3x128,
3,2x129, 3,1x162, 3x147, 2,9x147, 2,8x138, 2,7x81, 2,6x62,
2,5x34, 2,4x18, 2,3x14, 2,2x2, 2,1x1, 1,9x1.
avg time 19.64
avg 3bv/s 3.09
avg 3bv 61.05
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Aris

Best expert:

41.62

Comments:

Hello sweepers and a (better late than never) happy new year!

January 25th 2017
05:59:54 PM

I'm not very active tha last few years but today i made me 2nd
best exp time(also my first 43): Time=42,59 3BV=147
3BVs=3,45
I didn't visit the gb for 3-4 months and i'm more than happy to
see it's pretty active.Also i saw some names from the old days
and some insane scores,especially the chinese, and a lot of
record breakers.
Congrats to all of you!
Last but not least, my utmost respect to damien for running this
site for ... i don't know how many years
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

NF 3bvs 3,60 ---> 3,87

Best intermediate:

NF 3bvs 4,56 ---> 4,60

Best beginner:

3bvs 7,87 ---> 8,25

Comments:

important records in secondary disciplines, I'm back at 2nd

January 20th 2017
04:17:50 PM

place on 3bvs ranking
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

pauv

Comments:

News in the 2017 winter tournament of saolei tieba
rules here (http://tieba.baidu.com/p/4940980639)
Wei-Jia Guo breaks int time record of china: 7.51 on 31 (NF)
his sum=0.54+7.51+33.79=41.84
Xian-Yao Zhang breaks int 3bvs record of china: 5.926 on 80
(13.5s FL)

January 20th 2017
09:45:02 AM

Wei-Jia Guo breaks his nf beg 3bvs: 7.874 on 10 (1.27s)
his 3bvs sum=7.874+5.863+4.669=18.406, 1st ever sup18 nf
player
 Close Replies
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pauv replied 4 years ago
Tournament result(20+12+5): No.1 Wei-Jia Guo(338.28s), No.2 Dan Zhou(374.18s), No.3 ShaoWu Zhang(396.65s), No.4 Xian-Yao Zhang(402.09s), No.5 Kai Sun(434.58s)
http://tieba.baidu.com/p/4951315461

pauv replied 4 years ago
Tournament result(20+12+5): No.1 Wei-Jia Guo(338.28s), No.2 Dan Zhou(374.18s), No.3 ShaoWu Zhang(396.65s), No.4 Xian-Yao Zhang(402.09s), No.5 Kai Sun(434.58s)
http://tieba.baidu.com/p/4951315461

Name:

Gergely

Best expert:

NF --> 98

Comments:

Hi All,
In 'retirement' I only play on my phone (occasionally).
Today marked the day I finished an expert board with a sub100
time, which is also my first NF sub100 if I recall correctly :-)

January 17th 2017
01:06:30 AM

A question though: is there a minesweeper version for mobile
the results of which can be submitted to this site? be it for
android, ios or windows phone...
happy sweeping y'all!
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

KAmil

Comments:

@pauv: do u play WOT too?

January 13th 2017
09:48:46 AM
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pauv replied 4 years ago
I played WOT years ago, now not
epic battle.

sometimes I watch others' replays such as Wartactic Games'

Name:

pauv

Comments:

My 2016 yearly stats

January 13th 2017
01:49:32 AM

4 months not playing in 2016
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Pavel

Best intermediate:

9,44 -----> 9,02

January 9th 2017
10:34:53 AM

Comments:
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Dmitriy Lukinov replied 4 years ago
Запости в активный рейтинг!

Name:

damien

Comments:

First Sub50 in 3 years - 47.99 on an easy 126 3BV. Felt it was

January 8th 2017
02:32:18 PM

going to happen after sweeping during the holidays
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Jon S

Comments:

Happy new year, sweepers.

January 6th 2017
02:07:09 PM

So I redownloaded clone 2007 for some casual playing. I noticed
a bug that I think I've seen before, but don't remember how to
solve. Does anyone know how to refer to the time in Autorecording options? When using the buttons, it says "invalid
expression".
I'm planning to try some of the other clones, but I'm liking clone
2007 ATM. Is it correct that it is banned for the world rankings?
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

damien replied 4 years ago
Hi Jon, glad to see you back! Yes, Clone was eventually banned (it is linked so people can watch old
videos) because Rodrigo disappeared and several players found ways to cheat. To get completed
games use the condition 3BV=Solved3BV. Unfortunately, I no longer have my original conditions so
can't remember how to refer to Time.

Jon S replied 4 years ago

j

I realized that a (less than optimal) solution would be something like: to find times less than 10
sec: Solved3BV > 0 and (Solved3BV / 3BV/s < 9) If someone knows a better way, I'd like to know.

Name:

Dan Zhou

Comments:

my 2016 stats on exp:

January 6th 2017
03:19:33 AM

581 games.
34x1,35x2,36x2,37x10,38x10,39x15,40x25,41x27,42x62,43x68,44x7
sub50x539(92.77%)
sub45x297(51.12%)
sub40x40(6.88%)(51 in total till now)
sup4x241(41.48%)
sup4.5x13(2.24%)
avg 43.995s(rt)@3.9067
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pauv replied 4 years ago
yeah, not bad

KAmil replied 4 years ago
I do, but u can buy gold shells for silver

so they r free too

Yesterday I killed 9/15 enemies,

new record

p
k
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pauv replied 4 years ago
@KAmil do you use gold shells or not? I remember that you play free games only

KAmil replied 4 years ago
Awesome

Nice

I play World Of Tanks recently, but I'll be back to sweeping some day

Dan Zhou replied 4 years ago
45x63,46x62,47x59,48x31,49x27,50x22,51x6,52x9,53x4,54x1

Name:

damien

Comments:

Congrats to Xian-Yao Zhang, the new World #3 and Chinese
record holder. The speed of the top players these days is
amazing.

January 4th 2017
03:25:38 PM
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stan_kimi replied 4 years ago
@pauv At least I have been here for "2 years"

pauv replied 4 years ago
@stan_kimi it's Dan Zhou's turn again now! Let's see how long will you stay on China #1 seat this
time? GoGoGo!

s

stan_kimi replied 4 years ago
Thanks Damien, I am lucky to get sub35 and now we have 3 sub35 players in China

This

competition will be even tougher this year, I guess

Name:

Wei-Jia Guo

Comments:

Here is a collection of my NF videos in 2016 made by gacord.
Maybe you can understand something such as "order of clicking"
by watching this. @qqwref @Michael Gottlieb @Yowapon

January 4th 2017
08:23:53 AM
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Name:

Wei-Jia Guo

Best expert:

33.79

Best intermediate:

8.36

Best beginner:

0.54

Comments:

My 2016 NF stats:
Exp:
1101 games
34x1, 37x3, 38x8, 39x10, 40x22, 41x27, 42x49, 43x66, 44x72,
45x77, 46x111, 47x107, 48x103, 49x102, 50x69, 51x71, 52x59,
53x44, 54x38, 55x19, 56x18, 57x7, 58x10, 60x6, 61x2
avg time 47.16 rt

January 4th 2017
07:42:13 AM

avg 3bv/s 3.65
avg 3bv 172.39
sub35x1(0.09%)(1 in total), sub40x22(2.00%)(41 in total),
sub45x258(23.43%)(591 in total), sub50x758(68.85%)(2006 in
total)
sup4.5x3(0.27%)(4 in total), sup4x138(12.53%)(291 in total)
Int:
1113 games
9x4, 10x12, 11x53, 12x104, 13x183, 14x218, 15x191, 16x154,
17x97, 18x49, 19x22, 20x14, 21x6, 22x5, 23x1
avg time 14.08 rt
avg 3bv/s 4.27
avg 3bv 60.40
sub10x4(0.36%)(10 in total), sub15x574 (51.57%)(1966 in
total), sub20x1087(97.66%)(5040 in total)
sup5.5x1(0.09%)(7 in total), sup5x61(5.48%)(167 in total),
sup4.5x352(31.63%)(1126 in total), sup4x820(73.67%)(3005 in
total)
Beg:
903 games
1x6, 2x119, 3x341, 4x290, 5x117, 6x25, 7x5
avg time 3.04 rt
avg 3bv/s 4.94
avg 3bv 15.07
sup6x80(8.86%)(405 in total), sup6.5x20(2.21%)(90 in total),
sup7x3(0.33%)(11 in total)
My 2016 FL Exp stats:
150 games
39x2, 40x1, 41x1, 43x2, 44x2, 45x5, 46x3, 47x8, 48x15,
49x10, 50x7, 51x11, 52x12, 53x12, 54x8, 55x11, 56x12, 57x8,
58x10, 60x3, 61x3, 62x2, 63x1, 64x1
avg time 51.57 rt
avg 3bv/s 3.38
avg 3bv 174.01
sub40x2(1.33%)(2 in total), sub45x8(5.33%)(11 in total),
sub50x49(32.67%)(70 in total)
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Pavel

Comments:

My 2016 stats:
Exp: 455 games: 39x4, 40x2, 41x7, 42x15, 43x15, 44x25,
45x41, 46x47, 47x52, 48x57, 49x63, 50x39, 51x31, 52x16,
53x14, 54x10, 55x11, 56x4, 57x2
(including 12 nf: 42, 45, 47, 49x2, 50x2, 51, 55, 56x2, 57)
sub60x455 (100%) (~5334 total)
sub50x328 (72,09%) (2023 total)
sub40x4 (0,88%) (5 total)
avg time 47,330s rt (46,672s after 19.09.2016 (with new
mouse) (230 games on arbiter))
sup4x41 (9,01%) (144 total)
avg 3bvs 3,558
Int: 1382 games: 10x3, 11x23, 12x68, 13x131, 14x273,
15x273, 16x247, 17x182, 18x117, 19x44, 20x18, 21x3
sub20x1361 (98,48%) (~15937 total)
sub15x498 (36,03%) (2584 total)

January 3rd 2017
07:59:01 AM

avg time 14,785s rt
sup5x29 (2,1%) (138 total)
avg 3bvs 3,963
Beg: 528 games: 2x25, 3x166, 4x210, 5x109, 6x16, 7x2
avg time 3,364s
avg 3bvs 4,361
sup7x3 (14 total)
 Reply to this Post

Name:

damien

Comments:

Happy New Year everyone, and to quote Lasse, "Happy
Sweeping".

January 1st 2017
11:26:08 AM

I started playing minesweeper over the holidays (after 3 years of
almost nothing). So far 50x3 but no Sub50. Unfortunately, back
to work!
I bought a new VPS for the site this week, in order to upgrade
the Forum and Wiki as well as the OS and versions of PHP/SQL.
Plan is to gradually move this site to the new VPS during 2017.
While moving the site I will be 'cleaning' things first. Today I
deleted ~2000 inactive spam accounts from the forum, then
investigated all ~2650 active accounts. The result is ~350
accounts from real users.
@Yowapon - I activated your forum account.
 Close Replies
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lh replied 4 years ago
Any considerations for webpage visualization? As a frontend developer, I can help you with adding
some SVG elements to make your site looks better. lin6625@gmail.com

yowapon replied 4 years ago
I appreciate your quick response

Name:

yowapon

Comments:

2016 Stats

Exp: 1181 games
arbiter: 1019
vienna: 162
avg time: 45.83
avg 3bvs: 3.76

January 1st 2017
01:12:27 AM

sub50x989(83.7%)
sub40x30(2.5%)
sup4x234(19.8%)
33x1, 36x1, 37x7, 38x4, 39x17,
40x22, 41x28, 42x74, 43x69, 44x116, 45x128, 46x138, 47x140,
48x139, 49x105,
50x68, 51x48, 52x32, 53x27, 54x8, 55x5, 56x3, 58x1
*without 3 NF games on viennasweeper
Int: 3274 games
arbiter: 2550
vienna: 724
avg time: 16.23
avg 3bvs: 3.85
sub20x2962(90.4%)
10x1, 11x17...
Beg: 1403 games
arbiter: 1390
vienna: 13
avg time: 3.54
avg 3bvs: 4.14

You can see my monthly detailed stats of expert level. Check it
out!
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Z805d2WL8A_XDHpbMTgId
usp=sharing
I also paste the link on my profile page, so go there when you
want to see it.
Many more players should publish own detailed stats like Gacord.
Any data have a potential for help to current and future players.
I think data of growth track is particulary important.
I wish players at whatever level would publish data of their
growth track.

BTW, I registerd with our forum but the activation mail doesn't
come to me. I can't find that in spam mailbox too. What should I
do?
 Close Replies
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yowapon replied 4 years ago
@Dmitriy Lukinov 3BV=Time*3BV/s 16.23*3.85=62.5

Dmitriy Lukinov replied 4 years ago
What is your avr 3bv in int?

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

sub50 x 2000

Comments:

39x4, 40x5, 41x28, 42x51, 43x72, 44x128, 45x204, 46x252,

December 19th 2016
03:23:08 AM

47x361, 48x402, 49x493
 Reply to this Post

Name:

pauv

Best expert:

39.900nf->38.570fl

Best intermediate:

9.469

Best beginner:

0.600

Comments:

sum 49.96->48.63
/me exp game --> 3BV: 126/126~~100% Time: 38.57 @
3.267 3BV/s QG: 3.947 IOE: 88.36% * 0.977 = 0.863 Path:
5094 @ 132.1 pix/s Left: 75 @ 1.945 click/s Cl: 146 @ 3.785
click/s Ces: 129 @ 3.345 ce/s Op: 13 Is: 14 :/)

December 18th 2016
08:35:18 PM

/me has finished 6 exp games today: 6 flagging . Best were
38.57 sec on 126 3BV board and 3.57 3BV/s on 173 3BV
board. Averages: Time=49.25 3BV/s=3.28 3BV=161.66 :S
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 Reply to this Post

pauv replied 4 years ago
@yowapon hmmmm, nice, it's still a very impressive level
them.

i'm shocked when I was watching

yowapon replied 4 years ago
@pauv I don't make any good scores recently, so I lack the motivation to update my folder. But I
upload only new sub40 at this opportunity. And usually I don't play NF at all. That NF tournament is
an exception. So time and 3bvs scores in that tournament is my best NF scores.

pauv replied 4 years ago
thank you! @yowapon how about any update in your video folder? and what are your NF records?(I
noticed your 3.898 3bvs on 222 and 41.762 time on 139
)

dg211 replied 4 years ago
Nice!

y
p

yowapon replied 4 years ago
Nice score and brilliant path!!!

Pavel replied 4 years ago
congrats!

Name:

dg211

Comments:

Does anyone still play Einstein? I just broke my record with 40
x 3 -> 39 (picture linked below but sadly I wasn't recording the

December 18th 2016
03:19:26 PM

screen).
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Name:

aradesh

Comments:

So I computed the 3bv of a trillion intermediate boards.
Average was 64.9217. I made a thread on the forum with more
details and some plots.
Lowest board I found was 7 (!) and highest was 172.

December 17th 2016
01:26:20 PM
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Name:

Dmitriy Lukinov

Comments:

Hi Damien! Why my int time high score (December 11) isn't
updated, whereas my next-day exp 3bvs high score is updated
yet?

December 17th 2016
12:27:59 AM
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 Reply to this Post

damien replied 4 years ago
Updated, sorry for the wait. What a nice board!

Name:

pauv

Comments:

I can't see 3bvs ranking.

December 15th 2016
06:39:42 PM

 Close Replies
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Dmitriy Lukinov replied 4 years ago
I can't from December 11 too.

Name:

fritz

Comments:

i finished nonosweeper genius level in 123.52s today. 2nd
fastest time ever for this level, could have been tied world
record if it weren't for the last few clicks.
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December 9th 2016
02:57:54 PM

KAmil replied 4 years ago
very nice

Name:

Alexander Botz

Comments:

I forgot my complete account details. Is there a way to restore
my Account(My Real Name is Alexander Botz)

j

November 30th 2016
02:16:09 PM
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damien replied 4 years ago
nice one jimmy. i sent alex his details last week

jimmy minesweep replied 4 years ago
no

Name:

Lucas Pena

Comments:

Hi

November 29th 2016
11:09:45 AM

my int time in active ranking has a bug and i can't fix it...

 Close Replies
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Name:

Andrew McCauley (Schu)

Best expert:

81

Best intermediate:

22

Best beginner:

3

Comments:

Long time no see, minesweeper people! No, those aren't my
best scores, only my best touchscreen scores (android app,
results rounded up the the next whole number). My actual
records are 1/14/52, but I haven't been active in a good 8
years.

November 28th 2016
03:05:30 AM

How have other people gone with touchscreen? I doubt I'm
anything special on a touchscreen, and those are far from my
ultimate ability, but it wouldn't surprise me if that medium
makes it a bit more of a level playing field, where greater skill
gives diminishing returns after a certain point.
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KAmil replied 4 years ago
@Wei-Jia Guo: sounds possible: put 1 flag, solve the rest with NF, and the game will be considered
as FL

w
w
s

Wei-Jia Guo replied 4 years ago
And I know a guy can get sub60 FL with touchscreen. Sounds impossible.

Wei-Jia Guo replied 4 years ago
I have 1-13-45 on Minesweeper Classic (android app, also stat with an opening, but beginner is
8*8), with 1-9-34 on desktop. And I know that Dan Shen (2-12-39) has 44 and Shan-Shan Lao (112-43) has 48, both of them use Minesweeper Q (ios app).

schu replied 4 years ago
Hi Michael - yeah, I think NF is almost certainly better, I can't see anyone coming up with a good
flag/chord UI. Those records were on tablet with finger, but they weren't much better than what I
managed on my phone. I think stylus could help, I've been trying to find mine, but I don't think
finger is too bad. And I think all the games these days start you with an opening, it took me a while
to get used to that!

m

Michael Gottlieb replied 4 years ago
Hey Schu, cool to see an old name around again. I have 3-19-73 on a mobile game called
Minesweeper Q (compare to 1-10-39 on desktop). I haven't played much though and I use a finger
on a smartphone, so with a stylus on a tablet (and some luck) I could probably improve a lot. I play
NF, which is probably better for touchscreen unless the interface is really good. The highscores for
this app are 1-13-(something between 44 and 50) ignoring cheaters, although it does start you
with an opening, and beginner is 9x9.

Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

38,53 -----> 38,18

Comments:

3rd sub40
 Close Replies
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November 26th 2016
06:21:27 AM

Michael Gottlieb replied 4 years ago
Wow, very well done. I think you can get top 10!

Name:

Shao-Wu Zhang

Comments:

After 37*6 and unlucky LC 35*2 during 2 years, Wei-Jia Guo
updated his exp record from 36.03 to 33.79 on 124 bbbv
board!
He became Chinese No.1 again and defeat the luckiest Ian
Fraser,congrats!

November 25th 2016
12:21:38 PM
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 Reply to this Post

pauv replied 4 years ago
@Michael Gottlieb on the foundation of mine(or pattern) sense, there're three key factors that you
should be awared of: your energy for movement(at that moment), detect and eliminate openings,
and help yourself forecast the pattern/determine the next move. Under the principle of maximizing
the output of the three factors, your order of clicks around known mines and possible openings
should be well arranged, so that no pause would happen when sweeping. This is the exact
explanation I heard from Weijia. Since there're many cases, always asking yourself the question
"why he clicks here not there" when watching his recent replays might helps
I myself need time
to completly grasp his thought, too.

Wei-Jia Guo replied 4 years ago
@Michael Gottlieb: I arranged the order of clicking to save clicks around openings, and shorten the
pause when sweeping. You can compare my recent videos with my scores in 2014.

k

KAmil replied 4 years ago
Hi Shao-Wu
in my mind

f
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p

it sounds obvious, but every time I see or hear "luckiest Ian Fraser" I have his 33
I can't think recently

Fritz replied 4 years ago
@pauv: nah

Michael Gottlieb replied 4 years ago
So fast! Sub35 is crazy to me. Can you explain "arranged the order of clicking"?

Shao-Wu Zhang replied 4 years ago
Hi Kamil,of course I know Fraser's 33 so I said he is luckiest,WJG defeat his sum.

pauv replied 4 years ago
Weijia has really improved a lot this year, since spring or early summer he arranged the order of
clicking, practise and practise, then with Dan Zhou competing on the sum of sub40s, both of them
get 40+ sub40s and break exp time and 3bvs NR. Xianyao Zhang became #1 of China shortly, too,
these three is busy competing with each other, hope more people can join in (@EWQMinesweeper
@tkolar @others)

p
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pauv replied 4 years ago
@KAmil on the sum part. It's NF RQP WR, too(old record=9.484). Now Weijia has both of exp NF
quality WR, QG(rt^1.7/3bv)=3.086(40.76 on 177) and RQP((rt^2+rt)/3bv)=9.480(33.79 on 124).

KAmil replied 4 years ago
Ian has 32.95 that is faster than 33.79

Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

38,98 ----> 38,53

November 22nd 2016
08:55:20 AM

2nd sub40

Comments:

on 155, it's sup4
 Close Replies
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pauv replied 4 years ago
wow

Michael Gottlieb replied 4 years ago
Ooh, congrats! 155 is a lot for a best time

damien replied 4 years ago
Loved watching the video. Steady and efficient.

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Comments:

Congrats to Dan Zhou and Wei-Jia Guo, but why isn't my best
exp time up yet? It was done months ago.

November 20th 2016
03:02:20 PM
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damien replied 4 years ago
Sorry Michael! I left your score unapproved to remind me to update the Wiki Sub40 article and the
News - but then it got lost in the list of 'problem' scores. Ranking is updated now.

Name:

Shao-Wu Zhang

Comments:

Dan Zhou scored 33.85 on 154 @ 4.54
Almost defeat RQP record of Kamil！！！

November 20th 2016
06:54:16 AM
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Michael Gottlieb replied 4 years ago
Crazy

I could imagine a 31...

 Reply to this Post

Name:

pauv

Comments:

@Damien
Emmanuel Brunelliere's int 12 has a flag at the very beginning,
so it's not a NF Int Time world record.

November 19th 2016
08:56:36 PM

Weijia breaks NF exp 3bvs WR twice after the 4.75 lost. 4.496>4.564->4.669. And his NF int 3bvs WR 5.673 and 5.814 are
not mentioned in the WR list.
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pauv replied 4 years ago
4.502...I forgot, sry.

Name:

aradesh

Comments:

I computed the 3bv of a trillion random expert boards. Here is
the full distribution: http://pastebin.com/raw/TpvpLHX1

November 10th 2016
06:49:21 AM

Here is a forum thread with links to a couple of graphs on it:
http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=15&t=1225
 Close Replies
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yowapon replied 4 years ago
It's a useful data I wanted. Good job!

Name:

Bart

Comments:

I found an old replay of mine that is a lot faster than my expert
time listed on here. Can I still submit my scores to
damienalexmoore@yahoo.com?

November 7th 2016
03:42:49 AM
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damien replied 4 years ago
Already updated, thanks for sending it in Bart. Long time no see!

Bertie replied 4 years ago

 Reply to this Post

Yes you can. You can also log in and submit your video that way, then an admin will look at it and
approve it (as detailed on the linked page). Happy sweeping!

Name:

Banzhaf

Best expert:

58->57

Comments:

HELLYEAH
slowly on the horizon sub50 is rising -hey! I'm allowed to dream
=)

October 29th 2016
02:51:17 PM

RTime: 56,82 (57) «» 3BV: 137/137 «» 3BV/s: 2,41 «» Cl:
163@2,87 «» IOE: 0,840 «» Flags: 21 «
attendant groove: https://youtu.be/0NWJKkE4xdE
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Name:

aradesh

Comments:

A version of minesweeper on the interior of a sphere made by a
friend of mine. https://deltaluca.github.io/minesphere/
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October 21st 2016
02:28:42 AM

 Reply to this Post

KAmil replied 4 years ago
I get error message when trying to open the link: ERROR: too many uniforms

Bertie replied 4 years ago
I've made a forum post for this...

Bertie replied 4 years ago
Definitely very nice! I feel it's perhaps one level too big, since it takes a [boring] long time to finish.
I like the density though. There's a good number of proper deductions to be made, and there isn't
that all-openings feeling I also get when playing hexmines. It would also be great if it at least
showed your time when you blow up, as a carrot, since without it you don't get that bitter sweet
minesweeper feedback loop...

Name:

Wei-Jia Guo

October 20th 2016
12:44:28 AM

Comments:

a misclick, 224/228, 3bv/s=4.75. lost the chance to renew the
world record of Expert NF 3bv/s 4.50 --> maybe 4.8
so sad
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Name:

pauv

Comments:

Hi, I have made a Thrp ranking. If you have noticed the
importance of efficiency, you can't miss it

October 15th 2016
04:51:07 AM

I swear I'm a

human
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Zhi-Peng Sheng

Best expert:

121

Comments:

Hello.I am going to send my record of Custom
8×8,32mines.But there are only Beg,Int,Exp,Cus9×9 and
24×30 records can be sent.I can't find Custom8×8 in the
update records window.What should I do?(Forgive me some

September 29th 2016
09:28:00 AM

grammar mistakes.)
 Close Replies
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Zhi-Peng Sheng replied 4 years ago
Well,I am sorry to hear the things about pauv,the anonymous name 'hehe'.But it doesn't matter,I
will keep my interest in Custom.By the way,Thank you for your advice.I will practise it more.

l

z

lh replied 4 years ago
pauv is a disgusting demon who has fetish in ridiculing people in anonymous names when you are
saying anything aggressive to him. (See, this bastard will never come up to admit it) Keep your
interest in challenging custom boards and don't concern too much about any dirty comments. If
you have interest you can practice some non-flagging in Intermediate or Expert levels to
strengthen the patterns of numbers along with shapes of mines.

Zhi-Peng Sheng replied 4 years ago
Thank you for your advice.But I want to learn about why use MSX to play Custom better than
Arbiter?

Shao-Wu Zhang replied 4 years ago
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z

congrats! I think the last number6 isn't necessary to flag all mines,you can solve it by 2 left clicks
straightly，but you ignored,I guess you never play NF xD you can do more normal NF play to make
yourself better.why not use MSX to play custom?Arbiter isn't a good choice.

Zhi-Peng Sheng replied 4 years ago
Thank you for criticizing.There are really a lot of luck in this game.You can say my record is ugly
but you can't say the 8*8 49mines is a bad game.I am young and I will correct my mistakes (and
my grammar mistakes,you can point it out to improve my English) and do better next time.

hehe replied 4 years ago
Ugly operation,even can't count 4,5or6 by brain and have to do double clicks to make sure how
many mines you are facing,pure lucky no skill ignorant game.Too weak to challenge top players and
they aren't very interested in waste time on this pure lucky disgusting beg game.

Zhi-Peng Sheng replied 4 years ago
OK,I don't mind.Let Weijia chanllenge me if he'd like to take it back.If he successfully challenged
more than 32 mines,I'll challenge the Chinese record again.
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pauv replied 4 years ago
Congrats on new Chinese record! I'll ask Weijia if he'd like to take it back

Zhi-Peng Sheng replied 4 years ago
Thank you.

NCKSweeper replied 4 years ago
Congratulations on the solve! It was a very interesting video.

Load More

Name:
Comments:

Michael Gottlieb

September 25th 2016
06:55:43 PM

I recently hit 200 sub50s - I'm actually at 204 right now. This
includes 39, 42*4, 43*4, 44*5, 45*10, 46*28, 47*31, 48*49,
49*72, and the highest 3BV is 178. I posted some more stats
in the forum - see the website URL.
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Judith_L

Comments:

Hey, I need help with Arbiter again. So Arbiter tells me that my
IOE highscores are 1.583, 1.449 and 1.195 respectively. I
assume it must have saved those games somewhere. How do I
find them in my folder?

September 7th 2016
05:19:35 AM

I have not played around with auto-save-options yet (although
I should). Side question: if a game meets more than one autosave condition-line, does that mean it gets saved more than
once?
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

c. replied 4 years ago
Arbiter saves replays for hi-score games in the folder with its exe by default. The file name contains
only level, time, 3BV and 3BV/s, and you have to search for IOE hi-scores by creation date or
something like that. You also can change the location to save these games by editing arbiter.dat,
the setting is called 'HiScorePath' and should contain a relative path. On autosave options: by
default, if a game meets several conditions with different folders, there will be several copies; but
you can say that a condition is 'TERMINAL', and then the conditions after that one will not be
considered for games satisfying it. Autosave conditions in Arbiter are a mess though - you can't
really do much with them, the language is certainly not expressive.

Name:

Banzhaf

Best expert:

59->58

August 31st 2016
04:44:54 PM

Comments:

haaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
RTime: 57,44 (5
«» 3BV: 150/150 «» 3BV/s: 2,61» Cl:
165@2,87 «» IOE: 0,909 «» Flags: 21 «»
attendant rave:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C_ysRL4JgQE
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

lh

Comments:

/me blasted exp game --> RTime: 57.71 (58)
Est RTime:
59.71 (60)
3BV: 231/239
3BV/s: 4
ZiNi: 145@2.43
H.ZiNi: 154@2.58
Ops: 13/13
Isls: 7
Cl: 282@4.89
Cl-Eff: 267@4.63
IOE: 0.819
Flags: 0
QG: 4.374
Ranks: 0/0 of 1476 / 0%- Lin Han <--

August 28th 2016
03:41:15 AM

 Close Replies

l

lh replied 4 years ago
/me has finished 7 exp games today: 7 NF. Best were 46.47 sec on 133 3BV board and 3.39 3BV/s
on 210 3BV board. Averages: Time=53.88 3BV/s=3.09 3BV=167.71

Name:

Shao-Wu Zhang

Comments:

Harryck,you didn't get my point.Ok,I must apologize for my poor
English.
Obviously Kyle Barkman is a cheater!
When I was 60s average like Kyle Barkman,I can hardly got a
sub50 game.But he scored 40 and sup4.18 on these disgusting
boards,can you understand how difficult and impossible his
performance is?
I'm a fan of Kamil and know how powerful he is，but I'm sure
Kamil can hardly do same on these boards by NF!
Kyle Barkman cheated in June 22rd,according to his arbiter
historical information(he provided it,it's really puzzling)，he did
nothing excellent except for this day.
Cheater or better than Kamil,How to explain？

August 23rd 2016
06:10:42 PM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Harryck replied 4 years ago
Oops. Didn't do my research... thanks for info.

gacord replied 4 years ago
obvious cheat. I asked for Kyle's stats.dat and statszini.dat and then find out the strange scores
made on the very same day.

Shao-Wu Zhang replied 4 years ago
22nd,sorry for my mistake.

Name:

damien

Comments:

I believe the posts from 'Harryck' are real.
The Guestbook only saves 10 replies, so I created a Forum
topic:

August 22nd 2016
01:40:38 PM

http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=9&t=1165&p=3534#p3534
The forum topic also includes an investigation paper written in
2007 by Joni and discusses almost all the people Harryck talks
about (48 pages).
Harryck, can you please email me at my Hotmail address? The
address is my sweeper name. Any help you can give to clean up
the rankings would be amazing!
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Shao-Wu Zhang

Comments:

My avg:51.5s with 3.4 3bv/s
Kyle Barkman:about60s with 2.95 3bv/s
We are NF players,but Barkman scored 39.32(3bv142,difficult
board) and 3*sup4.18 during one day,then returned to normal
on the next day.
I'm much stronger than you,but you performed unbelievable and
beyond the capacity of Kamil Muranski on these bad boards! Are
you kidding?
Shame on myself because earlier I admired your amazing
behavior.

August 21st 2016
10:53:08 PM

 Close Replies
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lh replied 4 years ago
@Mao Have you heard of Bruce Lee? He was known as a talented fighter, but he has no official
record of any fighting tournaments or championships. Some people may just dislike showing off to
the public, so they may not be interested in any rankings.

Mao Igarashi / yowapon replied 4 years ago
@Harryck Thanks for your overestimation. But I’m just a lucky boy. And does the Japanese
community mean softama.com/mine? If so, unfortunately most of good players on the site are
retired or missing at present. I know only a few people of Japanese good players. There is hardly
any clue on the Internet about the others. Maybe many of them stand alone. To tell the truth, I
don’t know Japanese No.2 player Yu Suzuki at all. I also believe there are many Japanese players
capable or potential of Sub40 somewhere, and I’m ready to welcome and teach all my skills. I'm
waiting that a great Japanese player who broke my expert record comes out as soon as possible

m

Michael Gottlieb replied 4 years ago
Thanks Harryck, or whatever your name really is
top10 player has gotten quite good at it as well.

Harryck replied 4 years ago

Cubing is very fun too, and I know a certain

h
d
h

To add on to that previous comment ------ The Japanese community seems to have INCREDIBLY
talented players capable of sub40 but have not reached out to this site for language barrier reasons
- it would be great to see some sort of interaction between the Japanese community and this site
because I believe there are some incredibly talented Japanese players who have yet to be noticed
here.

damien replied 4 years ago
Please discuss Kyle's new scores in the forum: http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=9&t=1156

Harryck replied 4 years ago
Yes, the new Kyle guy is very promising. Mao Igarishi, the new guy from Japan who came out of
nowhere is alarmingly good! Several of the Chinese players are finding incredible improvement as
well. It's been so long since a new intermediate/expert time record, let's see you guys push
minesweeper to the limit!
And congratutions to Michael Gottlieb for sub40! I've been
interested in your cubing stuff and you seem like an incredibly intelligent guy, I hope you stick
around with minesweeper

l
l

lh replied 4 years ago
Yes! We need absolutely fair game without cheating! Get all the drug cheats away! Time to do
something, every tuhao!

lh replied 4 years ago
I guess he had taken drugs before playing, so he outperformed his level for certain days.
Unfortunately, unlike Olympic Games, the official organization WADA is not involved in testing the
drug use for any minesweeper players--there seems even no discussion about drug abuse in
minesweeper forums. Anyone(any 'tuhao') willing to invest in building worldwide drug test centers
for this game?

Name:

"Harryck Repse"

Comments:

I've been a cheater since day 1 and almost nobody called me out
on it after bullshit score after bullshit score. My true
minesweeper capability is probably sub70 but not sub60. I
joined minesweeper when I was 10 and started cheating right
away, I don't know how many people I actually fooled. "Harryck
Repse" from Latvia? Harryck isn't a real name and I've never set
foot in Latvia. All my scores were obvious bullshit until I wisened
up a bit to create some realistic looking cheat scores. I'm also
Matthew Rendo ("youngest" player ever) and Vazgen
Geghamyan (obvious "Armanian" cheater) as well as a few other
people on the leaderboards. For what it's worth I've analyzed

August 19th 2016
12:31:32 PM

100s of hours of minesweeper videos and can tell you Stevan
Gzovdenovic's expert score is an obvious speedup cheat and that
Jake Warner (Levante Jakab) cheated. Proof Jake cheated? All
his expert scores had no mines on the fourth column from the
right. This is the only layout that would not crash Arbiter 0.43
when abusing the replay feature. Those this is all stuff that
happened like 10 years ago, so I don't know if it's even relevant
anymore. I won't go into details on how I cheated but I
replicated what I consider to be a fairly good 11.95 and 42.26 on
expert. My nonosweeper scores are bullshit too. Watch out for
the Chinese players - there's a lot of shady stuff going on! Sorry
for wasting your time. Damien, mad respect to you for keeping
this site up and running so long and continually upkeeping it.
I've been administering some websites recently and it's not quite
the same as i figured it would be as a kid. Keeping a website up
like this for the better part of two decades shows some serious
devotion. - - - Sorry for all my crap over the years. Please delete
me from the site.
For verification you can check my profile on the leaderboards
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Harryck Repse replied 4 years ago
Mike, I recall playing coop minesweeper with you, EWQ and some others. This was somewhere I
could play using my true skill, because you guys wouldn't notice I was going a bit slower than I
claimed to be as you were busy solving yourself.

Nymike replied 4 years ago
We had fun playing coop minesweeper for a while.

Harryck Repse replied 4 years ago
To add on to my statement about Lasse, someone (maybe Fritz?) was offended by statement that
Lasse played inefficiently. But take a look at the videos of players of his era - there is undoubted
inefficiency in their playing, and Lasse was almost certainly capable of doing dub40 had he had
flagged so much. I recall Oli Scheer getting the first sub40, that was quite a surprise but excellent
to see. Then Dion Tiu came into two and wrecked everybody, certainly he was the best................
Now we've reached this point! Happy to see so many talented players here.

harryck replied 4 years ago
And for the upteenth time I'd like to apologize for my cheating - it was all incredibly stupid. My
attempt to psychoanalyze myself is something like this...... I was an extremely lonely kid and
wanted to belong to something. Statistics and numbers always fascinated me and minesweeper is a
game FULL of statistics and numbers. I wasn't really attempted to impress anyone with my scores,
rather add myself as another statistic because I kept large databases of statistics on players and
analyzed the playing types of players. It comes as a surprise to me now to see how close NF is to

Flagging - I initially believed that flagging gave a clear advantage but this does not seem to be the
case so much anymore. What's even most interesting is comparing videos from 10+ years ago to
videos now -------- people flagged way too much back then!! Even Lasse Nyholm, one time the God
of minesweeper, his videos indicate very inefficiency flagging patterns, despite his undoubted
talent. It's obvious that the game has been and is being optimized to a greater detail, so I really
hope to see some new records coming from some of you talented, ambition people out there!

h
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Harryck replied 4 years ago
Also I'd like to add that Mohamed Bardouh is undoubtably legit, albeit with a very different style
from other sweepers we've seen in the past, one which may be concern for carpal tunnel or other
injuries. I've been so out of touch with things going on here that none of this may be no surprising
news. My main concern is that you guys keep the community running for as long as possible, and
it's really exciting seeing all these newcomers climbing up the ladder insanely fast!

Harryck Repse replied 4 years ago
Understood, lh. I would probably have remained on the rankings if I hadn't admitted it, but I have
no interest in having fake scores of mine attached to any website. I no longer see any benefit in
cheating to get ahead, when others have legitimately put in the time and effort. Gacord, as far as
old stories go I didn't speak much to others as I was worried it would out my true story, so I mainly
remained interested in privately collecting statistics and watching the progression of players. The
one time I connected to the IRC channel around 2006 I was outed by Roman Gammel as not being
Latvian, which was enough to persuade my 10 year old self to lay low. As for Arbiter 0.43 cheating,
Jake and I were the only ones guilty. Just look at the fourth column from the right on any of our
Arbiter 0.43 expert scores.

gacord replied 4 years ago
It seems that you know some interesting stories about old players.I would like to see more details

lh replied 4 years ago
What I mean is, if you don't admit you were cheating, then maybe nobody has the proof that you
were. Take another example, if you are so smart that you did a perfect murder that nobody can
find the proof, and you never admit it due to any 'life-is-bored' or 'guilty-conscience' reason until
you died, then this case will forever become a pending criminal case in the world. Life is not always
'chicken-soup', you know what I mean? (I think at least some Chinese webmaster has set a perfect
example for this meaning, and people dare not write publicly their suspect of him and offend him,
simply because they are afraid of making him angry and losing their 'rankings' on that website.
Pursuing and keeping benefits are always the main part of human nature, agree? lol)

Harryck Repse replied 4 years ago
Of course I lose, I was a cheater from day 1 and there's no respect in that. All I ask is that my
tainted scores are removed from the leaderboard. I'm a lot younger than I claimed to be, was

basically raised by the Internet and I'm trying to move past it and figure my life out. I would have
contacted Damien privately, but couldn't access my email so I posted here.

l

lh replied 4 years ago
Some suspected cheater such as the webmaster of some Chinese website has never admitted his
behavior of cheating, but you did, so you lose. If you don't admit it, I think at least you can run
another minesweeper website which has a ranking of players in your country, and even be
respected by many people. Since you let people feel that you wasted other people's jealousy, you
might be deeply hatred of, if you believe in human nature, hahahahaha...

Load More

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

41.43 -> 38.96

Comments:

OH MY GOD

August 17th 2016
06:45:31 PM

112 3BV. 4th NF sub-40... rank 25 -> rank 12
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

sam replied 4 years ago
grats

lh replied 4 years ago
BTW: Looking forward to the player's meet if chances available.

lh replied 4 years ago
You are not the oldest to get first sub40. Xiao-yang Yang got it on 27 years old, but Damien has
still not put his Intermediate record 10.25s on the ranking which he uploaded several years ago,
and he said he won't upload his Expert 36.38 due to this reason. 'Email lost'? I don't know, he told
me he sent it, but Damien told me he didn't get it. He just believed someone behaves the same as
someone, and recently he finally managed to remove his 'ranking' from some Chinese website
whose webmaster was a big cheat. Need more news? PM me for details. Irrational public voice is
sometimes more dangerous than murder weapons, such as someones voice 'This is the Internet,
even if what I said is "Chinese logic", what can you do to me?'. Thanks everyone for your attention
to my message here and pretended ignorance.

dg211 replied 4 years ago
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Congratulations! I have a hard time seeing the word "old" used to describe someone who's 26!
Also, enjoy it while you can - it's all downhill from here
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0094215

Michael Gottlieb replied 4 years ago
Hm, am I one of the oldest to get my first sub40? I'm ~26.5 years old.

Fritz replied 4 years ago
Well done!

Harryck replied 4 years ago
Awesome, congrats

Shao-Wu Zhang replied 4 years ago
Really an easy board,congrats!

Name:

Shao-Wu Zhang

Comments:

After 3.9*5,I scored Exp NF 4.006 on 226,unfavorable game
with many guess clicks,entirely dissatisfied with myself,then I
have to break it.
Kyle Barkman is a impressive powerful NF player and much
better than me,maybe will score 38 or 39 when he appeared
again.

August 12th 2016
09:21:38 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

41.51 -> 41.47 -> 41.34

Comments:

lol. 135 3BV on the latest one.

August 11th 2016
07:29:03 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

August 7th 2016

Best expert:

41.51 -> 41.47

Comments:

0.04 seconds improvement in 2 years! At this rate I'll catch Kamil
in just 500 years!

03:27:28 PM

Not the PB I was expecting, I'll keep trying.

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

lh

Comments:

@Banzhaf Seen your question of how to add a new QQ account
to play QQ game 'wajinzi'(Gold Digger). you can go to
http://zc.qq.com/en/index.html?from=pt&ptlang=1033 for
signing up a new QQ account. Use that QQ number and password
to log in to the game. When you have logged in at the main
lobby, you will see a search textbox, then copy and paste this
word: "挖金子" and hit Enter. Then a list with that game will
appear. Click the icon of that game, and when a new page
appears, click the button after checkbox is checked. Then after
installation process, your game is installed, then click the icon of
your just added game on the top left. A new window will appear
and now you can start choosing a room. Note that "新手场" is
suitable for complete newbies who just know a little rule of
Minesweeper, and "普通场" is suitable for people of various levels.
Get in a room and sit down with other players, then you can play
this Minesweeper game with all the Chinese players now. If you
have any question feel free to email me.
 Close Replies
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August 3rd 2016
11:02:17 PM

Banzhaf replied 4 years ago
saw your answer just right now. thanks a lot. will try it out

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Comments:

The Minesweeper Board Museum is in the website link
Again, if
you have any suggestions on boards or if you can improve on any
of the boards shown, please let me know!

Name:

July 27th 2016
05:05:00 PM
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Bertie replied 4 years ago
I love it!

Especially the part where I almost have an entire section to myself...

Shao-Wu Zhang

July 24th 2016
06:52:40 AM

Comments:

I became the 3rd NF sub40 player!!!!
37.82s on 128
 Close Replies
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lh replied 4 years ago
Good, the biggest cheater Shen-jia Zhang is defeated.

Name:

Shao-Wu Zhang

Comments:

I became the 4th NF Int sup5 player.
5.248 3bv/s on 90bbbv, 17.15s.

July 16th 2016
10:57:30 PM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Shao-Wu Zhang replied 4 years ago
Exp NF 3.97 on 221,I will try my best to be the 3rd NF sup4 player.

Name:

Andreas Fuchs (morpheus_303)

Comments:

new beg record (lucky): 1.290 sec on a 3 3bv board (=10.345
3bv/sec)

July 14th 2016
05:29:07 AM

Micheal: please check my vid Folder "strange boards"
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Comments:

I'm making a "minesweeper board" museum which would display
unique and interesting boards: historically important boards
(dreamboard, WR boards); boards with unusual statistics (highest
known ZiNi); boards with some unusual or fun pattern. If you
have any suggestions, please let me know.

July 12th 2016
09:16:51 PM
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Andrew Washburn replied 4 years ago
If anyone's ever seen an 8 in beginner on a truly random board that might be worthy.

Bertie replied 4 years ago

b
l
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Cool idea. First boards that come to mind are the max possible IOE boards on all three levels.
They're in the forum somewhere...

lh replied 4 years ago
Looking forward to your completion of new 'library'. BTW, I will be living in NJ for about 2 to 3
months, and another Chinese minesweeper player who is studying for her undergraduate degree in
NY will came back to school one month later. If you are present in NY with a little free time in the
next several months, and interested in a player meet and play, I can try to accommodate my
schedule if possible (or lucky). You can leave me email messages at 137255795@qq.com for
contact.

Michael Gottlieb replied 4 years ago
Well, I think there is some limit to what counts as interesting, I don't expect to see 1000 boards.
For instance, I don't intend to include boards you might see in normal gameplay that are just a
little unusual or involve some logic you don't regularly see.

lh replied 4 years ago
Put it in a technical way: If there are no precise data such as 'nth highest known Zini' for the
current known board, the criteria of collecting boards to your museum will be very ambiguous.
Especially for the ideas of 'fun pattern', when lots of people are giving what they believe as 'fun
pattern' to you, do you choose to accept all of them? As for my suggestion, I think you can start
with boards of precise data such as 'most somewhat' at first, and then consider accepting those
what you only believe as 'interesting' board if it is within your control.

Name:

Judith L

Comments:

I am very confused about Arbiter statistics. Specifically the top25
statistics.

July 3rd 2016
07:01:57 AM

My top25 exp IOE score is 1.036. My top25 exp NF-IOE score is
0.910. And my top25 exp FL-IOE score sits at 0.
What does this mean? Apparently I haven't solved 25 exp games
in FL style yet, but the 1.036 overall score seems to indicate that
it's the average of the 25 best games, not the worst of the top25.
Is that correct? Help.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Judith L replied 4 years ago
Ah, so that explains it. I initially thought it displays the worst one from the top25 games, but that
would have been contradicted by the IOE values above.

c. replied 4 years ago

c

First, Arbiter's top25 calculator tries to find the 25 best results by the given criteria like IOE. If
there are not enough results, it displays 0, otherwise it displays the average of those results. So,
1.036 is the average of your 25 best IOE games, both flagging and NF. 0.910 is the average of your
25 best IOE NF games. And since you do not have enough FL games, Arbiter shows you 0 there for
FL.

Name:

new jersey seo

Comments:

This is provide best service seo.
Read More : http://www.webvintage.net

 Email

July 3rd 2016
06:34:53 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Ethan

Best expert:

99

Best intermediate:

unsure

Best beginner:

unsure

Comments:

Is a 99 score good?

July 2nd 2016
08:14:40 AM

 Close Replies
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lh replied 4 years ago
A very good score for showing off to the public, I think. And if you are 60s faster you can also show
off here.

Name:

lh

Comments:

/me watched exp game --> RTime: 53.94 (54)
Est RTime:
53.94 (54)
3BV: 208/208
3BV/s: 3.85
ZiNi: 124@2.30
H.ZiNi: 139@2.58
Ops: 8/8
Isls: 10
Cl: 241@4.47
ClEff: 231@4.28
IOE: 0.863
Flags: 0
QG: 4.228
Ranks:
599/1 of 1425 / 79.02%- Lin Han

June 22nd 2016
06:35:23 PM
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shaowu zhang replied 5 years ago
/me watched exp game --> 3BV: 187/187~~100% Time: 50.01 @ 3.739 3BV/s Click: 244 @ 4.879
click/s Click-E: 224 @ 4.479 click/s QG: 4.136 STNB: 105 IOE: 91.80% * 0.835 = 0.766 Sq-Path:
434.81 @ 8.69 sq/s Op: 15 Is: 17 Path: 6957.0 @ 139.1 pix/s IODE: 0.430- Zhang Shao Wu(An
Hui) And I did it once again at 10 minutes earlier，why?Please tell me how to solve it.

s
l

shaowu zhang replied 5 years ago
Nice,in recent 2 days I finished 2 games with more than 4.4 cl-e/s,but only scored 3.6 or less.I'm
angry.

lh replied 5 years ago
Thank you Takao, your minesweeper game gives me a little more activity in thinking patterns. Less
brainless operations gives more stability in playing.

Name:

Andrew W

Best intermediate:

15.68

Comments:

Are there any clones that allow you to adjust 3BV, so that you can
play only easy/hard boards to practice various techniques? Would
such a clone be considered UPK for record purposes?

June 7th 2016
08:52:37 AM
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lh replied 5 years ago
If you are using Arbiter you can use cheat mode and restrict the 3BV to a certain range, but videos
cannot be saved.

Name:

Banzhaf

Comments:

@lh & others
I liked that conditional reflexes part - and I really SSOOOO lack
high numbers, always be counting 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 like a Little Child..
So there is really no MS clone that supports high density no
guesses??

June 5th 2016
11:44:22 AM
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Banzhaf replied 5 years ago
THANX A LOT guys I'm astonished how active the communitiy here has become ~ good vibes

lh replied 5 years ago
Finally I got where the mines.exe of puzzles package comes from. Someone send me this without
telling me where he get it, and I found the non-guessing high density mode of that minesweeper

game really gives me effect of practicing large numbers distribution patterns.

c

c. replied 5 years ago
Have you tried minesweeper from Tatham's puzzles?
http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/puzzles/

Name:

Li Heng

Comments:

I am a minesweeper player.[:)s]
 Close Replies
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June 4th 2016
05:48:10 AM
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Banzhaf replied 5 years ago
Maaan you love that tiny pure bliss game, too!?! NICE Boyy, that's really Cool greets to your Hood
always keep playin

Name:

Andrew Washburn

Best intermediate:

15.68

Comments:

What's up fellas? Is Damien still running this site after all these
years? What's up my friend? Still trying to get in touch with Matt
McGinley, he seems to have vanished.

June 1st 2016
10:10:16 AM
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damien replied 5 years ago
Hey Washburn! Haven't talked to Matt for ages, his old email addresses don't work. (His site is in
the Dead Websites archive if you want a look). The most active minesweeper site now is the China
Ranking (saolei.net), but I still update scores here every 1 or 2 days

lh replied 5 years ago
It's a joke, maybe serious, but not for here and not for you

Andrew replied 5 years ago
What?

l

lh replied 5 years ago
Many people who is in charge of you pretend to be vanished, but in fact you are under their
surveillance in dark, and once you did something which made quite many people angry, they will
jump out and kick your ass. (If you know CHNs and know where Baidu post is)

Name:

lh

Comments:

/me watched exp game --> RTime: 57.97 (58)
Est RTime:
57.97 (58)
3BV: 202/202
3BV/s: 3.48
ZiNi: 127@2.19
H.ZiNi: 136@2.35
Ops: 9/9
Isls: 6
Cl: 193@3.33
ClEff: 181@3.12
IOE: 1.047
Flags: 39
QG: 4.921
Ranks:
19/2 of 1393 / 99.32%- Lin Han

May 28th 2016
07:57:56 PM
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Name:

lh

Comments:

Minesweeper.info is the only valid minesweeper ranking website.
There is no good for our Chinese minesweeper players to accept
some so-called minesweeper website under dictatorship of one's
personal will, and under someone who is involved in committing

May 1st 2016
10:32:43 PM

dishonesty of sending fake videos for cheating.
 Close Replies
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lh replied 5 years ago
Who can give me a reason why we shall trust anyone who is dishonest? BTW: Welcome any
anonymous attackers~~

Name:

Takao

Comments:

Hello community,
Yesterday, I posted a comment here, but it didn't appear, and this
is my second attempt. I apologize if it duplicate. Also, please
forgive me if this post is not appropriate for the Guestbook.
I am a mobile game developer based in Singapore. My best
Minesweeper score is about 160 sec in expert mode. So, I am not
a good player as the people here, but I would like to challenge
this community with my game.
My game is a guess-free (and guess-not-allowed) Minesweeper. It
has 7 game levels, and 250 puzzles. It is really difficult, and it
must be useful for improving Minesweeper skills.

April 19th 2016
08:49:33 AM

To get my app, please search App Store or Google Play for
"Chocolate Sweeper", or please visit my website (Facebook Page),
and find a link to the app.
I am sure that people in this community can enjoy my app, and I
really want to hear some feedbacks from you.
Thanks!
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Wayne replied 5 years ago
Are you in any kind of financial difficulties? Your help comes now.Are you losing sleep at night
worrying how to get a Loan?Don't allow your dreams to die, contact Mr Wayne Matthew via
email(wayne.matthewloanhome@outlook.com) for any kind of loan you need today, for easy and
reliable loan.

Takao replied 5 years ago
Thanks! I will contact the webmaster. Also, I will consider about the classic theme and classic
interface mode options. That's a nice advice.

lh replied 5 years ago
I am not the administrator here, maybe you can send an email to the webmaster Damien Moore
and see if he can reply. His email that I used to contact was damienalexmoore@yahoo.com . You
can send him an email, but don't expect that he will definitely reply, and be prepared that he
simply ignore your message. (People usually hate being bothered when things are not related with
their direct benefits, and this website is just run in volunteer without earning any money.)

lh replied 5 years ago
Yes I know it will be easy to solve, the super high density board is not intended for mind training,
instead it is a good way to improve your memory to train conditional reflexes for large numbers,
especially when you are playing in non-flagging style, Yes! Non-flagging! Don't flag any mines and
just use conditional reflexes. Conditional reflex is quite important for speeding up in playing
traditional minesweeper, and most of us lack practice in those large numbers, and almost all the
traditional minesweeper software don't have the function of flagging all the mines simply by clicking
the number, since if possible you can simply test by clicking the numbers which greatly speed up
the playing. But it is NOT possible in traditional games so we need to memorize it and just click by
left mouse buttons without any flagging for large numbers to save time. People in this community
won't change the operation rules for traditional minesweeper. By the way, your game may get more
welcomed in this community if you can set an interface borrowed from Windows XP (NOT Win7
because animation is too splendid for speeding up playing) minesweeper theme instead of
'chocolate', because many of us are using the minesweeper software which has XP themes.

Takao replied 5 years ago

Regarding the idea of precomputing all the boards, I think 6x6 can, but 9x9 and 12x12 will need
super long time. But, higher density of mines is not a good idea. The boards will be easy to solve,
because most of the mines are gathered to an edge. I think 25% is enough high. It is higher than
the density of expert mode, and I can sometimes see "6" and "7" in 25% density boards.
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Takao replied 5 years ago
I tried registration again, but non-digit text was treated as zero, and got this error: The value of
“Spam Test” is too small, a minimum value of 3 is required. Event if I enter 3.x value, I got the
same error. If I enter 4 or higher value, the error was: The value of “Spam Test” is too large, a
maximum value of 3 is allowed. So, it seems like I was required to input a value between 3.14 and
3.15, but the values are truncated into integers, and never pass the test.

lh replied 5 years ago
Have you tried to just type letters 'PI' for anti spam code? I haven't met that situation before when
I registered my user in the forum. You can register a new user for this ranking first. This website
accepts some designated minesweeper software(Arbiter, MSX, Vienna) and you can use them to
play traditional minesweeper games and upload your videos to join the ranking first.

lh replied 5 years ago
A good idea of generating board in the background thread. From your idea, I am wondering if all
the boards which is non-guessable for a specific starting click block can be pre-processed by a
super computer. After pre-processing, store all the board into a library of your game, and store
board indexes for each first clicking blocks. I am not sure if this pre-processing will take too much
time, but I think the final library will not take too much space. At least in this way you can generate
a board with a specific high density (say 40%) and you won't need to regenerate again. Many
traditional minesweeper players are weak in conditional reflexes of large numbers, so your game
may get more welcomed if playing very high density boards is possible.

Takao replied 5 years ago
Thanks for your feedbacks! I understand that traditional minesweeper has another aspect that my
game lacks. Instead, my game enhances the aspect of a logic puzzle. I like the both aspects. I like
beating my best score in traditional minesweeper as well as playing my game. I agree that they are
different. I will make a Windows version of my game, but I can't say when. I still need to do some
research. The algorithm to generate a guess-free game is very simple. I just put mines randomly,
then check if it is solvable without guess or not, and if not, I just retry. Also, I calculate a difficulty
(number of stars) for solving the game, and if it is too easy (or too difficult for Sweet/Bitter), I also
retry. It usually takes long time to generate a game (especially for Extra Bitter). So, I precompute
100 games for each level and for each position of the first pick. When a game starts, I just
randomly pick up one of the 100 precomputed games, then generate a new game in background
thread, and replace the picked up game with the new one for the next game. The density of mines
for each level is almost same, it is about 25%, and it is higher than the one of expert mode in
traditional minesweeper. From my experiment, I noticed that about 25% of density is best for
generating non-trivial guess-free game. If the density is too low or too high, there is a higher
chance to generate a trivial game or a guess-required game. I would love to join the community.
Actually I tried to register myself at forum page before, but I failed because of a wrong anti spam
code. I was asked to input "PI", but none of 3.14, 3.141, 3.1415 and 3.14159 were accepted. Is
this a bug, or should I input something different?

l

lh replied 5 years ago
BTW: Are you willing to share your code or part of your code? Especially the part of your generating
non-guessing board algorithms. My email address is 137255795@qq.com. I also suggest that you
come to our minesweeper community of traditional minesweeper, and spend more time practicing it
and find some practical ways of speeding up. (And Gosh, I don't have money in my Apple ID, so if I
am out of coins in your game I will have to quit playing.)

Load More

Name:

lh

Comments:

/me watched exp game --> RTime: 63.42 (64)
Est RTime:
63.42 (64)
3BV: 234/234
3BV/s: 3.68
ZiNi: 137@2.16
H.ZiNi: 150@2.37
Ops: 9/9
Isls: 4
Cl: 241@3.80
ClEff: 224@3.53
IOE: 0.971
Flags: 27
QG: 4.950
Ranks:

March 20th 2016
12:17:06 AM

29/1 of 1327 / 98.94%- Lin Han :@
Tencent QQ Game "Gold
Mining (wa jin zi)" is a good platform to practice Flagging Style
for NF players who is not fluent in Flagging such as me. If anyone
wanna try this interesting game "Gold Mining", you can send me
an email to 137255795@qq.com, and I can tell you how to do
install it and play with other Chinese players. It has the same
rule as Minesweeper, instead that players won by defeating
opponents, and they can use some random tools collected from
blocks to help yourself or attack others(but rarely do people use
those tools)
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Banzhaf replied 5 years ago
@lh Can you help me? What is to be done here: http://de.share-your-photo.com/c2c0fc2736

lh replied 5 years ago
I am just one of the many lovers of 'qqgame wajinzi', and many players don't use real names while
playing. If you don't wish to use real names, you can choose to play with it anonymously with your
favorite nicks in tencent QQ account.

lh replied 5 years ago
Game download: http://qqgame.qq.com/app/gamedetail_34.shtml, Before that download QQGame
first: http://qqgame.qq.com/download.shtml, I know most of you don't understand
Chinese(Chinese will not look at my shit), so if you have any questions feel free to ask me via
email. Still highly recommend despite it has even quite small board cycle. Many good Chinese

players such as Wenkai Xu, Qi Huang were once playing 'qqgame wajinzi' before started or while
playing classic minesweeper.

Name:

Shao-Wu Zhang

Comments:

NF Beg sup7！！！
3bv/s＝7.282(3bv＝15 in 2.06s, 3 lucky clicks)
I cannot do fast clicks,only 35 or less during 5 seconds,but
scored NF sup7 with fast reaction & fluent process.What a

March 18th 2016
01:32:46 AM

surprise！
 Close Replies
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harryck replied 5 years ago
Nice, well done

Name:

lh

Comments:

Google Deepmind has won the first round over Lee Sedol in
today's challenge match of Go game. There might be.some day AI

March 9th 2016
09:11:35 AM

will rule over all human beings, at least in all chess games.
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lh replied 5 years ago
4:1, computer won! Tremble! You human beings!

alix replied 5 years ago
Who is the best GO player in the minesweeper community?

lh replied 5 years ago
For live broadcast of this match see this link, still 4 games remain:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFr3K2DORc8

Iras

March 5th 2016
04:14:59 PM

Best expert:

56.15 -> 52.35

Comments:

Wow and wow!
This was a totally unexpected record. Very easy
board and no big mistakes. And it is only my 7th sub-60... With
this record I will be in top200.
 Close Replies
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Banzhaf replied 5 years ago
Nice one

Lets me hope

Name:

Pavel

Best intermediate:

9,63 -------> 9,44 (10x10)

March 4th 2016
07:21:21 AM

Comments:
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damien replied 5 years ago
Nice Pavel. Now I have to stop hoping, because you are too far ahead now. When you were only
~0.1s I dreamed of getting a lucky Int game, hehe.

Goran replied 5 years ago
Congrats. It's shame you won't improve your rankings.

Name:

Goran

Comments:

Exp. time 48.08-46.00

Name:
Comments:

March 1st 2016
12:27:01 PM
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lh replied 5 years ago
Cool~~~

NCKSweeper

February 23rd 2016
05:35:51 AM

Encountered a very lucky 9x9 board with 43 bombs, but blew
the last mine. Only five guesses were used (including the
second click) and last mine was a 50/50! Very sad, but
hopefully I can get the record soon!
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Fritz

Comments:

Congratulations Mao!

February 22nd 2016
04:12:01 PM
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Mao Igarashi / yowapon replied 5 years ago
@fritz I'm delighted with your congrats! You are one of the miner I respect the most
It was a big
turning point for me to know your great quantity of finished Exp games. Considering your good
yearly stats, obviously I'm worse than you were on active. I was just so lucky. I'll do my best to
become a miner worthy of my highscore.

Name:

pauv

Comments:

@Mao Igarashi Thanks for your research
And as a final
conclusion (of course personal) about your 32.59s record (as
also a reply to your words below) I think it's necessary to post
separately.
I have just took a throught study of your 0.03s-gap trying. Yes,
if you can reproduce so many 0.03s-gaps then it's your ability,
maybe too many of the sample replays came from the players
who were not so outstanding like you so the 0.03s-gaps didn't

February 22nd 2016
09:42:03 AM

play such a big role as you two
, and this method which aims
to detect cheat behaviours has to be restricted, in another
words, is proved to be not efficient in certain cases.
In fact, by random picking up from your replays, I find out that
you're able to finish 1.5clicks technic in 0.04s (e.g. 14.88s14.92s "Exp_46.34_3BV=169_3BVs=3.64_Mao Igarashi.avf")
and later in the same game 0.06s (17.20s-17.26s). Because of
my lack of knowledge, I don't know if there're anyone else
could do the same.
Possible reason 1, you have a historic gift of mouse control.
Possible reason 2, you speed-up your replay. Possible reason 3,
your mouse is over-used so the gaps are sometimes very short.
Like I have stated below, I'm willing to exclude the 2nd, it's
partly because of your reasonable sweep route which matches
your score level and the passion have shown on minesweeper
(do you know there's one big fan of you retweet almost every
words to our group?). I would feel very sad if this trust was
proved to be wrong. I think the truth should be a mix of 1st
and 3rd.
As a result, I don't see it even possible to doubt with your 32s
now. And you have done very well defending your record,
congrats!
 Close Replies
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Mao Igarashi / yowapon replied 5 years ago
@pauv Thanks for your working between I and your group! I don't also forget your high estimation
of me before I get Sub40

I'm glad at your guarantee.

Name:

Mao Igarashi / yowapon

Comments:

@lh
Thank you for your concern. Of course reading and writing in
English is a bit trouble for me, but I'm interested in listening to

February 22nd 2016
06:31:55 AM

someone's talk and talking about Minesweeper!
So I don't
mind if you talk with me about anything, rather I welcome with
it
 Close Replies
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Mao Igarashi / yowapon replied 5 years ago
@lh Yeah, Japanese is very difficult langage especially writing and reading. I'm also happy to
communicate with in Japanese. However there is nothing for it to use English.

Mao Igarashi / yowapon replied 5 years ago
@ gacord I also dislike acts of dishonesty. Everybody knows a vehicle is faster than a run. Using
accelerator is like using a vehicle. I can't understand at all there are someone who are happy to win
against runner using a vechile. If they are very happy to do that, They are really a perfect idiot
But unfortunately there are some foolish man in the world. So I'm not displeased with your
identification to prevent a cheater. And I also know analysis is not necessarily perfect. I regard
several questions as a rite of passage. Talking with you is beneficial to me

l

lh replied 5 years ago
I wish I could speak some Japanese with you, but my current level is only 3きゅう for にほんごのうり
しけん which is not possible to communicate well in your language, and my English is much more
fluent than that, second only to mandarin Chinese.

l

lh replied 5 years ago
At first it is not the liability of our non-admin players to decide who is playing 'abnormally', which
means no matter what bullshit we are making, if admins won't change decisions, video is still
legally valid. Then in subjective perspective, using accelerator to pretend playing faster may be
considered as dishonest, which is what I don't like to assume others being, since I hate any types
of dishonesty and I was hurt a lot by it. (BTW, I don't think those who use keyboard mapping or
middle clicks have large possibilities of being dishonest) Third, we are not machines, using
threshold value to classify normal and abnormal values is what a machine(a computer or a robot)

very good at, but machine may not have ability to further decide complex situations(fast neuron
reflexion, loosen microswitch spring or etc), is there anything improper for this methodology?
Finally in logic sense, If I believe what you are doing is honest, why do I need to ask about what
make your mouse rise up faster than others? If I believe what you are doing is dishonest, how can
I trust what you said even if you told me what happened with your mouse?

Name:

Goran

Comments:

I wanted to wait couple of days before posting in respect for
Mao's amazing achievement. Now, I made my second record in
past few days so here they are. 3BV/s 3.31-3.42. When I made
my first sub50 my 3BV/s record was 2.81. Hopefully, I'll
improve my time record soon... Next record is posted in reply...
 Close Replies
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February 21st 2016
11:48:18 AM

 Reply to this Post

lh replied 5 years ago
I have tried to manually type in the file names which are in that folder but not among those videos,
and they are still downloadable. So I guess they are still there and can be seen by third-party tools
instead of directly from browser. I will upload them again to another public folder which can be
seen directly by everyone else.

Goran replied 5 years ago
I'm on Windows, not Linux. Your folder has 10 demos, 3bv/s 3.414 is not among them.

lh replied 5 years ago
To get my record uploads, perhaps you can go to Linux and try typing command 'wget -c -r -nd -np
-k -L -p -A http://www.minesweeper.info/members/files/4383/' to see if you can download
everything that I have uploaded to this website. If that succeeds, you may get all my historical
records including that 3bv/s 3.414. Let me know if this command succeeds.

Goran replied 5 years ago
Tell me what you need and where to send it... I watched many of your demos back in the days and
I was quite surprised that you were unable to get sub50 with such high 3bv/s.

lh replied 5 years ago
When I got my NF 3bv/s 3.41, my real time record was still 53.64. A little curious about the
difference between you and 'me in the past'.

g

Goran replied 5 years ago
Here is my second record: 8x8 32-35mines and no.4 - no.3. This is my 3rd or 4th board with last
click chance of 1 in 6 or 7...

Name:

Mao Igarashi / yowapon

Comments:

I made zip file for Lin Han, I also make my replays open to the
public.
You can download from this link.
If it is something problem, please tell me.

February 20th 2016
08:48:14 AM

www.dropbox.com/sh/ias49ag2i1qspwi/AAACtgD5uDx22C82Teka3xN
dl=0
 Close Replies
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lh replied 5 years ago
Thanks for you generosity of sharing videos~~~
I put a copy of yours into my Dropbox too.
Hope that I can learn something from yours to improve myself. Keep good luck man~~~Wish you
create new wonders (maybe get some new world records

m

 Reply to this Post
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Mao Igarashi / yowapon replied 5 years ago
Oh! I don't know we are not able to upload xls file on player videos. I uploaded a pix/s file on my
dropbox. Please download that following link.
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1qifc3w5bqkjtna/pixs.xls?dl=0

Name:

Mao Igarashi / yowapon

Comments:

I'm concerned about the 10 comments for shown limit, so I
write my reply on new post.

February 19th 2016
02:29:25 AM

Thanks a lot for your many "Congrats"
I can't express this great delight in my poor English.

It seems that some players are interested in my Kanji name.
My Kanji name is 五十嵐 真央. 五十嵐 is Igarashi, 真央 is Mao.
Incidentally in Simplified Chinese character, 五十岚 真央. It is
almost same.
I'm glad of your interest. If you have some other questions, I'll
answer those as possible as.
 Close Replies
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lh replied 5 years ago
BTW: Only admins has the right to decide validity of the video on this ranking, they have checked
your video and approved it.

lh replied 5 years ago
Jingyang Guo received your video package. It is Jingyang Guo who has the condition to analyze
your videos and give analytical conclusions. If someone's talk makes you tired and unhappy, you
have the right to disregard it.

Mao Igarashi / yowapon replied 5 years ago
I consider my explanation about 0.01s click again, This is probably wrong. If I have already
pressed, this press should be recorded at the time. Hmmm, That will trouble me
all. Please post your reply on next my post's replies.

m

I don't know at

Mao Igarashi / yowapon replied 5 years ago
I'm thankful for your kind explanation

Now I undestand the question compeletetly. I'm

ashamed of my misunderstanding
To be honest with you, I don't know a positive reason for my
0.03s clicks. I don't think my mouse is especially better than others. Probably you know I mention
my mouse on my player profile. That mouse is "Kone pure color" made by a German gaming device
company "ROCCAT". The mouse switch of left and right button is "D2FC-F-7N" made by OMRON.
This is a very familiar switch used for many gaming mouse. This is not special. But I found an
interesting things about 0.03s clicks. First, I found some 0.03s clicks on Kamil's replays. For
example 31.55 / 106 at 4.40 - 4.43, 27.26 - 27.29, and 32.71 / 125 at 2.61 - 2.64, 12.40 - 12.43,
25.80 - 25.83. Second, I tried to click as fast as I can and finished a game to reproduce 0.03 clicks.
A surprising result came out. I found fifteen 0.02s or 0.03s clicks on my replays 46.38 / 169 at
0.65 - 0.68, 2.78 - 2.81, 3.41 - 3.44, 3.57 - 3.60, 4.51 - 4.54, 4.93 - 4.95, 5.97 - 6.00, 10.43 10.46, 18.17 - 18.20, 20.79 - 20.82, 28.53 - 28.56, 30.75 - 30.78, 31.76 - 31.78, 34.05 - 34.07,
42.03 - 42.06. Probably these clicks are not rare for me and we can find some 0.03s clicks on other
my replays. I uploaded this replay on my player videos. If you have a little doubt and want more
my 0.03s clicks, I have enough confidence to create any amount of replays including 0.03s clicks
On the other hand, I can explain about 0.01s click definitely. You can find my hesitation at 16.43. I
have already pressed left button at around the Time of 16.43. But I counldn't release around there
because I noticed only bombs. So I released in safe place at 17.07. I think my press and release
were done in separate places, therefore 0.01s clicking gaps resulted. Is it crystal clear to you?
My English is poor, but I'll answer any questions as possible. Thanks!

p

pauv replied 5 years ago
I know the age that you can tell a person's gender from the name has gone

And about Q2, let

me do more explanation
Mouse budge is the key fact that depends one of your mouse
performance: the shortest gap between the event [mouse down] and [mouse up]. According to
large amount of honest minesweeper's replays, the best performance of mouse act like almost no
shorter gap than 0.04 seconds. If there's someone who was trying to cheat by speeding-up, you
would see 0.02 or 0.03 gaps all over the board, so it's an important tool to detect cheat behavior. I
think your isolated 0.01 gap is reasonable because it's on a click that has no effect to the board,

which you could realize when playing, so maybe you didn't press your botton so heavily like other
operations
But the other three 0.03 gaps are what you need to explain (I did't suppose they're
also waste clicks), do you have better mouse than others? As for Q3, I haven't seen more words
from gacord so I think he's 97% sure now

m

Mao Igarashi / yowapon replied 5 years ago
Sure, this Mao is often named girls as the famous skater Mao Asada you know. But don't worry, I'm
a genuine guy! If I was a girl, I would be the fastest girl in the world
I answer serious questions.
Q2 To tell the truth, I didn't notice the waste clicks by myself until you tell me. And I reviewed my
video again and again. But I'm sorry, I can not think those clicks are a waste click. To begin with, I
have no ability to control 0.01s. At least these clicks are a casual movement. Now I don't regard
these clicks as bad clicks. If you still claim waste clicks, I'm sorry to trouble you, I need more
detailed explanation. And I don't use feature of mouse especially. I change only settings of mouse
speed. Other is default. Q3 Of course I can swear to be innocent before God. I feel honored to be a
player whose record is so good that he will be suspected even just a little. I don't know whether my
movespeed is high, but you know originally my path is very long and not efficient than those good
players. Of course pix/s depends on a path and time. The longer a path gets, the higher a pix/s
gets. Also the faster time gets, the higher a pix/s gets. If a player whose path is very long gets
amazing fast time, there is high possibility pix/s will be very very high. And I investigated other
high pix/s boards from January and February 2016. I picked up over 200pix/s. I upload these data
of xls file on my player videos. If you want to watch these replays, you can download "my replays"
from the next post link.

p

pauv replied 5 years ago
Q3: I believe you innocent but gacord is [only] 96% sure
, and he mentioned that in your 32s
game he found it too high about the benchmark [Movespeed]. According to stats.dat, Kamil's
record was 11.85 cell/s(=189.6pix/s) on expert, XYZ, WJG with 204.3, 213.9pix/s record and you
got 14.96 cell/s(=239.36pix/s) in that game

s

. So what's your Movespeed level on average?

Shao-Wu Zhang replied 5 years ago
wow真央，really nice.Some of us guessed it right but not sure during a long period

A girl's

name？

l
l

lh replied 5 years ago
What I mean is your video folder which contains most (or all) of your videos. I am a greedy learner

lh replied 5 years ago
Mao sa n, do you keep your videos in your minesweeper video folder? Since that I am currently an
NF player, I might consider practicing some skills in FL to improve my solving speed. I am looking
forward to watching your video replay to learn and improve my Flagging skills. Can you compress

your videos in a zipped file and send it to my email address? My email address is
137255795@qq.com. Thank you very much!

Load More

Name:

Mao Igarashi / yowapon

Best expert:

35.85(110) → 32.59(111)

Comments:

Only one thing I can say, how lucky I am!!!
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Glad to see people licking the ass hohoho replied 5 years ago
'What's his kanji name','Whatever. Anyway he is the current second best player in the world'

Shao-Wu Zhang replied 5 years ago
Because of the admirable ability on low 3bv boards,More and more Chinese players are interested
in yourself

p

February 18th 2016
08:58:52 AM

Like pauv said,could you tell us your name in 漢字?

pauv replied 5 years ago
Updated in my list

Some of us are interested about your kanji name

Try more sub35

lh replied 5 years ago
Finally things came as what I have expected. You are not just lucky. Congrats~~~

Janis replied 5 years ago
Damn, gratz!

Harryck replied 5 years ago
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damien replied 5 years ago
WOW MAO!!

Goran replied 5 years ago
Congrats

no.2 in both expert and total

Considering the fact that Kamil is not from this

planet it's as equal as no.1. Keep sweeping and who knows, maybe you'll get to the Kamil's
planet... Congrats once more

Name:

Goran

Comments:

I have two great fail demos(for my standards). First one was at
record breaking time with 3BV/s over 3. My current record with
3BV/s over 3 is 56. Second one was probably at my clicking
maximum. I had amazing start of 76 3BV from 77 clicks, had
96/100 at 100th click... When I was waching second demo it
almost felt that I'm watching a demo from some top 20-30
sweeper...
http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=5293/fails/&file=47.74%23Exp_39%2C12_3BV%3D144_3BVs%
http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=5293/fails/&file=51.52%23Exp_40%2C54_3BV%3D183_3BVs%

February 15th 2016
11:38:50 PM
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Goran replied 5 years ago
You are right. I made a break in regular sweeping while I was playing density mode. My main goal,
apart from improving my density scores, was to implement some small changes in my play that I
was unable to implement at full speed. One of main things was to "go with the flow". Before that I
always solved entire area before moving any further, no matter how slow it get. That pattern after
103rd 3BV was part of the flow... I have to fine tune it now and find perfect balance... I've been
regular sweeping only last 10 days...

pauv replied 5 years ago
About the 2nd: around 103rd 3bv or so I would solve the easy 12121 pattern first, to make it a
regular shape. Solving later in reverse order is antihuman...

Goran replied 5 years ago
To select full link triple click on it.

Name:

KAmil

Comments:

I think I should share this game, because its my 1st sup6 on Int
since 2012

February 12th 2016
04:47:58 PM

12.75s on 80 @ 6,27

Not a bad game,

considered I play only 1-2 times per month for a few hours
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 Reply to this Post

pauv replied 5 years ago
lj22f@sina.cn

KAmil replied 5 years ago
pauv, I've got all sup6 videos on my pc. Give me your email

pauv replied 5 years ago
By checking an old stats file of you, you have deleted some of your sup6 replays…huge lost
would make a big difference in my list if you won't beat them again.

that

pauv replied 5 years ago
Uhhh…although that's not enough, sure(with your folder?)
evidence.

I think it's better to have video

KAmil replied 5 years ago
Hey, my saving options are set to save all solved games, but then I delete those who are not worht
keeping them at the end year. But I can still send u my stats.txt fildes from all the years. Do you
want it?

p

pauv replied 5 years ago
One thing I need your help: no other minesweeper has got sup5 on 3bv=64. The best score among
all your replays I receive is 12.805s (rt), but all other wr on int level lower than 71 bbbv are sub12
rt. It's wierd
. Would you mind setting a saving condition so that all your 64 bbbv game could be
saved? Thanks. (Also in the link there're some other records without replays, but the gaps aren't
too big)

lh replied 5 years ago

l

It's good to say 'not a bad talent, considered I created wonders in only 1-2 times per month for a
few hours'

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Different guy, different place, different date, different software…

January 31st 2016
10:57:15 AM

similar interesting pattern.
https://www.reddit.com/r/Minesweeper/comments/40jp8l/can_you_f
http://www.minesweeper.info/members/files/4425/4425Custom-1630-FL-177,620-140m-20160123.mvr
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pauv replied 5 years ago
Haha, just joking

harryck replied 5 years ago
nono not yuor fault, i was saying the reddit comments are way too complicated or just wrong, at
least some of them

pauv replied 5 years ago
My fault
In fact weijia did the same as you said when playing, I found the pattern when watching
his custom replay and discussed that in our group about one week ago. I thought it was really rare
but...

harryck replied 5 years ago
some of those comments hurt my brain lol. interesting pattern though, i would probably guess a
square before i worked it out if i came across it in a normal game

Name:

Mao Igarashi / yowapon

Best expert:

36.52(131) → 35.85(110)

Comments:

It became as Shao-Wu Zhang said!
Luckily I got very low 3BV board and finished game.
I regret wasting time around 31s, but I am pleased with making
this good record

January 22nd 2016
11:48:21 AM

 Website
 Close Replies
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harryck replied 5 years ago
Wow, well done

lh replied 5 years ago
Congrats~If you could have been 0.20s faster, you would beat current time record of China. Don't
care much about what other's said, just keep playing with confidence and beat this record!

s
p

Shao-Wu Zhang replied 5 years ago
Not a top player now,but I'm one of 2 best prophets in our group!!!!lol

pauv replied 5 years ago
Wow wow wow I will watch the replay later. Way to sub35

Name:

Shao-Wu Zhang

Comments:

Quite brilliant the 37@Mao Igarashi
It isn't a perfect board with smooth process，of course you will
score better when a better board solved.Maybe you can improve
the path，it's very long compared to Kamil xD
Congrats

January 20th 2016
07:52:32 PM

 Close Replies
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Mao Igarashi / yowapon replied 5 years ago
Thanks a lot! I don't know whether I will be able to break this record in the future, all I have to do
is keep playing minesweeper. I'll try to play with referring to some great players' skills.

Name:

pauv

Comments:

@Yowapon well-done

 Website

 Reply to this Post

January 20th 2016
07:44:02 PM
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Mao Igarashi / yowapon replied 5 years ago
Thank you so much! I want to keep doing my best

Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

sub50x1700

Comments:

39x1, 40x3, 41x21, 42x37, 43x58, 44x105, 45x167, 46x210,

January 13th 2016
10:55:25 AM

47x313, 48x349, 49x436
 Reply to this Post

Name:

KAmil

Comments:

2015 stats:

January 8th 2016
03:50:24 PM

Exp:
FL: 78 games won
37x1, 39x1, 40x8, 41x4, 42x8, 43x8, 44x11, 45x4, 46x5, 47x8,
48x8, 49x6, 51x1, 52x2, 54x1, 57x1, 60x1
Avg time: 44.50s
Avg 3BV/s: 3.80
Sub50: 92.31%
NF: 13 games won
39x1, 43x1, 44x1, 45x5, 46x2, 47x1, 48x1, 49x3, 50x3
Avg time: 46.42s
Avg 3BV/s: 3.62
Sub50: 76.92%
Int: 180 games won
8x1, 9x1, 10x1, 11x14, 12x30, 13x41, 14x30, 15x36, 16x30,
17x13, 18x2, 19x2, 20x2, 21x1
Avg time: 13.59s
Avg 3BV/s: 4.24
Beg: 38 games won (Vienna tournament)
2x15, 3x20, 4x3

 Reply to this Post

Name:

NCKSweeper

Comments:

@Brandon
Nice job on your 16x16, 94 mines! I noticed you updated two of
your PB in less than a month, congrats!
Happy New Sweeping Year!

January 8th 2016
02:04:09 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Pavel

Comments:

My 2015 stats:

January 5th 2016
04:09:07 AM

Exp: 208 games, 40x1, 41x2, 42x6, 43x6, 44x10, 45x12, 46x10,
47x25, 48x21, 49x16, 50x21, 51x20, 52x10, 53x18, 54x10,
55x10, 56x2, 57x2, 58x4, 61x1, 64x1
(including 5 nf, 49x1, 51x1, 53x1, 56x1, 58x1)
sub60x206 (99,04%) (~4879 total)
sub50x109 (52,4%) (1695 total)
avg time 48,762s rt
sup4x7 (103 total)
avg 3bvs 3,406
Int: 724 games, 11x7, 12x29, 13x51, 14x118, 15x127, 16x141,
17x113, 18x90, 19x32, 20x12, 21x4
sub20x708 (97,79%) (~14576 total)
sub15x205 (28,31%) (2086 total)
avg time 15,218s rt
sup5x15 (109 total)
avg 3bvs 3,886
Beg: 131 games, 2x10, 3x63, 4x45, 5x12, 6x1
sup7x2 (11 total)
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Name:

pauv

Comments:

Replay sharing: one of the most talented player Zhi-Jie Lai, who
was birthed on 2000-12-26, got his first sup5 game on a board
of 68 3bv @5.64bbbvs. His operation is very neat and efficient.

January 3rd 2016
01:54:34 AM

His msinfo id=5966, saolei.net id=13512
http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=LinJinFan/Record%20of%20BBBV/National%20Record%20of%20C
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Janis

Best intermediate:

13.45->12.93

Comments:

Happy New Year! Wasn't expecting a record, but there it is! What
I really want though is a sub 50...

January 1st 2016
07:06:07 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

pauv

Comments:

My 2015 stats:
NF:

December 31st 2015
10:30:44 PM

Exp: 507 games, 40*1, 41*1, 42*2, 43*6, 44*3, 45*9, 46*17,
47*14, 48*24, 49*28, 50*30, 51*39, 52*39, 53*43, 54*49,
55*38, 56*34, 57*30, 58*22, 59*21, 60*26, 61*14, 62*8,
63*5, 64*2, 65*1, 67*1
sub70*507 (100%) (~2517 total)
sub60*450 (88.76%) (1988 total)
sub50*105 (20.71%) (318 total)
sub45*13 (2.56%) (35 total)
31 on vienna (6.11%) others on arbiter
avg time 52.908s rt
best time 39.90s rt
sup3.5*50 (9.86%) (142 total)
avg 3bvs 3.232
best 3bvs 3.854
avg 3bv 171.205
best 3bv 102
all my ratio, avg and best data are better than 2014.
Int: don't care
Beg: don't care
FL: don't care
sup3 3bv-series: 128~231(except 131, haven't won any 227).
sub50 3bv-series: 124~169.
sub60 3bv-series: 116~213(haven't won any 123).
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Bertie

Comments:

I got another one of those extreme games, this time it's
58.93@3.68 (217 3bv @ 1.074 IOE). ThrP was 1.085, and I
used 50 flags. Watching the video shows it's not the best game
ever, but this is excusable since this was my first game for the
day
. Here's the link to the previous one also:

December 31st 2015
05:17:17 AM

http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=BertieSeyffert/&file=sup3sup1sup200rtimeSub60.AVF
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pauv replied 5 years ago
Nice. The previous one has a better start. I personally think the later one is well-played, if not
counting the bad finishing.

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Also, if you can't logout because you keep getting this error,
click the website link under this post.

 Email

 Website

Tommy replied 5 years ago

December 30th 2015
06:57:34 AM
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(or delete the cookie set by scoreganizer)

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

To a certain player on Scoreganizer with a "-" in their username
that got many internal server errors lately: This is a bug that
has to do with the "-". If you make another account without
one that should be fine.

December 30th 2015
06:47:40 AM

For those interested, my Django URL patterns assume that
usernames can't contain a "-", so if scoreganizer tries to render
a template with, say, a link to the current user's profile, it can't
construct the URL and will fail.
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

lh

Comments:

iEspresso's video style resembles an improved version of that
of Wen-kai Xu, both with high efficiency and not too many
burst clicks, but iEspresso's video seems to be more skilled at
fast and long-distance moves, besides he is good at making
high-probabilities guessed clicks. He is another guy who
explains how more powerful a high-efficiency FL style is over
NF styles.

December 27th 2015
08:30:39 PM
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Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Also, since this topic hasn't seen replies for a while, I'd like to
inform everyone interested that I replied to the "suspected
cheaters" topic.

December 25th 2015
05:22:31 AM

http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=24&t=1138
 Email

l
l
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lh replied 5 years ago
above->below. Didn't realize the sequence of post in Guestbook.

lh replied 5 years ago
Merry Christmas, Tommy! Thanks for your reply. Which Boston are you going to in winter? The one
in North America or in Europe?

Seems that your personal opinion looks mostly similar with

me, and I will reply to your post with my different part later. Actually I don't care who is happy or
who will reply, or who is beside oneself by girls while talking about rules instead of how 'good or
bad' a person is, but language and cultural barrier really seems to be problems for many Chinesespeaking people to precisely convey and comprehend what others said(This isn't blame for you, you
know what language environment is).
BTW: If possible you can check the IP address of those
replies (with sentences as names) below my previous Guestbook post with that of the person
above, and you may find great surprise!

p

pauv replied 5 years ago
The reason why I didn't reply to that post is, I haven't read it(although I'm interested). Just like
I've said after Dan Zhou is annoyed, I'll never read/reply any post of him, and gacord's opinion
stands of my mind.

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

I'll be in Boston over the holidays (12-26 - 01-05), does
anyone want to meet? See also:
http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=25&t=1148

 Email

December 25th 2015
04:25:15 AM
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Name:

lh

Comments:

@Tommy Hi Tkolar, is it possible for our normal users in
Scoreganizer to create a tournament ranked by summing over
top x,y,z 3bv/s instead of top x,y,z time for Beg, Int, Exp
games? I think it is a bit boring to take only sum time for the
consideration of those active rankings.

December 24th 2015
09:39:52 PM
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Tommy replied 5 years ago
(Or at least, it's linked in all the posts that aren't replies. Grah.)

Tommy replied 5 years ago
Yes, that would be awesome! My Email address is linked here.

lh replied 5 years ago
P.S.: I can send you my suggestions for development ideas by email.

 Reply to this Post

l

lh replied 5 years ago
Yeah I think improvement is needed too. Do you have any technical problems? Maybe I can give
you some help in writing algorithms or adding multi-language interfaces.

t

Tommy replied 5 years ago
Hi lh, right now it isn't possible, I want to rewrite tournament systems to make them a lot more
general, and then many other things will be possible as well
But I don't know when I'll be done
with that yet. BTW, I'm collecting suggestions in this forum thread:
http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=26&t=190

Name:

lh

Comments:

@admins Hey folks, don't forget to update Jin-yang Guo's world

December 21st 2015
10:41:55 PM

record on http://www.minesweeper.info/worldrecords
 Reply to this Post

Name:

pauv

Comments:

@gacord nice record
the data: 3bv/s=8.072 3bv=18 ZiNi=10 HZiNi=12 op=is=1
time=2.23 cl/s=8.520 IOE=0.947*1=0.947 l=19 d=r=0
 Close Replies
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December 20th 2015
11:21:01 PM

 Reply to this Post

Guo Jin Yang replied 5 years ago
As a weak old man born in 1987 I just play about 100mins on workdays which 20mins playing beg
level.I just played much more beg nf games then you and luckily get this record.Only 3 sup7.5
games (1.42 on11 1.80on14 and this one).I have 20 1s games. HongYuYi and WuHongGuang have
more than 100 1s games but I don't know the exact number.

k

KAmil replied 5 years ago
nice
do u play only Beginner and nothing more? how many sup7.5 have u got?
Btw, has any
Chinese player won more 1s games than me? I've got 151. I wish I had enough time to play
again...
Life is painful, work destroys people

Guo Jin Yang replied 5 years ago

g
p
p

7.778 ---> 8.072

pauv replied 5 years ago
↑Another replay of him worth watching: 3bv=11 in 1.42s with 7.746 3bv/s. The time record with
sup10 bbbv is Kamil's 1.415s on 3bv=10. The former 3bv/s WR was Kamil's 7.921 on 3bv=16 in
2.02s.

pauv replied 5 years ago
sry my hands are shaking, pls delete one of them

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Nice record @gacord
data: time=2.23 3bv=18 ZiNi=10 HZiNi=12 op=1 is=1
3bv/s=8.072 cl/s=8.520 IOE=0.947*1=0.947
l=19 d=0 r=0

December 20th 2015
11:16:19 PM
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Name:

lh

Comments:

@Kamil Jin-yang Guo just beat you in Beginner NF 3BV/s
record and updated the WR
3bv/s=8.072

December 20th 2015
09:21:20 PM

3bv=18, Time=2.23,
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lh replied 5 years ago
Cool~~This is your talent (in Beginner), go and exploit it as much as you can, and let those less
talented people feel even powerless and hopeless~~~~~

g
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Guo Jin Yang replied 5 years ago
I just thought this must be a 6.5+

Name:

lh

Comments:

Watched the videos of iEspresso. What I would like to say is
that this player really did fantastic jobs in his/her playing.
Looked at some details in playing styles, and as for some
operations, despite they are beyond my react due to my lack of
experience, it is still understandable if some conditioned
reflexes are built based on experiences in
judging/guessing/both. As an NF player who has several years
of experience in playing, I believe that conditional reflex arcs
for board combinations can be strengthened which keeps
shortening the reflex time, and more experiences on
'combinations' may get a player react to some board shapes in
'ridiculously' short time which is even beyond another player's
understanding. Beyond processing, the react time of vision can
also be reduced quite a bit (I can often finish sub50s in Exp for
colored XP theme, but hardly able to get even a sub60 in Exp
for black-and-white XP theme).
We probably know the fact that some players who played
Minesweeper just a little bit (maybe those who can get several
hundred secs in Exp game at their best) think of us the players
who played several years of Minesweeper as cheating, and we
also know that the reason is they simply don't know that much
knowledge or experiences in playing and even couldn't
understand our current knowledge. But~what if we are the
people who don't know much about many skills about some
certain much experienced player than us--maybe 20-30 yrs of
experiences in playing Minesweeper? We may not really have
that much detailed experience and conditioned arcs as that
player, and even couldn't understand many skills of that player.
At this time, what should we do?
BTW: Maybe iEspresso is not good at finishing more games
than many others in the same period of time--his guessed
clicks are way too much from current videos, that's probably

December 19th 2015
09:14:10 PM

why that tournament lasts for one year
This is just what I was missed last time. Talent is fixed, but
knowledge is cumulative, so keep looking at everything!
 Reply to this Post

Name:

lh

Comments:

Wrote some comment on Guestbook for some current issues in
Scoreganizer player, but contents are lost when I clicked
submit, which made me unhappy and give up rewriting it
again.

December 17th 2015
06:56:41 AM
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Name:

pauv

Comments:

iEspresso uploaded a 33.406s game to the scoreganizer.
Details: http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=24&t=1145&p=3465#p3465

 Website

December 16th 2015
08:33:58 PM
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Name:

pauv

Comments:

@NCKSweeper congrats for your 96mines play! I think you
missed a pattern at 84s, the topright cell of '544' is absolutely
safe, and after a few seconds it's proved to be a number 2. So

December 12th 2015
08:10:48 AM

by doubleclick you can save a guess here
achieve much better record with this!
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Name:

Maybe you could

 Reply to this Post

NCKSweeper replied 5 years ago
@fritz I think I will go for 16x30 w/162 mines next. As far as I can recall, my closest attempt at
9x9 w/43 mines was 8 mines away, though I can't remember how many safe squares were left.
Perhaps someone will get there first?!

Matthias replied 5 years ago
Congratulations! So it was the 16x16 record and not the 9x9 one first to get beaten.

fritz replied 5 years ago
congrats! which level is next?

Goran replied 5 years ago
I have awakened the beast.

Congrats! Keep playing.

NCKSweeper replied 5 years ago
Thank you! I did notice that misplay when I watched the replay for the first time; it would have
saved one ~50/50 guess. After testing all the record size boards for a while, it seemed like 16x16
would be a bit less difficult to beat, so I wouldn't be surprised if someone got 100 mines before too
long! Also, if it weren't for Goran's periodic density related posts, I probably wouldn't have been
playing! Keep up the good work!

Harryck Repse replied 5 years ago
Well done, glad someone finally beat my score

December 11th 2015

Bertie
Comments:

09:17:57 AM

Hi all. I just wanted to come share this game with you guys:
[/me exp game --> RTime: 56.38 (57) «» 3BV: 209@3.70 «»
ZiNi: 126@2.23 «» H.ZiNi: 134@2.38 «» Ops: 13/13 «» Cl:
200@3.55 «» IOE: 1.045 «» ThrP: 1.089 «» Path: 8024 «»
Flags: 53]
Definitly a good game. I think this is only my second
sup200sub60sup3sup1...

If anyone want's to see the video,

just ask and I'll link it... Cheers
 Close Replies
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pauv replied 5 years ago
Warm season for you! I'd like to see.

lh replied 5 years ago
If you have any group chatting platform(like Skype or ICQ) we can copy and paste these stuff on
group chatting window while playing.

Name:

lh

Comments:

You are 'Too young, too simple, sometimes naive'
Hey
man, I'll check your water meter. (part of Chinese culture,
Google it and you will know it)

December 10th 2015
07:33:56 PM
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lh replied 5 years ago
A runner had a marathon distance at your neighbor's farm, and wrote his record on the poster. You
watched the poster, got excited, irritated, heartbroken, and you think he can easily beat the official
world record...

Name:

Shao-Wu Zhang

Comments:

I jumped from NF44 to 40 because of an amazing easy board
with 2 funny missclicks，just very lucky，maybe only Ian Fraser
had a better luck.but in fact, I know I'm not an excellent player
like pauv now.I'll try my best to improve skills then become a
real good player.

December 9th 2015
10:21:51 PM
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pauv replied 5 years ago

 Reply to this Post
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As also, keep playing, it's happy to keep trace of your rapid improvements(also for yowapon)

pauv replied 5 years ago
Well, I never regard myself as 'excellent'. Without Kamil and Wei-Jia Guo's replays as the hint, I
can't be this fast. You have very good skill and you have better 3bv/s record on beginner level than
me, so you have better gift than me, too. You have the potential to be a real excellent player like
Kamil and WJG, so never mind others' comments. You own this.

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Shao-Wu Zhang beat me on the ranking
0.60(4)+9.59(37)+39.5(122)=49.69<49.96

December 6th 2015
07:41:34 AM
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Name:

pauv

Comments:

Oh wtf??? Especially around 27s, kidding me?

December 4th 2015
03:17:55 AM
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hey cyber troll get back home & play ur joke replied 5 years ago
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=zhCN&tl=en&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.saolei.net%2FBBS%2FTitle.asp%3FId%3D10388%26Page%3D

fritz replied 5 years ago
Hey jerkface, posting comments with stupid names is my thing.

pauv replied 5 years ago
ni hao? It's so cute! Is this player relative with iEspresso? I don't think so, he has obviously worse
skill than Mr.iE. I'm not aimed at proving everyone stronger than me cheater like certain spammer
does. iEspresso is pretty cool
joking on us

, and he has got a 36s on 142, I think it's a Top5 level guy

. I'll follow what is happening in my post in the forum.

Hello Mr. cheater look at this replied 5 years ago
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http://www.saolei.net/Player/Index.asp?Id=12409

pauv replied 5 years ago
@Tommy Sure. http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=1145

Tommy replied 5 years ago
Would you mind reposting this to the forum so that replies don't get lost? (I'll reply in detail to this
(and the other, older thread) once I have more time)

Matthias replied 5 years ago
Well the clicking seems very efficient. It was a high 3BV board, so high 3BVs was "easier" to
achieve. Then there's also luck at 27s, there was also a secure 1-1-pattern to the right. Of course
you get faster when you choose your own path and get lucky. Overall, I think it's very well played.

pauv replied 5 years ago
Ah I mean at 27.12s, after the two clicks on big number(num4, num5) he took a guess around
them and got a number1, then used 1.5clicks on that number1. I can't imagine this kind of skill
when fast playing...I can only remember similar operation in Manu's 21s UPK game at 4.3s. I
haven't seen anybody who can apply UPK skill in normal playing before this!

fritz replied 5 years ago
what's so special about it? can someone put it on youtube please?

hari replied 5 years ago
usaha pangkas rambut usaha toko komputer usaha ternak kambing bisnis agen properti jualan batu akik memenangkan game fuel
otak cheat duel otak

Load More

Name:

Cadwell Scott

Comments:

im a little shit, i'm the worst at MineSweeper

December 3rd 2015
02:40:18 PM
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lh replied 5 years ago
Hi little shit you will become a piece of unbeatable holy shit before long

Name:

Tyler Eastwood

Best expert:

2.35

Best intermediate:

1.30

Best beginner:

0.67

Comments:

Hi guys I'm Tyler i will take world records yes

December 3rd 2015
02:37:04 PM
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good luck young man

Goran

Comments:

Two nice boards at 8x8 and 9x9 maximums. Not too close,
but..
http://www.dodaj.rs/f/2s/oj/1qUCIpmD/04screenshot0000.jpg
http://www.dodaj.rs/f/3/SH/39t7gs3r/05screenshot0000.jpg

November 29th 2015
12:41:35 PM
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pauv replied 5 years ago

Name:

p
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pauv replied 5 years ago
good enough

lh replied 5 years ago
It's free to draw this lottery and winning prize is free! Good luck in trying!

Name:

Goran

Comments:

Damn. Last click fail at 41 @ 9x9. This time it was 50%

November 23rd 2015
03:39:30 AM

 Website
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Goran replied 5 years ago
In week days maybe 2-3 hours, on weekends maybe more. It depends a lot from your strategy. It
took me quite some time to make proper strategy to maximize my chances for a good start. Those
2 maximum boards above happened within 20mins, that was my second attempt ever...

lh replied 5 years ago
How much time do you spend in playing custom mode? It takes really long time to find really good
boards or have good lucks in all guesses.

Matthias replied 5 years ago
You're almost in World Record terrain there. Perhaps 9x9 is the Custom WR that is "easiest" to beat
as of now.

Name:

lh

Comments:

Let's make our best wishes for the love between two Chinese
minesweeper players Yunshui Qi and Qi Huang. They will hold
their wedding before too long. May they be blessed with love

November 20th 2015
12:14:28 PM

and happiness forever!
 Reply to this Post

Name:

lh

Best expert:

41.08

Best intermediate:

9.75

Best beginner:

0.82

Comments:

@Guo Jin Yang Can you take some deep analysis on some
people that you have suspected of cheating? I remember that
you have once talked about some suspected cheaters in a
Chinese-speaking QQ group, such as Shen-jia Zhang and
Guang Shao, whom you suspected of cheating, and it seems
that some other people are also following your opinions. For
example, someone (I can show the chat record later if you
have any interest. No one replied to these words at that time,
maybe lest they offend the webmaster Shenjia Zhang) in that
group mentioned something like 'In fact, Dan Shen is the real
LEI DI (ranked the first in saolei.net) for so many years', and
'For so many years, the real sub40, is achieved by that only
one Dan Shen'. (Dan Shen got her first sub40 in 04/01/2011,
but what is the situation before that? No Exp sub40 in China?)

November 20th 2015
06:27:51 AM

As a community with minesweeper players around the world, I
think we should make better efforts to keep this community as
a cheater-free environment.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

lh replied 5 years ago
In case of some nasty troublemakers, I have reposted my content to the forum:
http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=1138

what a joke waste others' time? u happy? replied 5 years ago
https://translate.google.com/translate?&sl=zhCN&tl=en&u=http%3A%2F%2Fsaolei.net%2FBBS%2FTitle.asp%3FId%3D11589%26Page%3D24&s

lh replied 5 years ago
P.S. Shenjia Zhang and Guang Shao have their world ranking on this website, but now someone
have suspected them of cheating for their records, that is why I am considering if some further
analysis of these records are needed. BTW: @Guo Jin Yang How is your analysis of the suspected
cheater Stevan Gvozdenovic?

lh replied 5 years ago
Jinfan Lin(pauv), if what I guess is correct, it is you again. Why not use your real name to talk
here? I know you are good at hiding behind everybody and provoking any type of personal hatred,
based on anything you have seen in most Chinese speaking Minesweeper communities. But this is a
topic for talking about specific cases, NOT for attacking someone in any non-sense 'logic' as what
you have posted. If you are interested in talking about this topic of cheating attempts, just join our
talk and state your opinion about suspected cheating cases in Minesweeper. If you are not, this is
not the place for you to have your special fun with.

Hi spammer read this one replied 5 years ago
https://translate.google.com/translate?sl=zhCN&tl=en&u=http%3A%2F%2Fsaolei.net%2FBBS%2FTitle.asp%3FId%3D14798

l

lh replied 5 years ago
@Tommy Another topic for cheating. The reason why I said the admins have ultimate right to
decide cheaters is because admins have the executive power of removing cheaters, despite
everyone has the right to discuss about suspected cheaters, and admins can share the ideas from
everyone. How about discussing this case of suspected cheating behavior?

Name:

Goran

Comments:

After finishing 39 @ 9x9 few days ago, I had last click fail at 35
@ 8x8 hopefully, next time i'll have better odds. here is link to
the image
http://www.dodaj.rs/f/X/kP/3agjD6d0/005screenshot0000.jpg

November 18th 2015
09:16:25 AM
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Goran replied 5 years ago
I have to mention that my last 2 click were numbers 3 and 4 in bottom row. If last number was 3
instead of 4, I could have gotten a free finish.

Name:

pauv

Comments:

1min after the tournament
42.078 on 125

November 7th 2015
06:18:27 AM

/me watched lj22f's exp game:

who is iEspresso?
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Mao Igarashi/yowapon

November 7th 2015
12:35:14 AM

Comments:

I leave message to capellini in Japanese.
If it is a problem, I'm sorry, please delete this post.

初めましてcapelliniさん、よわぽんことMao Igarashiです。
私がcapelliniさんにコンタクトを取りたいと思い、お長さんに聞いたと
ころ、Guestbookを見ていたことがあったようなのでこちらにメッセー
ジを残しておきます。
お長さんも長い間連絡が取れていないことを心配していました。
もしこのメッセージを見かけたら、お長さんか下記のe-mailアドレスに
連絡していただければと思います。
sweeper_yowapon@yahoo.co.jp
コンタクトが取れる日を切にお待ちしています。
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Banzhaf

Best expert:

60 -> 59

Comments:

November 6th 2015
01:07:29 PM

It's finally done.
Life goal achieved.
Now I go and build a house with the OMbarrier debris...
 Close Replies
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aradesh replied 5 years ago
Congrats

Maybe you should make a new minesweeper goal ^^ Don't quite now

jefrihilda replied 5 years ago
bisnis sampingan modal kecil bisnis laundry kiloan peluang usaha baru bisnis kerajinan tangan bisnis online yang menguntungkan
download tema android terbaik

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all, I replied to the discussion below from about a week ago
in the forum:
http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=24&t=1129
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 Reply to this Post

November 4th 2015
07:52:29 AM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

lh replied 5 years ago
Replied in the post, I think this topic is worth deep thinking.

Gacord replied 5 years ago
I agree with you. Also I believe Zhou Dan is an honest player.

pauv replied 5 years ago
replied.

Name:

lh

Comments:

Personal NF corr record with normal play CL=233 CL-eff=229
corr=0.983

October 24th 2015
04:16:46 AM

 Website
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Update on the forum spam issue

Comments:

Damien replied to my email, saying that the flood of newly
registered accounts is the result of disabled email verification
upon registration. He also noted that he didn't see any spam in
the forum, because I had deleted everything (look in the
moderation protocol!). Because of this I am not going to delete
new spam threads for a few days, so that Damien can see for
himself.

October 22nd 2015
07:51:52 AM
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pauv replied 5 years ago
i see…

lh replied 5 years ago
Don't get too tired, enthusiasm is not universal.

Name:

lh

Best expert:

41.08

Best intermediate:

9.75

Best beginner:

0.82

Comments:

Looking for someone who can change microswitch of
Intellimouse Explorer 3.0 (IE3.0)? The model of the microswitch
is D2FC-F-7N(am I wrong?), I can bear the shipping cost, and
the fixing price is negotiable.

October 21st 2015
09:28:30 PM

Contact me for more details.
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Name:

Guo Jin Yang

Comments:

Why are Rank.34 Stevan Gvozdenovic who is definitely a big

October 21st 2015
06:49:05 PM

cheater still on the ranking
 Close Replies
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Harryck replied 5 years ago
Theres an old forum thread on Stevan. I agree his exppert time is obvious a cheat and I think any
sweeper who watches replays would agree. but, he appears to be able to do sub 50. maybe other

videos exist of him that would replace his cheated expert score.

l

lh replied 5 years ago
170524603(170524603) 6:56:15 AM : What about scores using both keyboard and mouse clicks |
137255795(137255795) 6:57:15 AM : Last time we talked about Dan Zhou's videos, and Jin-Yang
Guo said that her video was made by both keyboard and mouse--keyboard for double clicks and
mouse for right clicks | 170524603(170524603) 6:57:50 AM : She uses one key to do the same
thing as a chord | 170524603(170524603) 6:58:12 AM : What do you think? I think it is legal |
1967998590(1967998590) 7:01:36 AM : Difficult questions. Many years ago, a player changed his
mouse so it made clicks when you pressed down or up. We decided that was illegal. If the original
minesweeper game lets you do something, then it should be legal. For example, in the original
game you can move using arrow keys on your keyboard instead of a mouse. And you can chord my
moving your mouse on a square and pressing SHIFT when you click the left button. |
1967998590(1967998590) 7:02:29 AM : (I mean, if the original game rules let you do something)
| Note: QQ170524603 is Guo Jin Yang, QQ137255795 is me, and QQ1967998590 is Damien Moore,
this is part of the group chat record that we discussed about this issue. If the rule on
minesweeper.info is really as what Damien said, does anybody know what the rule of the 'original
minesweeper game' is? Does anybody know how to reach the developer of this Microsoft game?
Maybe we can reach the 'original' minesweeper game developer himself/herself to get the exact
opinion.

l
l

lh replied 5 years ago
As what I know, 'cheating' is considered when most admins who inspect videos think so, and I am
not sure if other players (no mattter what nationalities this player is) are violating the criteria of
one mouse and two buttons that I said in previous comments.

lh replied 5 years ago
@Tommy First you need to have the version of Freesweeper, if you don't, you can download the
program file via this link: https://www.sendspace.com/file/9edgod Then go to the World Ranking
and download the current time record of Dan Zhou, click 'Game'->'Load video', then open this file.
Now lets take a look at the window of 'Video control', look at the green stripes which indicate left
clicks and dark red stripes which indicate right clicks, the starting point and ending point in # of
0.01s are indicated in numbers above and below each stripe. As we know, 'chording' is done while
we detect that both left button and right button are pressed down, and then either of them is
released. So during normal HUMAN operation, we need to press both left button and right button to
complete this operation. OK we can find that, for any times that Dan Zhou is making intentional or
unintentional 'chording', left click and right click starts and ends at EXACTLY the same number of
0.01s, or the difference is NEVER more than 0.01s. If we looked at some other videos such as her
3bv/s record or some of her other Exp sub40s, we will find this same fact. At this time, both Guo
Jin Yang and I don't believe that any HUMAN BEING is capable to press both buttons with two
fingers(or one finger) with never more than 0.01s of difference, but, if we consider another
possibility that Dan Zhou is using a single 'middle button' or a single 'side button' on the mouse, or
using a single key on the keyboard, we tend to believe that zero or 0.01 differences can be
managed to make, since a key projection program may cross the boundary of two consecutive
0.01s during its execution. I have no idea whether the latter case that we believed is considered as
'cheating', but we do believe that the game is played as the latter case.

Tommy replied 5 years ago
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@lh the chording thing is worrying, can you describe that in more detail?

lh replied 5 years ago
Typo: if not->if so

lh replied 5 years ago
@Guo Jin Yang As what you mentioned in some QQ groups and in private chats, lots of Chinese
players even includes player Shenjia Zhang are suspected of cheating during the MSclone usage
among Chinese website, and there are even some discussion records and his personal reply which
relate to his cheating. Can you find some further and more firm proof showing the fact that they
are really cheating? Furthermore last time during our private chat you mentioned that Dan Zhou is
using keyboard to project 'chording' clicks (finally we made the agreement on it) because there is
almost zero difference (never more than 0.01) between interval of left and right clicks when
chording behavior is done, based on the detailed analysis of FreeSweeper tool, so one question for
valid videos which needs to clarify is: should the minesweeper be played exclusively by one twobuttoned mouse device and a monitor? If not, her record should be removed from world record as
someone voted. P.S. For the people mentioned above, I do not meant to offend you, since we
should realize the fact that everyone(no matter which country this player belongs to) should be
equal in front of rule, no matter how famous you were.

KAmil replied 5 years ago
me 2

pauv replied 5 years ago
Damien is too busy and he has not answered my latest email. Have a vote? I will vote yes for
removing cheaters.

Name:

Too much spam in the forum!

Comments:

Even though there are hardly ever any real new posts, it is still a
nice ressource that contains a lot of useful information.
Unfortunately there has been quite a lot of spam activity in the
forum at minesweeper.info. I just checked the moderation logs
and found that I had ban users and delete posts or topics 160
times since october 5.
As the only moderator on the forum and with Damien (forum
admin) not (yet) respondig to my messages, tidying up the
forum every few days rapidly becomes annoying, especially with
the less than optimally set up moderation tools - today's forum
cleaning took about 30 minutes but could have been done in 5

October 21st 2015
03:49:03 AM

minutes with the tools I have at hand in the other forum where I
moderate.
Therefore I would like to hear some opinions on the following
suggestion: I close all currently existing threads in tthe forum
until Damien responds.
Since I can only delete an entire topic or 1 post at a time, this
would cleaning up the forum a lot faster.
What do you think?
 Close Replies
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lh replied 5 years ago
As for the idea itself, 'slightest hint of not being legit' has no strict definition, a better way might be
setting up a spam filter which can filter out some special combination as well as keep learning the
features of spam message which is indicated by human/admins as 'spam' (supervised learning),
such as title for spam message or some short phrases which indicates spam (before you kill the
spam message, store them in files for future reference (aka training sets in machine learning). This
automatic spam filter system can first be built on trial, and just indicate the potential spam
message so that admins can easily locate them. P.S. Don't forget to add the forum rule which says
'The admins have ultimate right to decide spam message', since nobody can guarantee that no
errors will happen, once conflict happens, simply follow the rule.

lh replied 5 years ago
You have the right to QUIT YOUR CURRENT JOB of cleaning spams, since the webmaster Damien
who has the supreme power and the ultimate liability is NOT responding you, which means he is
NOT taking responsibility(assume that you have fully fulfilled your obligation). So don't get too
tired, dude. BTW: Damien, I do not meant to offend you, but you really should spend more time on
managing this website to make it better(I haven't heard from your email about my proposal of
adding Chinese translation, which is a beneficial way to attract more Chinese players). Don't learn
from ShenjiaZhang who is often irresponsible in managing his so-called 'public' minesweeper
website, whom has failed all my trust.

Guo Jin Yang replied 5 years ago
With my poor english it is too hard to understand those rubbish posts.

fritz replied 5 years ago
Thanks for the quick replies. Just to make it clear: I can only lock single threads (around 300), not
the entire forum. But with all the threads we want to keep locked, it will be easier (1) for Damien to
delete all other threads from the directly database and (2) for me to delete all new unlocked
threads. I think I will also post a general announcement in the forum, that every new account, that
shows the slightest hint of not being legit will be banned, that for a topic to be temporarily
unlocked people should PM me and that any new useful topics will also be locked quickly.
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Goran replied 5 years ago
Do it. At the moment you are fighting battle you can't win.. We can communicate here while forum
is locked.

pauv replied 5 years ago
Not bad

indeed you have wasted too much time doing this. Bots should die.

KAmil replied 5 years ago
Good idea

fritz replied 5 years ago
last paragraph should read: (...)this would MAKE cleaning up (...) - too much to delete in the forum
to keep concentration. While writing that post another spam bot made 7 new posts.

Name:

Judith Laister

Best beginner:

2.75 -> 2.41 -> 2.30

Comments:

How can I get my login-data back if I forgot them. Damien once
sent me a username and a password when he implemented the
uploading system but now I forgot them. (I tried to contact
Damien on FB and via E-Mail but no answer yet).

October 18th 2015
03:21:30 AM

I tried to play IOE on beginner and got a 3bv-3 board. Slowest
time record ever but it is a personal best.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Goran

Comments:

Finally 220 at 24x30
 Close Replies
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October 16th 2015
08:25:36 AM

Harryck replied 5 years ago
Well done!

 Reply to this Post
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Michael Gottlieb replied 5 years ago
Wow! Great job!

Matthias replied 5 years ago
Big congratulations! You earned that.

pauv replied 5 years ago
Congratssssssssss!

Name:

Bactiar

Comments:

Yeay.... :D

October 15th 2015
07:35:39 PM

film indonesia
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

pauv

Best intermediate:

10.11(32) --> 9.94(41) ioe=1

Comments:

World fastest 'perfect' IOE=1 on intermediate level!!!

October 10th 2015
03:54:18 AM

I have no words to express......@KAmil I need your comment
 Close Replies
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yangbblll replied 5 years ago
XD

Goran replied 5 years ago
You are on fire

Great game. Keep playing...

pauv replied 5 years ago

 Reply to this Post
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@alix long time no see

I'm not sure if it is the replay you mentioned. I'm sorry but at 0.201s you

have a wasted click on the edge of that opening...though you have achieved thrp=1

not easy.

alix replied 5 years ago
my int record game (time=11.67, date=20120401) is also an IOE=1 game

pauv replied 5 years ago
@Tommy ty
@KAmil any UPK replay is welcome! Yes it's should be much more efficient to flag
the bottom left part, I have some luck getting this board
and have been a little bit nervous when
solving that area. @aradesh normally played of course! I think it's very difficult to achieve sub15
when playing for IOE(my former IOE=1 time record was 16.36s on 31), I was just trying to beat
my terrible int record among top10 NFers, and then noticed the IOE=1 after the glance at the popup window
though the IOE practise on expert level helps a lot
including me there're 4
players in the world who have achieved IOE=1 accidently already, the link in my name contains
more details

a

aradesh replied 5 years ago
Fantastic

Were you playing for IOE or just playing normally for speed? I've never had a 1.00

ioe by accident before.

k

KAmil replied 5 years ago
Great board

I'll UPK it on another day. Nice

bottom left quarter of the board can be effectively

flagged

t

Tommy replied 5 years ago
Wow, that is an amazing game, congrats!

Name:

pauv

Best beginner:

3bvs nf 5.97 --> 6.39

Comments:

sum bbbvs nf sup15: 6.39(20)+4.78(8

October 9th 2015
08:43:20 PM

+3.85(231)=15.02

BTW the url saolei.net and www.saolei.net are valid now.
 Website

 Reply to this Post

Name:

pauv

Best expert:

ioe nf 0.955=>0.982

Comments:

October 5th 2015
06:15:13 PM

WR!!!
165/168=0.982 with 10 openings
former best belongs to Kamil: 0.979=184/188 with 8 openings.
replay here:
http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=LinJinFan/Record%20of%20BBBV/World%20Record/NF/Record%2
More details see the link below:
 Close Replies
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pauv replied 5 years ago
Half an hour...I'm inspired by that 2.285 guy
first click

k

so I won't expect more

This board includes so much luck except for the

But I'm sure this is not the limit.

KAmil replied 5 years ago
grats
I'll watch the replay when I come back home from work
how much time playing did it
take u? I got my record quite fast, actually I never played a lot for IOE.

Name:

pauv

Comments:

wtf......32/14=2.285 IOE on beginner level???
id=5962

p

October 3rd 2015
03:07:41 AM

his msinfo
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jules_sunrise replied 5 years ago
Wow, thanks. That's amazing!

pauv replied 5 years ago
↑Here it is.

pauv replied 5 years ago

 Reply to this Post

p

@jules_sunrise you can open the website url followed, and check out which one of the two buttons
on the right is working(it depends on your browser, if you use Firefox click the first one, other case
click the second one, in addition the third button is the help page in Chinese). If you are still
confusing about the site plz post here and I will try to put up another link when using my PC). I
just post another guy who achieved 2.16 ioe a month ago here in the gb, predicted no more WR for
this level, and now it proves to be wrong

j

.

jules_sunrise replied 5 years ago
Wth, I wanna see a replay. That must be an almost perfect mine constellation and game-play.
Talking about IOE: Participants of that IOE-discussion last Sunday - any insights?

Name:

Mao Igarashi/yowapon

Comments:

I input my email on reply,but is the email perhaps invisible?
I show my email address to make sure.
sweeper_yowapon@yahoo.co.jp
 Close Replies
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October 2nd 2015
09:09:29 AM

pauv replied 5 years ago
In the case of reply, only the website URL can be found on your name. The email address works
now.

Name:

Mao Igarashi/yowapon

Comments:

I can't contact capellini now,but I heard that he had often looked
at the Guestbook in MSinfo. So I want to leave message to him
on this guestbook,if possible in Japanese.So that he can notice
easily. Would you permit me to leave message in Japanese on
this Guestbook?

October 2nd 2015
04:09:45 AM
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Mao Igarashi/yowapon replied 5 years ago
Thannk you so much for many replies. Although I'm waiting for an administrator to respond, I have
no reaction from him. But you said probably OK, I would like to post in Japanese. I was glad that
you are interested in Japanese or Japan

l

 Reply to this Post

lh replied 5 years ago

BTW, which sounds interesting, that bastard who boasts cultural difference even gave up his
Chinese identity pronunciation to compromise Japanese saying, cool!

l
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lh replied 5 years ago
せいげんはないので、ゲストブックにどのげんごをつかうことができるとおもいます。 こんにちは、「りんか
ん」や「りんこん」といってもいいです。 Damien, do you accept posting in any language in
Guestbook?

pauv replied 5 years ago
@aradesh I think アラデシ is more proper

林（はやし）です。よろしく。

aradesh replied 5 years ago
I can't read Damien's mind, but I'm almost certain that he would not mind at all

アラデスです. よ

ろしくおねがいします.

Name:

pauv

Comments:

@aradesh yes i mean the mine wall
. The reason why I didn't
reply that post is the 10 comments for shown limit. What
material do you apply for Japanese learning?

October 1st 2015
10:32:35 AM

@Mao Igarashi in fact Dan Zhou has very good command of oral
Japanese, don't worry
. How to contact you? Dan Zhou didn't
have the account of Twitter or Facebook.
 Close Replies
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pauv replied 5 years ago
@Mao email address doesn't show on the comment. But it will show after the post
I see......
@aradesh wow you are reading Deathnote! I know that this manga is very popular in Western
countries. If you'd like to know more about the culture I suggest the first half of Gintama, this
manga is full of ネタ. I also suggest you to read Hunter x Hunter for some reason
mood with Deathnote. I myself is now reading One Piece
this manga.

a
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aradesh replied 5 years ago

it has similar

and have got a reward for analyzing

I use jisho.org, and http://ww8.tiki.ne.jp/~tmath/home/ to learn. I am also trying to read デスノー
ト as it has ふりがな and I like the anime. It is very difficult and I'm not learning very quickly - I'm
just interested in the language and the culture

m

Mao Igarashi/yowapon replied 5 years ago
@aradesh we don't have any decent minesweeper community in Japan. So I want to make a
community site. Luckily, Capellini's acquaintance is using Twitter. I contact him by the service. I
think Japanese is interesting language. But it is too difficult for people unfamiliar with kanji to learn
Japanese, particularly writing and reading. If I were not a native,I would hesitate to learn Japanese
. Why did you try learning about Japanese by yourself? @pauv wow it's a amazing!
In that
case,I would love to have a gathering. I show a email address here. Please contact by this email.
Incidentally,I succeeded to contact Capellini's acquaintance. However,unfortunately,he says that he
cannot contact capellini since February 2014. I do anything as possible,but it is may be long time to
get to know him.

Name:

pauv

Comments:

#WCH2015 interesting replay. Are you Mao Igarashi?
 Close Replies
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September 26th 2015
07:37:07 PM

 Reply to this Post

aradesh replied 5 years ago
puav, are you talking about the 49.048s exp game where he has almost a solid wall of mines from
top to bottom? https://scoreganizer.bountin.net/scores/detail/76868

aradesh replied 5 years ago
Is there an active minesweeper community in Japan? How do you keep in touch? By the way, I am
trying to learn Japanese myself, however my Japanese is clearly worse than your English

Mao Igarashi replied 5 years ago
I'll try my best! I have great interest to have a gathering with one of the TOP10 players. But to be
frank, I'm not good at English especially of speaking and listening. I don't have enough confidence
to have a conservation with smoothly only in English. To tell the truth, almost Japanese players
don't know Capellini. He is also a secret man in Japan. But I know a man who is probably familiar
with Capellini. So I contact him to let me know about Capellini! Please wait until the reply come to
me.

Guo Jin Yang replied 5 years ago
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I'm also very intrested of Capellini.He showed much better skill than Suzuki about 2 years ago
but I can't tell if it is just a player who stored his true records
it can atracts more players

.Local ranking page is great and

pauv replied 5 years ago
WOW, that would be great! I've seen many people shown on the ranking of Minesweeper
Classic(adroid app) come from Japan, so the site is very likely to be a success. Also the Japanese
ranking on msinfo seems too small, an independent site would attract much more players. In our
QQ group I collected some questions for you
Dan Zhou the TOP10 girl is now living in Tokyo, do
you have interest to have some gathering with her? Do you know the mysterious player Capellini
who had compete d in Saolei Weekly on Scoreganizer many times? Thanks

m

Mao Igarashi replied 5 years ago
I appreciate kind two guys
I'm afraid we have no big group or minesweeper site in Japan. But
several players communicate with each other on Twitter. The warming up was held among these
players. In the near future, I and kasenn intend to make a ranking and community site. We would
like to make good site referring to MSinfo and saolei

p

pauv replied 5 years ago
http://2015.saolei.net/BBS/Title.asp?Id=14917 here is the reason
ShenJia Zhang is too busy to
deal with ICP problem. Do you guys have a chatting group? I've noticed a warming up competition
for WCH2015 on scoreganizer with all Japanese, it seems like be organized by someone(or maybe
you have a minesweeper site too?)

g

Guo Jin Yang replied 5 years ago

m

Mao Igarashi replied 5 years ago

p

try 2015.saolei.net before Oct 10th. I guessed that It must be you or suzuki

I'm glad of your interest. Especially tournament style, I slow down and try not to solve unforced
guesses. kasenn is Hideki Hirai, rank No.53 now. He is Japanese good player. By the way, I can't
access saolei.net these days. If you know the reason, please tell me that. I have no information
about disconnection. I often see the website, so I'm in trouble.

pauv replied 5 years ago
Nice score. Your solving style is special. I downloaded some of your exp replays from All Scores
for recognition. For other guys whose nick not obvious: stan_kimi=Xian-Yao Shang; sakura=Kai

Sun; Tjips=Bertie. BTW who is kaseen

Load More

Name:

pauv

Comments:

@NCKSweeper I hope you can press F5 and set your video
text. I have watched your custom vids(including that 49 fail)

September 25th 2015
05:00:22 AM

and find "Anonymous" everywhere…
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Ben Wolfman

Comments:

NNNNEEEEERRRRDDDSSSS!

September 24th 2015
11:49:11 AM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

harryck replied 5 years ago
lol

Unisław618

Name:

September 22nd 2015
10:49:23 PM

Comments:

Passion the site-- extremely individual friendly and whole lots
to see! Read my website: priberanie jak nabrat svalovou
hmotu růst svalů kulturistika хранителни добавки за маса
 Email

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

LH

Comments:

Two Chinese minesweeper players became lovers, congrats!
Email me for more details
 Close Replies

 Email
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September 22nd 2015
10:50:06 AM

LH replied 5 years ago
Happened today, the only more detail is who and who

 Reply to this Post

Name:

NCKSweeper

Comments:

I see your 24x30 fail, and raise you my 8x8 fail!
http://imgur.com/0m7XcMG
If I ever fall asleep, I will have nightmares about that board...

September 21st 2015
05:42:24 AM

 Close Replies
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Bertie replied 5 years ago
I think you missed a last piece of logic. The lower safe square could be deduced from the remaining
mines left. You would still have had to guess the top two though. Very close indeed!

pauv replied 5 years ago
and i have a weak proposal. to solve 49m on 8×8 you need 14 save cells. 64m on 9×9 you need 16
save cells. it's maybe a little harder, but you can have a try
more.

l

 Reply to this Post

almost same effort but you will gain

LH replied 5 years ago
If you are unlucky, then you are. If you are lucky, then you are. Nobody can guarantee your
winning the first prize for drawing lotteries. So don't be disappointed. Just have a nice sleep and try
again if you wish.
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pauv replied 5 years ago
ouch…i have never thought there will be another one who can do that again. that's why daniel
marden should be honered, 49mines is too difficult.

harryck replied 5 years ago
ouch that hurts. 49 mines on 8x8 is insane, good luck solving

Goran replied 5 years ago
I know the feeling...

NCKSweeper replied 5 years ago
Yeah, I never thought the day would come that I would wish I was playing the original version!
Also, in another board I played, all the mines were clustered together except for one in a random

corner; and that day, I said if I ever get one click away and need to make a random guess, I would
pick a corner...
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b

babz replied 5 years ago
oup, thanks tommy for the info

Tommy replied 5 years ago
@babz, not in Arbiter... This is completely 50:50, unfortunately

babz replied 5 years ago
not lucky, but if you thought about the fact that if you hit a mine at the first square it's moved to
the top left corner, so guess the corner is not a good idea in density i think. better luck next time

Name:

team building Buckinghamshire

Comments:

Our imaginative and prescient is to create a journey of meals
with you - Infuse your lifestyles with a heightened cognizance
of food ..... the place it comes from, its journey, its coaching,
the joy of sharing and experiencing it collectively .....
ultimately giving us gas for existence.

September 21st 2015
04:39:36 AM

corporate days Buckinghamshire
corporate events Buckinghamshire
corporate team building Buckinghamshire
team building Buckinghamshire
food coach Buckinghamshire
Keepers Cottage Featherbed Lane, High Wycombe,
Buckinghamshire, HP15 6XQ
Phone: 07980 687527
Email: info@heartkitchen.co.uk
Website : www.heartkitchen.co.uk
 Email
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 Website

Name:

shanghai shifu mover company

Comments:

Shifu Mover of Shanghai City, is an experienced local and longdistance moving company that will handle your move with
care. All of our movers are clean-cut, athletic and well-trained
young men who will work hard to make your move easy. We
are professionals with large box trucks (up to 26 feet), big
enclosed trailers (14 feet), dollies, hand trucks, furniture pads
and all sorts of tools. Best of all, we charge a flat hourly rate.

September 20th 2015
07:13:49 PM

Our prices are much less than the big guys because we are
locally owned and efficiently managed by college graduates.
Not paying franchise fees allows us to charge customers less
while paying our clean-cut and responsible movers more.
shifumover.com is an innovative and dynamic provider of
highly personalized relocation services both local and
international such as packing,moving service,relocation etc.
Approved by The People’s Republic of China State Planning
Commission and the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic
Cooperation, Shifu Mover has established. Shifu Mover
Relocation is one of the earliest companies who have been
approved to operate international moving business.
After years of development, Shifu Mover Relocation has
become a large transport enterprises providing types of
international moving services. Major services are: personal
goods import and export, cargo import and export freight
forwarders, exhibits transport, domestic moving, local moving,
and large-scale office relocation, and warehousing logistics..
Shifu Mover Relocation has been committed to improving the
quality of services to meet changing market needs. Through
establishing service rules to enhancing staff training, the
company’s service quality continues to increase.
Shifu Mover Relocation provides clients with a single source
global solution to all relocation and moving needs. We offer the
finest worldwide network supported through our active
partnership in the industry’s leading organizations.
Shifu Mover Relocation strives to attract, train and retain the
best and most talented people available to ensure that every
client receives the highest possible level of personal attention.
Each year staff members are selected to participate in industry
conferences and training programs customer service skills,
Consultative Selling Skills. The objectives are to encourage the
sharing of best practices and educate key staff through a
range of international experiences. The results of these efforts
are recognized by the loyalty and long term commitment of
our team members. We have the lowest staff turnover ratio in
the industry. Shifu Mover Relocation is active in a variety of
community events and charitable organizations.
This is done to create goodwill, motivate staff, and improve the
world in which we live.
Summary of Services Important Information
› Commercial and residential moving and packing
› Local and long distance
› We carry Full Commercial Insurance including Actual Value
Replacement
› Full-time employees or day labor to ensure your movers are
professionally trained
› Clean-cut and athletic movers
› Clean trucks with proper pads, dollies and tools
› Furniture assembly (Including IKEA)
› Truck, pod, and ABF trailer loading and unloading
Contact Way
Silva (ms.)
Operator
+86 15801708557 (SMS or weichat)

Jackie Xu(mr.)
managing director
+86 13621990301(SMS or weichat)
angelafurniture@163.com
Warehouse ADD:No.384,DianTai Road, Qingpu District,
Shanghai, China
web: http://www.shifumover.com
 Close Replies
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User replied 5 years ago
Dear user: Your website has been restricted for access

Name:

Goran

Comments:

You have to love these fails.. http://imgur.com/suDATvZ @211

September 4th 2015
11:25:23 AM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Matthias replied 5 years ago
I had some fails myself at 24x30, but nothing this brutal.

pauv replied 5 years ago
Good luck next time...

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Yi-Hai Lin got new Beg IOE WR: 2.167
time=23.630s 3bv=39 ZiNi=19 H.ZiNi=20 Clicks=18

September 4th 2015
05:25:41 AM

Yi-Hai Lin's IOE sum=2.167+1.738+1.433=5.338
 Close Replies
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pauv replied 5 years ago
Wrong instance

. for 13<=3bv<26 cl<=3bv/2-1. for 26<=3bv<39 cl<3bv/2-1.

pauv replied 5 years ago

 Reply to this Post
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p

@KAmil idk. I heard that he only talk about minesweeper when gathering. @WJG knows more
about him

pauv replied 5 years ago
Concept of further Beg IOE WR: normal playing you can flag 1 and chord for at most 4 cells, this
operation produce IOE=2. A single click on an opening or isolated cell will produce IOE=1, and final
IOE will be the weighed average of all operations
So you need to guess click 1 then guess
flag&chord for 7 cells to produce highest possible IOE. The clicks should satisfy: cl<3bv/2-1 if
3bv<=40, for instance 22/9, 31/14. So I think this is the end of beginner IOE

k
p

Really crazy game

KAmil replied 5 years ago
nice

how much playing time has he needed to get it?

pauv replied 5 years ago
Yi-Hai Lin's msinfo ID=6104, saolei.net ID=7277

Name:

Daniele

Best intermediate:

Custom 16x16: 70 --> 75 mines

Comments:

I am pride

August 23rd 2015
03:19:08 PM

with this game, especially with the last 15 squares,

when 5 mines were left.Very good!
 Close Replies
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Matthias replied 5 years ago
Congratulations! In my opinion, you may well improve on your 24x30 record as well.

Name:

pauv

Comments:

BIG News
XYZ 37.43(138)->35.65(122) new national record of China.
/me exp game --> RTime: 35.65 (36)
Est RTime: 35.65 (36)
3BV: 122/122
3BV/s: 3.42
ZiNi: 98@2.75
H.ZiNi:
105@2.95
Ops: 15/15
Isls: 22
Cl: 169@4.74
IOE:

August 23rd 2015
07:48:07 AM

0.722

Flags: 23

Ranks: 1/262 of 924 / 85.88%

sum=0.65(3)+8.91(39)+35.65(122)=45.21 #8->#5
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Matthias replied 5 years ago
Congratulations to XYZ! That was really fast. Couldn't follow all of it at normal speed.

Name:

Daniele

Comments:

Hi you minesweepers! I am Daniele Calafiore and I am back! I
sweeped no more in the last years because of handache. Today I
restard to play, but only density boards, because I do not wanna

August 22nd 2015
03:06:30 PM

destroy my hand playing against-the-time games.
I have just
completed a 24x30 board with 154 mines, so now I completed
all the levels of custom ranking: 8x8, 9x9, 16x16, 16x30 and
now 24x30. I would like to join the Custom World Ranking. I
have already sent the video-evidence, so Admins I am waiting
for you to approve my new score
 Close Replies
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Daniele replied 5 years ago
The video is available at: http://www.minesweeper.info/members/files/3708/Cus%2024x30%20154%20mines%20-%20ago%2022%202015.mvr

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

135 -> 140 mines

Comments:

In 118.79 seconds
 Reply to this Post

pauv replied 5 years ago
Will you get every fastest custom record? lol

Name:

Janis

Best beginner:

0.98->0.82

Comments:

August 2nd 2015
04:05:38 PM
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August 1st 2015
03:18:26 PM

I didn't really see this coming. Been trying to speedrun 100 beg
lately, this came as a surprise. I need to get myself a sub50
sometime though...
 Close Replies
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pauv replied 5 years ago
Hi, Sweden #1, that's not bad. sub50 is easy, especially for one who has achieved 50.19s on 150
board. Common record happens on 130~140, if play very much you will get 115~125, so you can
make a huge step ahead. Try top100

Name:

big boards NF

Comments:

can't go bigger on my screen than 1211 mines at expert density

August 1st 2015
06:54:03 AM
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Name:

KAmil

Comments:

Videos have broken, can anybody repair?

July 27th 2015
02:03:01 PM

 Close Replies
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pauv replied 5 years ago
it works now

Name:

PSA: Scoreganizer will go down for update soon

Comments:

See also in the forum:
http://minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=26&t=304

 Email

t

 Reply to this Post

July 25th 2015
08:24:31 PM
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Tommy replied 5 years ago
"Soon" is not in the next couple of hours (I'll sleep then), but probably in the next two days.

Name:

Jacco D

Comments:

I just had a beginner board with a 3BV of 41. World record? ;_;

July 25th 2015
09:25:17 AM
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pauv replied 5 years ago
I know some players have deleted their vids such as fritz and harryck... do you remember which
year it happened or if there was certain topic about it and someone post the video on gb? As
possible as I can collect, people have solved all 3bv less than 47, and 49 is also done, so the rest
are 48, 51 and 54. @Damien as well.

KAmil replied 5 years ago
I think it would be better to ask Damien for a vid, I can't remind who got that board

Jacco D replied 5 years ago
54 is mad, I almost blasted the 41 out of reflex then solved it for fun.. Thanks for checking KAmil

pauv replied 5 years ago
Thx for your help

Years ago I got a 47, now I barely play beginner so the best of nf is still 40.

KAmil replied 5 years ago
Sorry I don't have it, but I could look for 1 in videos folders when they start to work

pauv replied 5 years ago
@KAmil do you have the replay? And is there anyone who has solved 48 or 51?

KAmil replied 5 years ago
No, some people got 54 3BV

Name:

Wei-Jia Guo

Best beginner:

IOE 1.923 --> 2.000

Comments:

 Reply to this Post

July 22nd 2015
07:08:32 AM

3BV=14 Time=4.14 Clicks=7 ZiNi=9 H.ZiNi=10
Click the second button in the link and download the video.
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Name:

WCH will be on the 26th/27th of September

Comments:

See also: http://minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=14&t=299

 Email

July 17th 2015
04:44:17 AM
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Name:

pauv

Comments:

Zhi-Jie Lai achieved sub50 on 108. He was birthed after 2000, so
he is the youngest ever sub50 player. I don't know the accurate
data.

July 9th 2015
10:45:37 PM
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pauv replied 5 years ago
2000-12-26~2015-07-04 5303days or 14years+190days

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best beginner:

(9x9) 30 -> 35 mines

Comments:

I beat a 9x9 board with all densities from 0 mines to 35 mines see the website for the video :)

July 1st 2015
05:12:20 PM

All densities from 20 to 35 mines were done faster than the fastest
one listed in the Custom area of this site. Times were: 6.88 for 20,
7.17 for 21, 9.11 for 22, 9.57 for 23, 9.09 for 24, 10.88 for 25,
10.93 for 26, 12.14 for 27, 13.27 for 28, 15.50 for 29, 12.13 for
30, 16.17 for 31, 13.53 for 32, 12.11 for 33, 13.50 for 34, 14.77
for 35. All are NF
Also, my highest density on 9x9 was 30 mines
before I started this.
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aradesh replied 5 years ago
Nice work

Nice to see you still around sweeping qq. I'm trying to get back into the swing of

things again, but struggling to find the time to sit down and play. Maybe I could some density. We
should all have some density competitions on IRC or something

p

pauv replied 6 years ago
You can upload them to Custom Ranking

Name:

Goran

Comments:

Close one @227. That lower right corner could've been much
easier.
 Close Replies
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June 25th 2015
02:19:43 AM

 Reply to this Post

Matthias replied 5 years ago
OK, thanks for your explanations. I should have said "at least 5 mines"

. But I'm always on the

pessimistic side in those calculations.

f
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fritz replied 6 years ago
@matthias: "five of the 10 mines were spoken for" is not true because there could have also been 2
mines in the bottom left. in the bottom right there are 4 or 5 mines in 12 unknown squares. the
square goran chose to click was the best choice as he already explained.

Goran replied 6 years ago
I would do that at earlier stage of the board. With 10 mines remaining there is no proper gain by
guessing in the corner. If there were no 50/50 that are opening that corner, like those on the right
hand side, I would definitely try to guess somewhere in that corner.. Those 50/50 has to be
guessed sooner or later, by guessing sooner I have slight chance to solve that corner without
further guessing so it's a no-brainer for me..

Matthias replied 6 years ago
Nice! I'd perhaps have clicked somewhere in the lower right corner. Since five of the 10 mines were
spoken for, that would have given a slightly better chance than 50% to not click on a mine.
Wouldn't have removed those 3 50-50-guesses on the board though.

Name:

KAmil

Comments:

I've just pressed "Save Full Statistics to HTML-file" in the Setup of
Arbiter, and my history file has lost all info about ZiNi and HZini
(it shows either 0 or ?), any idea how can I repair that? Arbiter
sux

June 17th 2015
05:11:13 AM
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KAmil replied 6 years ago
Sent

g

gacord replied 6 years ago

g

Goran replied 6 years ago

k

try to zip statszini_corrupt_13h4h24s-17d6m2015y and send

maybe caused by disk fail

Add it to archive, than send it..

KAmil replied 6 years ago
Strange thing happens: when I try to add statszini_corrupt_13h4h24s-17d6m2015y as attachment
in email, my Firefox turns off, nad Chrome shows error message. So it seems it's impossible to
send u it
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gacord replied 6 years ago
qxxqlls@163.com

KAmil replied 6 years ago
What's your email, gacord?

pauv replied 6 years ago
I'd like to see your sub100 bbbv replay! gogogo

gacord replied 6 years ago
Files corrupted. Send me all these files and maybe I can rebuild your stats to *.csv.

k

KAmil replied 6 years ago
I have backup history file made about 2 weeks ago, but it still ruins my stats. Also I don't like
Arbiter because of other shit it has, like OBV/s stats, lack of RQP stats, and finally that version has
simply made me angry, so I won't use it anymore

g

Goran replied 6 years ago
Backup your stats regularly and you will not have similar problems.... As of arbiter, it does not
sucks it's just neglected. No proper coder for over a year now.

Load More

Name:

I like trains

Comments:

In the business section of today's "Süddeutsche Zeitung" (400
000 copies/day) there is an article on Windows 10 that mentions
Minesweeper.

June 17th 2015
01:57:03 AM

"Und - Achtung, Freunde von Solitär und Minesweeper - die in
Windows integrierten Spiele werden durch neue Versionen
ersetzt."
Translation: "And - caution, friends of Solitaire and Minesweeper the games integrated into Windows will be replaced by newer
versions."
Hah, eat it, FreeCell, Hearts and Pinball
 Reply to this Post

Name:

speedrun guy

Comments:

There is now a pretty big central leaderboard site for the
speedrun community that many speedrunners use and someone
set up a Minesweeper board on it:
http://www.speedrun.com/Minesweeper

June 16th 2015
03:26:55 AM

As you can see that is not really a good representation of
Minesweeper skill. What do you think should be done about it? It
would be no problem for moderation rights of it to be transfered
to someone more in tune with the Minesweeper community. If the
rankings were mirrored there it would be the biggest game on the
site (and show up at the top of the games list), which MAYBE
could revitalize the competition a bit, but on the other hand it
may be seen as trying to take away from this site?
Idk tell me what you think about it.
 Close Replies
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speedrun guy replied 6 years ago
"i think it is an interesting idea to mirror the minesweeper.info rankings there. Idk if that is possible
to do using their site." That should be possible based on statements made by Pac (the admin) in
the past. "if to be ranked on their site, you had to submit times to minesweeper.info" That is the
ideal solution imho.

harryck replied 6 years ago
To add to that, i think it is an interesting idea to mirror the minesweeper.info rankings there. Idk if
that is possible to do using their site. But it would definitely add to competition here, if to be
ranked on their site, you had to submit times to minesweeper.info

harryck replied 6 years ago
Agreed with Fritz, speed running in minesweeper would be UPK which is an interesting competition
but it's not what we do here. On their site, they want you to use Windows Minesweeper, which
newest versions of allow for UPK. Maybe someone from here could take it over and link to
minesweeper.info, and change the rules. But I say let them have their site, anyone who is good at
minesweeper will be inevitable to come to this site, because it is the first result that will appear for
many google searchs, and imo this site has a very "official" look. Not to mention there is a site that
is existing for 13 years now that claims to host "The Fastest, Best and Record Minesweeper Times"
and it requires members to pay money to host times on their site.

speedrun guy replied 6 years ago
I didn't set up the board or its rules and I disagree with them too. Read the entire post. I don't
need to be educated about what Minesweeper is, I'm a ranked player myself. Fact is that the
default goal is to finish the game fast. It's not my page.

fritz replied 6 years ago
we are not speedrunners. playing the same board over and over again would be a speedrun. we
play thousands, if not millions, of different boards and aiming for a fast solve is just one thing
among others. if you think that minesweeper should be represented on your page, just put a link to
minesweeper.info instead of rankings with questionable rules.

Name:

Goran

Comments:

I just tried to post on forum and it does not work for me. After
pressing submit all I get is blank screen...

June 12th 2015
05:40:30 AM
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Dens replied 6 years ago
Oops, forgot the six digit: 546795

Dens replied 6 years ago
Finished 185, link in website

Wei-Jia Guo replied 6 years ago
182 linked. Next 555555. It's also my personal record of 24*30.

Wei-Jia Guo replied 6 years ago
I got a 176. Video and screenshot linked.

Goran replied 6 years ago
While I'm waiting for answer, here is 175

Name:

fritz

Comments:

Back in the day when #minesweeper used to be a busy chat room
we had all kinds of different challenges such as 100 Beginner, 25
Intermediate or 10 Expert board marathons, the classic 3 hour 5
Int plus 5 exp tournaments and one of my favourites: Density
Mode tournaments.
The rules were simple:
The goal was to win an 8x8 Beginner board with as many mines
as possible
Participants could choose the amount of mines they were trying
for
The first completed board by any single player set the bar for the
rest. They would announce in the chat room that they had
completed a board and how many mines it had.
All other players now had 10 minutes to complete a board with at
least 1 mine more.
The player holding the lead was not allowed (or at least
encouraged) to play during this time and usually used this time to
upload a screenshot of their completed board.
The competition continued until the leading player's number of
mines owuld not be beaten within 10 minutes after the
completion of the board was announced

June 10th 2015
04:27:45 PM

This kind of competition usually took around an hour. The great
advantage of this competition mode is that all participants have a
chance to win until the very end and faster players have almost
no advantage over slower players. (During the 3h 5x5
tournaments you could precisely predict the final standings based
on participants' high scores)
Since 10 minutes and 8x8 board are obviously not suitable
outsides chat rooms and actual on-site tournaments I suggest the
following rules:*
Board size: 30 width, 24 height
Time interval in which the leading player's board has to be beaten
by at least 1 mine: 1 week starting from the moment the last
completed board was posted
Starting number of mines: 150 (Expert level mine density)
When you hold the lead you are not allowed to post a better game
than your own. You have to wait until someone beats you before
you may submit again.
Try to improve the leading score by only a small number of mines.
This way more players get a chance to hold the lead and the
whole competition lasts longer.
How to post scores:
Post a screenshot of your completed board and include the exact
time (hh:mm and timezone) at the time of posting it.
To prevent cheating (editing of screenshot or using and old
screenshot of someone else) I suggest participants use
Minesweeper Arbiter and add a 6-digit number as replay/player
name. Whoever posts a new leading score replaces the 6-digit
number with a new random one which the other participants are
asked to use at the end of the player name. For the first game
this number would be 010832
Additional note: Since screenshots are easy to manipulate and the
rankings at minesweeper.info require video evidence anyways I
suggest that you save the replays of your best games. It would be
nice to watch a replay of the game that eventually wins the
competition.
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fritz replied 6 years ago
Sorry Goran, I already got 174

By the way, it'd be easier to keep track of posted games if they

were posted in the forum or on reddit. This guestbook can also only handle 10 replies to a
comment before it overwrites earlier replies. Maybe post the next completed number of mines in a
new post

g

Goran replied 6 years ago
here is 171mines.

Goran replied 6 years ago
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Here is 164 (second try)

fritz replied 6 years ago
There's 190 mines posted on reddit but I asked them if they were willing to withdraw it and try
something closer to 164 first.

fritz replied 6 years ago
I encourage increasing the number of mines only by 1 every time. reddit use Merrto just posted
163 mines by the way http://imgur.com/hhLSAax

Dens replied 6 years ago
It's nice to see some love for density! If there are a lot of posts with big jumps in the number of
mines, it might be necessary to set a "maximum improvement" number to encourage a longer
contest.

fritz replied 6 years ago
161 mines, 495315

fritz replied 6 years ago
Perfect!
I'll post your screenshot in /r/Minesweeper with the new number. Since this post
might get buried by newer posts, it's probably better to post the later screenshots either in the
forum or on reddit.

Wei-Jia Guo replied 6 years ago
I think that I understand all the rules now. I'm sorry that I forgot "010832" in my 170-mine video.
But after playing for three hours I was too tired to complete another 170-mine game and turned to
160 mines. It took me less than 20 minites to finish it. The link contains the screenshot and the
video. I'll give the number 011004 for other participants. So is it OK? @Fritz

Wei-Jia Guo replied 6 years ago
I just completed 170 mines and here is the picture (I couldn't upload *.jpg to my folder so I put the
picture into a *.zip).

Name:

Goran

Comments:

Exp 48,57-48,08 3bv 124
Could've been much faster if last 20ish 3bv weren't so slow.
 Close Replies
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June 3rd 2015
12:51:26 PM

 Reply to this Post

pauv replied 6 years ago
lol you already have enough luck to survive from the beginning, and the bottomleft part is easy, it's
due to a missclick. If you click right, you can solve the bottomright part. I notice you have used the
press->move to where you want->release technic somewhere, you can use this more frequently
when you feel anywhere complicated or likely to be missclicked. WJG use this technic all over the
board so he needs to worry about where to release the left button only, but it's tiring.

Goran replied 6 years ago
I've just made my 2nd best time 48.45 117 3bv

Goran replied 6 years ago
You are right, I do guess sometimes. There are two poss reasons. Either it's on purpose, because
I'm trying to implement guessing, but I'm still not as good at it as I would like, or I just lose my
concentration or focus. By focus I mean that my eyes sometimes can't move fast across the board
and sometimes they flicker, so I tend to compromise by guessing. I already had jump from 53 to 49
and took me 8 months to fill the gap in order to do it again, so I do not give up as easy, mainly
because I play for fun. I had break from sweeping past 2-3 months(played only custom), because I
wanted to make some small adjustments in my sweeping which I was unable to do without a break,
so I played custom a bit slower and practiced those adjustments. Biggest issue was that I was
unable to leave certain area without finishing it, even tho it slowed me down a lot and I had easy
clicks somewhere else... Started sweeping again 3 weeks ago. On 108 board I thought that it was
50/50 situation. 2 mines at one of diagonals, so i went for closer one(yes I thought there are 4
unopened squares instead of 3)... I have uploaded 129 board.

pauv replied 6 years ago
I know you have this potential
But I raise another example gacord(id=4417) here, he has a lot of
sub45 blast before his 48.93(160) 1st sub50, this is because of his unstability technic and he is
used to risk a lot of unnecessary guessing when sweeping, also he hasn't got enough scores to be
confident and patient enough when finishing a good board. On your 124, in the bottom middle you
risk 2 of number3 guessing(at last you can solve them naturally), and on your 108 blast, you are
not patient so that you missed the last easy pattern
Overall, if people get enough 46s, he will
regard a 45s record as the result of ability, but if he doesn't have 46s and 47s before, he will take it
the result of luck and lose the willing to improve (think of Ian

) I don't know if I have

explained my idea...I'd like to watch your 129 replay and tell you any I can help

g
p

Goran replied 6 years ago
Almost nailed 46 in vid below. Stupid fail. Old one tho.. I'm quite sure I can get ~45, just have to
wait that perfect board. Had one great chance, but got nervous. 104/129 3bv est rt 42.52(I can
upload this one as well). Btw what do I have to do to get my folder properly titled?

pauv replied 6 years ago
The lastest part is so difficult that you have to be patient, it's not a good board like bbbv implys.
Work for sub48

Name:

pauv

Comments:

My point of view about Wei-Jia Guo's 0.54 Beginner game on 3
bbbv:
Maybe some of you have noticed this game. If admitted, WJG's
beg score will improve 0.11s (0.65 to 0.54) so that his sum will be
44.93 (0.54+8.36+36.03), only 0.13s after No.3. I put up a link
to his Score History so you can download the replay and check his
old records.
There're 5 clicks in this game. The 1st~3rd are obviously random,
the controversy may come about the last two: the 4th solved the
2nd bbbv, the 5th solved the 3rd bbbv. Are they lucky or not, or

May 29th 2015
09:53:00 PM

which one is lucky
When WJG got this game he asked us (gacord and me) what did
we think about this game, gacord said "yes it's legal" immediately
after he saw the Mouse Chart, my idea was to watch the replay
and judge. Then I checked the replay and agreed gacord's idea.
WJG himself is one of the admins of saolei.net and he passed the
game by himself after this discussion.
There's no doubt that the 5th click is made on purpose, the trace
is turned twice after the 4th click, what's confusing is the 4th
click, WJG's sense was "maybe on purpose". But according to
FreeSweeper, this click is pressed at 0.30s and released at 0.36s,
he can not convince himself about this fast reaction, you know,
the bio scientists has told us the common human limit of reaction
time is just around 0.3s.
I tell WJG, the most possible case is, pressed randomly at 0.30s
and released purposely at 0.36s, he accepts. What do you think?
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Goran replied 6 years ago
Hope it will be accepted. It seems legit to my untrained eye.

Gacord replied 6 years ago

 Reply to this Post

When seeing the mouse chart I think it legal
don't like the luck rule

p

After watching video I think it is 90% legal

I

pauv replied 6 years ago
Since WJG has exam next month, he won't use computer in the following days, and he can't open
GB with his mobilephone, I translate his reply here: @fritz "thx. The 0.54 is unexpected, it seems
like the 4th or 5th beg game this month
" @damien "afaik the 1st click of arbiter will be recorded
as where to be hit and where to be loosed, so when you watch the replay on arbiter it's straight
between two points. No problem if you use clone2007 or FreeSweeper watching" My personal idea:
this interesting game shows that it's possible to sub0.4 under the "lucky-rule"

f

y

d

fritz replied 6 years ago
gj, wjg! i'm too lazy to watch the replay but i would like to know what wjg's first reaction to this
game was even before watching the replay himself. in my experience a top sweeper's gut instinct
on such things is usually correct and watching a replay over and over again at different speeds can
complicate things. also, wjg, go play some expert. overtaking people with beginner records is not
nice

your name replied 6 years ago
I don't feel like the lucky game rule makes a lot of sense, seems more arbitrary and subjective than
a straight 3bv limit or exclusion of the beginner times. "The moust moves in a straight line
upwards, then a straight line downards. There is no curve to the movement." This could be a result
of the mouse driver, for example the Logitech G500 has a function that makes almost straight
horizontal or vertical movements completely straight.

damien replied 6 years ago
I watched the video in slow motion (0.05) many times this week, trying to make a decision. 1)
Click 5 is intentionally. There is a clear change of direction after Click 4, and you can see he almost
missed the square and while pressing the button down managed to slide closer to the middle of the
square before releasing the button. So game is not 'Lucky' (completely random). 2) The way he
starts is the same way I start (3 or 4 random clicks in a counter-clockwise circle. After the first 3
clicks he is still doing the circle but the board has opened and he slightly changes the mouse path
to react and make Click 4. This is a combination of luck (only having to slightly change the original
random circle of clicks, and not clicking wrongly at that speed) and skill (the direction was changed
to react, even if lucky to click correctly). 3) The strange thing is Click 1. The moust moves in a
straight line upwards, then a straight line downards. There is no curve to the movement.

Name:

Rahul Adhawade

Best beginner:

003

Comments:

May 25th 2015
05:52:05 AM

003 seconds high score minesweepers beginner game by Vijay
Gaikwad. but don't know how to upload picture (photo)
 Close Replies
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harryck replied 6 years ago
Congrats, if you plan to play more, read this page to join the ranking:
http://www.minesweeper.info/ranking/rules.html

Name:

Rahul Adhawade

Comments:

003 seconds High Scores of Minesweepers Done By Vijay Gaikwad

May 25th 2015
05:44:31 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

pauv

Best intermediate:

10.80nf(40)

Comments:

/me int game --> 3BV: 40/40~~100%
Time: 10.80 @
3.704 3BV/s
QG: 1.428
IOE: 95.45% * 0.952 = 0.909
Path: 1867 @ 172.9 pix/s
Left: 44 @ 4.074 click/s
Cl: 44 @
4.074 click/s
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 Reply to this Post

May 22nd 2015
07:15:52 PM

Op: 2

Is: 7
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

pauv replied 6 years ago
BTW my smartphone record is 0.72(3)+16.77(34)+55.57(127) now. You can find them on
"Minesweeper Classic" app, are there any others on msinfo have tried this? You can add your
msinfo ID+"@"+"minesweeper.info" into your comment on pop-up window for propoganda

p

pauv replied 6 years ago
↑Link of the replay. Back to TOP20 with 51.30(=0.60+10.80+39.90) and I won't worry about
explaining my time record/nf time record anymore, they're all nf now
Michael

. A little sorry for

I finally climb over your score(it's really tough for me).

Name:

lh

Best expert:

42.61

Best intermediate:

9.75

May 21st 2015
12:42:46 AM

Best beginner:

0.82

Comments:

Time:42.61 3bv:117
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Rahul Adhawade replied 6 years ago
003 seconds High Scores of Minesweepers in beginner Done By Vijay Gaikwad. PLS Suggest how to
upload Picture

Name:

lh

Best expert:

43.85

Best intermediate:

9.75

Best beginner:

0.82

Comments:

35.77/38.18 104/111 3rd NFsub40 chance in the world is gone:

May 11th 2015
02:51:00 PM

force guess but a wrong judge
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

aplikasi keyboard android replied 6 years ago
Informasi seputar: Liga Champions, Liga Dunia, Liga Italia, Liga Inggris, Basket, Tim Lain, Liga
Lain, Liga Spanyol, Persebaya, Persija, Liga Olahraga, Arema, Liga Team Nasional, Persib, Liga
Berita, Analysis, Ragam, Editorial, Liga Jerman, MotoGP, Tenis, Badminton, F1, Lain-lain, Liga
Indonesia, Nasional, Tim lain, Event, Event, Liga Team Internasional, Sepak Bola, Barcelona, Real
Madrid, Manchester United, Bayern Muenchen, Paris Saint Germain, Manchester City, Chelsea,
Arsenal, Liverpool, Juventus, dan lainnya. Liga Olahraga

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

sub50 x2000

Comments:

32x3, 33x3, 34x7, 35x7, 36x14, 37x25, 38x61, 39x109,
40x138, 41x188, 42x248, 43x257, 44x240, 45x221, 46x171,
47x140, 48x99, 49x69
1706 FL, 294 NF

May 7th 2015
08:32:16 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

KAmil

Best intermediate:

NF 8x1 --> x2

Comments:

7.77s on 31

 Website

May 4th 2015
09:23:46 AM

linked
 Close Replies
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KAmil replied 6 years ago
No, I won't. I don't have enough time to play

pauv replied 6 years ago
Niiiiiiiiiiice. Will you come back to Active Ranking? You are in good form.

KAmil replied 6 years ago
7.70 I meant, linked again

Name:

Aris

Comments:

hey!i have a problem with the active ranking.everything i upload

April 29th 2015
11:16:56 AM

goes to the expert column so i cant put my intermediate score
oh!and huge congrats to Mao
 Close Replies
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damien replied 6 years ago
Hi Aris, if you email me the expert you could not upload, I will fix the AR period.

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Mao is Japan #1 & World #12 now. Congrats

g

April 23rd 2015
04:00:05 AM
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 Reply to this Post

Mao Igrashi replied 6 years ago
Thank you so much.I have no words to express my pleasure!

Goran replied 6 years ago
I knew you would do it, Mao! Congrats!

 Reply to this Post

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Mao survived the 1st 50/50 in the middle but lost the 2nd 50/50
the last click

49.60 sum will be No.14. Poor for you.
 Close Replies
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April 17th 2015
09:44:41 PM

Goran replied 6 years ago
Mao, I feel for you man. Keep playing, I'm sure you will get sub40 soon.

Name:

Goran

Comments:

http://www.dodaj.rs/f/10/Y2/2O7HpI4v/005screenshot0000.jpg
So close @ 220m. Two more guesses would nail it. So
demoralising.

April 10th 2015
08:30:41 AM
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 Reply to this Post

fritz replied 6 years ago
my take on this board: 50-50 on th eleft is clear, from that point the bototm right is a 50-50 too
but that mine will be solve by the rest of the 3x3 area of unopened squares. there are 3 mines left
in 7 squares. top row can have 1 or 2, bottom 2x2 can have 1 mines or 2 diagonally adjacent
mines. 1st case is 2 mines in top row, rest is determined, 2nd case is 1 mine in top row, 1 mine in
bottom left and thus 1 mine in bottom center, 3rd case is 1 mine in top row and bottom left and
center are no mines. (1,1), (1,3), (2,1), (2,2), (3,2) are 66% safe, (1,2) and (3,1) are only 33%
safe. (2,2) solves nothing, (1,1) and (1,3) have a 50% chance to leave you with another 50-50, but
(3,2) actually solves everything. (3,2) immediately implies (2,1) to be safe and since we have 1
mine in the 2 sqaures right to (3,2) we can also conclude whether (2,2) is a mine.

pauv replied 6 years ago
Hmmmmm...you are right. I don't like to guess next to large numbers. The bottom left 2x2 cells
seems like 2x2 corner case in a normal game for me. Strangely, there's no help guessing in the
middle.

Goran replied 6 years ago
Well, out of 5 remaining mines I knew location of 4. 5th could be at one of 3 positions: at lower left
corner(there could be 2 mines), on top row(like it is), and in the middle. Therefore I had 66%
chance to guess successfully on field that blasted me as well as on your guess... Still, I would
probably blast remaining 50/50 on the left hand side.

pauv replied 6 years ago

p

I think guessing flag at bottom left corner will bring you more chance to win than that click
and I will risk the 50-50 guess first. But maybe this is why I have no success beyond 190mines
There's somebody who passed Damien recently on the custom ranking

Name:

Tommy - WCH in September? Feedback please!

Comments:

Hey everyone, I'm considering to actually get the next WCH
organized and need YOUR feedback. Forum thread is linked!

April 6th 2015
04:50:42 PM

http://minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=14&t=291
 Email

j
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Judith replied 6 years ago
WCH - wasn't that supposed to be 2 years ago? Fine with me, unless it Sept. 26th.

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Will Mao Igarashi be the next sub40?

April 6th 2015
06:58:07 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Wei-Jia Guo

Comments:

NF sub50 * 1000

April 3rd 2015
03:47:57 AM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

pauv replied 6 years ago
About the amount of NF sub50, I have edited my latest post in this topic. I have 254.

Michael Gottlieb replied 6 years ago
Wow, so many! I'm up to 141 but I haven't been playing much lately.

Wei-Jia Guo replied 6 years ago
37*2, 38*2, 39*10, 40*13, 41*31, 42*53, 43*63, 44*95, 45*107, 46*139, 47*163, 48*166,
49*156
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harryck replied 6 years ago
wow

pauv replied 6 years ago
@Judith: 8 or 9 fl sub50, I'm not sure...@Damien you forgot his 4.502 exp NF wr, although only
0.006 improved

Judith replied 6 years ago
Isn't he an NF-player - therefore no FL?

pauv replied 6 years ago
And fl?

Name:

Judith L

Comments:

So, I just improved my density records to 24, 28, (71), (125),
176, but I forgot my user name for the members-log-in. Oops.

March 12th 2015
01:56:08 PM
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Judith replied 6 years ago
Thanks, Damien!

pauv

Comments:

March 11th 2015
08:45:26 PM

Use Clone2007 and check this replay.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

lh replied 6 years ago
Position of first click is not making an opening. BTW: The bug seems happening often, once when I
used clone 0.97 and finish a game, one of my left click is not making an opening, but during the

replay, the opening is made by that click, which means I still moved my mouse and reached that
opening to make another click as if it is not opened before. I may have lost the video, but that
game has left a deep impression in my memory...

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Yi-Hai Lin achieved ioe=2 on beginner
He is the 1st ever
player who has ioe record sup√4(beg)+sup√3(int)+sup√2(exp).

March 7th 2015
02:35:35 AM

Now he has ioe sum=2+1.738+1.433=5.171
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

pauv

Comments:

An IOE list. Sup4 sum is easy (1.5+1.3+1.2 or
1.55+1.3+1.15).

 Email
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February 19th 2015
06:00:38 AM

 Reply to this Post

pauv replied 6 years ago
Would you have a try?
BTW, the least op of an exp game of saolei.net is 4: Dan Shen's 42.52 on
149. 2/4 are in the middle of upper&bottom row so possible ioe=149/151=0.987. Q: Will anybody
beat 0.979? A: Yes. Q: Will anybody got 1? A: Not sure.

Judith replied 6 years ago
That would be nice. An NF-version would be boring though. (Still waiting for the day someone gets
an 1.00 on exp)

Name:

Density Board

Comments:

I was trying some 8x8 w/49 today, and got this board (see
website).

February 10th 2015
08:18:27 PM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

pauv

Best expert:

3.789→3.854

Best intermediate:

4.780

Best beginner:

5.917

February 9th 2015
05:49:59 AM

/me exp game --> 3BV: 231/231~~100%
Time: 59.94 @
3.854 3BV/s
QG: 4.555
IOE: 90.94% * 0.920 = 0.837
Path: 7409 @ 123.6 pix/s
Left: 276 @ 4.605 click/s
Cl: 276
@ 4.605 click/s
Op: 10
Is: 5 -.-

Comments:
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 Reply to this Post

lh replied 6 years ago
As you see, he became excited, and went to saolei.net half a year later

Goran replied 6 years ago
Guys, this is really not the place to solve your personal disputes...

pauv replied 6 years ago
@lh Yes! You are so clever. And I never change my resolution just because a game.

lh replied 6 years ago
You never take off your mouse precision before playing, that's why you restricted yourself from
having better moving accuracy as other players.

pauv replied 6 years ago
My finger got tired after 37s...I have no consistency of high clickrate & moving accuracy so I have
to slow down to make sure I can win the game
180~210 board with proper mine arrangement

g
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sup4 is possible but I should wait for a

Goran replied 6 years ago
Congrats. Huge improvement. You are getting closer to sup4

Link was working just fine until it

was approved and renamed.

p

pauv replied 6 years ago
LOL, I have tried to download the replay. You will be able to find it on the ranking after admins
check it, right? A link internal seems more stable.

l

lh replied 6 years ago
Think more about it. Your own video link address is not accessible to other people, unless you
upload another copy to public video folder, which is still not fixed right now. Another simple logic is
that when the admin approved your video, the name of which will be changed, and your link of
previous name will be invalid.

Name:

lh

Comments:

Int time 10.96->9.75
Click 'Website' to download the video.
Broken on a tournament in baidu saolei(minesweeper) post.
BTW: Video folder of this ranking website is still not accessible

February 7th 2015
09:04:38 PM

for several weeks.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

pauv replied 6 years ago
You could find your video in Score History part if you have uploaded a time record.

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Yi-Hai Lin, the famous IOE player, set new IOE Record of Exp:
99.44%*1.441=1.433. Now his IOE Record: 1.667(at
least)+1.738+1.433=4.838(at least). The data of this game:
166.2 on 258, ZiNi=147, Cl=180@1.083. @KAmil it's harder for

January 28th 2015
01:31:04 AM

you to set a ioe wr of exp now
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

lh replied 6 years ago
A freshman girl who got a sub60 two months ago(she told me she is trying to get another sub60
this vacation). You can ask WJG for further details about the party(including photos), he went to
Shanghai and joined it too.

pauv replied 6 years ago
Oh I have just saw this... Who is the freshman student？

lh replied 6 years ago

Come to Shanghai and meet him in minesweeper player's party (arranged by me and organized by
a freshman student), he is still active locally.

p

pauv replied 6 years ago
I have got a copy of his 1.875 ioe on beg level, 8.95s on 30. So his ioe
sum=1.875+1.738+1.433=5.046

Name:

Wei-Jia Guo

Best expert:

3BV/s 4.496 -> 4.502 NF

Comments:

New world record

January 26th 2015
07:45:20 AM
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Aris replied 6 years ago
WTF!!!congrats

pauv replied 6 years ago
↑replay The videos part is still broken so I can only give this link. Data: 44.2s on 199,
clicks=244@5.520, ioe=93.03%*0.877=0.816, Op=11 is=5, Path=8201@185.5.

Goran replied 6 years ago
Congrats. You finally did sup4.5

Name:

Wei-Jia Guo

Comments:

Exp 100*sup4 finished

January 25th 2015
09:04:58 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

lh

Comments:

Another Exp NF sup4 chance lost, by a new silly mistake
New mouse brought me hope, but brought me depression too.

January 24th 2015
03:34:28 PM

 Close Replies
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Stats replied 6 years ago
Time: 47.04/47.54 3bv: 188/190 3bv/s: 3.9966

click here to download replied 6 years ago
Click the above link to download my new blast game video.

Name:

Goran

Comments:

3BV/s 3.22-3.31

January 24th 2015
11:47:38 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

lh

Comments:

My blast exp game today: Time: 52.81/54.06 3bv: 212/217

January 21st 2015
11:44:36 PM

3bv/s=4.01 Blast by a silly mistake
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pauv replied 6 years ago
I will act like where you click wrongly is num1, there is a mine unseen inside with my style
. And
I will hope the next 2x2 cells are safe--so the 2nd~3rd clicks in my conjecture were the 2 cells in
the 3rd column.

Goran replied 6 years ago
I know how you feel. I've blasted 47s on last 2 3bv couple of days ago. Player video section does
not work at least 3 days. Hopefully it will be fixed soon.

click here to download replied 6 years ago
The download link is in my name, from the new webpage click the second gray button to download
it. I have a problem in accessing my video folder today, do you guys have this problem too? "Error
in ./videos/.downloadcount on line 4339."

Name:

pauv

Best intermediate:

ioe0.984(normal play)→1(play for ioe)

Comments:

Just got a fabulous fast perfect 1
no guess involved to get the 4 openings

January 18th 2015
01:29:12 AM

16.36s on 31 3bv,
but there're 2 force

guess clicks in the process
Now my ioe record of FL: 1.6(6.65s on 16)+1.31(35.66 on
76)+1.255(81.91 on 182)=4.165
ioe record of NF: 1+1(16.36 on 31)+0.945(109.15 on
173)=2.945
 Email
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Name:

pauv

Best expert:

40.88(117)→39.90(128)

Best intermediate:

4.631(81)→4.780(88)

Comments:

Break 2 record within 2 hours. After I became the 4th NF rt
sub40 player, I tried to break my int time record, but finally got
a 3bvs record. Now my sum NF is 51.38, 0.05 behind Michael.

January 16th 2015
03:47:52 AM

Sub Dan Shen on the Worldranking
, and it's the 1st time I
become TOP20. WJG told me that he felt a little nervous about
this AR period, LOL.
/me has finished 3 exp games today: 3 NF. Best were 39.90 sec
on 128 3BV board and 3.70 3BV/s on 187 3BV board. Averages:
Time=46.42 3BV/s=3.36 3BV=157.33
/me has finished 14 int games today: 14 NF. Best were 11.55
sec on 46 3BV board and 4.78 3BV/s on 88 3BV board.
Averages: Time=16.25 3BV/s=3.88 3BV=64 B00M
/me int game --> 3BV: 88/88~~100%
Time: 18.41 @ 4.780
3BV/s
QG: 1.607
Left: 105 @ 5.703 click/s
Cl: 105 @
5.703 click/s
Op: 4
Is: 4
The 4.78 is much more amazing than 39.9 for me, so I put it
into the "website"
. BTW there are some NF news you might
not be aware of. I will put the replays on the names of the posts
followed.
 Email
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Goran replied 6 years ago
Congrats everybody. So many amazing videos.

video here replied 6 years ago
Pavel Mishin got sup3.6 on exp level, former best of him is 3.45 on 181. Data: time=55.69
3bv=201 3bvs=3.609

v
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video here replied 6 years ago
Lucas Pena scores NF 11s. Data: time=10.99 3bv=32 3bvs=2.912

video here replied 6 years ago
Wei-Jia Guo's 3rd sup4.4 exp. The max bbbv sub50 of NF and China. Only 0.005 less than 3bvs
WR. Data: time=48.76 3bv=219 3bvs=4.491

video here replied 6 years ago
Wei-Jia Guo's 2nd sup4.4 exp. Data: time=48.36 3bv=215 3bvs=4.446

home page here replied 6 years ago
Wei-Hao Gao scores 41.39 on 125, this take his sum down to 50.03. I'd like to create some visit of
his personal page.

video here replied 6 years ago
Jin-Yang Yu's 1st NF sup7 beg. He is 4th of the world, 3rd of China who got sup7 legally. The best
NF game of 18 bbbv is 2.52 by Kamil. Data: time=2.54 3bv=18 3bvs=7.087

video here replied 6 years ago
The best NF game of 128 bbbv is 36.602 by Kamil. /me exp game --> 3BV: 128/128~~100%
Time: 39.90 @ 3.208 3BV/s
QG: 4.116
Left: 174 @ 4.361 click/s
Cl: 174 @ 4.361 click/s
Op: 13
Is: 15 ^(O_O)>

Name:

Orange China

Best expert:

56.97

Best intermediate:

13.76

Best beginner:

0.17

Comments:

http://www.saolei.net/Ranking/Index.asp
Chinese minesweepers ranking.
(Sao Lei is in Chinese for minesweeping)

 Website

January 12th 2015
04:01:01 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

sup4x100

Best intermediate:

sup5x100

Comments:

in 1 day

January 12th 2015
10:54:59 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Goran

Comments:

Just improved my 3BV/s 3.19-3.22
What's interesting about this record is that i have made 3.85
3BV/s in last 110 3BV.

January 12th 2015
10:30:01 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

lh

Comments:

@pauv New Int NF 3bv=100 record (video link is in my name, I
won't upload it to saolei.net at present. BTW, how can I notify
you whenever I break some record for a certain 3bv?)
 Close Replies
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January 11th 2015
06:19:06 PM

 Reply to this Post

lh replied 6 years ago
Many people who joined the website after self-registration is opened have that problem. It is hard
for other people to reach my video folder and share something from me. (PS: Yesterday I got a
blasted game which might have QG sub4 if finished. See link from my name)

pauv replied 6 years ago
Tell WJG, he is enthusiastic. Or write to me lj22f@sina.cn. Red on your "Videos" part? @Damien
WJG & weihao have this problem too.

lh replied 6 years ago
Sorry, the link is in 'Website' button above. Still not familiar with using guestbook right now.

Name:

lh

Comments:

Updated my biggest 3bv game of sub50 NF: 48.30 on 3bv=181
(also my current 3bv/s record 3.747 until 01/10/2015)

January 10th 2015
11:02:00 PM
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pauv replied 6 years ago
Crazy

lh replied 6 years ago
http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?dir=4383/&file=HISCORE%20Exp_48.30_3BV%3D181_3BVs%3D3.74_Anonymous.avf

lh replied 6 years ago
Test if the URL of video can be clicked from my name

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Combined the msinfo&saolei.net, the real NF time TOP20 (some
videos are even not on the saolei.net, but I have the copy). Until
2015-01-10.
39.07
45.04
50.26
50.74
51.33
52.24
52.36
52.48
53.26
53.35
53.42
53.59
53.67
55.09
55.10
55.25
55.41
55.44
55.55
55.77

January 9th 2015
10:49:20 PM

0.49+7.03+31.55 Kamil Muranski
0.65+8.36+36.03 Wei-Jia Guo
0.77+8.57+40.92 Ke Zhou
0.77+7.87+42.10 Wei-Hao Gao
0.69+9.13+41.51 Michael Gottlieb
0.62+9.96+41.66 Xiao-Yang Yang
0.60+10.88+40.88 Jin-Fan Lin
0.94+8.71+42.83 Robert Royals
0.90+9.97+42.39 Manuel Heider
0.76+10.45+42.14 Fritz Lohr
1.18+13.14+39.10 Dan Shen
0.54+10.99+42.06 Dan Zhou
0.80+12.21+40.66 Xian-Yao Zhang
0.90+11.78+42.41 Shan-Shan Lao
0.87+9.29+44.94 Roman Gammel
0.76+11.06+43.43 Wen-Kai Xu
0.47+10.58+44.36 Jin-Yang Guo
0.91+11.79+42.74 Konstantin Forofontov
0.81+10.82+43.92 Pavel Mishin
0.82+10.96+43.99 Han Lin
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

pauv

Comments:

My 2014 stats:
NF:

January 9th 2015
03:30:54 AM

Exp: 1174 games, 41*1, 42*2, 43*7, 44*12, 45*15, 46*25,
47*35, 48*42, 49*59, 50*60,
51*84, 52*109, 53*105, 54*102, 55*96, 56*83, 57*81, 58*64,
59*59, 60*52, 61*37, 62*15,
63*13, 64*4, 65*4, 66*4, 68*2, 69*1, 72*1
sub70*1173 (99.91%) (~2010 total)
sub60*1041 (88.67%) (1538 total)
sub50*198 (16.87%) (213 total)
sub45*22 (1.87%) (22 total)
avg time 53.41s rt
best time 40.88s rt
sup3.5*92 (7.84%) (92 total)
avg 3bvs 3.21
best 3bvs 3.79
avg 3bv 171.38
Int: don't care
Beg: don't care
FL: don't care
 Close Replies
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Name:
Comments:

pauv replied 6 years ago
All the 65+rt except a sup3.6 on 242 are won before April. sup3 3bv-series: 134~224. sub50 3bvseries: 127~169(except 160). sub60 3bv-series: 127~212(except 207), 116~212 if got any 123
and 126 game.

lh

January 8th 2015
08:33:52 PM

My first sub45 with a 43.99 in 3bv=124.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

lh replied 6 years ago
Hide my ranking and cleared my profile on Chinese ranking recently because of information theft
happened recently on my email account (someone made a practical joke with my profile and chat
records, and scared my parents, don't wanna talk about any details this time.)

Name:

KAmil

Comments:

My 2014 stats:
Exp:
FL: 178 games won
34x1, 36x2, 37x3, 38x4, 39x8, 40x7, 41x16, 42x29, 43x25,
44x20, 45x22, 46x16, 47x16, 48x4, 49x2, 50x2, 51x1
Avg time: 42.79s

January 8th 2015
11:17:17 AM

Avg 3BV/s: 3.94
Sub50: 98.31%
NF: 38 games won
39x1, 41x3, 42x1, 43x6, 44x4, 45x5, 46x3, 47x6, 48x2, 49x2,
51x1, 52x1, 53x2, 56x1
Avg time: 45.71s
Avg 3BV/s: 3.63
Sub50: 86.84%
Int: 350 games won
9x4, 10x6, 11x29, 12x52, 13x78, 14x59, 15x62, 16x27, 17x17,
18x9, 19x5, 20x1, 22x1
Avg time: 13.24s
Avg 3BV/s: 4.35
Beg: 133 games won
1x1, 2x30, 3x64, 4x30, 5x8
Avg time: 2.56s
Avg 3BV/s: 5.01

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Wei-Jia Guo

Comments:

My 2014 stats:
NF:
Exp: 1083 games, 37*2, 38*2, 39*5, 40*11, 41*20, 42*46,
43*54, 44*71, 45*84, 46*107, 47*109, 48*104, 49*95, 50*99,
51*75, 52*51, 53*47, 54*39, 55*23, 56*15, 57*7, 58*4, 59*5,
60*3, 61*1, 62*2, 63*1, 69*1
sub60*1075 (99.26%) (~2567 total)
sub50*710 (65.56%) (839 total)
sub45*211 (19.48%) (215 total)
sub40*9 (0.83%)
avg time 47.52s rt
best time 36.03s rt
sup4*89 (8.22%) (90 total)
avg 3bvs 3.63
best 3bvs 4.49
avg 3bv 172.76
Int: 2006 games, 9*4, 10*20, 11*66, 12*168, 13*207, 14*352,
15*338, 16*316, 17*220, 18*143, 19*85, 20*46, 21*23,
22*10, 23*5, 24*3
sub20*1919 (95.66%)
sub15*817 (40.73%) (~891 total)
sub10*4 (0.20%)
avg time 14.68s rt
best time 8.36s rt
sup4*1302 (64.91%) (~1432 total)
sup5*76 (3.79%)
avg 3bvs 4.17
best 3bvs 5.81
avg 3bv 61.43
Beg: 3287 games, 1*19, 2*388, 3*1112, 4*1026, 5*518,
6*179, 7*41, 8*4
sub2*19 (0.58%) (25 total)

January 7th 2015
09:37:54 PM

avg time 3.22s rt
best time 0.65s rt (0.30s rt lucky)
sup5*1347 (40.98%) (~1595 total)
sup6*199 (6.05%)
sup7*3 (0.09%)
avg 3bvs 4.76
best 3bvs 7.37
avg 3bv 15.44

FL(some are just for fun):
Exp: 84 games, sub60*46, sub50*7
avg time 60.33s rt
avg 3bvs 2.92
avg 3bv 173.70
best time 42.34s rt
best 3bvs 3.78
Int: 201 games, sup4*5
avg time 22.50s rt
avg 3bvs 2.97
avg 3bv 65.04
best time 12.67s rt
best 3bs 4.58
Beg: 544 games, sup5*10, sup6*1
avg time 5.28s rt
avg 3bvs 3.27
avg 3bv 16.87
best time 1.74s rt
best 3bvs 6.00

ps. I didn't bring my mouse and laptop to my grandparents'
house during the Spring Festival holiday so I used the TouchPad
of my brother's laptop to play minesweeper to get a sub60. I
used the forefinger of my left hand to click the left button of the
TouchPad and the forfinger of my right hand to move on the
TouchPad. Here are my stats using TouchPad.
Exp: 48 games
avg time 70.66s rt
avg 3bvs 2.40
avg 3bv 169.81
best time 58.08s rt
best 3bvs 3.01
Int: 92 games
avg time 23.54s rt
avg 3bvs 2.67
avg 3bv 63.03
best time 15.72s
best 3bvs 3.37
Beg: 93 games
avg time 5.51s rt
avg 3bvs 2.85
avg 3bv 15.62
best time 2.15s rt
best 3bvs 4.14
 Reply to this Post

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Hi all. This is a 9.756 3bvs NF game by gacord
. 1st ever
8bbbv 1s (FL&NF). Former best 3bvs of him: 7.778 (1.8 on 14).
WR by Kamil: 7.921 (2.02 on 16)

January 7th 2015
01:48:10 AM

The data: time=0.82 clicks=10.976 qg=0.089(rqp=0.187)
The problem is, THIS IS A LUCKY GAME, i.e. there're no skill
click in this replay (as gacord had told WJGuo)

What do you

think
(I specially mentioned that in my list instead of
accepted this as a record of 8bbbv, but I have noticed that
someone told gacord "you beat Kamil" in comments)
 Email
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Wei-Jia Guo replied 6 years ago
To KAmil: Logitech G9X

KAmil replied 6 years ago
Lucky games obviously don't count as records
many clicks/s?

What mouse does he use that he is able to do so

pauv replied 6 years ago
The record of 8bbbv now is 1.015(time)-7.882(3bvs)NF by Kamil. I remember Damien has
accepted 8bbbv as the limit of beg NF 3bvs record

Name:

Pavel

Comments:

My 2014 stats:

.

Exp: 201 games, 41x1, 42x1, 43x6, 44x9, 45x16, 46x19, 47x24,
48x17, 49x18, 50x23, 51x21, 52x7, 53x19, 54x12, 55x4, 56x1,
57x1, 59x1, 60x1
(including 6 nf, 47x2, 50x2, 53x1, 59x1)
sub60x200 (99,5%) (~4673 total)
sub50x111 (55,22%) (1586 total)
avg time 48,5s rt
sup4x5 (96 total)
avg 3bvs 3,424
Int: 985 games, 10x2, 11x6, 12x42, 13x73, 14x153, 15x180,
16x186, 17x167, 18x97, 19x48, 20x23, 21x7, 22x1
sub20x954 (96,85%) (~13868 total)

January 6th 2015
08:43:31 AM

sub15x276 (28,02%) (1881 total)
avg time 15,224s rt
sup5x18 (94 total)
avg 3bvs 3,913
Beg: 56 games, not interesting
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Bertie

Best intermediate:

12.38 --> 11.91

Comments:

My oldest record! It's taken just under 4 1/2 years, but finally I

January 4th 2015
01:42:59 PM

have a 12...
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Aris replied 6 years ago
huge congrats to you Bertie!!!!

In 2015 you wiil also make a new exp record!why not sub40!!!

Bertie replied 6 years ago
Hahaha, thanks for the feedback pauv. I know exactly what the best way to solve the board would
have been, but it's int, so I honestly don't care. The only reason I ever play int is for AR, and then
it's only for like half an hour max. I got my sub50 for this period yesterday morning, so I figured I
might as well get int out of the way. I played for a while and got a rare board, that's all. I'll
probably play int for 20 minutes or so on the 23rd again
.

pauv replied 6 years ago
Weak int you are!
You should flag the 1 at the bottom right, then 5 square is opened. Your IOE is
good enough, you need click/s. BTW AR is fixed.

Name:

Bertie

Comments:

I just got a score I've been aiming for for quite some time! I
present to you my first sup200 3bv, sup1 IOE, sup3.5 3bv/s,
sub60: [ /me exp game --> RTime: 55.49 (56) «» 3BV: 209/209
«» 3BV/s: 3.76 «» ZiNi: 131@2.36 «» H.ZiNi: 143@2.58 «»
Ops: 8/8 «» Cl: 207@3.73 «» IOE: 1.010 «» ThrP: 1.040 «»
Corr: 0.971 «» Path: 7873 «» Flags: 50 ]. This comes off the
back of an exceptionally successful year of MS! I have a strong
feeling that my stay at or near the top of the AR is soon coming
to an end with all this new blood competing, but it has definitely
been fun jousting with Aris these past twelve months
.
Anyhow, Happy New Year!

January 3rd 2015
03:16:38 AM
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 Reply to this Post

Bertie replied 6 years ago
I can't seem to post this in the forum? Is there something wrong with the personal records thread?
I seem to recall this happening before...

Name:

KAmil

Comments:

Best board Ive ever seen
Obviously Ive blasted it in setup
clicking clicking, but when started intentionally on all openings
too, I got a 7 (something like 6,7). Happy new year everybody

December 31st 2014
07:16:05 PM

I hope to play more this year, since my brain is getting fine
again
Maybe I'll post my yearly starts tomorrow, but it
wasn't a good year - my avg expert time has dropped by 2s for
3/4 year, and for the first time I didnt get any record (IOL
doesnt count) for a whole year.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

pauv

Comments:

A little bit slow but this is really a BIG NEWS!

December 30th 2014
07:31:28 AM

Wei-Hao Gao of China, who is enjoying his first year
postgraduate courses in UIUC, achived the 2nd 8s (FL&NF) in
the world! His saolei.net ID=4658, msinfo ID=3686. The
former best int of him is 10.37 on 32 3bv (I have that replay
), and in fact at 2010-12-04 he had already made 46.05 on
137 3bv (I have that replay too

), the reason why he didn't

upload it to saolei.net is WIN7 system
. After that he has a
long time without sweeping until saolei.net accepted Arbiter!
I think this board is a real DREAMBOARD, and it's the 3rd time
the int time breakthrough of China is made on 31 3bv! The first
two: Xiao-Wei Huang's 8.92 at 2013-04-02; Ke Zhou's 8.57 at
2013-10-28.
Check the link below and cheers!
The data: time=7.87
ioe=0.939 3bvs=3.939 op=3 (all opened with the 1st circle!)
version=AVF0.52.3 date=2014-12-29 22:06:41
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harryck replied 6 years ago
wow
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pauv replied 6 years ago
happy new year Lucas

Lucas Pena replied 6 years ago
this game was really amazing... he is top3 nf now... big improvement...

pauv replied 6 years ago
OK now the sad news: I'm not TOP4 NF player now

Name:

Lucas Pena

Best expert:

46.51 >>>>>>>>>>>>> 46.04

Best intermediate:

10.41

Best beginner:

0.63

Comments:

Merry Christmas everyone

December 25th 2014
09:19:55 AM
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Name:

happy new year pauv

 Reply to this Post

Lucas Pena replied 6 years ago
@Goran, Now I'm just playing for fun..

2 ~ 3 hours a week.. @Pauv

Goran replied 6 years ago
Congrats. Weren't you retired after reaching no.1 country ranking?

Just kiddin'. Keep sweeping.

pauv replied 6 years ago
TOP51

billtsar

December 24th 2014
02:39:55 PM

Best expert:

58.33 --> 55.55

Comments:

/me watched exp game --> RTime: 55,55 (56) «» Est RTime:
55,55 (56) «» 3BV: 122/122 «» 3BV/s: 2,19 «» ZiNi: 99@1,78
«» H.ZiNi: 109@1,96 «» Ops: 13/13 «» Isls: 13 «» Cl:
278@5,00 «» IOE: 0,439 «» Flags: 80 «» Ranks: 1/179 of 214
/ 58,41%- billtsar :<<br /> A new record was about to come
these days and occured today although my hand was not
enough warm to be honest. ThrP:0.705 is awful but that
Corr:0.622 is quite high for my standards and since I never
complete games with so few 3bv that passable 122 completion
was enough to give a new record.
Consider that according to the 3bv preview I have 122(1),
129(1), 134(1), 136(1), 138(3) and so on in 214 games!
And that is my 2nd sub60 of course!
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

IOE 1,311 ------> 1,360

Comments:

204 3BV in 150 clicks
played for fun when travelling by train
What's the WR btw?
 Close Replies
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December 23rd 2014
12:50:55 PM

 Reply to this Post

pauv replied 6 years ago
↑1.389 by an IOE-player. Sellected (by programming) from the database of saolei.net and all videos
that I have downloaded from msinfo, I'm not sure if there're anyone not so famous have got even
better record, but not likely
. Freesweeper here:
http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=26&t=184

Name:

KAmil

Comments:

Is there anybody still responsble for Arbiter development? I've
made a post in the forum about a bug I got, nobody has
responsed.
 Close Replies
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Name:

December 21st 2014
09:01:47 AM

 Reply to this Post

Goran replied 6 years ago
Guess not. I've found several bugs myself, also had several suggestions back in July. It was
suppose to be fixed within a month, but it wasn't. I'm still waiting and hoping...

KAmil

December 20th 2014
04:54:54 AM

Best beginner:

9,62 3BV/s

Comments:

Yesterday I got my 2nd best Beg 3BV/s score: 33 in 3.44s @
9.59
 Close Replies
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pauv replied 6 years ago
OK...Thank you! My Email service had been broken these days, so I can't wrote to you directly. And
there are lags! Maybe your email website has banned @sina.cn

p
p

pauv replied 6 years ago
Would you mind sending your new replays to me? High 3bvs old replays like sup7.4 beg, sup5.4
int, sup4.4 exp will be good, too(if you have rare 3bv it's very likely to be a WR on my list).
Thanks! My Email address: lj22f@sina.cn

pauv replied 6 years ago
The 2nd D missed a little, so 3 more D were used, 3/7.267=0.41s was wasted. You should have a
chance to make 33/3.03=10.89 bbbvs

g

Goran replied 6 years ago
So close

And so fast. Nice to see you back in action.

Name:

Goran

Comments:

Finally, after 6272 finished beginner boards, I got my first 3bv
2 and my first time 1s.

December 15th 2014
10:26:30 AM
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pauv replied 6 years ago
↑Try freesweeper
My style is to get most information about the board with the least operations
and shortest path, and this skill is still useful on int and exp. When clicking fast I will spend 2~3
clicks per opening on average, but this data will increase to 4~6 or even more for players who can
afford to click very fast(like Wei-Jia Guo). (You can count how many clicks will you save on a exp
board.) For short the skill is "click twice and move to the next area", just like to buy a lottery you
won't lose. Wait for a right time to come back if that's not an opening, the rest is easy to deal with.

g
p

Goran replied 6 years ago
Your video is made on clone so it's unplayable... I know what you mean, I'm still trying to
implement that way of thinking. When I started playing, I was always trying to finish one area
before moving to next one(played mostly exp). So hard to get rid of that...

pauv replied 6 years ago
Congrats and, click cell(1,4) directly, there must be an opening. When you sweep int or exp, guess
where may be an opening, you might also click cell(1,5) like what "Strategy" page says. You will
make some steps forward that way. Example on my name and 10.88 int(around 1.5s).

Name:

NYMIKE

Best intermediate:

4.61--->4.80

Comments:

/me beg game --> RTime: 7.50 (8) «» Est RTime: 7.50 (8) «»
3BV: 36/36 «» 3BV/s: 4.80 «» ZiNi: 18@2.40 «» H.ZiNi:
20@2.67 «» Ops: 1/1 «» Isls: 1 «» Cl: 40@5.33 «» IOE: 0.900
«» Flags: 4 «» Ranks: 132/1 of 298 / 78.02%

December 14th 2014
03:22:36 PM
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Michael Gottlieb replied 6 years ago
Actually, I don't live in New York anymore

But NYMIKE has been the same person for many

years

m
p

michael rabich replied 6 years ago
Yep its me, been so long i forgot my passwords.

pauv replied 6 years ago
Michael Rabich(id=3510)? Michael Gottlieb(id=3701) lives in New York too. @gacord I misled you.

Name:

Arvo

Best expert:

60.03

Comments:

The 8th Russian Minesweeper Championship took place today in
Mocow in the same place that previous two tournaments. The
event was organized by Konstantin Forofontov again. Express

December 6th 2014
10:13:45 AM

results (Int5+Exp5):
1. Pavel Mishin 307.335
2. Arsen Balishyan 364.167
3. Ramil Gafiyatov 366.867
4. Victor Suglobov 380.474
5. Konstantin Forofontov 407.848
6. Andrey Deviatkin 482.168
7. Arvo Leinsoo 513.614
Peter Asalkhanov 515.221 (online)
8. Sergey Kudryavtsev 525.871
Yan Samoylov 531.195 (online)
Alexey Kalashnikov 553.244 (online)
9. Vladimir Shomin 559.374
10. Elena Suglobova 5352.111
5 players improved their Tournament World Ranking
(Pavel(Int+Exp), Arsen (Exp), Victor (Int+Exp), Arvo (Int) and
Vladimir (Int+Exp)) and 1 player joined the ranking (Sergey).
The best 5 won medals; there were also provided 2 medals for
"sub50 of the tournament" that was won by Pavel and "sub60 of
the tournament" that was won by Arsen for the earliest sub60
of the tournament that was also his tournament record (52.23).
For more info visit the Scoreganizer website.
@Damien: I'll send pictures in a couple days
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

NCKSweeper

Comments:

Finally got 215 bombs on a 24x30 grid! I had previously blown
several 50-50 final guesses, but my solved board had a 50-50,
then 1 out of 3 guess to finish it off. Why does it always seems
to go that way...

December 4th 2014
02:01:44 PM
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Name:

pauv

Comments:

Someone from China set his new beginner 3bvs record 2.85s26bbbv with 9.1228, admins are fast but Damien is slow LOL.
So I post the news here.
@WJG you are not so good this AR period, I'm very
disappointed. Though it took me only 4 hours playing, after a
very very busy week when I check AR I'm still at the top.

 Email

November 28th 2014
02:57:37 AM
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Name:

KAmil

Comments:

I've just got 33.27s on 125, my best time this year and best
time on Arbiter

November 27th 2014
01:14:33 PM

I'm getting back to good form after 1.5 year

break
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pauv replied 6 years ago
Would you mind sending your new replays to me? I'd like to check if you have some more records.
High 3bvs replays like sup7.4 beg, sup5.4 int, sup4.4 exp will be good, too(if you have rare 3bv it's
very likely to be a WR). Thanks!

Lucas Pena replied 6 years ago

pauv replied 6 years ago
Good for you and Minesweeper community
. 30s-barrier needs your tallent and confidence. I
remember that's not your best score on 125, BTW.

Name:

yo peeps

Comments:

Is Damien still incharge of scores?
I emailed him several days ago, but didn't get a reply.

November 22nd 2014
11:52:50 AM
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Name:

Banzhaf

Comments:

Hello!

November 19th 2014
02:18:28 PM

ls eternal comparability of records such a sacred issue?
Why not just implement opening with first click?
It's the only lack in the game design of ancient minesweeper...
I've been playing now for 2 years on Windows 7 and coming
back to clones is so ~annoying ... dump clicking around for
several times.
I mean WE COULD ALL HAVE MORE FUN
It's not neccessary!!!
 Close Replies

Banzhaf replied 6 years ago

 Reply to this Post
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Yes, I prefer to tweak Smiley's cheek, too lol

Bertie replied 6 years ago
It's actually pretty simple. If the first click of a board isn't an opening, F2 the board. You don't need
to necessarily do it for the first click if that breaks your momentum too much, but the more clicks
you allow before F2 the less effective it is. It is a pretty big change to play style in my experience
though, which is why I don't do it. I play too casually...

Banzhaf replied 6 years ago
But I'm interested, what is the best strategy for low 3BV boards? Clicking around in the middle or is
there more foxiness??

Banzhaf replied 6 years ago
Well, I see, it won't change, I'm OK with that. But I had at least to try it

And a suggestion

without math background is not automatically 'silly' (@whoa whoever you are) - I simply want the
game best fun. I mean when Win 3.10 MS would have had single-click openings the community
would never have come to the idea to change to pure random boards (that by the way, also clones
don't have - since there is never a mine at first click, right?)

b

Bertie replied 6 years ago
I also think it would detract from the game slightly if we were to remove that initial volley of
random clicks. I say this for two reasons. Firstly, I very much prefer the purity associated with
simply being presented with a randomly generated board. To this point I'm also an avid proponent
of a lift on 3bv limits (yes, I have actually done the math :P), but I very much understand why
those limits are there and why they can't be lifted. Secondly, there are actually quite serious and
significant strategic options to be considered when approaching those first clicks. They can, in fact,
be used quite reliably to select for lower 3bv boards, and can lower the average 3bv of the boards
you see by as much as 5 clicks (This is based on actual stats for one of the top 10 sweepers). At
3.5 cl/s that's more than a second in actual time. I do however agree with Banzhaf that this part of
the game produces a significant amount of unpleasantness. If I were to market minesweeper to a
broader audience I would definitely consider giving the player an opening to start with. Micro$oft
did just that. Also, I'd do something about forced guesses, but that's a different discussion.

k

KAmil replied 6 years ago
I agree with whoa, verification codes have changed

whoa, verification codes have changed replied 6 years ago

w

no, not all, just you. keep using win7 ms for your fun. but for rankings, i.e. serious playing, use
arbiter, vienna or msx. do you even know about different starting strategies? multi-opening starts,
the pros and cons of single-click-single-opening starts? the fun that can be derived from not
starting from an opening? the implications your silly suggestion would have on other modes? write
a proper proposal if you want some rules changed. do some math and tell me how often you need
to click for an opening on average and how many games you need to start; how much time you
save using win7 ms.

Name:

LH

Comments:

@LH do you mean this post? I have a reply after that. I have
spent some time to collect all topic about this issue, and I hope
I will never spent any time talk about this mess.

 Email
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November 14th 2014
10:11:58 PM

 Reply to this Post

pauv replied 6 years ago
No. That's not necessary for me.

Han Lin replied 6 years ago
@pauv I wrote that post three months ago, but no one replied after that. Damien seems
disappeared for a long time, just keep waiting for his reply. BTW: Don't you come back to saolei.net
and leave something such as videos or posts?

Name:

Han Lin

Best expert:

44.72

Best intermediate:

10.96

Best beginner:

0.82

Comments:

It was so lucky that I broke three records (Int 3bv/s, Int time,
Exp time) in two days when participating the tournament of
Baidu post of 'minesweeper'. (You can see all these three
records having video name tag ending in 1601) Last week I got
a L11C of 40.94(3bv125), it's hard to get chance to make more
progress now.
You will never know there are so many interesting things
happened and happening in Chinese minesweeper community.
As for me, I think I can even publish a whole book of my
biography, telling all the stories around me in our minesweeper
community, and making all of you jealous, haha~
P.S. How can I see all the 'Latest News' in the upper right
corner of homepage? I remember there is a full page which
contains more complete news.
To Damien: Don't forget to find and post Xiaoyang Yang's lost
video to the world ranking. I had a post in forum mentioning
this and how to do it. I think it is not difficult for you to do

November 13th 2014
10:37:18 PM

that. (Can anyone seeing this message notify him about this
stuff?)
 Close Replies
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pauv replied 6 years ago
Hey LH, how about participating in Active Ranking? That's not bad.
records accidently like me or Michael, only god knows.

Maybe you will get more

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Hey guys, share you 2 LC exp replays here. The second one is
.fsvf, if you don't have Freesweeper, you can unzip and edit it to
.avf.
http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=LinJinFan/&file=LC%20Exp-34.12-108Guo%20Wei%20Jia.avf
http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=LinJinFan/&file=LC%20Exp-34.59-105-Zhou%20Ke.zip
The records of Wei-Jia Guo now:
0.65(3)/7.373(16)-8.36(35)/5.814(90)-36.03(119)/4.496(240)
The records of Ke Zhou now:
0.77(3)/8.055(41)-8.57(31)/5.789(98)-38.07(120)/4.464(208)

October 29th 2014
08:44:11 AM

They are two of the TOP3 of PRC, one NF one FL.
 Email
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Name:

pauv

Comments:

Hi Damien, when you see "Wei-XXX Gxo" which player will you
call up, Wei-Hao Gao or Wei-Jia Guo? Both of them are from
China.
Check the link below please.

 Email
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October 15th 2014
05:17:59 AM

 Close Replies
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damien replied 6 years ago
Hehe, thankyou. I fixed the name.

pauv replied 6 years ago
BTW my newest sub45. /me exp game --> 3BV: 165/165~~100%
Time: 43.97 @ 3.753 3BV/s
QG: 3.766
Left: 195 @ 4.435 click/s
Cl: 195 @ 4.435 click/s
Op: 8
Is: 11 :<

Name:

Curtis File

Comments:

Hello Minesweeper fans,

October 14th 2014
07:11:56 PM

I wanted to let you guys know about a minesweeper-based
game we've been working on in South Korea. It's called Spirit
Sweeper, and it's a PvP minesweeper with an RPG twist. It's
being developed for mobile right now and we are running a
Kickstarter campaign for it here:
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/671229013/spiritsweeper-the-minesweeper-for-mobile. I think you sweeper fans
would really love it, so please check it out!
 Email
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Name:

Smart MineSweeper

Comments:

Hi friends, ever stuck in minesweeping? Try our Smart
Minesweeper with awesome tip system!
Apple Store: http://goo.gl/QI8379
Google Play: http://goo.gl/jHti9s
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/smart.minesweeper
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=leXHWNcW9jo

 Email

October 10th 2014
10:43:46 PM
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Name:

pauv

Best expert:

40.88(117)

Best intermediate:

11.02(32)→10.88(37)

Comments:

NF No.4 of the world.
/me int game --> 3BV:
37/37~~100%
Time: 10.88 @ 3.401 3BV/s
QG: 1.563
Left: 47 @ 4.320 click/s
Cl: 47 @ 4.320 click/s
Op: 5
Is:
12 gasp
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pauv replied 6 years ago
↑I don't have any 30 3bv NF in my history.

Lucas Pena replied 6 years ago
niceee and with 37 3bv...when u see a 30 3bv sub 10 will come

pauv replied 6 years ago
Thank you. The same country but different planet

October 9th 2014
02:31:00 AM

 Close Replies
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Goran replied 6 years ago
Congrats

3rd place looks reachable, first two are from another planet..

Name:

Lucas Pena

Best expert:

46,51

Best intermediate:

11,19>>>>>>>>>>10,41

Best beginner:

0,63

Comments:

OOOOOOOOOOOOOWWWWWWWWWWWWW
10,41s on intermediate... finally I get a 11
this is incredible... I've start a work in other city and just play
ms a little, when i'm home ... Now I'm fucking brazilian
number 1... sorry Dayan
, u know... you are better than

September 29th 2014
11:41:27 AM

me but u don't play anymore.. so... u give me a chance to
make this.
retired now... thank you everyone
 Close Replies
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pauv replied 6 years ago
That's good! Retired? No.

Lucas Pena replied 6 years ago
Thank you

Bertie replied 6 years ago
Nice! Congrats on nabbing #1...

Name:

Wei-Jia Guo

Comments:

Jin-Fan Lin said that he had sub50 NF * 176 and sub50 FL *
15, and the latest one was on Sep. 26th.

September 27th 2014
08:20:31 AM

 Close Replies
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pauv replied 6 years ago
Yes, it is. The latest one is in my folder. /me exp game --> 3BV: 147/147~~100%
Time: 42.38
@ 3.469 3BV/s
QG: 3.971
Left: 197 @ 4.648 click/s
Cl: 197 @ 4.648 click/s
Op: 13
Is: 9 =(

Name:

Wei-Jia Guo

Best intermediate:

NF 3BV/s 5.67→5.81

Comments:

New WR!

September 26th 2014
12:58:09 PM

 Close Replies
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Orange replied 6 years ago

p

pauv replied 6 years ago
Click my name for the video

Name:

Banzhaf

Comments:

HELLYEAH
me so back
OMB trembles with fear

September 24th 2014
10:22:43 AM

 Close Replies
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Bertie replied 6 years ago
Congrats!

Banzhaf replied 6 years ago
63(7 years old) -> 61

 Reply to this Post

Name:

pauv

Comments:

"Player Videos" section does not work. (Again.)

September 24th 2014
06:57:58 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Orange

Comments:

Wei-Jia Guo's another 9!
8.44NF!
 Close Replies
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August 22nd 2014
07:25:37 PM

Wei-Jia Guo replied 6 years ago
I'm just reading books and sometimes sweeping these days

pauv replied 6 years ago
@WJGuo what're you doing? 3 sub10 in a week?

Name:

Wei-Jia Guo

Best intermediate:

9.50NF->8.36NF

Comments:

Finally sub10 after 10s*12!!

August 17th 2014
11:19:09 PM
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Wang Ji Yun replied 6 years ago
Every time you said "I don't think balabala..." then a mass of balabala comes.

pauv replied 6 years ago
Every time you said "I don't think balabala..." then a mass of balabala comes.

Wei-Jia Guo replied 6 years ago
Unbelievable...8.44 on 32, my second sub10

 Reply to this Post
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Guo Jin Yang replied 6 years ago

w

Wei-Jia Guo replied 6 years ago

Guo Wei Jia plays about 5 hours a week but 50 hours when it is on a vacation.

To KAmil: As I am VERY busy at school, I can just play a few hours a week and break my records
only by accident. But I can spend the whole day playing on vacation. This record was made at the
last day of my summer vacation and now I have already come back to school. I have noticed that
you became slower these years. I hope you can get faster records soon

BTW, 9s is

tooooooooooooo difficult for me! I don't think I can get my second 9s this year

k
p

KAmil replied 6 years ago
nice
how often and how much do u play? I'm semi-retired atm and play a few times a month for
a few hours, also I've slowed down a bit
I don't know if I'll ever get back my records

pauv replied 6 years ago
WOW you win

More 9s following?

Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

39

Best intermediate:

10

Best beginner:

1

Comments:

hi all, change my number of sub50 in Wiki, now I have 1553

August 15th 2014
07:49:16 PM
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Wei-Jia Guo replied 6 years ago
And my number of sub50 and sub40, too. Sub50*706, Sub40*6

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Michael Gottlieb 41.51 & Yu Suzuki 40.46 early this month.
Congratulations!
@Michael are you semi-active like me, too?

August 14th 2014
08:31:32 AM
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pauv replied 6 years ago
I have a good 132 3BV game, too
but I haven't caught any chance to achieve sup3.8 or sub11
yet. Happy to see you keeping sweeping.

Michael Gottlieb replied 6 years ago
I guess, I only play once in a while

41.51 was on 132 3BV, previous time was on 124.

Name:

Dennis

Best expert:

58

Best intermediate:

13

Best beginner:

1

Comments:

Just did a 89 @ 2.4 3BV/s, think it's been a few years since I've
had a 3BV/s that high (low clicking speed nowadays, had a
0.981 IOE for this)

August 12th 2014
10:29:49 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

B anzhaf

Comments:

Do you know it? The Feeling when you immediately only SEE
because you know it where the mines are but you don't know
why you know it.... the border between guessing and thinking
vanishes and you feel like GOD: This square is to be empty for I
click it. And from a moment to the next my brain won't recognize
any more if that '3' has already 3 or two mines no matter how
long I stare on it...
~wicked obsessive playing making people go insane

August 5th 2014
11:33:18 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Banzhaf

Best expert:

63

Comments:

Hello folks!
... Is there a way to record Windows 7 minesweeper games - not
only screen to video but as the "recorder"
(http://www.minesweeper.info/downloads/Recorder.html) ?
I'm a profound shift-button user (what the clones don't support)

August 1st 2014
06:30:01 AM

and don't want to relinquish that.
Greets
 Close Replies
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Banzhaf replied 6 years ago
yeah I know, but MSX has a different shift-behaviour 1 year ago-ish I tried to spark the community
with the Win7-shift use IT REALLY BRINGS COOL 'TACTICAL' FEATURES into the gameplay - but
well, nobody ever used to play with shift at all meanwhile I settled my games for not being
accepted, F.U.N.s primacy just wanted to know if maybe some clone integrated it ...

c. replied 6 years ago
MSX supports shift; winmine is useless because of UPK.

Name:

Goran

Comments:

"Player Videos" section does not work.

July 19th 2014
11:16:09 AM
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waka waka replied 6 years ago
really?

Name:

Wei-Jia Guo

Comments:

int NF sup5 * 7 today
14.67 on 77 (5.24), 16.08 on 82 (5.09), 17.63 on 91 (5.16),
16.52 on 87 (5.26), 14.03 on 75 (5.34), 15.24 on 78 (5.11),
15.30 on 81 (5.29)

July 18th 2014
04:31:54 AM

BTW, where is Damien?
 Close Replies
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pauv replied 6 years ago
Requiescat in Pace

harryck replied 6 years ago

 Reply to this Post
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RIP minesweeper

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Wei-Jia Guo of PRChina, has set a new int NF 3bv/s WR just half
hours ago WITH EYEWITNESS. He finished his exam of this
semester today and has a gathering with Ji-Yun Wang, ShanShan Lao, Xian-Yao Zhang, Xiao-Yang Jin, Tian-Yu Ma and so on
of saolei.net. Video evidence followed soon. /me int game -->
3BV: 91/91~~100%
Time: 16.04 @ 5.673 3BV/s
QG: 1.230
Left: 102 @ 6.359 click/s
Cl: 102 @ 6.359 click/s
Op: 3
Is: 1

June 22nd 2014
01:42:39 AM

 Close Replies
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Orange replied 7 years ago
Congrats!!!

pauv replied 7 years ago
/me beg game --> RTime: 2.79 (3)
Left: 21@7.53
IOE: 0.952
Path: 790

Est RTime: 2.79 (3)
RQP: 0.53

3BV: 20/20

3BV/s: 7.16

pauv replied 7 years ago
Crazy!!!Wei-Jia Guo again!
/me beg game --> RTime: 4.02 (5)
Est RTime: 4.02 (5)
28/28
3BV/s: 6.96
Left: 29@7.21
IOE: 0.966
Path: 1227
RQP: 0.72

3BV:

pauv replied 7 years ago
/me beg game --> RTime: 2.75 (3)
19@6.91
IOE: 1.000
Path: 838

Est RTime: 2.75 (3)
RQP: 0.54

3BV: 19/19

3BV/s: 6.90

pauv replied 7 years ago
NR again. /me exp game --> RTime: 36.03 (37)
Est RTime: 36.03 (37)
3BV/s: 3.30
Left: 162@4.50
IOE: 0.735
Path: 5667
RQP: 11.21

3BV: 119/119

Left:

p

pauv replied 7 years ago
↑video here

Name:

pauv

Comments:

Time-concerned IOE WR for every level. Right click counters fixed
so the IOE of clone games is recalculated. Some numbers are
changed a little and 2 new videos are uploaded
. NF IOE WR is
post in the forum too. If you have better record, email me please.
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June 16th 2014
10:03:22 PM
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Khedra B Graham replied 6 years ago
Hello everyone i want to share a live testimony on how Dr Alex was able to bring my husband back
to me, myself and my husband were on a serious breakup, even before then we were always
quarreling fighting and doing different ungodly act.. My husband packed his things out of the house
and we had to live in different area, despite all this i was looking for a way to re_unite with my
husband, not until i met Dr Alex the great spell caster who was able to bring my husband back
home, Dr Alex cast a love spell for me, and after some time i started seen results about the spell....
Today my family is back again and we are happy living fine and healthy, with Dr Alex all my dream
came through in re_uniting my marriage, friends in case you need the help of Dr Alex kindly mail
him on( solutionhelpcentre@gmail.com ) or his website (http://solutionhelpcentre.webs.com) or
call him on +2347036013351, Sir i will forever recommend you!!!

Name:

Cryslon

Comments:

There was a bug in Arbiter's ZiNi implementation. If anybody still
cares, please download and use the fixed version, 0.52.3.

June 12th 2014
12:51:06 PM
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pauv replied 7 years ago
There is another problem about 0.52.2, I don't know if that is fixed already in 52.3. I often watch a
lot of videos, if I do that, Arbiter shakes and shows "hack found" warning after open a certain
replay. The occupy rate of CPU is doubled and the fan sounds. I can only open the taskmanager to
kill it, the red "X" is not valid then.
email you?

Name:

pauv

Best expert:

3.735→3.789

Comments:

 Reply to this Post

I have collected 56 debug file about this problem, how to

June 8th 2014
05:28:55 PM

I swept this game to celebrate Nadal's 9th French Open
/me
has finished 3 exp games today: 3 NF. Best were 55.26 sec on 179
3BV board and 3.78 3BV/s on 236 3BV board. Averages:
Time=59.31 3BV/s=3.50 3BV=208.66 -. Email
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Name:

pauv

Best expert:

40.88/3.691

Best intermediate:

11.02/4.631

Best beginner:

1.79/5.917

Comments:

@KAmil @goran IOE WR done. The same name as on the
www.minesweeper.info/worldranking page. HARD WORK!

 Email

May 22nd 2014
11:33:46 PM
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pauv replied 7 years ago

p

Just find out Jason Kriegel's 1.39s on 10, it's fast and IOE=1.667 (6 clicks only)
. Click my
name(←) for the video. Kamil's 1.67s is on 9bbbv (IOE=1.8, 5 clicks), so that's not on the list,
bbbv>=10 is demanded.

Name:

Dan Griliopoulos

Best expert:

N/A

Best intermediate:

N/A

Best beginner:

N/A

Comments:

Hi y'all! I'm a UK journalist planning on writing a short feature
about the history of Minesweeper and wanted to ask Damien (or
anyone else who helps maintain this site) some questions about
the community, and the current state of the game. My email
address is above.

 Email

May 12th 2014
07:32:17 AM
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Name:

Han Lin

Best expert:

46.14

Best intermediate:

11.32

Best beginner:

0.82

Comments:

Last week's struggle for this semester! Despite in the summer I
need to look for more...
BTW: Any minesweeper players who are now living in the US?
Currently I am an international student studying for my M.S.

May 9th 2014
02:46:13 AM

degree in Madison, WI, and I am wondering if we could have
chance to meet somewhere in the summer vacation. I like making
friends, if anyone might be available for a certain period this
summer, please leave me a reply or send me a email. (Just trying
to get some luck, because I might also be busy in summer)
In China, some minesweeper players were having meetings
randomly in different cities, such as in Beijing, Shanghai, etc, and
their topics are widely covered, not only just minesweeper game,
as we consider this to be small parties and chatting between
friends.
 Close Replies
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Michael Gottlieb replied 7 years ago
I'm a Minesweeper player from the US

I'm in Maryland, though, so it's a bit far.

Name:

i shall not be named

Comments:

*gets new screen
*opens minesweeper x
*finishes 60 by 118 board with 1461 mines
*retakes world record for biggest board

May 8th 2014
12:53:07 PM
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video is uploaded replied 7 years ago
you know where

Michael Gottlieb replied 7 years ago
Nice! I think I remember someone doing 100x100 with expert density. I can't find that, but I did
find an 80x150 done on my version (see website link).

pauv replied 7 years ago
Oh, obviously I cannot take a view of the replay. How many guess clicks are there in this game?

i shall still not be named replied 7 years ago
http://imgur.com/iUSUzpU picture evidence, video evidence later. replay file is saved and works.

Name:

Goran

Comments:

@Damien. You lost year 2013 in the world records page. Kamil will
tell if there is anything else missing.

May 6th 2014
12:21:21 PM
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pauv replied 7 years ago

p

@KAmil I'm waiting for your next WR. Since you have so many sup 4.35 NF, you are possible to sup
4.5. And a sup8 NF for beginner (just a little faster will do) will be good. These days the main task
of my paper is finished, I have time to deal with the list now.

KAmil replied 7 years ago

k

I got only 2 records last year, both sup5 on exp

unknow replied 7 years ago

u

exp FL: sup 5 3bv/s

Name:

Rigas

Best expert:

133

Best intermediate:

35

Best beginner:

4

Comments:

Hey guys, it's my first time here. Just wanted to introduce myself.
I'm Rigas, pleased to meet you.

May 5th 2014
06:52:24 AM
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Name:

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv

Best intermediate:

11.07→11.02

Comments:

/me has finished 3 int games today: 3 NF. Best were 11.02 sec on
32 3BV board and 3.83 3BV/s on 79 3BV board. Averages:
Time=15.11 3BV/s=3.28 3BV=51.33 KAB00M
begun sweeping and a great board came
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Gacord replied 7 years ago

May 5th 2014
12:05:41 AM

I have just
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Nice play! I want BV 32!!!!!!!!!

Name:

Wei-Jia Guo

Comments:

/me exp game --> RTime: 38.99 (39)
Est RTime: 38.99 (39)
3BV: 119/119
3BV/s: 3.05
Left: 169@4.33
IOE: 0.704
Path: 6334
RQP: 13.10
The video is in my video folder now (id=4425).

May 4th 2014
05:51:37 AM

sub50 NF * 504 in total
37*1,39*2,40*3,41*13,42*30,43*26,44*31,45*51,46*67,47*79,48*10
 Close Replies
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Gacord replied 7 years ago
Undirectlookable

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
37*1,39*2,40*3,41*13,42*30,43*26,44*31,45*51,46*67,47*79,48*100,49*101

Name:

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv

Comments:

There're some mistakes in Shen-Jia Zhang's Score History. exp NF
49.98s 108 on 2007-03-31, not 49.08, see the website. I have the
video of 44.92s and you can email me for that. int 17.57 was
made on 2006-10-09. int 10.54 was on 2007-03-29. @Damien
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Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
click my name for the video

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
I got a 4.631 NF bbbvs on 81, 17.49s. 4th best int of world

May 2nd 2014
03:20:31 AM
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Wei-Jia Guo replied 7 years ago
And Dion Tiu's exp time record was made on a 3BV=136 board, not 137. BTW, I made a mistake
when I upload one of my videos (39.49s, 3BV=151). It was a NF game, not FL. @Damien

Name:

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv

Comments:

Wei-Jia Guo achived sub50 FL
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April 30th 2014
04:30:26 AM

48.08s on 143
 Close Replies
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Wei-Jia Guo replied 7 years ago
you enough

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
I'll translate the 2nd comment by Xian-Yao Zhang for you: "Wei-Jia Guo's FL game is just like this:
move the cursor onto the cell, find out that I'm flagging, then flag and chord"

Name:

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv

Comments:

Jin-Yang Guo's Int game today: 20rt on 101bbbv with 5.05 3bvs.
Non-Flagging. Direct link below. BTW thanks to Kamil's big video
package, the list is more accurate
now:http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=LinJinFan/Record%20of%20BBBV/World%20Record/

 Email

j

 Website

April 22nd 2014
11:07:42 PM

 Close Replies
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Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
@Jin-Yang Guo I think "WOW!" of course
@Goran interesting example and so fast replying
,
you are right, I've changed my target to "IOE by time" as followed. @KAmil your 0.979 should be
valid&added into the list because it's really hard to beat and I have a new awkward idea to seize
the whole landscape, that is, let time increase, then pick up the best IOE videos met e.g. Exp NF,
1st one your 31.551s with 0.693 IOE, ..., 46.345s with 0.873 IOE, ...,last one 101.477s with 0.979
IOE. This way IOE record won't make anyone sweep slowly
. Also I'd like to put more
technical parameters into the list, say path, movespeed(=path/rt), ces(=clicks*corr), iode if I have
time
.

Jin-Yang Guo replied 7 years ago

j
k
g

j
g
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j

I agree with no time limit

Yah! what do you think of my NF int sup5

KAmil replied 7 years ago
lol, then add a rule that time records count if they have IOE>0,9

IOE record is IOE record

Goran replied 7 years ago
I expected you would say that. Not sure if time limit is right way to do it. First of all, you are
unabling slow players to participate, second of all, well, here is an example. My 0.921 IOE was
made 2 years ago with 129s. Back then, my time record was 97.513s(clone time), so 129s was
average at the time. Like I said, I'm not sure that time limit is something that will help you to
accomplish your goal..

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
Well, I want a IOE record which is not play-for-IOE, or "normal played".

Goran replied 7 years ago
Pretty much depends on a reason why you made that limit in the first place... It's up to you to
decide.

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
You may be aware of this Int 1.738 IOE game, that's for fun. Should I add some "Slow IOE"
Records?

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
Hi guys, I have set a time limit for IOE Record, because everyone who is willing to play very slowly
can make a good IOE. The limit now is 80s, but after watching Bertie's record I'm considering
about a limit of 70s or something. What's your advice? And every record here is at least 10-30-99
bbbv for beg-int-exp ( Wen-Xiong Mo had proved he can finish a beg game with 5 lucky clicks, and
I think nobody will get a 6 bbbv lucky game, so for 10 bbbv, at least half of bbbv are solved by
non-lucky operation.). Busy writing my paper these days and sorry for not replying at once.

Lucas replied 7 years ago

l
g

Kamil has 0.979

Goran Z. replied 7 years ago
Hi. In "record of NF" folder you have Exp IOE Record_0.901_Guo Wei Jia.mvf. I have 0.921 from 2
years ago on clone. Just watched it, OMG how slow was I
Had 129s on that rec
If you need
it...

Load More

Name:

Wei-Jia Guo

Comments:

Glad to see my 9.50 and 36.38 on the latest news. But why did
Damien ignore the most important video (53.38s, 3BV=240,
3BV/s=4.496)? Should it be accepted as a world record?

April 18th 2014
09:12:37 AM
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damien replied 7 years ago
Sorry, I updated the News and the World Records page now. Congrat!

Krasinks replied 7 years ago
Take it easy!!.. your exp record and his beg record are a WR.. damien will put there soon!!

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
James Custer's 0.49s was made in 2006, and Kamil's 2008. At least a Special Mention
everybody is able to sub0.5 non-lucky.

? Not

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
Then why this is not shown on the "World Records" page? It's not faster than Kamil's 4.400? It's
not older than any log of WR. BTW Jin-Yang Guo's non-lucky beginner game 0.47s should be there
(I have just checked "Score Lists" and can't find any better record than that, the best was
Kamil&James' 0.49s).

Krasinks replied 7 years ago

k
j
k

2014 Apr 05>> 2014 Mar 29>> 2014 Mar 29>> 2014 Mar 21>> 2014 Feb 22>> >>>>> 2014
Feb 17 your bbbv/s <<<<<< do you see why you did not appear??? is older than that five

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
@Krasinks do you mean 4.496 is not a WR of NF? I don't catch your point at all.

Krasinks replied 7 years ago
your BBBV/s record is older than that five. glad

Name:

Bertie

Comments:

I seem to be unable to post to the forums... (Specifically the
personal records thread). Wanted to report this game: /me exp
game --> RTime: 44.76 (45) «» 3BV: 148 «» 3BV/s: 3.30 «»
ZiNi: 104@2.32 «» H.ZiNi: 117@2.61 «» Ops: 8/8 «» Cl:
154@3.44 «» IOE: 0.961 «» ThrP: 0.974 «» Corr: 0.987 «» Path:
5221 «» Flags: 22 . It's a Zini/s and Hzini/s record, as well as my
second best time (seemingly) and highest 3bv/s for a sub50. It
also forces me to play int for a day to ensure it serves me well on

April 17th 2014
02:31:35 AM

the AR
 Close Replies
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Bertie replied 7 years ago
'Website' = My name, of course...

Bertie replied 7 years ago
Well thanks Goran

. I have quite a few exp games with IOE>1 played at speed, one of which I'll

link as 'Website'. That game is both my IOE and 3bv/s records
. The thing to remember though
is that just like all things in minesweeper it's about getting the right board. The board I played in
the link happened to have less openings than the average, which means my clicks where always
going to do more work that they do on average. A record is still a record though
. I also have a
few where I finished under 60 seconds as well, which is a nice little bonus...
(there's one in my
videos folder

j

)

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
@Goran It's on the Active Ranking, and you can click my name for a fast link now

g

Goran Z. replied 7 years ago
Your IOE is just incredible. I never had IOE higher than 0.9 at my top speed. Will you share that
video? I would love to see it.

Name:

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv

Comments:

Hi all, I'm searching for the fast videos with very low or very high
3bv. In the intermediate case everybody appearing on my list
(click the website below please) is a sub60 player, but it's not for

April 15th 2014
06:45:09 PM

the expert case
. I think 116-240 3bv is very fast now, and I
need your help of very rare 3bv
. NF list:
http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=LinJinFan/Record%20of%20BBBV/World%20Record/NF/
 Email
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Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
WOW Thanks!!!

Michael Gottlieb replied 7 years ago
58.41 on 220, 68.12 on 228, 66.06 on 237, 75.81 on 242, 76.38 on 243. I put the games in my
video file (see website).

Lucas Pena replied 7 years ago
The link to the game was in my name on the first post. hehehe... ok

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
WOW Crazy!

It's a great achievement to finish such a big board! Maybe 264 is the biggest

bbbv using NF-style?

l

 Reply to this Post

I've download this game from your profile and it's on the list now.

Lucas Pena replied 7 years ago
My first sup 3 NF on exp....87 in 264 3bv...

Name:

dg211

Comments:

This makes me feel really old

April 15th 2014
10:56:06 AM

I wonder how it carries across

to minesweeper.
http://www.plosone.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pone.0094215
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Lucas Pena

Best expert:

46,51s NF

Best intermediate:

11,19s FL

Best beginner:

0,63s NF

Comments:

I was the first brazilian to do sub 50 NF and this was not noticied
on latest news..
hahaha.. so, i'm now giving this

April 13th 2014
05:41:09 AM

news
 Close Replies
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Jin-Yang Guo replied 7 years ago
Wow you are so clever

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
Wow incredible play! path=5288. I think you are possible to get sub45 soon.

Name:

Goran Z.

Comments:

On the world 3bvs ranking, several players are appearing two
times.
20th, 21st Yu-Yi Hong 15.65
51st, 52nd Lucas Pena 13.92
63rd, 64th Ying-Jin Liang 13.01

April 13th 2014
02:57:06 AM

Also, on the world NF 3bvs ranking:
13th, 14th Lucas Pena 13.11
 Close Replies

f

fritz replied 7 years ago
damien: would you please remove my name and videos from this page? thank you.

 Reply to this Post
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damien replied 7 years ago
It is a code problem I need to fix. The first time it happened was because some people sent the
same 3bvs more than 1 time, so I fixed the code. This time it happened because I started putting
the 3bvs for Time records in the database, so my code sees the same 3bvs 2 times if someone has
a Hopsing (the same video is Time and 3bvs record).

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
Yeah I have noticed about that too. Several mouths ago there was one person appearing 7 or 8
times on the 3bvs ranking
. Maybe it's a code bug of this site, when a new member join this
ranking, these things happen.

l

Lucas Pena replied 7 years ago
Yes.. this happen with my name in the last update. Maybe because I did 4.45 3bv/s NF on int and
my record FL is 4.45 too website thought.. "omg.. are two different people... who makes a same fl
and nf 3bv/s?" ^^

Name:

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv

Comments:

14-03-29 9:00~14-03-30 18:00, our minesweeper community
hold a competition, 22 sub60 players (13 sub50) swept 20-12-3
games on beg-int-exp, using texts with number 263 to divide with
old videos. The software permitted only was Arbiter 0.52.2. WeiJia Guo set a sum 297.09, Dan Zhou 327.08, me 359.16 (all rt) to
be TOP3. WJG got a 5.448 3bvs-nf on int, Jin-Yang Guo got 48.93
exp-nf on 160 (check the website below for a 1st view) and finally
proved his ability.
After that day, Hong-Guang Wu got a
4.13-beg on 37 with 8.959 3bvs. Xiao-Yang Yang got a 49.1-expnf on 184 with 3.747 3bvs. 43.32-exp-nf on 154 with 3.555 3bvs
for myself.
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April 10th 2014
09:27:07 PM

 Close Replies
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Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
Sorry for typing wrong, it's 154bbbv. Click my name for the Link of Xiao-Yang Yang's nf 3.747 3bvs.
And Hong-Guang Wu's 8.959 3bvs: http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=LinJinFan/Record%20of%20BBBV/World%20Record/All/&file=beg_3bv37%284.13%29_Wu%20

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
Link of my 43.32-159-3.555-nf: http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=LinJinFan/&file=Exp_43.32_3BV%3D154_3BVs%3D3.55_Lin%20Jinfan.avf

Name:

Steven D. Cords

Best beginner:

14 seconds

Comments:

.

April 10th 2014
08:01:21 PM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

PurplePear

Comments:

Hey all! I've just started playing minesweeper again after a long
break. I've been to this website before and it's quite cool but one
minor thing... when clicking the MSX link on the home page it
gives me a nice little trojan instead! Not cool, minesweeper.info...
not cool.

April 6th 2014
02:05:07 PM
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jj replied 7 years ago

j

I know that the Norton security software will remove it as a suspected virus...

c. replied 7 years ago

c

dr.web's online scanner says it's clean

harryck replied 7 years ago

h

what tells you it is trojan? I just checked the download and it seems safe

Name:

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv

Best expert:

42.93→40.88

Best intermediate:

11.07nf & 10.85fl

Best beginner:

0.6 on 2 & 1.79 on 10

Comments:

April 4th 2014
03:44:43 AM

3 sub45 rt in 10 minutes! 4 sub46 rt today.
/me has finished 9 exp games today: 9 NF. Best were 40.88 sec on
117 3BV board and 3.35 3BV/s on 153 3BV board. Averages:
Time=49.53 3BV/s=3.16 3BV=157.44

 Email

 Website

 Close Replies
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Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
This board is not so good, because it's op=15 & is=18, 2x2 guess at last. And I have a problem
when I move my mouse, a click will happen and hit a cell I don't want

j
d

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
Thank you Dave
Now I have (only) 4 sub45, 82 nf sub50 on Arbiter, 1 nf sub50 on Clone, 14 fl
sub50 on clone, 1 bug fl sub50 on clone. Click my name for more details. I'm a pure nf player now

dg211 replied 7 years ago
Congrats!

Name:

Tam Minh Bui

Best expert:

43.78

Best intermediate:

10.39

Best beginner:

0.59

Comments:

Hi all, haven't been here in ages, just wanted drop a post in the
guestbook :))))

March 31st 2014
01:22:34 PM

'grats Goran on making top 100, yay
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Doris

Comments:

Sorry but i haven't played this game in quite some time. I'm a
little bit rusty and ashamed of my score.

March 23rd 2014
10:56:36 AM
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Name:

Wei-Jia Guo

Best expert:

38.10s on 134 to 36.38s on 109

Comments:

Amazing improvement.
in China.

March 21st 2014
08:08:00 AM

And this is the record of Expert time

 Close Replies
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h

harryck replied 7 years ago
wow, nicely done!

Name:

Wei-Jia Guo

Best expert:

38.10s on 134 and 4.496 3BV/s on 240

Best intermediate:

9.76s on 30 and 5.355 3BV/s on 80

Best beginner:

0.65s on 2 and 6.726 3BV/s on 45

Comments:

Today is my 17th birthday and I've learned how to use
Guestbook just now. I wonder if I had beaten Kamil's world
record of NF 3BV/s for expert (53.38s,3BV/s=4.496,3BV=240)
about a month ago. And I also want to know whether I am the
youngest player to sub50 (Mar.15th 1997 to Jul. 17th 2012) and
sub40 (Mar.15th 1997 to Jan.22nd 2014).

March 15th 2014
12:16:23 AM

 Close Replies
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Michael Gottlieb replied 7 years ago
Happy birthday and congratulations on the sweeping achievements! Very cool to see other people
getting good at NF

Wei-Jia Guo replied 7 years ago
My 9.76s on 30 was made on Jul. 18th 2013 using clone0.97, but that version has already been
banned in minesweeper.info (although it was legal in saolei.net at that time). My best intermediate
time using Arbiter is 10.26s on 36.

Name:

nope nope nope nope nope

Comments:

Time: 40.75
3BV: 111/111

March 14th 2014
12:08:50 PM

first game in 6 months. last game in 2014. still got it. go hard or
go home.
 Close Replies
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c. replied 7 years ago
bring badgers back!
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nope nope nope nope nope replied 7 years ago
nope nope nope nope nope

Arjadre replied 7 years ago
My guess would be Badgers.

nope nope nope nope nope replied 7 years ago
nope nope nope nope nope

Scherenkov replied 7 years ago
Fritz? Kamil?

Name:

Sally

Comments:

Hello fellow sweepers!

March 12th 2014
05:24:25 PM

I've got a question. I want to update my records on the country
ranking I'm currently in. I've submitted some recordings by mail
to the address that's listed at the "submit by mail here" blabla.
Problem is that the guy on the other end seems to be kind of
offline. So, is there anyone else here who can enter my new
recordings? Or does anyone know where I should mail them?
Thanks!
 Close Replies
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Lucas Pena replied 7 years ago
http://www.minesweeper.info/members/

Name:

fritz

Comments:

http://gabrielecirulli.github.io/2048/
this little game has numbers, tiles and colours. just like
minesweeper. who can beat my 20220 points?

March 12th 2014
08:17:48 AM

 Website
 Close Replies
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Mark replied 7 years ago
I get 4096... 56224 points

Mark replied 7 years ago
21944 A glória veio!

billtsar replied 7 years ago
20836 in 18min. Why is it so addicting?

Name:

Aaro Länsman

Best intermediate:

14x4 ->12

Comments:

March 7th 2014
03:29:42 PM

11.24 on 31 3bv PHEW what a grind
 Reply to this Post

Name:

George Handerson

Best expert:

65

Best intermediate:

18

Best beginner:

2

Comments:

Is it possible someone get 61>>>48 in 3 months without other
record in this middle time?

March 7th 2014
08:10:12 AM

 Close Replies
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Name:
Comments:

 Reply to this Post

Aaro Länsman replied 7 years ago
It's highly unlikely that anyone can get that big of a record jump in sub 60 scores, but that doesn't
mean that one couldn't progress that much in a time period of 3 months.

Goran

March 5th 2014
01:55:27 PM

Greetings to all 99 players in top100. You've got a new member

 Close Replies
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Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
Congratulations! Really good game but a little slow, you can compare this game with my 1st nfsub50 48.84s on 134 (wow 0.01s less than me, you can find my replay in Score History). BTW, I
won't know a new nf-sub50 player if you don't post here
from your Score History.

Name:

Aaro Länsman

Comments:

Btw whats with the site?

. I have downloaded all your videos

March 3rd 2014
01:15:00 PM
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fritz replied 7 years ago
i am the real one and i am serious about it. if you have a doubt about it, please refer to my profile
and see that i already deleted all replays from video folder. one more note to "Posted on : 2014-0307 02:11:48": why did you have to pst as "fritz"? this is confusing and not neccessary.

fritz replied 7 years ago
@fritz Are you real Fritz? I know Fritz himself using EWQsweeper as his nick name in the forum.
Fritz is respect as a top minesweeper, and his view is important because he is a top minesweeper.
I'm not sure if Damien will remove all Fritz's replays from msinfo, if real, I will treat him(Fritz) as
nobody.

j

 Reply to this Post

You can post in the forum and I will check if Fritz is really mad.

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
@Aaro Thank you

fritz replied 7 years ago
@damien: can you please remove all of my videos from this site and hide my name on the
rankings? @pauv: please delete all replays of my games you have.

Aaro Länsman replied 7 years ago

a
j

I guess now you can. "Ö"

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
@Damien, I need Fritz's replay from Period 6(2013) to Period 16(2013) on AR, but there are a "o"
plus two dots which cut the link, too
can fix that

a
d
j

. (I can copy "ä" from GB but not for this one.) Hope you

Aaro Länsman replied 7 years ago
Thanks

damien replied 7 years ago
Hope everything is working. Aaro - when you upload your video the "ä" breaks the link for people
using English in their browser (until I rename the video) Congrats on your improvements this year

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
I have problem loading this site too.

Name:

Aaro Länsman

Best expert:

48 -> 45

Comments:

#7 sub 50 for me

March 3rd 2014
01:11:41 PM

44.33 on 108 3bv
 Close Replies
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Aaro Länsman replied 7 years ago
Now I'm going to make an attack on intermediate

Aaro Länsman replied 7 years ago
Hmph gonna re upload it again

 Reply to this Post

Lucas Pena replied 7 years ago

l

Again I can't see your video btw.. wtf??? 108 3bv?? hahahah seriously, I need this too
congrats.. almost get my sum time :s

Name:

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv

Best expert:

43.88 on 147 to 42.93 on 128

Best intermediate:

11.07 on 36/10.85 on 31 for flagging

Best beginner:

0.6 on 2 and 1.79 on 10/1.57 on 10 for flagging

Comments:

 Email
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March 1st 2014
11:50:02 PM

This game take me back to top10 on nf-ranking
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Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
copy from our group./me has finished 6 exp games today: 6 NF. Best were 42.93 sec on 128 3BV
board and 3.27 3BV/s on 192 3BV board. Averages: Time=53.94 3BV/s=3.05 3BV=165.33Why are
you so lazy?

Name:

Dmitriy Lukinov

Comments:

When will score list be updated?

March 1st 2014
06:18:42 AM
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Name:

Aaro Länsman

Best expert:

49x4 -> 48

Comments:

Only a slight improvement but its better than nothing

February 27th 2014
12:54:29 PM
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Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago

Lucas Pena replied 7 years ago

 Reply to this Post
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hahaha everything is right now

thanks .... amazing game ^^

Aaro Länsman replied 7 years ago
Re uploaded it to see if it helped and changed the file name a bit. So try again

Aaro Länsman replied 7 years ago
I remember Fritz having same kind of problem but I don't know how to solve it

Lucas Pena replied 7 years ago
When I clicked in your AR time download not started ^^

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
Because of language problem, I can't download your videos and fritz's from AR. Say, "ä", you know.
Anyone knows how to solve this problem?

Aaro Länsman replied 7 years ago
At least I can see my records state being as pending

If u meant that

Lucas Pena replied 7 years ago
Where is the video? donwload not happen here

Name:

Han Lin

Comments:

Live news: Congratulations on Wei-jia Guo! He has created a
new world Exp NF 3bv/s record 4.49 on 02/17/2014! This video
can now be seen on saolei.net which is made at time
2014.02.17 14:39 CST.

February 16th 2014
10:47:22 PM

 Close Replies
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Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
For a fast link please click my name. Message copied from our group:/me exp game --> RTime:
53.38 (54)
Est RTime: 53.38 (54)
3BV: 240/240
3BV/s: 4.49
Left: 287@5.38
IOE:
0.836
Path: 8326
RQP: 12.10

Jin Yang Guo replied 7 years ago

j

Crazy young player !!!

Name:

Aris

Best intermediate:

12.48 ---------->11.86

Comments:

in 2014 i started playing ms again after a big break (nearly 2
years) and i had a new slight improvement in my int 3bv/s hiscore in the end of january.today i played this incredibly easy 31
3bv board and i made a new record!!!of course im very happy
for this but i think if i had this board 2 years ago i could easily
sub11
...........

 Website

 Close Replies
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February 9th 2014
06:12:10 AM

billtsar replied 7 years ago

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
slight congratulations!

Name:

Goran

Comments:

@Damien.
Please fix Serbian flag.

February 7th 2014
03:55:02 AM
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Goran replied 7 years ago
It would be nice if you could ask Cryslon to fix Serbian flag in Arbiter.

 Reply to this Post
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Goran replied 7 years ago
Thanks. Btw that was not a variation, that was flag of Serbia and Montenegro.

damien replied 7 years ago
Looks like I had a variation of the Serbian flag - I made a new one, thanks for noticing!

Name:

Pavel

Best intermediate:

5,83 -------> 5,89

Comments:

17,97 on 106
 Close Replies
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February 6th 2014
05:14:30 AM
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Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
and former World Record of 106 bbbv is 18.26 by Kamil

Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

sub50x1500

Comments:

39x1, 40x2, 41x18, 42x30, 43x47, 44x86, 45x142, 46x187,
47x271, 48x313, 49x403

January 28th 2014
12:02:44 PM
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Name:

Huang Xiao Wei

Comments:

Guo Wei-Jia gets a sub40(38.10) in nf exp with
3bv=134(2014/01/22, 17:07 GMT+8).so he become new
youngest sub40 player(1997/03/15-2014/01/22), less than 17
years old,and he is youngest sub50 player(1997/03/152012/07/17)
 Close Replies
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January 22nd 2014
04:22:51 AM

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago

 Reply to this Post

damien replied 7 years ago

d

Now we know why the internet in China crashed on Tuesday - someone was busy uploading their
videos

damien replied 7 years ago

d

His new scores are on the ranking now

Han Lin replied 7 years ago

h

And he is also the 2nd player in the world to get a sub40 NF. Congrats on this genius guy!

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago

j

I'd like to mention that WJG solved the biggest bbbv board I've ever seen on beginner using nfstyle yesterday. /me beg game --> RTime: 7.79 (
Est RTime: 7.79 (
3BV: 47/47
3BV/s: 6.03
Left: 51@6.55
IOE: 0.922
Path: 1491
RQP: 1.46 /me exp game --> RTime:
38.10 (39)
Est RTime: 38.10 (39)
3BV: 134/134
3BV/s: 3.51
Left: 194@5.09
IOE:
0.691
Path: 6115
RQP: 11.12

Name:

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv

Best expert:

43.88/3.691 for nf

Best intermediate:

10.85/4.773 for fl 11.07/4.371 for nf

Best beginner:

1.17*2/6.875 for fl 0.60/5.814 for nf

Comments:

Wei-Jia Guo has finished his first semester in Tsing-Hua
University and came back home the day before yesterday. Now
he is been sweeping for 2 days. Please check the website below
and you will know how crazy he is(you can download the videos
by clicking the time and then the second botton in the next page
shown). He said he will keep sweeping till 23th, so maybe more
records following. @KAmil would you mind giving him som
comments? That will be interesting.

 Email

j

 Website

January 19th 2014
07:06:12 PM

 Close Replies

 Reply to this Post

Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=LinJinFan/Record%20of%20BBBV/National%20Record%20of%20China/NF/ In the list of mine,
WJG made the most "new" mark. Others have little chance to put their name into the list now.
Some players of our community had seen him playing when gathering (such as Dan Shen who got
sub40), so I don't surppose him a cheater.
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Han Lin replied 7 years ago
This crazy guy even beat the Chinese RQP record with his NF style in less than one week! @KAmil,
his mouse is Logitech G400, and from seeing his photo of playing, he only puts his index finger on
the left button and uses the rest four fingers to control mouse movement.

Doing jhoa replied 7 years ago
have a chance to be a fake?

damien replied 7 years ago
He has uploaded a lot of records in the last week, and Kamil makes the only other videos I have
seen with such fast mouse movement - as soon as something is solved the mouse is 'bang'. WJG
made NF Sup4 on expert this week several times. (Videos are Arbiter 0.52).

KAmil replied 7 years ago
Amazingly fast improvement
about my records

what mouse does he use? For the 1st time in my life I'm afraid

Name:

Danny M

Comments:

Fun new MMO Minesweeper game I found:

January 17th 2014
01:14:39 AM

www.mienfield.com
 Close Replies
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Judith replied 7 years ago
The game only gives points for flagging, and introduces contra-chording which is kinda funny. So I
NF some part of the field, then I post the coordinates in the chat for the others to harvest my
points. Lol.

Bertie replied 7 years ago
Pro tip: It's without the 'www' part

(click on my name for a fixed link...)

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

Arbiter 37,48 x2 --> 37,47

Comments:

lolol

January 15th 2014
01:31:25 PM

my top3 Arbiter times r 37,47 and 37,48x2 now xD I

suck hard recently, Ive slowed down a lot
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Mei-Yeh Chiu

Best expert:

48.06

Best intermediate:

16.27

Best beginner:

1.02

Comments:

 Email

January 11th 2014
11:16:40 PM

sheer luck!!!
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

fritz

Comments:

bertie, lucas, etc: there is a thread in the forum for these stats:

January 11th 2014
04:24:49 PM

http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=16&t=130&p=1821#p1821
this thread makes finding 2013 stats next year much easier. i
just posted mine there.
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Lucas Pena

Best expert:

47,09

Best intermediate:

11,19

Best beginner:

0,86

Comments:

just my arbiter's game (lost my clone stats and msx??)
exp: 596 games; 502 fl and 94 nf
sub70 x 590 (98,99%) sub60x207 (34,73%) sub50x1 (0,16%)
:P
avg time: 60,47 rt
avg 3bv/s: 2,78
int: 1739 games; 1512 fl and 227 nf
sub 20x 840 (48,30%)
12x3; 13x13; 14x 35
avg time 19,11rt
avg 3bvs 3,23
sad for no msx stats
beg: 1809 games

January 11th 2014
12:49:22 PM

1x3; 2x53
avg time: 4,23 rt
avg 3bv/s: 3,65
all of my best times i get in 2013

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Bertie

Best expert:

43.19

Best intermediate:

12.38

Best beginner:

0.68

Comments:

I always find stats posts like those by KAmil and Pavel very
interesting! They give one a window into just how the top
players' styles are qualitatively different beasts when compared
to the styles employed by less fast sweepers like myself. Just for
giggles, here are my stats for 2013:

January 11th 2014
09:49:32 AM

1165 exp: sub60x380 (32.6%) - sub50x5 (0.43%) [45,46x2,48,49]
avg. time: 62.67 (114-170.0-255 3BV)
Best 3BV/s: 3.88 (sup3.5x1)
326 int: sub20x87 (26.7%) - sub15x3 (0.9%) - [14x3]
avg. time: 22.04 (34-64.6-104 3BV)
Best 3BV/s: 4.02 (sup4x1)
101 int: sub4x18 (17.8%) - sub3x2 (2.0%) - [2.07,2.78]
avg. time: 5.19 (7-15.8-30 3BV)
Best 3BV/s: 4.87 (crapx101)
My last beg game was in April, so yeah

.

For me 2013 was actually a suprisingly fulfilling year of MS since
I was able (in the second half at least) to consistently get good
times to submit to the AR even though I was by no means
playing very seriously. I mean hell, I completed 1104 less exp
games in 2013 than in 2012! My carreer total now stands at
>14723 completed exp games
Anyhow, I would really like to know what the avg. 3BV was for
the games KAmil and Pavel completed in 2013, because that is,
to my mind, one of the key differences between my style and
most of the top players' styles. My avg.'s coincide very well with
the actual avg. for the different levels but I predict theirs will be
quite a bit lower.
Well, so much for 2013... I bid it a fond farewell and send with it
my now retired Logitech G5. She still plays MS like a beast, but
her scroll wheel has been out of action for basically a year now.
It's time to move on. The year 2014 is going to be the year of
the Razer Imperator 4G for me

.

Ok, bye
 Close Replies
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Jin-Fan Lin/pauv replied 7 years ago
Hi Bertie, in the list of mine(click my name), the 255 bbbv's record is very slow. Would you mind
share me the video and help me fill the list? Thanks

Bertie replied 7 years ago
Thanks

Pavel replied 7 years ago
165-166 in different versions

KAmil replied 7 years ago
169 on Clone, 168 on Arbiter

Name:

Pavel

Comments:

My 2013 stats:

January 11th 2014
07:37:19 AM

Exp: 758 games, 39x1, 40x1, 41x10, 42x13, 43x21, 44x29,
45x42, 46x59, 47x80, 48x97, 49x122, 50x68, 51x50, 52x56,
53x44, 54x33, 55x17, 56x7, 57x5, 58x2, 59x1
sub60x758 (100%) (~4473 total)
sub50x496 (62,66%) (1475 total)
avg time 48,166s rt
sup4x31 (91 total)
avg 3bvs 3,457
Int: 1982 games, 10x1, 11x18, 12x65, 13x143, 14x277,
15x413, 16x403, 17x342, 18x190, 19x96, 20x23, 21x10, 22x1
sub20x1948 (98,28%) (~12914 total)
sub15x504 (25,43%) (1605 total)
avg time 15,187s rt
sup5x37 (76 total)
avg 3bvs 3,913
Beg: 176 games
sup7x2 (9 total)
Avg stats without vienna
 Close Replies

Pavel replied 7 years ago

 Reply to this Post

p

there is a mistake, in fact sub50x475

Name:

KAmil

Comments:

2013 stats:
Exp:
309 games won
FL: 306 (99,03%)
NF: 3 (0,97%)
Clone (146 games): avg time: 42,875 ; avg 3BV/s: 4,026
Arbiter(163 games): avg time: 42,90 ; avg 3BV/s: 3,91
sub40: 37 (11,97%)
sub50: 308 (99,68%)
33x1, 34x2, 35x1, 37x2, 38x14, 39x17, 40x26, 41x36, 42x31,
43x45, 44x42, 45x33, 46x30, 47x10, 48x13, 49x5, 51x1
Int:
14 games won
avg time: 12,24 ; avg 3BV/s: 4,43
9x1, 10x1, 12x5, 13x2, 14x2, 15x2, 16x1
Beg:
48 games won
avg time: 2,32 ; avg 3BV/s: 4,74
2x17, 3x25, 4x4, 5x2
It seems Im getting old and rusty

January 4th 2014
09:12:25 AM

My avg exp time in 2013

was 1,5s worse than in 2012
At least I got 2 sup5s, so it was a
good year
I won only 14 official Int games, but I won more on
minesweeperonline.com (9 and 10x9)
I won't retire until I get sub32
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Judith replied 7 years ago
Is it your secret agenda to get all the highscores on said webpage to say "Kamil Muranski"? if yes,
you are pretty good at it.

Name:

fritz

Comments:

http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=27&t=261

January 1st 2014
07:24:04 PM

this thread in the forum might be interesting for just about
everyone here on msinfo. what do you think?
 Close Replies
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damien replied 7 years ago

 Reply to this Post

Helen joined the IRC chat yesterday for an hour, and really is serious about connecting the with the
minesweeper community. Windows 8 has a new version of minesweeper but you have to search the
games store and install it (free). I'll write more later!

Name:

damien

Comments:

Happy New Year everyone!

January 1st 2014
01:44:29 PM

I spent the last 7 days researching early versions of
minesweeper for the Mac and Apple II computers, which are now
articles in the Wiki. Total pain: over 65 hours of work with 5
emulators, 4 operating systems, a dozen extinct file types,
hundreds of old Usenet posts and contacting game authors. It
will be of very little interest to anyone, but many of these games
almost disappeared and are saved now (but probably will never
be played again) - but it is useful for understanding the history
of minesweeper.
The most important remaining system to research is the
Commodore, but I need a break
 Reply to this Post

Name:

cryslon

Best expert:

54 ---> 53

Comments:

lalala

December 31st 2013
12:57:12 PM

happy 2014
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Alex Niswander

Comments:

Haven't posted here in years, but finally broke 50 (!) and
figured I should. 48.22 NF on a 130. A day late Christmas
present. Video linked.
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December 26th 2013
05:38:45 AM

Bertie replied 7 years ago
Congrats!

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Lucas Pena

Best expert:

48

Best intermediate:

12

Best beginner:

1

Comments:

Merry christmas for everyone and happy new year too

December 24th 2013
03:13:21 AM

less sweep and more happiness for all of us
 Close Replies
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Dunang Glosar replied 7 years ago
For u 2 ^^v

Name:

Roelof Smit

Best expert:

1

Best intermediate:

16

Best beginner:

56

Comments:

Ha, it's been many years... Don't play the game anymore, but
nice to see I'm still #2 in the Netherlands and that the Active

December 21st 2013
08:43:49 AM

Ranking I once started still exists.
 Close Replies
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Ronny replied 7 years ago
Hi,greetz from #3 in the Netherlands

damien replied 7 years ago
hey roelof, always nice to have you drop by!

fritz replied 7 years ago
active ranking was a great idea!

Name:

abdulsaboor

Best beginner:

37

Comments:

 Reply to this Post

December 16th 2013
09:24:19 AM

i started it i loveeed it i played so well ^_^ just kidding
 Reply to this Post

 Email

Name:

Jin-Fan Lin

Best expert:

45.66/3.491nf 45.64/3.665fl

Best intermediate:

11.07/4.233nf 10.85/4.773fl

Best beginner:

1.79/5.814nf 1.57/6.875fl

Comments:

I have finish the list of no-lucky best time on every bbbv.
Because of the video folder sorting the files automatically, I can
refresh the list just to upload & delete. You can easily find time,
bbbvs and rqp record here. If you have better record please
post in the Forum→Personal Records→TOPICS→The Best Time
of Every BBBV. Cheers!

 Email

December 15th 2013
06:09:41 AM

 Close Replies
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Han Lin replied 7 years ago

h

If you need to say something here but failed to post them, you can ask me to convey the message.
I can load this website very smoothly since I am not in China at present.

Jin-Fan Lin replied 7 years ago

j

Sorry for post twice here(please delete one). You know it's really hard for Chinese to post in the
GB, most of time no picture can be received even using the VPN software.

Name:

Jin-Fan Lin

Best expert:

45.66/3.491nf 45.64/3.665fl

Best intermediate:

11.07/4.233nf 10.85/4.773fl

Best beginner:

1.79/5.814nf 1.57/6.875fl

Comments:

I have finish the list of no-lucky best time on every bbbv.
Because of the video folder sorting the files automatically, I can
refresh the list just to upload & delete. You can easily find time,
bbbvs and rqp record here. If you have better record please
post in the Forum→Personal Records→TOPICS→The Best Time
of Every BBBV. Cheers!

 Email
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December 15th 2013
06:06:50 AM
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Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

highest 3bv 229 --> 230

December 14th 2013
01:37:11 PM

Comments:

230 in 47,44 @ 4,84

It's my new highest solved 3bv

Also the best 3bv/s won on Arbiter
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

damien

Comments:

@Cryslon: Great, I will update all links after my exam
tomorrow.
@Dayan: I fixed the ranking for now, let me know if this
happens again

December 11th 2013
09:02:35 AM

While 'studying' I broke my custom record and did 92 mines on
Int, previous record was 90 back in 2006. I almost didn't make
a record in 2013!
http://www.minesweeper.info/members/files/1580/1580Custom-1616-FL-263,080-92m-20131211.avf
 Close Replies
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Dayan replied 7 years ago
Awesome! Congrats.

fritz replied 7 years ago
congrats! hope your exams went well.

Name:

Dayan Marchezi

Comments:

Hi, sweepers! It's been a while.

December 9th 2013
10:43:10 AM

I'm unable to submit Int to the AR. It keeps going to Exp
instead. What can be wrong?
 Close Replies
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Dayan replied 7 years ago
Hi, Damien. I'm pretty sure it worked before. Anyway, it seems fixed now. For some reason, wasn't
working for the last couple of days. I would select 'intermediate' and it would go to the ranking as
expert.

damien replied 7 years ago

d

You are going into minesweeper.info/members to upload the scores? Did it work before, or is the
first time you tried uploading to AR in the members area? The menu is simple html not javascript,
so it should work the same for everyone.

Name:

Cryslon

Comments:

Arbiter 0.52 is released.

December 9th 2013
12:50:16 AM

About skins: i considered adding MSX-like skin feature to
Arbiter, but decided against it, because it requires massive
changes, including changes in GUI (and that is what i don't
want to touch at all). If somebody makes a special skin and
there is a consensus about its usefulness, i might add it to the
four present Arbiter skins.
 Close Replies
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Judith replied 7 years ago
@ Fritz so is having a sub80 (at least if i consider my current int and beg scores).

fritz replied 7 years ago
@judith: blasphemy! having used arbiter at least once is mandatore for joining the world ranking!

Judith replied 7 years ago
Excuse my ignorance, I have never played Arbiter so far.

Michael Gottlieb replied 7 years ago
There is already a no-numbers skin in Arbiter but I think it would be better to have the entire
square colored (see the website) instead of just a little dot. (And, if replays do not already indicate
which skin is being used, they should - this will prove NF+NN games are NF+NN.)

Judith replied 7 years ago
A no-numbers skin might be useful, Kamil got the NF-NN WR but has no way to proove it.

Tommy replied 7 years ago

t

I think that a color-blind skin would be awesome for accessibility!

Name:

Hakan

Best intermediate:

44.20

Best beginner:

5.84

Comments:

Hi there,

December 8th 2013
01:36:40 PM

I love playing minesweeper. But recently I found out that I have
a disability. I am red-green color blind. Though this doesn't
mean my times should be affected dramatically, I feel
discomforted when a '2' and a '3' are next to eachother on the
board. Would anyone care to add color preference to the
options menu?
Kind regards,
Hakan
 Close Replies
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Tommy replied 7 years ago
Hakan, if you did that yourself (and someone color-blind should probably do that, as what is
contrast to me may or may not be for you), and then made it public, that would be incredibly
awesome!

Hakan replied 7 years ago
Correction: all I want is the /red/ '3's to be replaced with another distinct color with high contrast. I
guess this should prove my point about how seriously blind I am xD

h

t

Hakan replied 7 years ago
Thank you for your reply. I've had a go at editing one of the skins. It bothers me that the standard
win98 skin is nowhere to be found in the custom skin folder. All I want is the green to be replaced
with something else (like yellow with black shadow or something else very distinct) The other skins
are a no-go

Tommy replied 7 years ago
Hi,
Minesweeper X is skinnable! And while I couldn't find a color-blind-friendly skin right now, making
one should take no more than 5 minutes (and basically, if you can use paint, you can make an MSX
skin).

cheers,
Tommy

h
b

Hakan replied 7 years ago
Arbiter 0.51

Bertie replied 7 years ago
Which clone do you use?

Name:

Cryslon

Comments:

Nobody has sent me bad videos saved by Arbiter 0.49.6 yet, so
i don't have any evidence of bug in that version. If the situation
stays this way until Sunday, i will release the fix for 0.50.1
version after the weekend.

December 5th 2013
10:02:38 AM

 Close Replies
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Wallboy replied 7 years ago
I've never had the problem in 0.49.6. And I would have hit preview replay before saving many
times then. I just had a Blast in the latest version that I wanted to save which I also accidentally
previewed before saving and it's now corrupt.

Name:

E.R.M.

Comments:

Is this thing alive?

December 3rd 2013
10:34:17 AM
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tilambucano replied 7 years ago
no no... everybody died

Name:

Judith

Comments:

Yeah, #100 int NF IOE 1.00. Time ranging from 33.70 to "let's
do something else for 5 minutes"; 3bv ranging from 30 to 91;

December 2nd 2013
01:12:49 PM

and the number openings ranging from 2 to 12 (I messed up on
a 1 opening board).
Yeah, crazy me.
Yeah
 Close Replies
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Judith replied 7 years ago
I would be interested what was the highest int 3bv anyone of you ever came across? Thanks Bertie,
and I wish I was that fast! (But I have a 18.90 on int (NF with terrible IOE))

fritz replied 7 years ago
bertie: the point of this is that 1.00 is the max possible nf ioe. getting 100 of these games is more
or less like me trying to get a few thousand sub50s,, sub60s or sub20s. there isn't any real purpose
behind it other than that it's fun to keep track of how many such games you already have.

Bertie replied 7 years ago
Do only NF games count? Coz I have 310 int games with IOE >= 1 if they do...
have none

f

 Reply to this Post

. Just for the record, my fastest one was 15.5

. Otherwise I

. Anyhow, well done

.

fritz replied 7 years ago
go get 1.00 nf ioe on exp

Name:

Results for Seventh Russian Open Championship 2013

Comments:

https://scoreganizer.bountin.net/tournaments/outcome/251

December 1st 2013
05:35:33 AM
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Name:

igniro

Comments:

i use arbiter 0.49 and Viennasweeper 3.0
i want use arbiter 0.51 and Viennasweeper 3.02 (latest
version)
i want that my records work well in latest version
what should i do?
i am computer illiterate and poor at english
so you should explain easily.....

November 25th 2013
09:08:43 AM

 Close Replies
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igniro replied 7 years ago
oh thank yoy

why am i still visiting minesweeper.info? replied 7 years ago
step 1: download arbiter 0.51 to a folder that is not the folder in which you have 0.49. step 2: copy
stats file and zinistats file from 0.49 folder to 0.51 folder. step 3: check if this is the solution you
were looking for, if not, sorry.

Name:

Cryslon

Comments:

The Chinese community apparently discovered that Arbiter
may corrupt video if you manually save a high-score game. I
couldn't reproduce the bug. Has anybody noticed this? May you
send me corrupt files and give details how to reproduce it?

November 17th 2013
07:34:20 AM
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Name:
Comments:

 Reply to this Post

cryslon replied 7 years ago
Thanks for the videos. Seems the video was manually saved after you watched the preview through
the 'preview replay' button. This causes video corruption in Arbiters since 0.50.1, so please save
before previewing until i release a fixed version. However, i was told 0.49.6 also had some bugs
with manual saving. If somebody has bad 0.49.6 videos, please let me look at them.

Wallboy replied 7 years ago
Yes I do have a replay that will not play that I got a new highscore on the first 0.5 version of
Arbiter that came out. I manually saved after I couldn't find the automatically saved replay because
I didn't notice the naming scheme changed, but then noticed that manually saved version wouldn't
open. Still doesn't open in the very latest arbiter version. I've uploaded the auto saved working
version and the corrupt manual saved version to my videos folder here:
http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?dir=5024/Corrupt%20AVF/

Shenjia Zhang replied 7 years ago
Hi man, would you pleasured to join our QQ group to talking about that? Our group number is
54708610.

florent blondot

November 14th 2013
05:14:57 AM

24*30 190 >> 210 mines
i had a problem to update my score, the file is too big, 456Ko
(more than 400), and it says that it's not legitimate and not an
.avf file, but i play on arbiter i don't understand... first time i
try to update my scores since the method has been changed.
 Close Replies
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cryslon replied 7 years ago
Different format? WTF? 0.48 is a version with a publicly described bug. Nobody should use it.

florent replied 7 years ago
rare in normal game, but in density it's not unusual i think, people made longer game than me, so
bigger too.

damien replied 7 years ago
I updated the video. Something strange happened to your video, so the code inside the video file
was saved in a different format. I also increased the upload limit - it is rare to have minesweeper
videos bigger than 200k!

Name:

Dmitriy Lukinov

Comments:

02.11.2013 3BV/s 3.02-->3.08
03.11.2013 Time 55.70-->55.06

November 3rd 2013
01:07:47 AM
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Name:

bored

Comments:

> Please identify yourself or gtfo.

October 28th 2013
12:57:32 PM

the primary source of fun is anonymity
> Also, don't post such horseshit.
i didn't post any horseshit
>Pissing on peoples messageboards is not polite.
How to piss on messageboards? I'm tried it with zero success.
 Close Replies
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bored replied 7 years ago
PFFFFFTTT...BWAAAAAAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA! *looks again*
...AAAAAAAAAAAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAAHAHAHAHA!! Oh, man. That's rich. HAHAHAHA.
Well-done, sir! That's the first amusing whinge you've had here! Sir, I know Michael Gottlieb. I've
read Michael Gottlieb. Michael Gottlieb is a good man. Sir, you're no Michael Gottlieb.

Michael Gottlieb replied 7 years ago
Wow, you must be REALLY bored, usually trolls don't bother coming back day after day to no
responses...

b

bored replied 7 years ago
Why nobody replies to me? Everyone always ignores me...

Name:

Tommy

Best expert:

37.68->36.73

October 27th 2013
12:46:26 PM

Comments:
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damien replied 7 years ago
Really happy to see you move up the ranking!

Bertie replied 7 years ago
Dear bored: This is a community, not a urinal. Please identify yourself or gtfo. Also, don't post such
horseshit. Pissing on peoples messageboards is not polite. Sincerely, Frustrated.

bored replied 7 years ago
sofa scrambled eggs

Arjadre replied 7 years ago
Congrats, Tommy!

l

lucas p replied 7 years ago
huge big congrats

Name:

Whose?

Comments:

What does "fry eggs" mean?

October 2nd 2013
03:59:38 AM
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Name:

fritz

Comments:

minesweeper is obsolete, clicking cookies is much more fun :P
http://orteil.dashnet.org/cookieclicker

October 1st 2013
10:42:52 AM

be warned though, this game might be addictive. play at your
own risk.
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joni replied 7 years ago
Interesting optimization problem, as well as interesting behaviour study on money, inflation, human
nature, etc; and on top of it very addictive, too! =D I leave it running in the background all day and
night and play it for a while when I come home from work... (for the past 20 days now xD)

Janis replied 7 years ago
Have been playing it for a few days. Crazy game.

Name:

Tomi Saleva

Best expert:

50.42

Best intermediate:

12.77

Best beginner:

0.76

Comments:

LuckySweeper Guru 14.64 -> 14.10
I have already retired from Minesweeper but when I saw
Michael's post about his 14.28 on LuckySweeper, I decided to
play it for fun for a while. I was surprised how easily I could
improve from my old record of 23 or something, so I
eventually decided to play for the 1st place, which I today

September 16th 2013
01:59:07 AM

seem to have achieved.
And now back to the retirement. Bye.
 Reply to this Post

Michael Gottlieb

Name:
Comments:

September 15th 2013
09:07:54 PM

Custom 24x30, 185 mines -> 200 mines
Time was 161.56. Not that it matters, but I think that's pretty
good.
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Name:

Dennis

Best expert:

58

Best intermediate:

13

Best beginner:

1

Comments:

Whew, first post in years and things seem to have changed a
ton. Good to see some of the old guard are still around.

September 12th 2013
09:38:45 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

How can this thread have 102 views and 4 votes?

September 12th 2013
05:08:24 PM

http://minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=14&t=253
(Also linked as website).
Is nobody interested in coming? Should I even still organize it?
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 Website
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 Reply to this Post

Michael Gottlieb replied 7 years ago
I can't speak for others, but personally I'm still not interested in coming to a Minesweeper
championship in Europe.

KAmil replied 7 years ago
I'm interested in caming any time, Vienna is close so it shouldn't be a problem to come

Name:

Dan Zhou

Best expert:

37.92->36.81

Comments:

Now I have 3 sub40s.37x1,38x1,39x1.

August 31st 2013
09:52:16 PM

 Close Replies
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Dan Zhou replied 7 years ago
447 in Clone,176 in Arbiter and 3 in Vsweep.

Judith replied 7 years ago
Changed it in the wiki-articles. BTW, how many sub50s do you have?

Judith replied 7 years ago
Tommy, that was, exactly my first thought: "Oups, er wurde überholt."

Tommy replied 7 years ago
Grats!

Especially since that means that you just overtook me

Sam Blok replied 7 years ago
Nice, that brings you to a 5th place.

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

sub40 x200

Comments:

August 31st 2013
02:42:51 PM

32x3, 33x3, 34x6, 35x7, 36x12, 37x21, 38x56, 39x92
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Judith replied 7 years ago
Edited it in the Wikis. Congrats, btw.

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Sam Blok

Best expert:

95.43=>91.68

Best intermediate:

26.70=>23.90

Best beginner:

2.52

Comments:

Today is a good day :)
124.65=>118.1 (18 seconds left to world ranking :D)

August 30th 2013
07:50:52 AM

ps: what is the min 3BV for int.?
the 26.70 was on a 48 3BV and the 23.90 on a 33 3BV (first sub
40 3bv)
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Judith replied 7 years ago
Nice, I'm watching my back (3-19-90).

fritz replied 7 years ago
2 for beginner, 30 for intermediate, 100 for expert. congrats on your records. hunting for 30 or 31
3bv boards isn't really an issue until you want sub15 records. i suggest 1.5, 19.0, 79.5 as
something to aim for.

random replied 7 years ago
it's 30 3bv

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best beginner:

LuckySweeper Guru 16.39 -> 14.28

Comments:

Great time, got a lot of times under 20 today but this was still a
surprise
NF, of course. See the website link for the game. It's
like playing density, except that your guesses will always be
correct as long as you've opened every provably empty square
first.

August 23rd 2013
07:13:15 PM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Pavel

Best intermediate:

9,67 ---> 9,63 (10x6)

Comments:

on 40

August 20th 2013
07:26:57 AM

 Website
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Tommy - WCH postponed!

Comments:

Minesweeper World Championship 2013
========================================
I just posted on the forum:

August 14th 2013
04:25:20 PM

Hi all,
The Championship will NOT take place in September.
I will organize it for November or December instead.
The reason for this is that I still don't have confirmation that I
can use the computer room in question - and it's just getting too
close considering that I am in Canada and have no internet
access most of the time. Also, nobody said that they had booked
already (or similar), and there is a cubing competition the
weekend before.
More details/a poll in another topic.
Happy Sweeping,
Tommy
 Email

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Minesweeper World Championship 2013
========================================

July 30th 2013
08:30:37 PM

Hi all,
I'm sorry that this message is so late, I was really tied up with
university and work next to that during the semester.
I'm having trouble getting definitive confirmation for the room for
the Championship. So this is NOT an official announcement.
The World Championship will MOST LIKELY be on September 7th,
2013 and September 8th, 2013, at UT Vienna.
Unless people say that they can't come because that would be on
too short notice, in which case I'd maybe do it in November or
December (perhaps in the christmas holidays?) instead, or has
anyone booked for September yet?
In any case, sorry for the hassle, everyone!
Happy sweeping,
Tommy
 Close Replies
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Judith replied 7 years ago

 Reply to this Post
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This weekend has an (imaginary) bit red MS-WCH-sign on it since April or so. For me it's definitely
not short notice, but then again, compared to some other people I live virtually next door.

Name:

blubbler

Comments:

There's a site called Speedrunslive (SRL) where people race
through games against each other. Minesweeper is also somewhat
popular there, though only few would be good enough for the
world ranking. Maybe it's a good place to have small minesweeper
competitions and find new players? I hope this doesn't count as
spam.
 Close Replies
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July 29th 2013
01:57:31 AM

 Reply to this Post

Michael Gottlieb replied 7 years ago
I did quite a few minesweeper races there a while back (username: qqwref, check the Legacy part),
and also made a special javascript version to do the "10x40" type races - see the website link.
Everyone else was using a version (win7/8) that automatically started with an opening, so I set
mine to do that too. When they introduced seasons, though, I abandoned the site. IMO it's a waste
of time to try to get to the top of a ranking, or try to get good times for the game's leaderboards, if
they will be hidden or removed within
months.

Name:

Arjádre

Best expert:

45.555 (FL) --> 45.480 (NF)

Best intermediate:

10.661

Best beginner:

0.940

Comments:

Well, that was a surprise! I come out of retirement for a few days,
and I get my second sub50. Super-easy board: 3BV = 100.

July 28th 2013
06:59:49 PM

Notably, all of my best times are now NF (previous best NF expert
was 55.303).
Vid linked below.
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

fritz

Comments:

some comments before i continue learning for my exams:
big shoutout to and much respect for dan zhou. beat my once on
the ar with an amazing sub40 and got incredibly close again this
time, even beat my int pb. she's now #7 on the world ranking and
#1 in china. afair this is the first time that a woman leads a
country ranking with a considerable number of sweepers.

July 26th 2013
03:55:19 PM

pavel: nice records. so much faster than i will ever be in these
disciplines
bertie: somebody sent me this link at about the same time you
made your post here. i've had this idea in mind for quite a while,
but never talked about it, because there seems to be satisfying
way to start a board. it either involves guessing at the start or it
just wouldn't feel like real minesweeper. still, i would really like to
get my hands on these cards. has anyone done some more
research on these cards?
regarding the ban of clone: i expected quite a significant echo.
instead there is complete silence about it. why is this so? i thought
some people would be curious enough to test clonebug and share
their experiences.
now i shall continue learning, see you in 14 days.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Dan Zhou replied 7 years ago
Thanks very much for your kind words and hard working for the minesweeper.info. I'll try to
improve myself to a much higher level.

Name:

Bertie

Comments:

I was just pointed to this: http://imgur.com/gallery/xc9oK (link in
website as well). It might not be the next clone, but still an
awesome idea
...
 Close Replies
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July 18th 2013
03:08:52 AM

 Reply to this Post

Judith replied 7 years ago
lol, looks nice but that board was evil, not one opening!

Name:

Pavel

Best intermediate:

NF 4,49 -----> 4,56

July 16th 2013
07:20:30 AM

Comments:

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Pavel

Best beginner:

7,47 -------> 7,83

Comments:

July 5th 2013
08:04:37 AM

34 in 4,34
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Pavel replied 7 years ago
4,68 + 5,83 + 7,83 = 18,34

Name:

Bertie

Comments:

Dear Clone, on this very important day, your final day, I want to
thank you for your many years of service. Yes, you weren't always
the best or my favorite, but you were part of an ecosystem that
nurtured me to being close to as good as the best player playing
when I started, and that's a good thing. On behalf of all those
players who have used you: Thank you, and good bye. I hope you

June 30th 2013
05:04:38 AM

enjoy Minesweeper Heaven.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
Hear, hear!

Name:

Judith L

Best expert:

1.86 ->2.03

Comments:

Nice 3bvs jump. Yeah!

June 26th 2013
10:36:38 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Bertalan Bodor

Best expert:

59.15 -> 57.53

Comments:

/me exp game --> RTime: 57,53 (58) «» Est RTime: 57,53 (58)
«» 3BV: 165/165 «» 3BV/s: 2,86 «» ZiNi: 107@1,86 «» H.ZiNi:
117@2,03 «» Ops: 9/9 «» Isls: 9 «» Cl: 181@3,15 «» IOE: 0,912
«» Flags: 31 «» Ranks: 1/1 of 470 / 100% :|
First sub-60 with a hopsing...

 Email

Name:

June 23rd 2013
09:53:01 AM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

damien

June 21st 2013
01:33:16 PM

Hey guys, just a quick update.

Comments:

1. I've improved the score approval process, so you will find most
scores will be updated in a day now. (The better your score, the
more Admin need to watch it so the longer it will take - if you
make Sub50 expect to wait a few days).
2. Clone is being banned on 30 June. It was last updated 6 years
ago and there is a bug found that lets you play the same game
multiple times. As well, the Chinese ranking is still using Clone
0.97 - but they have finally agreed to ban Clone and switch the
rankings to Arbiter, VSweep and MSX. This has been a major
headache, as the Western community stopped using 0.97 years
ago and China is beginning to dominate the Top100 - the above
versions have active programmers.
3. Congrats to Aaro for his Sub50.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Aaro Länsman

Best expert:

52x4 -> 50.36 on 152 -> 48.11 on 156

Comments:

yayyy

June 15th 2013
08:10:35 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Bertalan Bodor

Best expert:

60.44 -> 59.15

Comments:

Time and RQP record and 9th best 3BV/s score and almost my
first sub-60 (3BV=159...). I have to learn how to handle easy
boards better.

 Email

June 13th 2013
02:12:11 PM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Dracorien

Best beginner:

3 seconds

Comments:

Just hit this this morning very proud of it, I am so close to the
records... Not bad for a woman too, I notice the severe lack of
women in the leader boards...
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June 10th 2013
05:16:43 PM

 Close Replies

 Reply to this Post

Judith replied 8 years ago
Nice, I wondered about the female thing too, the world-female-NF ranking currently contains 13
people, that's my goal, I would just need a sub 78.

Name:

Luke

Best intermediate:

13x10-> 12 (11.79)

Comments:

I hit 13s in Jan 2009 and four years later brake into the 12s range
with 12.79 on 34 only an hour after making the switch from Clone
to Arb....

June 10th 2013
01:07:45 PM
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Lucas Pena replied 8 years ago
congrats

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

42.25 -> 41.56

Comments:

WOW! A new expert record out of nowhere. 124 3BV at 3.984
3BV/s. I should be right behind Zhang-Wen now.

May 30th 2013
06:32:49 PM
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 Reply to this Post

 Reply to this Post

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
Yeah, it looks like it's 2nd fastest, I took that back from EWQ
haven't been so active lately.

And I only have 106 right now,

Judith replied 8 years ago
Congrats! Fastest non-Kamil NF time, isn't it? How many sub50's do you have now? (Trying to
update the Wiki's)

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
That should be 2.984, not 3.984

Name:

Dan Zhou

Best expert:

37.92

Best intermediate:

11.07

Best beginner:

0.89

Comments:

Best Expert: 39.90->37.92(SUB40) at 22nd, May.

May 24th 2013
07:40:11 AM

 Email
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alix replied 8 years ago

h

harryck replied 8 years ago

Name:

fritz

Comments:

see you in mid august

 Reply to this Post

May 20th 2013
10:43:49 AM

*closes msinfo tab*
 Reply to this Post

Name:

KAmil

Comments:

a few days ago I got my 2nd sub8 RQP on exp; 182 in 37,614 @
4,839

May 15th 2013
12:47:12 PM

linked
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Michael D

Comments:

Just got a new intermediate record.....by 0.03 seconds

May 9th 2013
10:29:44 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Lucas Pena

Best expert:

49,20 (50) >>>>>>>>>> 47,09 (48)

Best intermediate:

11,19 (12)

Best beginner:

0,98 (1)

Comments:

OHHHHHHH GOD THANKSSSSSSSS
sub 50.. it's done..
47,09 on 116 3bv
sqn

 Website

May 6th 2013
05:41:14 PM

Aqui é curintia mano
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Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
Great improvement and awesome first sub50! Congrats!

fritz replied 8 years ago

Pavel replied 8 years ago
grats!

Dayan replied 8 years ago
Lucas Sousa says hehehehe haha Anyway, congrats.

Name:

Dayan Marchezi

Best beginner:

6.86 ---> 7.49

Comments:

/me beg game --> RTime: 3,87 (4) «» Est RTime: 3,87 (4) «»
3BV: 29/29 «» 3BV/s: 7,49 «» ZiNi: 15@3,88 «» H.ZiNi:
18@4,65 «» Ops: 1/1 «» Isls: 1 «» Cl: 21@5,43 «» IOE: 1,381
«» ThrP: 1,526 «» Flags: 4 «» Ranks: 107/2 of 470 / 88,62%
KAB00M

April 30th 2013
08:40:56 PM
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Dayan replied 8 years ago
I should have linked it.
http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=DayanMarchezi/High%20scores/&file=Beg%20-%203.87%20-%2001.05.2013%20%2029%203BV.avf

Name:

KAmil

Comments:

214 in 42.864 @ 4,993

 Website

 Reply to this Post

April 23rd 2013
12:46:44 PM

almost 3rd sup5
 Reply to this Post

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

5,040 -----> 5,055

Comments:

April 22nd 2013
02:20:17 PM

229 in 45,302s
 Close Replies
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xiao01wei replied 8 years ago

x

Congratulation!It will be broken for you.

Name:

ChangCheHao

Best intermediate:

18.03->17.84

Comments:

Little

April 22nd 2013
08:32:59 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me int game --> Time: 11,45 «» Est Time: 11,45 «» 3BV: 37/37
«» 3BV/s: 3,54 «» ZiNi: 31@2,97 «» Human ZiNi: 35@3,35 «»
Openings: 4/4 «» Islands: 8 «» CL: 44@4,21 «» IOE: 0,84 «»
ThroughPut: 0,90 «» Correctness: 0,93 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks:
1/128 of 25853 / 99,75% <:(

April 21st 2013
06:21:28 AM

0.17s improvement, overall fastest int in over 2 months
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Judith Laister

Comments:

I am translating the Minesweeper Wiki to German and noticed
how horribly outdated the data in the sub40 and sub50 articles
are. So if you have at least one sub40 or 10 sub50's tell me, you
have an official right to be mentioned. (I also need up to datedata from the top players)
http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=244
Also linked as "website"!
 Close Replies
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April 15th 2013
08:49:50 AM

 Reply to this Post

damien replied 8 years ago
Hi Judith, I have updated several of the Sub50 dates and totals. It is difficult to contact everyone...

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me int game --> Time: 17,23 «» Est Time: 17,23 «» 3BV: 69/69
«» 3BV/s: 4,25 «» ZiNi: 49@3,02 «» Human ZiNi: 48@2,96 «»
Openings: 6/6 «» Islands: 7 «» CL: 72@4,44 «» IOE: 0,96 «»
ThroughPut: 1,05 «» Correctness: 0,92 «» Flags: 14 «» Ranks:
9001/1630 of 25731 / 79,35%

April 13th 2013
01:34:59 PM

my 20 000th sub20 on intermediate
 Reply to this Post

Name:
Comments:

xiao01wei

April 13th 2013
08:57:03 AM

NF 3bv/s 3.020->3.137
NF time 48.74(rt) L2C
XiaoWeiHuang / LC or MB /

video in . / videos /

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Comments:

100 sub50s!
the Clone one

April 9th 2013
07:33:22 PM

Well, 101 actually. But it's 100 if you don't count

For some more details and distributions, see the website.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

fritz replied 8 years ago
nice mile stone

Name:

Dayan Marchezi

Best expert:

47.92 -> 46.29

Best intermediate:

10.80

Best beginner:

0.61

Comments:

/me exp game --> RTime: 46,29 (47) «» Est RTime: 46,29 (47)
«» 3BV: 139/139 «» 3BV/s: 3 «» ZiNi: 98@2,12 «» H.ZiNi:
102@2,20 «» Ops: 15/15 «» Isls: 13 «» Cl: 165@3,56 «» IOE:
0,842 «» ThrP: 1,000 «» Flags: 27 «» Ranks: 1/18 of 121 /
92,98%

April 8th 2013
08:20:54 AM

Should still improve it soon.
 Website

 Close Replies
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Dayan replied 8 years ago

d

www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xHv0Qgew9g

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all, I know, this is the second long post in only a few days - but
I'd appreciate it if you'd check out this topic in the minesweeper
forum:
http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=13&p=1653#p1653

April 5th 2013
09:02:02 AM

It's about making this community more accessible by translating
things - websites, clones, ALL THE STUFF!
Did I mention that I linked it as "Website"?
 Email
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Judith replied 8 years ago
Lol, just found out now, what you ment with "linked as website". Lange Leitung!

Dayan replied 8 years ago
Nice. The translation of Arbiter to Portuguese is almost finished. I just want to ask (probably
Cryslon) about a few lines lest I translate anything nonsensically.

Name:

Lucas Pena

Best expert:

49,32 (50)

Best intermediate:

11,93 (12) >>>>>> 11,27 (12)

Best beginner:

0,98 (1)

Comments:

11,27s on 34 3bv

April 4th 2013
06:58:36 AM
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 Reply to this Post

Dayan replied 8 years ago
*plays harder*

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

This is getting ridiculous. Apart from what Janis just posted: There
is another bug that is almost as bad, if not actually worse, that I
don't want to discuss in detail (yet) for security reasons.

April 3rd 2013
09:23:30 AM

I know that the clone is really widespread, and that many people
would have to switch.
However, despite all the features that the clone has - it's not that
far from winmine in terms of security. Yeah, it's actually that bad.
We (a small group of trustworthy sweepers that know each other
in real life, and/or are clone maintainers) have talked about the
problem and tried to reach Rodrigo. I have talked to brazilian
sweepers, organized his current email address, and written him an
email explaining the problem. He did not respond.
So, the clone:
- is not being maintained anymore
- most likely won't be anymore, since it is closed source
- has at least two huge security holes, one of which is now semiknown (people know what to try to reproduce).
I can't remain completely silent any longer. If Rodrigo doesn't
appear after all and fixes the clone (or passes it on), we must stop
using it.
My proposal is the following:
- The clone shall remain legal until June 30th, 2013 23:59 GMT, ie,
clone scores may be submitted until then to allow for transition.
- Damien could use his huge collection of email addresses to write
an email to as many sweepers as possible, announce it on the
front page of ms.info, and generally contact as many people as
humanly possible.
- I myself would write to all users of scoreganizer to warn them as
well.
- We would try to reach admins of sites like mslive and get them
to do the same.
- The local communities (I'm thinking mostly, but not only, of
china and russia) would be notified seperately in their respective
language by members of these communities that are active here
as well.
- Use of the clone would be strongly discouraged even before the
deadline. Kamil, I'm looking at you. I trust you, I've seen you play
in real life, but it would be awesome if world records weren't set
on a version that is known to have these issues.
- After the clone is illegal, the other bug would be disclosed.
- Actually, will be. The bug was found more than a year ago now.
And I can't live with nothing happening forever. I'm pretty sure
that someone else already found out about this - it isn't _that_
hard. The point will come where I will refuse altogether to hide
this bug any longer.
Please reply in the forum - the guestbook hides old comments
after a certain amount.
I have linked the topic as website, or use the URL below:
http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=26&t=241
 Email

 Website

Elmar replied 8 years ago
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Haha, at long last Dmitriy shall be victorious in the (cold) clone war...

Janis replied 8 years ago
Now the Clone timer seems fine for me... still going to use Arbiter from now on though.

fritz replied 8 years ago

Name:

Janis

Best expert:

HOPSING 50.2 RT -> 49.138 RT

Comments:

On a 178 3bv board!

April 3rd 2013
05:25:09 AM
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 Reply to this Post

KAmil replied 8 years ago
Once I solved 4 3BV in 0,000s
timer doesnt go faster here.

The vid is in my folder. But something has blocked, normally the

Lucas Pena replied 8 years ago
?????????????????

Janis replied 8 years ago
Playing on Arbiter now, and timer works fine. Hopsing with a huge jump into sub-50 territory was
ridiculous. I didn't even feel like I was playing fast, and I wasn't. Timed it with cellphone, came up
to mid-60 seconds.

Janis replied 8 years ago
It definitely wasn't like this before.

j

Janis replied 8 years ago
Nevermind. Something is up with my timer on clone. I just timed it with my phone, and the timer is
slow. I just got a 45 second game on a 187 3BV too, and noticed that the replay timer went much
slower than it should have. I don't know what is causing this or anything though... strange.

Name:

xiao01wei

Best expert:

54.687

Best intermediate:

12.39(30)->11.76(27)->8.92(31)

Best beginner:

0.59

Comments:

2013-04-02 3bv=31 in 8.92s
12.39(30)->11.76(27)->8.92(31)
XiaoWeiHuang
 Close Replies
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April 1st 2013
07:39:48 PM

 Reply to this Post

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
Crazy jump, crazy time, and NF too. Wow.

xiao01wei replied 8 years ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=947lvQJvLgc i change the agent software,and success

xiao01wei replied 8 years ago
i am so sorry, i try my best and youtube refuses my video(still 0%) whether avi or mp4,and in
players video, avi is not accepted id 10283 on saolei.net id 4473 on minesweeper.info
http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XNTM2NTQ0OTEy.html my best beginner is 0.58

Harryck Repse replied 8 years ago
Wow!!
Congrats! Watched the video on saolei.net. Perfect board, can't get any better than
that on int. http://saolei.net/Video/Mvf/10283/Huang%20Xiao%20Wei_Int_9.92(3bv31).mvf

ku shai shangue replied 8 years ago
youtube please

z

zhangye replied 8 years ago
Amazing!!!!!!

Name:

KAmil

Comments:

Exp 5,04 3BV/s youtubed and linked

April 1st 2013
12:10:18 PM
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Name:

Harryck Repse

Best expert:

42.34 --> 42.26

Comments:

43x4
Sub50 #23

April 1st 2013
09:24:36 AM

http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=HarryckRepse/Best%20times/Top%2010%20expert%20times/&file
%2042.26_Harryck%20Repse.mvr
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Lucas Pena

Comments:

58,934 (59) on 202 3bv. First Brazilian player to do this.. sub 60
sup 200.

March 31st 2013
07:13:49 PM
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Lucas Pena replied 8 years ago
http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?dir=LucasPena/&file=Exp%20-%2058%2C94%2031.03.2013%20-%20202%203BV.mvf.mvf

Name:

Ephraim

Comments:

There's one defect of Windows Minesweeper that I did not see
mentioned on the wiki page. I discovered it, years ago, via the
xyzzy cheat. --The mines are all placed before your first click. If your first click
is on a mine, the mine is silently moved so that you don't lose. -- Here's the defect: when the game moves a mine, it doesn't put
it on a random open square. Rather, it moves the mine to the

March 25th 2013
01:00:20 PM

first open square in the first row, starting from the left! --- That's
why my first click in MS-Minesweeper is always the upper left
corner. Otherwise, there is a relatively high chance there will be a
mine there. --- The xyzzy cheat, if it still exists in Windows XP
Minesweeper, has been obsoleted by the fact that one pixel is too
small to see.
 Close Replies
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damien replied 8 years ago
The XYZZY cheat is in all versions until the new Vista version. I don't have an article for it, but it is
mentioned in detail here: http://www.minesweeper.info/wiki/One_Click_Bug and mentioned also in
the 'First Click' section of the Strategy article.

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
I did 100 trials in XP Windows, clicking on some random square and then the top left one. I died 38
times. I think it's very likely that that defect is still in place in XP.

fritz replied 8 years ago
i can't find it right away but i'm pretty sure i've read about this on msinfo before. also, xyzzy still
works on xp and 1 pixel is just fine. if i'm not mistaking, the chances for the top left square being a
mine when your first click is done elswhere are 20.625% for it already being a mine plus
20.625%*381/479 = 16.405% chance that top left is safe and your first click would hit a mine.
37% might seem a lot but i am certain that it's effect on your solving statistics is neglible.

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

RQP 8.087 (sub9 x 35) ---------> 7.626

Comments:

March 22nd 2013
12:40:09 PM

143 in 32.527s
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

fritz replied 8 years ago
first sub8 rqp ever. since i already have a few sub9 rqp games, i've been expecting this record
for quite a while.

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 38,84 «» Est Time: 38,84 «» 3BV:
167/167 «» 3BV/s: 4,41 «» ZiNi: 117@3,09 «» Human ZiNi:

March 21st 2013
02:48:28 PM

122@3,22 «» Openings: 11/11 «» Islands: 10 «» CL: 185@4,89
«» IOE: 0,90 «» ThroughPut: 1,04 «» Correctness: 0,87 «»
Flags: 49 «» Ranks: 18/12 of 14944 / 99,91%
thought i'd share this game with you. sub50 #5956 and sub40
#61 but not a record, despite time/3bvs/rqp/ios ranks
18/12/3/4. also lost 199/238 @5.17 3bv/s earlier today.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Bertie

Best intermediate:

NF 15.21 -> 15.01

Comments:

Hi all. I've moved to new accommodation so don't have an
internet connection of my own anymore. Got this little game
yesterday though... Also, bonus video of an 8 on exp:
http://goo.gl/KjeDE

March 21st 2013
03:42:10 AM

Ok, cheers
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

42.26 -> 42.25

Comments:

When I saw the NF Time popup:

March 19th 2013
03:52:26 PM

When I saw the time itself:
114 3BV at 2.698 3BV/s.
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fritz replied 8 years ago
in capitalist america/ soviet russia/ insert whatever line that doesn't offend you here high score
beats you.
record is record, congrats.
watched the replay and i found more patterns where
you did better than i would have done than those where i have a few suggestions.

Name:

igniro

Comments:

I have questions.
Did update of Clone and MSX stop?
And in my computer, Clone doesn't work. What can I do?
Although I have arbiter, MSX, Viennasweeper, i want to use
Clone.

March 17th 2013
09:00:49 PM
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igniro replied 8 years ago

 Reply to this Post
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thank you

Dayan replied 8 years ago
It can be hard to make Clone work nowadays, since its last update was in 2007 and, as said,
Rodrigo seems now unavailable. (Even though he's often "available" to me online, he hasn't replied
a word in years.
) Some people still like Clone--I have played on it myself until last year--, but I
would not suggest it unless there happens to be a new big update. Use Arbiter if you want a clone
similar to Clone.

c

c. replied 8 years ago
MSX was updated not long ago, and its author Curtis seems to monitor events in the community.
Rodrigo, the author of the Clone, is unavailable, and he has never released any Clone code.
Moreover, Clone has several huge bugs, and you should avoid using it (why is it still accepted?!).

Name:

fritz

Comments:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Y7VwY4BUK4

March 17th 2013
03:19:39 PM

my "slowest" sub40 with only 4 cl/s. imho a very interesting
solve. unusual pattern recognition, unforced guesses, forced
guesses and clicking rhythm.
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 Reply to this Post

alix replied 8 years ago
hi fritz, could you upload the videos to your folder, so your Chinese fans can appreciate them?
Danke!

Name:

Dayan Marchezi

Best beginner:

0.61 --> 0.26 NF

Comments:

/me beg game --> RTime: 0,26 (1) «» Est RTime: 0,26 (1) «»
3BV: 2/2 «» 3BV/s: 7,69 «» ZiNi: 2@7,69 «» H.ZiNi: 2@7,69 «»
Ops: 2/2 «» Isls: 0 «» Cl: 3@11,54 «» IOE: 0,667 «» ThrP:
0,667 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 1/1 of 358 / 100%

March 17th 2013
05:55:00 AM

The funny thing is that it doesn't beat my 0.25 flagging.
 Website
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Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
Nice time

Too bad it's lucky though.

Name:

Luke

Best intermediate:

3bv/s 4.318->4.346 and 13x8->13x10

Comments:

I have been digging myself deeper into Elmar's syndrome lately...

March 15th 2013
08:01:52 PM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Anniegetyourgun

Comments:

Bought a new computer with the windows 8 operating system
and lost about 50,000 minesweeper games. Am bereft. The new
Windows 8 game is so slow it's painful and you can't change the
screen or the game. Looking for a place to download a 90's

March 15th 2013
03:05:03 AM

version and can't find one.
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Gergely replied 8 years ago
Viennasweeper works absolutely perfectly on win8

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
Might I suggest an upgrade to Windows 7?
alternative if it works.

But seriously, Minesweeper X is probably a good

Tommy replied 8 years ago
If all you want is a program to play minesweeper with, my recommendation is Minesweeper X.
http://www.minesweeper.info/downloads/MinesweeperX.html It is very simple, almost as simple as
the old windows version. It does have a couple of extra features (like replays and very basic
counters), but it is also eligible for the rankings on this site.

Name:

igniro

Comments:

I saw stats of Junghwan Jo (korean)
expert

March 13th 2013
08:18:49 PM

2011-10-18 Flag 55.35 Arbiter 0.48 144
2013-02-17 Flag 52.34 Arbiter 0.48 121
but he is still ranking 207 in world record becaus his expert
record is 55.35
Why Does not update into 52.34?
 Close Replies
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igniro replied 8 years ago
Thank you.

fritz replied 8 years ago
here is the process through which each score goes: (1) player uploads it - it is only visible to the
player in members area under 'my scores' and to the admins in admin area. (2) 1st admin
approves - the score is no visible in the player's profile. (3) 3rd admin approves - score disappears
from admin area. (4) admin updates the rankings - score appears on the rankings. as of now this
score is in state (2).

Lucas Pena replied 8 years ago
Just wait... who uploaded the stats was the Junghwan Jo... when 3 admins approve his score "the
site" will upload his high score too ^^

Name:

Janis

Best expert:

54-50 (RT)

Comments:

Yehhhaaaaaa, this was from yesterday but whatever

March 11th 2013
03:28:04 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

igniro

Comments:

Hey, damien....
I updated my expert record into Flag a while ago.
That expert record is NF.
I want to change that record....(record is 75.78)
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

NF 47,497 -------------> 43,926

Comments:

March 7th 2013
01:24:45 PM

March 7th 2013
06:08:17 AM
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Dayan replied 8 years ago
Nice jump.

Congrats.

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

4,955 -------------> 5,040

Comments:

214 in 42,464s

March 5th 2013
11:21:54 AM

Finally
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harryck repse replied 8 years ago
awesome!!

Pavel replied 8 years ago
congrats!!!

Lucas Pena replied 8 years ago
OMG man this is amazing... awesome ....big congrats.. !!!

KAmil replied 8 years ago
http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=KamilMuranski/Best%203BVs%20scores/&file=Exp%20FL%205%2C040%203BVs%203BV%3D2

Name:

Dayan Marchezi

Best expert:

52.82 --> 50.84 NF

Comments:

/me exp game --> RTime: 50,84 (51) «» Est RTime: 50,84 (51)
«» 3BV: 152/152 «» 3BV/s: 2,98 «» ZiNi: 107@2,10 «» H.ZiNi:
119@2,34 «» Ops: 15/15 «» Isls: 10 «» Cl: 205@4,03 «» IOE:
0,741 «» ThrP: 0,822 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 1/3 of 88 / 98,86%

March 5th 2013
10:28:44 AM

Getting Lucas-ish. Too many high scores.
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Pavel replied 8 years ago
nice!

Name:

scarrabee-blok sam

Best expert:

106--->96.369(144)

Comments:

After one hell of a frustrating weekend I finally got a sub 100, I
played 15h in 2 days but I didn't break any record, but a lot of
failed attempts ( I had one 50/50 guess with a time of 92 and
some others that would have been sub 100).
And today I got a 97 in my 4th attempt

March 5th 2013
09:31:01 AM
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fritz replied 8 years ago
you're capable of getting a sub80. the first 40s were at sub70 pace, then you encountered
some slightly more difficult pattern which slowed you down more than needed.

Name:

Dayan Marchezi

Best expert:

3.43 --> 3.78

March 5th 2013
08:07:19 AM

Comments:
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Dayan replied 8 years ago
Error on link.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n2k57lsyV3w

Name:

Lucas Pena

Best expert:

50,56 ( 51 ) >>>>>>> 49,32 ( 50 )

Best intermediate:

11,93 s

Best beginner:

0,98 s

Comments:

 Reply to this Post

February 27th 2013
02:15:00 PM

Almost my first sub 50.
this is coming
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

gps

Comments:

Hi,

February 27th 2013
06:40:33 AM

I'm a player of the Arbiter, I play on windows, and I can't make
that the option "beep if time exceeds values" works on my
computer. What might be wrong? what do you sugest? It's
properly selected on the "game style setup" with the values I
want...the version of the windows is XP Profissional, version
2002, Service Pack 3 and the Arbiter is 0.47, I hope this
helps...
Thank you for your answer and best regards.
 Close Replies
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c. replied 8 years ago
0.47 is an outdated version with bugs and AFAIK it is not accepted now. You should update to 0.49.
The beep feature works on 0.49; i have no idea what your problem might be.

Name:

Creaves

Best expert:

51.45

Comments:

Finally... 54x8->52

February 23rd 2013
04:28:21 AM
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Name:

fritz

Best expert:

4.51->4.635

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 40,91 «» Est Time: 40,91 «» 3BV:
185/185 «» 3BV/s: 4,64 «» ZiNi: 116@2,91 «» Human ZiNi:
136@3,41 «» Openings: 12/12 «» Islands: 8 «» CL: 210@5,26
«» IOE: 0,88 «» ThroughPut: 1,11 «» Correctness: 0,80 «»
Flags: 39 «» Ranks: 88/1 of 14829 / 99,71%

February 22nd 2013
12:17:04 PM

thanks for motivating me, kamil
 Close Replies
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fritz replied 8 years ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9SeBCI4cIBY&feature=youtu.be

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Comments:

Wow, looking at my replay folder... I somehow got three 17.00
times in under 30 minutes
They were actually consecutive
finished games, too.

February 20th 2013
06:31:07 PM

Int_17.00_3BV=60_at_3.52.avf - 2/19/2013, 10:56 PM
Int_17.00_3BV=53_at_3.11.avf - 2/19/2013, 10:57 PM
Int_17.00_3BV=56_at_3.29_(001).avf - 2/19/2013, 11:19 PM
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Lucas Pena

Best expert:

51

Best intermediate:

12

Best beginner:

2 x 87 >>>>>>>>>>>> 1

Comments:

LOL... this finally happen... I'm happy with this score. now i

February 20th 2013
02:54:01 PM

have to do my sub 50 and I will rest in peace
87 x 2 just on clone... I don't know how much I had on msx and
arbiter.
0,98s on 3 3BV.
it was played on arbiter...
thanks all for support.
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fritz replied 8 years ago

Name:

Kamil

Best expert:

1500x sub50

Comments:

 Reply to this Post

February 18th 2013
08:39:13 PM

18 Feb 2013
 Reply to this Post

Name:
Comments:

Michael Gottlieb
51.09 flagging
3BV=115, first NF UPK was 41.86... oh well.

February 18th 2013
04:16:30 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all, it looks like the world championship will be on the
weekend from the 6.-8. of September. Do not book yet - I don't
have any kind of confirmation from my university that I will get
a room then - but since that is the outcome of the poll, and I'd
prefer early September as well, that is what I will be aiming for.

February 18th 2013
01:43:40 PM
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Name:

KAmil

Comments:

I've just made new record of winning 2 sub40s in the shortest

February 16th 2013
10:42:29 AM

time
I got 37.838 at 19:06:33 and 34.090 at 19:08:06, that
is 2 sub40s in 131s
Both games have 146 3bv
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fritz replied 8 years ago
got a 38 on 131 and a 37 on 143 within 23:02 today. probably the 4th or 5th time that i got 2
sub40s on the same day, now at 49 sub40s.

KAmil replied 8 years ago
Now I have 187 sub40s, and on the previous day I had 184

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
wtf lol

How many sub40s have you had in a day before?

Name:

Dayan Marchezi

Best beginner:

0,25 FL

Comments:

Yeah, I may have just got the Beg FL world record, although it

February 14th 2013
06:23:23 PM

was too lucky to be considered. Amazing anyway.
I was repeating that move so I could get a nice start for IOE,
since the top left corner is more likely to have a mine.
 Website
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fritz replied 8 years ago
nice game but certainly can't be considered non-lucky.

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
Does this count as a FL 3BV/s record?

KAmil replied 8 years ago
congrats

Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

39,123 --------------------> 38,984

Comments:

I did it!
 Close Replies
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Arvo replied 8 years ago

a

Arsen replied 8 years ago

d
p

February 14th 2013
05:07:14 AM

Finally!! Congratulations, Pasha))

damien replied 8 years ago
Awesome Pavel, you deserve it! But now I am #9....

Pavel replied 8 years ago
i don't know, will be seen later

Tommy replied 8 years ago
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It was only a matter of time! That is indeed a well-deserved highscore. Grats!
there chances that you'll make it to the WCH?

By the way, are

Dayan replied 8 years ago
Congratulation, Pavel.

You do deserve sub40.

KAmil replied 8 years ago
nice

congrats

fritz replied 8 years ago
congratulations!

Name:

Tommy - 2013 Minesweeper World Championship - When?

Comments:

One last bump before I decide on the date. All votes cast before
(and including) Sunday will be taken into account. After that, I
will decide on a date, and not change my mind unless I
absolutely have to, so that people can book and make plans as
early as possible.

February 11th 2013
04:14:24 PM

http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=14&t=221
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fritz replied 8 years ago
early september would be better for me btw

Gergely replied 8 years ago
The earlier you give us the date the better as people will not book other things for that date if they
really want to show up

j

Judith L replied 8 years ago
I actually already know, that Sept 28 does not work for me. The rest of the dates seem fine so far.

m
t

f

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
Except that this is actually so early that I can't really imagine people knowing about other
commitments they might have in September. (Not that it matters for me personally, I'm obviously
not going in person.)

Tommy replied 8 years ago
In case someone actually decides to book expensive flights, this really matters. My family already
booked their (our) flights for Canada this summer, and while not that many sweepers from other
continents usually show up, that is even more of a reason to make it as easy as possible for them
to take part.

fritz replied 8 years ago
isn't this a bit early? you plan something for september, which is still more than 6 months away. it
can wait another 2-3 months, can't it?

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

32x3

Comments:

Just failed a nice game: 30,964s 145/146

February 10th 2013
08:34:39 AM
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KAmil replied 8 years ago
RQP would've been sub7

I don't have sub8 yet

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
Wow, painful replay. I saw the missing square as you were going. The 3BV/s is so ridiculously high
for this 3BV...

Name:

Gergely

Comments:

I recently bought a new notebook with Win8 and one of the first
things to do was trying out the new version of minesweeper.
It is quite a different one than the original game - with social

February 8th 2013
02:53:33 AM

networking function, designed gameplay, daily challenges et al.
The gameplay for the classic boards is slow - it takes ages for
the board to react for a click and display the square, meaning
that using less clicks means a significant advantage (NFer
galore!) The adventure levels are somewhat interesting on the
first few tries but as you cannot select the dfficulty of where to
start, it gets boring quickly.
Then there are the daily challenges which are a bit on the easy
side for an experienced sweeper (I finished all on first try so far)
but there are a couple interesting board settings in there, so it's
good for fun and for a semi-retired sweeper like me
If you
also use this version, shout out and let's have a little
championship there, all of us finishing at first place
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florent replied 8 years ago
I bought a new computer in december, and didn't thought to try it. I just installed it, but I can't
start the app, I launch it, but after 2 secondes it goes back to the desk and let the app open.

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all,

February 6th 2013
12:45:14 PM

I have released a new version of Viennasweeper!
There is only one change that will only matter if you watch
replays fairly often - it is possible to open vsweep with a replay
(for example, by double-clicking a replay).
This also means that there is a new version of the scoreganizer
client (using this new version). The old client, however, will
continue to work as always.
Also - more answers to the tournament poll would be really nice!
Happy Sweeping,
Tommy
 Email
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Gergely replied 8 years ago
Great job, Tommy! Runs on Win8 perfectly

I might pay a visit to the tournament, september is

pretty much empty for me right now, so I'll pencil it into my calendar as soon as you have the date.

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

3.85 -> 3.91

Comments:

February 4th 2013
05:06:29 PM

Whee

54.99s on 215.
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Tommy - 2013 Minesweeper World Championship - When?

Comments:

Hi all, I would like to decide on the date for the wch 2013 soon.
It would be awesome if YOU provided feedback what date would
be best for you ASAP:

February 3rd 2013
03:20:40 PM

http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=14&t=221&p=1613#p1613 (or linked as website).
 Email
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Name:

fritz

Comments:

40th sub40 :D

February 1st 2013
02:00:35 PM

/me exp game --> Time: 39,77 «» Est Time: 39,77 «» 3BV:
133/133 «» 3BV/s: 3,43 «» ZiNi: 107@2,76 «» Human ZiNi:
114@2,94 «» Openings: 17/17 «» Islands: 11 «» CL: 183@4,72
«» IOE: 0,73 «» ThroughPut: 0,86 «» Correctness: 0,84 «»
Flags: 32 «» Ranks: 30/4372 of 14791 / 85,13%
overall: 40 in 5803, 1 in 146
2013: 6 in 80, 1 in 14
35*1, 36*1, 37*2, 38*10, 39*26
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fritz replied 8 years ago
43 in 5809, 1 in 136, 2013: 9 in 86, 1 in 10... /me exp game --> Time: 39,90 «» Est Time: 39,90
«» 3BV: 154/154 «» 3BV/s: 3,96 «» ZiNi: 103@2,65 «» Human ZiNi: 117@3,01 «» Openings:
10/10 «» Islands: 14 «» CL: 202@5,19 «» IOE: 0,76 «» ThroughPut: 0,97 «» Correctness: 0,79 «»
Flags: 38 «» Ranks: 41/358 of 14797 / 98,66%

fritz replied 8 years ago
42 in 5807, 1 in 139, 8 in 84, 1 in 11... /me exp game --> Time: 39,64 «» Est Time: 39,64 «»
3BV: 169/169 «» 3BV/s: 4,37 «» ZiNi: 123@3,18 «» Human ZiNi: 132@3,42 «» Openings: 17/17
«» Islands: 6 «» CL: 212@5,49 «» IOE: 0,80 «» ThroughPut: 1,01 «» Correctness: 0,79 «» Flags:
40 «» Ranks: 26/9 of 14795 / 99,89%

fritz replied 8 years ago
make it 41 sub40s. overall: 41 in 5805, 1 in 142, in 2013: 7 in 82, 1 in 12... /me exp game -->
Time: 39,03 «» Est Time: 39,03 «» 3BV: 137/137 «» 3BV/s: 3,60 «» ZiNi: 103@2,71 «» Human

ZiNi: 107@2,81 «» Openings: 10/10 «» Islands: 12 «» CL: 183@4,81 «» IOE: 0,75 «» ThroughPut:
0,94 «» Correctness: 0,79 «» Flags: 43 «» Ranks: 15/2303 of 14793 / 92,17% :C

Name:

Chloé

Best expert:

93

Best intermediate:

29

Best beginner:

4

Comments:

How uploading my times? I'm not god in computing, but just
fond of minesweeper! (Ihave just windows 7) Please if you can
ansew in french!
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February 1st 2013
06:51:23 AM

 Reply to this Post

florent replied 8 years ago
salut chloé, bravo pour tes scores qui sont bons pour un début. Mais pour valider tes scores il faut
que tu joues sur une version qui permet d'enregistrer la vidéo. Donc tu dois télécharger une
version officielle, tu les trouveras dans la section downloads du menu. Refais de bon scores et
envoie les fichiers par mail à damienalexmoore@yahoo.com, avec nom, prénom, un pseudo si tu
veux, ton pays et la date de chaque record.

fritz replied 8 years ago
www.minesweeper.info/members

Judith L replied 8 years ago
Je ne peux pas parler francais tres bien. Allez a: www.minesweeper.infomembers Cliquez sur:
Register Tapez votre dates et vous allez obtenir une E-Mail. PS: J'ai aprris francais en ecole, mais
j'ai pas parle pour presque deux ans.

Name:

fritz

Best intermediate:

11.50rt->10.62rt

Comments:

/me int game --> Time: 11,62 «» Est Time: 11,62 «» 3BV:
37/37 «» 3BV/s: 3,48 «» ZiNi: 32@3,01 «» Human ZiNi:
35@3,30 «» Openings: 2/2 «» Islands: 11 «» CL: 44@4,14 «»
IOE: 0,84 «» ThroughPut: 0,95 «» Correctness: 0,89 «» Flags:
0 «» Ranks: 1/130 of 25096 / 99,74% ;D

January 31st 2013
10:13:25 AM

0.26s behind manu on the nf ranking :D
@lucas: 2 nf time records in 2 days
exp tomorrow though.

i certainly won't play

 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me beg game --> Time: 1,76 «» Est Time: 1,76 «» 3BV: 2/2
«» 3BV/s: 2,63 «» ZiNi: 2@2,63 «» Human ZiNi: 2@2,63 «»
Openings: 2/2 «» Islands: 0 «» CL: 5@6,58 «» IOE: 0,40 «»
ThroughPut: 0,67 «» Correctness: 0,60 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks:
2/809 of 16224 / 97,51% ~_~

January 30th 2013
01:40:32 PM

and suddenly the board was cleared...upon finishing i thought it
might have been a lucky game but the replay clearly shows that
i paused after the first click.
0.79 on 3 3bv on winmine
0.83 on 2 3bv on winmine
0.77 on 2 3bv on vienna
0.94 on 6 3bv on arbiter
0.64 on 3 3bv on arbiter - lucky
0.92 on 2 3bv on arbiter
and now this game

it's a 0.01s improvement
 Close Replies
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Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
Always nice to get a beginner improvement. And nice IOE

Lucas Pena replied 8 years ago
Nicee

Go to int and exp now to beat me

Name:

chaoE

Best expert:

102.6

Best intermediate:

30.86

Best beginner:

5.60

Comments:

i love minesweeper

(Fritz will understand)

January 29th 2013
09:03:54 PM
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Lucas Pena

January 28th 2013

Best expert:

50,87s >>>>> 50,56s

Best intermediate:

12,32s >>>>>>11,93s

Comments:

UOW, two times records in two days :D
50,56s on 135 3BV and 11,93s on 32 3BV
video in my folder

03:16:04 PM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Lucas Pena replied 8 years ago
Thanks to everyone who congratulated me.
again I'll have a chance to make sub2)

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

10x sub35

Comments:

Just got 33,876 on 123
32x3, 33x2, 34x5

Beg 1.09 >>> 1.08 (my worst game ever, never

January 27th 2013
08:13:44 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 36,30 «» Est Time: 36,30 «» 3BV:
124/124 «» 3BV/s: 3,51 «» ZiNi: 101@2,86 «» Human ZiNi:
106@3,00 «» Openings: 16/16 «» Islands: 15 «» CL: 184@5,21
«» IOE: 0,67 «» ThroughPut: 0,86 «» Correctness: 0,78 «»
Flags: 35 «» Ranks: 2/3312 of 14788 / 88,80% :-x

January 26th 2013
03:04:57 PM

my first 36
overall: 5800 sub50s/39 sub40s/ 1 in 149
in 2013: 77 sub50s/ 5 sub40s/ 1 in 16
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

NYMIKE replied 8 years ago
wow good job, you didn't even post on fb about it.

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 38,81 «» Est Time: 38,81 «» 3BV:
155/155 «» 3BV/s: 4,10 «» ZiNi: 109@2,88 «» Human ZiNi:
117@3,09 «» Openings: 10/10 «» Islands: 15 «» CL: 186@4,92
«» IOE: 0,83 «» ThroughPut: 1 «» Correctness: 0,83 «» Flags:
38 «» Ranks: 9/131 of 14778 / 99,53%

January 25th 2013
11:45:28 AM

overall: 5790th sub50/38th sub40/1 in 153
in 2013: 67th sub50/4th sub40/1 in 17
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
Every time you post a sub40 I check to make sure your Flags count is positive

Name:

Judith_L

Best expert:

95.40

Comments:

Funny thing how my new record is in my profile-score-history,
but not in the ranking.

January 22nd 2013
05:47:56 PM

*Getting better, and hoping to be top20 in Austria soon*
 Close Replies
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Judith replied 8 years ago
Thanks

fritz replied 8 years ago
last time i checked it was in the ranking

jk, we forgot to update the rankings last night.

Name:

fritz

Comments:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1J_MfbfBrU

January 19th 2013
01:28:08 PM

in this video from 19th may 2010 i finish 11 int games in a row
without skipping or losing a game in between. to my knowledge
this is the longest winning streak.
if you want to beat this streak, please use either arbiter or
viennasweeper. please don't use clone, even though i used it
back in 2010.
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me custom game --> Time: 186,81 «» Est Time: 186,80 «»
3BV: 329/329 «» 3BV/s: 1,77 «» ZiNi: 220@1,18 «» Human

January 19th 2013
11:05:18 AM

ZiNi: 260@1,40 «» Openings: 15/15 «» Islands: 10 «» CL:
537@2,89 «» IOE: 0,61 «» ThroughPut: 0,78 «» Correctness:
0,78 «» Flags: 210 «» Ranks: 1/1 of 0 / 0%
210 mines on 24x30. brings my total from 491 to 501 mines.
 Close Replies
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fritz replied 8 years ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdXY1mY0Flg

Name:

Ahdi

Best expert:

105.31

Best intermediate:

32.41

Best beginner:

5.26

Comments:

Used mines perfect (mines140). Not sure if many people use
that. In fact, if you need to have a certain version of
minesweeper to be recognized in the rnakings, please guide me
to it

January 18th 2013
05:47:44 PM
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Harryck Repse replied 8 years ago
Congrats on your times. That version isn't accepted, here's a list of accepted versions:
http://www.minesweeper.info/ranking/rules.html

Name:

damien

Comments:

hey guys, a few more things are new in the members area. you
can be in the active ranking, update your scores, upload videos
to your folder, edit your profile, upload a profile picture and
write your bio. it would be great if more ppl uploaded pics.

January 18th 2013
03:56:00 PM

if you are already on the site, send me a username and i will
send you a password.
if you are new, go to
www.minesweeper.info/members/register.php and do it yourself!
good luck.
me, fritz, tommy, aradesh, gottlieb and bertie can approve
scores (scores appear on the ranking after 3 admin agree).
hopefully after the newest 4 admin finish their projects the
ranking will be updated every day or two.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Dayan Marchezi

Best expert:

2.? -> LC 3.02 3BV/s NF

Best intermediate:

3.? -> 4.28 3BV/s NF

January 18th 2013
12:40:30 PM

Comments:

I shall send/upload my records for the NF 3BV/s ranking as soon
as I'm sure I have them all. Beg and exp ones are still on my
broken computer.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 43,14 «» Est Time: 43,14 «» 3BV:
124/124 «» 3BV/s: 2,94 «» ZiNi: 94@2,23 «» Human ZiNi:
99@2,35 «» Openings: 14/14 «» Islands: 21 «» CL: 178@4,22
«» IOE: 0,70 «» ThroughPut: 0,78 «» Correctness: 0,90 «»
Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 1/116 of 14762 / 99,61%

January 17th 2013
02:53:08 PM

uhm, german nf exp record and fastest non-kamil time.
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Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
You don't even have a regular sub10 yet

fritz replied 8 years ago
already got a 11.50 rt on 31 3bv this week. it's not yet on the ranking. nf sub10 and sub40 would
be nice

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
Hah, nice one! Gonna improve your NF int time next?

Name:

Bertie

Best expert:

IOE: ~1.060 -> 1.106 | 3BV/s: 3.61 -> 3.88 | IOS record (who
cares? :P)

Comments:

Hi all, hope 2013's been good to you. So far I have 2 sub50s,
which is quite a lot for me. Broke my zini/s and hzini/s records
on one a few days ago (in the forums), and the other is my
second shortest game ever. This little game, however, was all
about the grind. The board only has basically 2 openings, with
7-8 really small ones accompanying them. It illustrates well why

January 15th 2013
06:55:46 PM

3bv/s should not be a thing for flaggers... I'm glad for the IOE
though
.
Tjips exp game --> RTime: 59.27 (60) «» 3BV: 230@3.88 «»
ZiNi: 136@2.29 «» H.ZiNi: 144@2.43 «» Ops: 10/10 «» Cl:
208@3.51 «» IOE: 1.106 «» ThrP: 1.106 «» Corr: 1.000 «»
Path: 7880 «» Flags: 53
Anyhow, cheers
 Close Replies
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Bertie replied 8 years ago
Video linked...

fritz replied 8 years ago
congrats! if only more of the replays i get to approve looked like yours

Name:

fritz

Best expert:

46.20->46.17->45.15

Comments:

rt+1

January 11th 2013
11:58:35 AM

/me exp game --> Time: 45,15 «» Est Time: 45,15 «» 3BV:
128/128 «» 3BV/s: 2,90 «» ZiNi: 100@2,27 «» Human ZiNi:
110@2,49 «» Openings: 12/12 «» Islands: 15 «» CL: 189@4,28
«» IOE: 0,68 «» ThroughPut: 0,81 «» Correctness: 0,84 «»
Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 1/132 of 14745 / 99,56% :<<br />
4th nf sub50 today, 7th in 2013, 35th overall
watch out qq and ara, i might get a 42 this year
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Luke

Comments:

I just blasted a 91 3bv board on msx, I saved the board but not
the video or a screenshot because I am dumb, anyways, I have
no idea how to open a .mbf file in order to share the board, any
advice would be appreciated..

January 9th 2013
11:03:03 AM

 Close Replies
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c. replied 8 years ago
Also, you can load MBFs with Arbiter.

 Reply to this Post

c

c. replied 8 years ago
Sharing MBF is enough to share the board. MBF format is described, e.g., in Arbiter's help file.

Name:

Daniel Marden

Comments:

I noticed that the date for Steve Watson's 90 on 16x16 is listed
as 2012-01-01 instead of 2013-01-01 (unless he waited a year
to submit it lol)

January 8th 2013
04:39:06 AM
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 Reply to this Post

damien replied 8 years ago
thanks, fixed on 8th jan

Name:

Sam

Best expert:

54.30

Comments:

/me watched exp game --> RTime: 64.90 (65) «» Est RTime:
64.90 (65) «» 3BV: 166/166 «» 3BV/s: 2.55 «» ZiNi: 113@1.74
«» H.ZiNi: 126@1.94 «» Ops: 12/12 «» Isls: 10 «» Cl:
246@3.79 «» IOE: 0.675 «» Flags: 21 «» Ranks: 1/2 of 13 /
96.15%- Sam Haynes :/)

January 6th 2013
01:34:23 PM

finally back in shape
 Reply to this Post

Name:

KAmil

Comments:

My 2012 stats:
Exp: (Clone only, I don’t have viennasweeper stats)
322 games won
FL : 231 (71,74%)
NF: 91 (28,26%)
avg FL time: 41,401 ; avg FL 3BV/s: 3,990
avg NF time: 44,130 ; avg NF 3BV/s: 3,754
sub40: 58 (18,01%)
sub50: 313 (97,02%)
sup4: 124 (38,51%)
32x1, 33x1, 34x1, 35x3, 36x5, 37x8, 38x13, 39x26, 40x25,
41x30, 42x47, 43x40, 44x30, 45x30, 46x25, 47x13, 48x9, 49x6,
50x4, 52x2, 53x1, 54x1, 56x1
Int: (including a few sub30 3bv boards)
1825 games won
avg time: 12,587 ; avg 3BV/s: 4,469

January 5th 2013
05:17:26 AM

sup6: 10
8x4, 9x17, 10x76, 11x219, 12x337, 13x458, 14x365, 15x206,
16x104, 17x28, 18x7, 19x4
Beg:
2218 games won
avg time: 2,52 ; avg 3BV/s: 5,19
sup8: 13
sup9: 2
1x23, 2x535, 3x1116, 4x464, 5x76, 6x4

in 2012 I got 2 out of my 6 main goals (sub36 NF and sub9 NF)
and I understood that 2 other goals aren't that important (Int
sub8 and beg sup10), so for 2013 I have only 2 goals: sub32
and sup5 on exp
Also I'd like to announce my retirement from the AR - I don't
enjoy it anymore, I'm bored and tired of getting good Int and
Exp scores every 2 weeks
Happy sweeping
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Pavel

Comments:

My 2012 stats:
Exp: 815 games, 40x1, 41x6, 42x10, 43x13, 44x28, 45x59,
46x64, 47x100, 48x107, 49x108 ...
sub50x496 (60,86%) (1000 total)
avg time 48,294s rt, in 2011 49,970s
sup4x36
avg 3bvs 3,452, in 2011 3,334

January 4th 2013
02:42:49 AM

Int: 1642 games, 10x2, 11x11, 12x51, 13x118, 14x216 ...
sub20x1614 (98,29%)
sub15x398 (24,24%)
avg time 15,177s rt, in 2011 16,004s
sup5x20
avg 3bvs 3,867, in 2011 3,684
Beg: 1056 games
2x50 and sup7x2

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Mei Yeh Chiu

Best expert:

48.06

Best intermediate:

16.27

Best beginner:

2.22

Comments:

Top record from Taiwan!
The new scores are 48.06+16.27+2.22=66.55
It's the best record from Taiwan.

January 3rd 2013
09:40:07 PM

Happy!!!
 Email

m
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Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
sub50 exp and a 17 on intermediate? I think you can get a 13 or so easily

Name:

Luke

Best intermediate:

13x7 -> 13x8

Comments:

2nd fastest int, kinda poorly played and should have been a 12. I
have been on 13 for almost four years now if I am correct and

January 3rd 2013
02:31:15 PM

now meet the criteria for Elmer's syndrome as well....
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 39,86 «» Est Time: 39,86 «» 3BV:
121/121 «» 3BV/s: 3,11 «» ZiNi: 95@2,44 «» Human ZiNi:
107@2,75 «» Openings: 11/11 «» Islands: 16 «» CL: 184@4,73
«» IOE: 0,66 «» ThroughPut: 0,79 «» Correctness: 0,83 «»
Flags: 46 «» Ranks: 30/8761 of 14711 / 70,13%

January 2nd 2013
10:42:03 AM

5731st sub50, 35th sub40, 1 in 164 overall, 1 in 8 in 2013 :D
@all: in case you don't know yet, minesweeper.info/members is
the new place to submit your scores. spread the word.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Judith_L

Comments:

Hey Admins,
are you aware that the score history in player profiles
disappeared?

January 2nd 2013
05:34:56 AM
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Judith_L replied 8 years ago
Thanks, World Ranking is here again.

fritz replied 8 years ago

 Reply to this Post
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we're also aware of this problem. try logging out from the member area and the world ranking
should be there as usual.

fritz replied 8 years ago
yes. i already informed damien about i. there are a few other things that don't work as supposed as
well.

Judith_L replied 8 years ago
As did the whole world ranking?!?

Name:

Lucas Pena

Best expert:

3,26 3BV/s >>>>>>>>3,44 3BV/s

Comments:

New Brazilian record

January 1st 2013
05:09:38 PM

74 on 252 3BV
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Janis

Best expert:

54.66->54.46

Comments:

On a 162!! 3bv board. And I also misflagged at the very end,
cost me half a second probably. But a record is a record

December 30th 2012
01:57:54 PM
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Judith_L replied 8 years ago
Lol. Made my first sub100 with spending the last 8 seconds on searching for the last click.

Name:

Banzhaf

Comments:

hi, who is admin of the forum?, i'd like to join conversation and
need my account activated

December 29th 2012
03:51:30 AM

 Close Replies
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Banzhaf replied 8 years ago
ah okay. so now patience is the posy.

fritz replied 8 years ago
damien has to manually activate your account. might take a day or two until he notices.

Name:

Tobias Banzhaf

Comments:

Helloo dear sweeper friends!

December 28th 2012
06:19:58 AM

My question: isn't there any clone that supports the SHIFT-key
behaviour of Windows7-Minesweeper?
That is, SHIFT + left click = right click
-> it's very cool, I'm pretty faster plus I assume some healthy
brain cells connection stuff due to left/right hand interaction
anyone knows??
big deal to implement into a clone as optional feature?
 Close Replies
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Tommy replied 8 years ago
I have moved this discussion to the forum, and split it in two; The guestbook is a bad place for it
(replies are lost after a certain number, the discussion will be really hard to find after a while), and
also, we were starting to discuss two things: How well this method works, and whether or not it
should even be legal. Thread links: http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=24&t=228 http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=12&t=227

Tommy replied 8 years ago
@Tobias Banzhaf, welcome back! I have to say - playing like this sounds like a really bad idea. The
fact that you spread your clicks over two mouse buttons is a huge advantage of FL. Therefore sorry to say that, but it's not something I'll build into vsweep any time soon. The time I'd spend
doing that is time that I could also spend working on other parts of vsweep, or scoreganizer, and I
have WAY more ideas than I have time to implement at the moment. Unless of course, we decide
that it is legal, and a noticeable amount of people want to use it. Regarding that - do old versions
of winmine support it?

Tobias Banzhaf replied 8 years ago
Hi Fritz! -> MSX doesnt, cause SHIFT + left click on 'unexplored' field there is a try-to-chord
instead of a flag.
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fritz replied 8 years ago
welcome back, tobi. michael: this is a difficult question. one could argue that it doesn't make the
game easier than the original winmine, since one more button has to be pressed for a right click. as
long as this is the only way right clicks are done it is basically the same as using 1 keyboard key
per kind of click. or one could argue like you, that it changes the game too much. however, you'd
need to explain why it is a new change to the game mechanics and therefore shouldn't be legal to
get me to agree with your instinct. i'm not sure whether it really gives an advantage over using the
right mouse button.

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
My instinct would be to say that this is a new change to the game mechanics and shouldn't be
official (like the ability to chord with a single left click, or a guaranteed opening at the start). I
would like to see what people like ewq/tommy/damien think about this.

c. replied 8 years ago
Of the official ones, only MSX supports that.

Tobias Banzhaf replied 8 years ago
ah and I forgot: SHIFT + left click = chording (only on numbers) so in principle you use only left
clicks and SHIFT is your NF / Flagging - Switcher

Name:

Janis

Best intermediate:

13.62 -> 13.451

Comments:

On a 47 3BV board, so I played really well, surprisingly.

December 28th 2012
06:14:43 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Comments:

World ranking error - go to the above website and you will see
this:
You have an error in your SQL syntax; check the manual that
corresponds to your MySQL server version for the right syntax
to use near '-1' at line 1

December 27th 2012
12:15:47 AM
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Lucas replied 8 years ago

 Reply to this Post
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You have an error in your SQL syntax; check the manual that corresponds to your MySQL server
version for the right syntax to use near '-5' at line 1

Janis replied 8 years ago
This happened to me too a couple of times, then it sorted itself out. It's strange. Happened once
when I clicked that blank space where you choose which page to watch too.

damien replied 8 years ago
is that error for the people and scores on the ranking, or is it for the dropdown menu? both work
for me. if you don't have javascript enabled the menu doesn't work, you just get a text list of the
menu but no error message. yesterday the worldranking page sometimes claimed there were no
records, but closing the tab and opening it again fixed it, so it was a browser not code problem. let
me know if the problem persists.

Name:

damien

Comments:

hi everyone, you can now go to .info/members and update
your own scores directly.

December 26th 2012
10:24:38 AM

scores will be checked by several admin instead of just me, so
updates will vary depending on how many people send scores
and how often the admin login (fritz, aradesh, tommy, me). so
if you don't have a password, please email me at
damienalexmoore@yahoo.com.
you can also access the members area by logging into Player
Videos, the AR, or on a Profile page.
 Close Replies
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florent replied 8 years ago
Great job damien! I hope i will have to use to soon.

Janis replied 8 years ago

damien replied 8 years ago
Special mention to Janis Millers for being the 1st person to upload a score and have it approved.

Name:

Janis

Best expert:

57->54.655 (rt)

Comments:

Feels good. Feels so good.

December 25th 2012
04:12:24 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 39,41 «» Est Time: 39,41 «» 3BV:
146/146 «» 3BV/s: 3,80 «» ZiNi: 105@2,73 «» Human ZiNi:
108@2,81 «» Openings: 12/12 «» Islands: 9 «» CL: 169@4,40
«» IOE: 0,86 «» ThroughPut: 0,99 «» Correctness: 0,87 «»
Flags: 41 «» Ranks: 15/849 of 14696 / 97,07% o.o

December 25th 2012
11:20:28 AM

overall: #5718 and #33, 1 in 174
2012: #1995 and #27, 1 in 74
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fritz replied 8 years ago
/me exp game --> Time: 39,88 «» Est Time: 39,88 «» 3BV: 145/145 «» 3BV/s: 3,73 «» ZiNi:
99@2,55 «» Human ZiNi: 116@2,98 «» Openings: 9/9 «» Islands: 14 «» CL: 171@4,40 «» IOE:
0,85 «» ThroughPut: 0,94 «» Correctness: 0,90 «» Flags: 50 «» Ranks: 30/1295 of 14697 /
95,50%

Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

sub50 x 1000

December 25th 2012
07:50:34 AM

Comments:

40x1
41x8
42x17
43x25
44x57
45x96
46x122
47x184
48x212
49x278
496 in 2012
record for 1 day - 18
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Arsen replied 8 years ago
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Nice, but we all wait for a sub40 )

fritz replied 8 years ago
well done! nice milestone.

Name:

damien

Comments:

updated rankings, profiles now have correct score history, the
members area is new (info/members) but still in beta - atm
you can't edit your bio but editing your profile is much easier.

December 24th 2012
03:27:33 PM

Kai Sun won a Clone expert game with a really short path he
wanted us Westerners to watch (it works on English
computers): http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=Public/&file=ShortPath-Expert-KaiSun-56%2C32-113191212.mvf
 Close Replies
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Arsen replied 8 years ago
Damien, have you received my Moscow 2012 report?

KAmil replied 8 years ago
29,558 in 2nd try

1st try was a blast. The easiest board I've ever seen

Name:

KAmil

Best beginner:

1x149 ---> x150

Comments:

15 FL, 135 NF
I don't take into account 10 lucky 1s games
3BV distribution:
2x14
3x40
4x38
5x41
6x14
7x3

December 24th 2012
09:46:32 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Scarrabee

Best expert:

127.511 (3BV=179)=>111.359 (3BV=143)

Best intermediate:

30.485

Best beginner:

3.516

Comments:

127.511 (3BV=179)=>127.181 (3BV=167)=>126.419
(3BV=152)=>111.359 (3BV=143)
Finaly my first <2min :)
(after a lot of close atempt like this one:
http://dl.dropbox.com/u/70771462/minesweeper-113.jpg )
 Close Replies
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December 22nd 2012
05:43:57 AM

Ronny replied 8 years ago
Congrats

Name:

Gergely

Best expert:

touchscreen smartphone 125 --> 113.9

Comments:

Wondering if any of the clones can be adapted for smartphones
so that there can be a touchscreen ranking added to the site?

r

December 21st 2012
06:31:19 AM
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Gergely replied 8 years ago
The app is simply called 'Minesweeper' and has no colors on the board, plus no online scores.

Ronny replied 8 years ago
Would be fun. Which smartphone and app do you use and which nickname?

Name:

Dmitriy Lukinov

Comments:

What's the matter with the score history? My score history isn't
updated still.

December 21st 2012
04:48:41 AM

 Close Replies
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damien replied 8 years ago
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hi dmitriy, the profile page is still based on the old database. when i update the code to use the
new database your history will be correct, sorry for the wait!

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 39,75 «» Est Time: 39,75 «» 3BV:
125/125 «» 3BV/s: 3,23 «» ZiNi: 103@2,66 «» Human ZiNi:
105@2,71 «» Openings: 16/16 «» Islands: 20 «» CL:
163@4,21 «» IOE: 0,77 «» ThroughPut: 0,84 «» Correctness:
0,91 «» Flags: 45 «» Ranks: 24/7236 of 14624 / 75,18% :>

December 19th 2012
01:33:45 PM

#5666 and #32, 1 in 177 overall, 1 in 75 in 2012
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Cowboy-46

Best expert:

109

Best intermediate:

40

Best beginner:

6

December 12th 2012
01:17:08 PM

Comments:

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Bertalan Bodor

Best expert:

60.65 -> 60.44

December 10th 2012
12:06:34 PM

Comments:

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

sub50 x75

Comments:

43x1, 44x1, 45x7, 46x11, 47x13, 48x18, 49x24

December 9th 2012
02:03:48 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Tommy

Best beginner:

now 0.51

Comments:

... and therefore, Í decided to put all of my highscores on
youtube - linked as website/http://youtu.be/ejgxQ_U4cys

December 8th 2012
04:31:28 AM
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Name:

KAmil

Comments:

Today I got 7.97 on 24

December 5th 2012
08:14:12 AM

It's the lowest 3bv solved by me
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KAmil replied 8 years ago
8x4 and 9x4

Bertie replied 8 years ago
He most probably has all of them...

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
How many sub10 sub30s do you have?

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

@Pavel - Those are some pretty awesome achievements!
I am watching my back

November 30th 2012
08:46:09 AM
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Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

40,35 (41x8) -------> 39,123 (40)

November 30th 2012
07:24:08 AM

Comments:

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Lucas Pena replied 8 years ago
I had a dream two days behind.. You Pavel were in first this AR... tied with Kamil but your exp was
better (37) this is serious..

f

fritz replied 8 years ago
welcome back in the top10. so close to 8th place. watch your back, damien

Name:

Pavel

Best intermediate:

5,64 ---------> 5,83

Comments:

12,86 on 75

November 27th 2012
06:19:40 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Pavel

Best intermediate:

9,70 -----> 9,67 (10x4)

November 27th 2012
05:25:10 AM

Comments:

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

fritz replied 8 years ago
record is record. well done. next year we'll both get a sub10.

Pavel replied 8 years ago
and got 9,81 on 39, it's 10x5 (10x2 today

)

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 39,98 «» Est Time: 39,98 «» 3BV:
150/150 «» 3BV/s: 3,85 «» ZiNi: 107@2,74 «» Human ZiNi:
116@2,98 «» Openings: 14/14 «» Islands: 12 «» CL:
163@4,18 «» IOE: 0,92 «» ThroughPut: 1 «» Correctness:
0,92 «» Flags: 44 «» Ranks: 30/642 of 14472 / 97,69%
#5530 and #31
2nd completed game since sunday. not in a good mood
yesterday and today
at least i can still finish expert in a
good time.
luke just noticed it was a lot rqp. seems like i'm not even in
the mood to look at my games' stats today. somebody please
cheer me up.

November 22nd 2012
11:08:10 AM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

fritz replied 8 years ago
lot rqp -> low rqp, 10.39 btw. at least it's only 4 more hours until today is over.

Name:

Daniel Marden

Comments:

What's the difference between minesweeper player and a
speeding driver?

November 21st 2012
03:11:17 AM

One finds mines while the other minds fines.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Emmanuel David Devraj

Best expert:

74.58

Best intermediate:

27.53

Best beginner:

5.30

Comments:

South Africa
 Close Replies
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November 19th 2012
04:49:49 AM

Judith Laister replied 8 years ago
I am so jealous of your exp time, both my beg an int time are better than yours, but I haven't got
a sub100 yet!

Bertie replied 8 years ago
Hi, and welcome

. As a fellow South African it's good to see one of my compatriots represent.

Good luck in your record chasing, and hope you get on the world ranking soon

f
Name:
Comments:

 Reply to this Post

. Ok, cheers...

fritz replied 8 years ago
welcome to msinfo. did you already send your records to damien?

damien

November 18th 2012
07:20:18 AM

Rankings updated, 18 ppl 50 vids.
That sucks Pavel, you deserve to pass me on the ranking.
I have lots of exams until Dec 13, then can put more effort into
the site again.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Pavel

Comments:

111/113 est 37

November 18th 2012
06:46:02 AM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

There were problems with scoreganizer that I wasn't aware of
until this evening; I have fixed them, and everything should
work fine now.

November 15th 2012
01:32:54 PM

To the people from saolei.net: I saw that you stopped using the
site when it stopped working, why didn't you tell me that
something was wrong? Or post in the guestbook? Or do
anything?
I would have fixed that weeks ago, I just
didn't know that something was wrong.
 Email

a

 Close Replies

 Website

alix replied 8 years ago
sorry tommy, but all the Chinese were watching a big party these days

Name:

florent

Best intermediate:

90 mines

Comments:

I lost one 2 month ago on the last click.

Name:

November 15th 2012
12:26:19 PM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

fritz replied 8 years ago
very nice! congrats!

November 15th 2012

fritz
Comments:

10:00:37 AM

http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=FritzLohr/&file=upk18929.mvf
i played bertie's 105 3bv in upk mode for a while and
completed it in 18.929s rt. in total i used 99 clicks, 59 left, 17
right, 23 double. all clicks are done with upk. this means i
memorized every single click. the replay file is in my folder.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

fritz replied 8 years ago
lucas: i'm curious what time kamil can get on this board. if he can full a sub15 i'd feel slow. manu
has a 105 3bv board in his folder which can be solved even faster than this.

Lucas Pena replied 8 years ago
Sub 20 wow!!! amazing

Name:

Bertie

Best expert:

43.19 & 3.61 (2.27z/s, and 2.54hz/s)

Comments:

Fritz thinks this might be one of the slowest sub50's ever (cl/swise)...
Tjips exp game --> RTime: 47.63 (48) «» 3BV: 105/105 «»
3BV/s: 2.20 «» ZiNi: 81@1.70 «» H.ZiNi: 83@1.74 «» Ops:
10/10 «» Cl: 132@2.77 «» IOE: 0.795 «» ThrP: 0.861 «» Corr:
0.924 «» Path: 5557 «» Flags: 28
I was quite definitely not trying hard, so my world isn't
incredibly changed, but had I been going at full tilt (i.e., gotten
this board while properly warmed up and focussed), this board
might have meant the end of my enjoyment of expert
minesweeper altogether. I mean, at speed my hzini/s (which is
the more correct measure to use for this) would easily have
been the 1.93 needed to beat my record, or even the meagre
2.1 needed for a sub40. I usually don't consider any game with
an hzini/s below 2 even close to acceptable for my skill level,
and usually manage to keep it at around 2.2 when playing at
speed. In short, breaking my record on this board (which is a
freak), would have gutted my interest in exp for good...
I'm realising more and more that what I've come to value in
my minesweeper style and play is in no way what the metrics
of our community values. I've played countless much better
games over the past weeks (including a sub60sup3 only 1 click
off 1 IOE (1.016 ThrP)), but this piece of sh*t game is
supposed to be the highlight...
Anyhow, a sub50 is a sub50, even if it's really disappointing...

November 12th 2012
05:42:01 PM

P.S.: Vids for both games are in my videos folder (47.63 &
58.39; linked below) along with a real sub60sup3sup1...
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
Gyula Pap played a 48.32 on 103 at 2.649 cl/s.

Harryck Repse replied 8 years ago
I have a sub50 played @ 2.75 c/s

http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?

dir=HarryckRepse/Best%20times/Top%2010%20expert%20times/&file=Exp%20%2045.83_Harryck%20Repse.avf
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Bertie replied 8 years ago
Just got another better game... (IMO): /me exp game --> RTime: 61.43 (62) «» 3BV: 216/216 «»
3BV/s: 3.51 «» ZiNi: 132@2.15 «» H.ZiNi: 144@2.34 «» Ops: 10/10 «» Cl: 205@3.34 «» IOE:
1.054 «» ThrP: 1.085 «» Corr: 0.971 «» Path: 7523 «» Flags: 53

fritz replied 8 years ago
the 26 took 109 clicks and 4cls isn't particulary difficult, when all clicks are memorized. i suppose if
i took more time to find a more efficient solution, i could solve it with 95 clicks and in under 20
seconds. iirc i got an 18 on manu's board.

Aradesh replied 8 years ago
26 in UPK is bloody l33t fritz. I'd like to see a video of this.

fritz replied 8 years ago
42 the first time i completed it, 36 the second time, 30 the third time, 29 fourth time, 28 fifth (106
clicks), 26 on sixth. this board has quite a few parts that are unintuitive to solve. although i
haven#t maxed out on this board, i suppose manu's super easy board can be solved faster than
this.

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
That is a pretty icky board

I'm sure a fast time is possible but you would have to memorize a

good chunk of it to be confident in where you're clicking. Grats on finishing it first time around.

Bertie replied 8 years ago

b

P.P.S.: Can someone UPK this thing and see what's possible? I'm sure KAmil could finish it in lik
28s...

Name:

Bertalan Bodor

Best expert:

2.26

Best intermediate:

3.12

Best beginner:

4.94

Comments:

My NF 3BV/s records...

November 12th 2012
05:46:32 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Michael

Comments:

Fritz - course I haven't forgotten this page. I'm just no good at
minesweeper any more! Hurts my arm a lot these days. My
records are so infrequent I can never remember my username
and password, so I'll email Damien now (sorry if that's
inconvenient, Damien)

November 11th 2012
04:59:17 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

CheHao Chang

Best intermediate:

18.53->18.03

Comments:

very long time for this...

November 5th 2012
08:21:34 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

And one more poll - should there be entry fees for minesweeper
tournaments?

 Email

November 4th 2012
10:09:47 AM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Tommy - 2013 Minesweeper World Championship - When?

Comments:

Hi all, I'm starting to play the WCH for 2013 - would be great if
you took the time to vote for your preferred dates here:

November 4th 2012
09:43:39 AM

http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=14&t=221 (also linked as homepage).
 Email
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Tommy replied 8 years ago
Or, website, for that matter.

Name:

Judith Laister

Best expert:

109.28 -> 106.69 -> 102.14

Best intermediate:

27.35 -> 25.93 Yeah!

Best beginner:

3.03

November 4th 2012
06:11:34 AM

Comments:

 Reply to this Post

Name:

damien

Comments:

There is a new country ranking page, using the new style and
the new database. You can link directly to your country or state
ranking and it loads much faster.

November 3rd 2012
02:25:41 PM

If your country or state/province is not listed there are no
players - or you didn't tell me where you're from!
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

NF 48,709 ---> 47,730

Comments:

on 158

November 2nd 2012
09:11:16 AM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me blasted custom game --> Time: 222,82 «» 3BV: 352/368
«» 3BV/s: 1,59 «» *sigh*
had 197 of 210 mines cleared, could have solved another 5
mines with 2 50-50s. closest i've gotten so far. i'm lucky that i
play density only to pass some time and don't have serious
ambitions. :P

October 31st 2012
04:10:45 PM

@michael: http://www.minesweeper.info/profiles/index.html if
you still remember your username and password. else, just send
dmaien an email with the replay. glad to see you haven't
forgotten this page
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Michael Dunlop

Comments:

Well done on getting Guiness involved Damien. Big step.

October 30th 2012
08:20:46 PM

Just got a new int record for the first time in years, but can't
remember how to log in.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Aradesh replied 8 years ago
Good to see another UK sweeper active and on the scene. Congrats on beating a >5 year old
record. Ever pop into the IRC chat room? There's few of us from the UK often logged in.

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 50,64 «» Est Time: 50,64 «» 3BV:
226/226 «» 3BV/s: 4,55 «» ZiNi: 139@2,80 «» Human ZiNi:
153@3,08 «» Openings: 15/15 «» Islands: 3 «» CL: 222@4,47
«» IOE: 1,02 «» ThroughPut: 1,09 «» Correctness: 0,94 «»
Flags: 62 «» Ranks: 5998/1 of 14356 / 79,11% :-(

October 29th 2012
01:31:53 PM

4.553 3bv/s, sup1 ioe, sup3 hzini/s, mediocre game, not a
sub50
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Anonymous replied 8 years ago
angry german kid

who? replied 8 years ago
WTF?!

fritz replied 8 years ago
have you seen the replay yet? no. it didn't feel like a good game and it didn't beat tk's, pavel's and
dion's records. so please, simply ignore my posts. seeing your replys and posts does not negatively

affect my mood, but at the same time i can live very well without them. just pretend you don't see
my posts. if you wish, i will do the same with yours.
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Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
May I kindly ask you, fritz, to be honest about your skill and happy about your own records?

fritz replied 8 years ago
may i kindly ask you, qq, to no comment on my games for a while, like maybe the next few years?

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
Sorry to hear about your mediocre record, maybe you will get one worth posting someday.

Name:

damien

Comments:

"We have decided to approve the record; I really appreciate you
taking the time to shed some light on your community and I’ll
definitely be submitting Mr. Muranski’s record to be considered
by our editor-in-chief for inclusion in the 2014 Guinness World
Records Book."

October 26th 2012
01:00:19 PM

The gaming editor at Guinness accepted Kamil's scores today.
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Aradesh replied 8 years ago
2014 or 2013?

Anonymous replied 8 years ago
CooL!

My congratulations!

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
Awesome! That is great publicity. Congrats to Kamil

 Reply to this Post

fritz replied 8 years ago

f

finally!

Name:

Gergely

Best expert:

nf 125

Comments:

Hi Everyone! Long time no posts here;-) But I just downloaded
minesweeper for smartphone and played some,besting my
former NF time:-) I'm not really into NF, but the touchscreen
does not leave much choice:-P
Happy sweeping,all!

October 25th 2012
05:59:20 AM

 Close Replies

 Reply to this Post

Ronny replied 8 years ago

r

Hey, long time indeed. Which smartphone version are you using? My personal favorite is
Minesweeper Q on the iphone (1-20-94). Happy sweeping.

Name:

Mei Yeh Chiu

Best expert:

49.81

Best intermediate:

16.27

Best beginner:

2.22

Comments:

new scores from Taiwan! Again!!

October 24th 2012
08:12:04 PM

scores: 50 ﹝exp 49.81﹞Date: 2012/10/20
scores: 17 ﹝Int 16.27﹞Date: 2012/10/21
scores: 3 ﹝beg 2.22﹞Date: 2012/10/25
with .mvr They have been sent to your mailbox
Thank you.
 Email
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 Reply to this Post

Harryck Repse replied 8 years ago
Hi, welcome here!
updated.

Congrats on your good scores, It usually takes a few weeks for scores to be

Bertalan Bodor

October 23rd 2012

Best expert:

64x5 -> 60.65

Best intermediate:

3.73 -> 3.77

Comments:

Finally...

07:59:28 AM
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Name:

Mei Yeh Chiu

Best expert:

49.81

Best intermediate:

16.27

Best beginner:

1

Comments:

new scores from Taiwan!

October 22nd 2012
06:39:25 PM

Nane: Mei Yeh Chiu ( First: Mei Yeh, Last:Chiu)
Country:Taiwan
scores: 50 ﹝exp 49.81﹞Date: 2012/10/20
scores: 17 ﹝Int 16.27﹞Date: 2012/10/21
with .wmr They have been sent to your mailbox
so my with record is 49.81+16.27+1 total 67.08
It's make me very excited.
I would like to share with you and all my friends,
and anyone who loves the game.
PS. It's not the best ;however it's the best one with .wmr
recording.
The best one was: 50 ﹝exp 49.68 ﹞Date: 2012/10/17
49.68+16.27+1 total 66.95
AS for beginner, I haven't had better one with .wmr. than
before.
I keep trying on.
 Email
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Mei Yeh Chiu replied 8 years ago
Sorry, I make mistake. They are .mvr. not .wmr file I've sent them to your mailbox already. Hope
you have got them. Thanks for your replay. Hope you can renew my record for me. As for the
official 8x8 for beginner, I don't know that. Thanks to let me know. I'll replace them.

Aradesh replied 8 years ago
Firstly, welcome to the site Gloria. Secondly I have a couple of questions. What is a .wmr file? The
screenshots on your site appear to be played in msx, and the video format for msx is .mvr.
Secondly the 1's in your screen shot are not on the official 8x8 board but are on a 9x9 board, so
they are not official for the rankings, so your 2.23 will have to suffice. Are your video files uploaded
on the internet, I could only find the screen shots. Thirdly, you should come join us in the

minesweeper chat room

Instructions for getting there are here:

http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=16&t=177

Name:

damien

Comments:

There is a new worldranking page.

October 21st 2012
09:54:28 AM

A lot of players moved positions because scores are correctly
truncated instead of rounded. You can now go directly to pages
instead of clicking 'next' many times.
A new feature is you can add some variables to the url. For
example worldranking.html?user=1580 will jump to my ranking
(default is world time ranking) or ?ranking=2&user=1580 will
jump to me on the NF ranking. This is useful to have a link that
always goes to your rank. Also start=875 etc can be used to
start the page on a rank of your choice.
All scores are updated, but I still need to rewrite the Custom
page to use the new database.
 Close Replies
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Lucas Pena replied 8 years ago
LOL Kamil's NF 3BV/s sum is better than second person overall

damien replied 8 years ago
i made female rankings for each ranking to be neutral and to encourage more girls to play. thanks
for the nf 3bvs idea - i just added it

Aradesh replied 8 years ago
though isn't "women" a better choice of word than "girls"?

Aradesh replied 8 years ago
I'm in favour for keeping the girls rankings. Or possibly a gender filter to turn any current list into
men/women only if we choose. I'm also in favour of an NF 3bv/s ranking, nothing wrong with that
either.

Lucas Pena replied 8 years ago
NF 3bv/s... wow.. great idea

m

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
Cool stuff. I would like to be able to have a "search by username" parameter instead of user ID,
because you can't know user ID without having already found them on the list. For instance, "?
name=Michael" for everyone with "Michael" in their name. Also, the girls 3bv/s page is just silly. If
a list like that is OK, I don't think there is any reason to not have a nf 3bv/s page
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Lucas Pena replied 8 years ago
Now it's new again...

Lucas Pena replied 8 years ago
What's happen? come back to normal

damien replied 8 years ago
Thanks to Ophir Lifshitz (Israel) for the idea for a user variable.

Name:

Tertu

Comments:

Hello guys.

October 17th 2012
04:24:53 AM

I believe there is a mistake in World Records section. The
intermediate game played by Emmanuel Brunelliere, in which he
got a 12, was not played in NF style. At the beggining of the
game, he used one flag and 2 chords, I think. This game cannot
be considered a NF time inter world record. Am I wrong?
 Close Replies
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Tertu replied 8 years ago
Lucas, meu msn é tertu@mat.unb.br

Lucas Pena replied 8 years ago
Sou de Sorocaba, São Paulo. Vejo que tens evoluído bem nesses últimos meses, parabéns! Tem
algum msn ou facebook? Sempre bom manter contato com outros players, Dayan e eu somos
grandes amigos (virtualmente, ele é de Vitória, ES) abraço
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Tertu replied 8 years ago
Exatamente, Lucas. A propósito, eu sou de Brasília. E você?

KAmil replied 8 years ago
same for my 9,015 in general cattegory

Lucas Pena replied 8 years ago
Tertu = Tertuliano from brazil? hehe

florent replied 8 years ago
you also made a mistake in the 3BV/s on the Kamil NF record of 9.015, it's 3.66 instead of 2.66.

damien replied 8 years ago
Wow, that mistake is old (marked as NF in 2002!) Fixed now.

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 39,74 «» Est Time: 39,74 «» 3BV:
145/145 «» 3BV/s: 3,74 «» ZiNi: 97@2,50 «» Human ZiNi:
108@2,79 «» Openings: 9/9 «» Islands: 12 «» CL: 185@4,78
«» IOE: 0,78 «» ThroughPut: 0,98 «» Correctness: 0,80 «»
Flags: 46 «» Ranks: 21/1051 of 14249 / 96,25%

October 12th 2012
02:01:42 PM

28th in 5339, 1 in 191 overall, 1 in 74 in 2012
 Close Replies
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fritz replied 8 years ago
/me exp game --> Time: 39,30 «» Est Time: 39,30 «» 3BV: 140/140 «» 3BV/s: 3,66 «» ZiNi:
98@2,56 «» Human ZiNi: 109@2,85 «» Openings: 7/7 «» Islands: 10 «» CL: 153@3,99 «» IOE:
0,92 «» ThroughPut: 1,04 «» Correctness: 0,88 «» Flags: 41 «» Ranks: 13/1659 of 14251 /
94,14% :E and 29 in 5341, 1 in 185 overall, 1 in 71 in 2012

Name:

KAmil

Comments:

linked (I uploaded to AR)

October 11th 2012
05:55:35 AM
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Name:

KAmil

Best intermediate:

7,27 ; 8,19 NF -------------> 7,03 NF

Comments:

October 11th 2012
05:51:01 AM

on 30

video folders dont work, so i'll upload

the vid when somebody repairs it
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Harryck Repse replied 8 years ago
Awesome dude, congrats!

Judith replied 8 years ago
What the f********** HELL! Congrats!

Name:

Aaro Länsman

Best expert:

60,11 -> 57,78

Comments:

From the day I started playing ms it took about three months to

October 6th 2012
10:41:14 AM

sub 60
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Name:

fritz

Comments:

damien: thanks for updating the custom ranking with my
16x30/145 mines. would you also please add the 28 mines on
8x8, 32 mines on 9x9 and 85 mines on 16x16? i already sent
you these replays a while ago.

September 29th 2012
02:31:25 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me custom game --> Time: 161,32 «» Est Time: 161,30 «»
3BV: 199/199 «» 3BV/s: 1,24 «» ZiNi: 146@0,91 «» Human
ZiNi: 169@1,05 «» Openings: 10/10 «» Islands: 11 «» CL:

September 28th 2012
02:32:38 PM

360@2,25 «» IOE: 0,55 «» ThroughPut: 0,68 «» Correctness:
0,81 «» Flags: 144 «» Ranks: 1/1 of 0 / 0%
finished 16x30 with 145 mines today. survived 20 guess.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Scoreganizer is down

Comments:

Scoreganizer will go down for maintenance in a couple of
seconds. When it goes back up, it will be hosted on a new
server, and will no longer issue a ssl certificate warning. This
will probably take approximately an hour. I apologize for the
inconvenience!

September 25th 2012
01:34:04 PM

Happy sweeping,
Tommy
 Email
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Name:

Bertalan Bodor

Best expert:

63.53 -> 63.34

Comments:

/me exp game --> RTime: 63,34 (64) «» Est RTime: 63,34
(64) «» 3BV: 140/140 «» 3BV/s: 2,21 «» ZiNi: 105@1,66 «»
H.ZiNi: 114@1,80 «» Ops: 19/19 «» Isls: 13 «» Cl: 182@2,87
«» IOE: 0,769 «» Flags: 26 «» Ranks: 1/120 of 314 / 81,05%

September 23rd 2012
01:15:04 PM

64x5, Elmar syndrome...
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

150x sub40

Comments:

I noticed that on the 19th Sept I got 150th sub40
32x3, 33x2, 34x3, 35x5, 36x11, 37x14, 38x38, 39x74
Also, on the 21st Sept I made new record of most sub40s in 1
day: 5
37, 38x2, 39x2 won in 4h 12m, that is also the fastest time to
win 5 sub40s

September 22nd 2012
03:21:52 PM
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fritz replied 8 years ago
this means the world has seen exactly 200 sub40s by now. kamil has 3 times as many as the rest, i
have more (27) than the rest w/o kamil. i'm also happy to have one of the 15 fastest games. good
work, kamil.

Name:

damien

Comments:

Rankings updated (they were also updated on the 16th). The
Top20 moved a lot this week:

September 22nd 2012
07:03:41 AM

Wen-Kai Xu 15-->13 with a 10.02 causing Rogen to fall 14->15
NYMike 17-->16 with his 42.26 causing Aradesh to fall 16->17
@Florent: Ouch. Years ago I lost 150/151 on Expert and that
hurt too!
 Close Replies
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damien replied 8 years ago
trust me, lol. sorry, my brain isn't firing on all cylinders!

Aradesh replied 8 years ago
Michael: Damien referred to you as "MYMIKE" in the chat the other day - I thought I'd corrected
him
I was a bit surprised to be knocked down a ranking by NYMike, I didn't think he'd
improved so quickly.
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fritz replied 8 years ago
i should be at 485 mines on the density ranking. would you mind adding my recent records to that
ranking with the next update? i already sent you the replays. (VC: UPKY)

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
I'm not NYMike, I'm qqwref. We're both Michaels from New York though

Name:

florent

Best intermediate:

85 mines

Comments:

90 mines, 143/144 3BV...

September 21st 2012
01:16:34 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:
Best beginner:

florent

September 20th 2012
05:35:10 AM

5.30 >> 5.47
/me beg game --> RTime: 3,65 (4) «» Est RTime: 3,65 (4) «»
3BV: 20/20 «» 3BV/s: 5,47 «» Cl: 26@7,12 «» IOE: 0,769 «»
ThrP: 1,000 «» Corr: 0,769 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 450/1 of
2981 / 92,47%

Comments:

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

43.11 -> 42.26

Comments:

Crazy and unexpected... first completed Exp board since
Saturday, actually. My total is now 52.08 = 2nd NF, 15th

September 19th 2012
04:53:53 PM

overall
/me exp game --> Time: 42.26 «» 3BV Done: 119 (100%) «»
3BV: 119@2.816 «» Total-cl: 164@3.881 «» Time rank: 1 «»
3BV/s rank: 717
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

ColbyM

Best expert:

100

Best intermediate:

27

Best beginner:

4

Comments:

I've been playing on my phone. I don't know any of the official
information for the version, but it doesn't let you restart a
board. No matter where you click, though, it gives you a group
of numbers instead of a single one.
 Close Replies
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September 18th 2012
03:32:54 PM

Aradesh replied 8 years ago
You won't have been playing on an official version - but it's impressive that you've been able to get
those times on a touch-screen version of minesweeper. You should take up playing with a mouse on
a computer with one of the four official versions you can use for the rankings. You can likely beat
those times fairly easily with a mouse.

Name:

dg211

Comments:

Just got this ridiculously sweet board on Einstein. 43 x 4 -> 40

 Website

 Reply to this Post

September 17th 2012
01:14:02 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Luke Sanders

Best expert:

96

Best intermediate:

30

Best beginner:

3

Comments:

these are my times that qualify me for the country list.. i sent
this to the email mentioned on the page but didnt get a
response... these times have been impoving rapidly, hopefully i
can post changes soon... can i get on the list if i dont get
emailed back?
 Close Replies
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September 16th 2012
06:44:38 PM

 Reply to this Post

damien replied 8 years ago
Luke - I updated the site on the 16th so your scores should be up. If not, I am updating again
today (22nd). Good luck!

Aradesh replied 8 years ago
He's probably just got a lot on his plate so will take a while to respond - don't worry. By the way, in
the mean time you should come join us in the minesweeper chat: Instructions for getting there
here: http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=177

florent replied 8 years ago
First, congrats to qualify for country ranking, and hopefully for the world ranking soon. But you
need to wait before appear in the ranking, Damien reads his mail, but don't update rankings
everyday and he made it the 16th, so he won't do it before few days, but don't worry.

Name:

florent

Best intermediate:

13.13 >> 12.31

Comments:

/me int game --> RTime: 12,31 (13) «» Est RTime: 12,31 (13)
«» 3BV: 30/30 «» 3BV/s: 2,43 «» Cl: 62@5,04 «» IOE: 0,484
«» ThrP: 0,811 «» Corr: 0,597 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 1/1035
of 1256 / 58,84% <==

September 13th 2012
02:58:20 AM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

fritz

Best expert:

36.188--->34.62

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 35,62 «» Est Time: 35,62 «» 3BV:
116/116 «» 3BV/s: 3,35 «» ZiNi: 90@2,60 «» Human ZiNi:

September 12th 2012
02:44:31 PM

96@2,77 «» Openings: 13/13 «» Islands: 20 «» CL: 182@5,26
«» IOE: 0,64 «» ThroughPut: 0,87 «» Correctness: 0,74 «»
Flags: 35 «» Ranks: 1/4989 of 14146 / 82,37% :-|
12th september 2012, 5253rd sub50, 27th sub40, together
with my first sub40 my biggest jump in over 4 years. oh well,
looks like i have to upload a video to youtube.
 Close Replies
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damien replied 8 years ago
you deserved it.

Ronny replied 8 years ago
Congrats

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
Very nice! I'm not even particularly surprised, knew you could get something like this with your
sub40 collection
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 Reply to this Post

florent replied 8 years ago
well done fritz! another jump and you will be near ian.

Harryck Repse replied 8 years ago
EWow man , nicely done !

Arj replied 8 years ago
CONGRATS!!!!!

fritz replied 8 years ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=at_3hvjzKHk&feature=youtu.be

billtsar replied 8 years ago

b
Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 39,85 «» Est Time: 39,85 «» 3BV:
130/130 «» 3BV/s: 3,35 «» ZiNi: 104@2,68 «» Human ZiNi:
112@2,88 «» Openings: 13/13 «» Islands: 16 «» CL:
192@4,94 «» IOE: 0,68 «» ThroughPut: 0,84 «» Correctness:
0,81 «» Flags: 46 «» Ranks: 23/5098 of 14113 / 81,86%

September 9th 2012
02:20:29 PM

sub50 #5223, #1500 in 2012
sub40 #26, #20 in 2012
1 in 201 overall, 1 in 75 in 2012
 Reply to this Post

Name:

scarrabee

Best expert:

108

Best intermediate:

38

Best beginner:

5

Comments:

hey all.
A question about the window size of minesweeper.
is there a way to make this bigger? (bigger without getting
more squares)

September 4th 2012
01:02:06 PM

my laptop has a resolution of 1366 × 768 and if I set it to the
lowest (800x600) the size is good but I don't like to change
that every time.
(I use clone 2007)
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

scarrabee replied 8 years ago
@Arj: thx, that helped a lot. beg: 5,882->5,052->3,516. int: 38,606->37,629->37,592->37,223.
exp: 129,045->126,568->122,932. (my best on exp is on the windows minesweeper) I hope to
reach the 6-35-99 criteria by the end of the week.

Tommy replied 8 years ago
Arj, that is pretty nice! I'll try that out sometime
well.

Arj replied 8 years ago

At the moment, I switch back and forth as

a
a

f

*this way... also, apologies for the lack of punctuation; I didn't realize all my line breaks were
gonna disappear!

Arj replied 8 years ago
answer: yes. right click on clone icon on desktop --> properties --> compatibility tab --> run in
640x480 screen resolution this was the screen autoadjusts to 640x480 resolution whenever you
open clone and switches back to your normal resolution when you close it makes doing other things
while sweeping kinda difficult, but I'd rather deal with this than with tiny squares

fritz replied 8 years ago
answer: no. get used to it. either to constantly changin it or to smaller squares.

Name:

Bertalan Bodor

Best beginner:

1.07 -> 0.68

Comments:

Finally I got a 1 after 2x29. I still didn't get a 2 3BV/s board.
Sorry for the double post.
 Close Replies
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August 31st 2012
12:29:53 AM

 Reply to this Post

Lucas Pena replied 8 years ago
2 x 83 here and waiting for someday, when sunshine will come and my finger will beat this.
congratz.

Name:

Bertalan Bodor

Best expert:

63.59 -> 63.53

Comments:

64x3...

August 30th 2012
07:09:37 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me has finished 1000 int games today: 1000 flagging. Best
were 11,62 sec on 36 3BV board and 4,34 3BV/s on 80 3BV
board. Averages: Time=21,08 3BV/s=3,14 3BV=63,07 8-)
solved in 8h 19m 40s, just below 30s per game. more details
later

August 29th 2012
12:02:48 AM
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 Reply to this Post

fritz replied 8 years ago
damien, i only cared about completing games and only finished around 350 sub20s. if you want to
try your luck with this marathon, i can give you a few tips.

Aradesh replied 8 years ago
That would be against the spirit of the challenge, Damien. The time must include whatever breaks
you take.

damien replied 8 years ago
how many sub20 in that period? i would love to give it a shot but my hand cramps after about 2h
these days, getting old! maybe you need a rubik's cube timer you can hit when taking breaks
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KAmil replied 8 years ago
grats

my marathon had breaks for a dinner and washing hand - it sweats too fast

Aradesh replied 8 years ago
holy crap
hour.

the minesweeper equivalent of the ultramarathon. This beats Kamil's 9:26 by over an

fritz replied 8 years ago
first fun fact: longest period between winning 2 games was 2:22. yes, i i didn't take any breaks
except for quick 1 line chat replies

Name:

Judith Laister

Best intermediate:

27.35

Comments:

Hey, my profile says that I've made my latest int record on the

August 26th 2012
11:40:33 AM

0.0 of the year 0000.
 Email
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Judith replied 8 years ago
Thanks, now I know where to complain in the future

damien replied 8 years ago
I will fix it. I accidentally put 2120814 instead of 20120814 as the date.

fritz replied 8 years ago
http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewforum.php?f=11 refer to this subforum

Name:

fritz

Comments:

after sub50 #5000 i switched from slow-clicking to a faster style,
mostly playing at >5cl/s. it worked well so far, but this style is
hard to keep up for several hours. thus, i gave slow-clicking a try
tonight. first game is this:

August 25th 2012
03:02:11 PM

/me exp game --> Time: 44,94 «» Est Time: 44,94 «» 3BV:
108/108 «» 3BV/s: 2,46 «» ZiNi: 91@2,07 «» Human ZiNi:
97@2,21 «» Openings: 12/12 «» Islands: 17 «» CL: 143@3,25
«» IOE: 0,76 «» ThroughPut: 0,78 «» Correctness: 0,97 «»
Flags: 34 «» Ranks: 676/12826 of 14001 / 51,79%
"slowest" sub50 and sub45 ever played? not sure if i would have
finished it at 5cl/s, but if so, it would have been a new record.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Stuart

Comments:

I use an old version of Minesweeper Clone (0.97) and play a lot
of density on 24x30. I just solved a really big board but at the
end it gave me an Overflow Error so I was unable to save the
video. I took a screenshot and the game saved in my
Minesweeper Clone history. Is there any way to prevent this
error from showing up so I can save these videos? Thanks.

August 24th 2012
06:59:18 PM
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 Reply to this Post

Tommy replied 8 years ago
Yeah. Don't use clone 0.97. It's a buggy dinosaur, and not an official version anymore, meaning
that games played on it officially don't count anymore.

a
f

Aradesh replied 8 years ago
Let me explain the "play faster" part
The overflow error I'm guessing is because the time value
is too large. I guess arbiter and msx don't have these problems.

fritz replied 8 years ago
use arbiter, use msx and play faster

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 39,39 «» Est Time: 39,39 «» 3BV:
142/142 «» 3BV/s: 3,70 «» ZiNi: 104@2,71 «» Human ZiNi:
112@2,92 «» Openings: 12/12 «» Islands: 12 «» CL: 196@5,11
«» IOE: 0,72 «» ThroughPut: 0,96 «» Correctness: 0,76 «»
Flags: 29 «» Ranks: 12/1281 of 13987 / 95,39%

August 23rd 2012
01:44:53 PM

5108 and 25, 1 in 205
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Janis

Best expert:

58

Best intermediate:

15.15->14.62

Comments:

YES. Finally after such a long time... I'm perhaps even up in the
top 200 now.

August 21st 2012
07:16:11 AM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Janis replied 8 years ago
Nope... not even close to top 200 still.

Janis replied 8 years ago
Uploaded as 14,620(41)(210812).mvf

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 38,58 «» Est Time: 38,58 «» 3BV:
137/137 «» 3BV/s: 3,65 «» ZiNi: 100@2,66 «» Human ZiNi:

August 19th 2012
02:29:11 PM

112@2,98 «» Openings: 9/9 «» Islands: 15 «» CL: 167@4,44 «»
IOE: 0,82 «» ThroughPut: 0,96 «» Correctness: 0,85 «» Flags:
38 «» Ranks: 5/1623 of 13953 / 94,17%
5078 and 24, 1 in 212
 Reply to this Post

Name:

anonymous

Comments:

I can't stop playing minesweeper, I always end up opening the
game at expert and I hate seeing myself playing it over and over
again. I can't help it is so addicting it draws me to it, this has
been going for years.
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August 18th 2012
12:24:13 AM

 Reply to this Post

Tommy replied 8 years ago
@anonymous2, like fritz would post anonymously...

fritz replied 8 years ago
the heck are you? screw these two anonymous posts and screw both of you!

anonymous2 replied 8 years ago
Ok Fritz, we understand your situation!!!

Name:

fritz

Comments:

37lss39, 23rd sb40 and 5069th sub50, 1 in 221, i knew very
early that this board had sub40 potential

August 16th 2012
01:56:57 PM

/me exp game --> Time: 39,83 «» Est Time: 39,83 «» 3BV:
107/107 «» 3BV/s: 2,76 «» ZiNi: 84@2,16 «» Human ZiNi:
94@2,42 «» Openings: 14/14 «» Islands: 23 «» CL: 183@4,71
«» IOE: 0,58 «» ThroughPut: 0,82 «» Correctness: 0,71 «»
Flags: 39 «» Ranks: 20/11333 of 13943 / 59,29%
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Aaro Länsman

Best expert:

70,07

August 16th 2012
07:47:02 AM

Best intermediate:

26,06

Best beginner:

3,72

Comments:

Finally yesterday got good enough scores to qualify for world
ranking so I thought about joining here
 Close Replies
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Ronny replied 8 years ago
Sweet!

Welcome!

Aradesh replied 8 years ago
congrats! and welcome

Name:

Judith Laister

Best expert:

stuck at 118.55

Best intermediate:

28.97 -> 27.35 both NF

Comments:

Why is this that I keep improving on my int scores but still suck
at exp?

August 15th 2012
10:00:43 AM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Judith Laister replied 8 years ago
thank you guys, just got a new exp-record. Improving by 9 seconds and inproving my 3bvs by 0.15

manu replied 8 years ago
dont listen to these exp-nerds, if playing int is more fun for you, play int. Of course your exp wont
improve if u dont play exp at all, i always played some exp to warmup every day before switching
to int which brought me down to sth like 15 and 60 mfg

Tommy replied 8 years ago
I agree. Play exp. And don't worry about losses.

florent replied 8 years ago
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j

I often blast too, but i don't get frustrated. Even if you don't complete a game you get faster, and
when you will finally complete a good game you will make a great improvement. That's what
happened to me few times.

Judith Laister replied 8 years ago
Yeah, I probably did not play enough exp to move on. When I do I blast most games. So I am
frustrated and go back to int.

fritz replied 8 years ago
playing intermediate won't help you improve on expert. the only way to get better on exp is to play
exp.

Judith Laister replied 8 years ago
I am now #12 on int in Austria, but still at the end of the list because of my exp!

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

==Scoreganizer Update==

August 14th 2012
08:39:37 PM

Scoreganizer has been updated. The menu now contains two
new links:
My tournaments - tournaments that you participated in, or will
participate in.
Tournaments in Progress - tournaments that are in progress
right now.
"My Tournaments" has always existed - it was the default
tournament list. However, now, it (and "All Tournaments") are
ordered so that the newest (by event time) are on top.
Also, long tournament lists are now divided into pages, meaning
much less mess.
Happy sweeping,
Tommy
 Email
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Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

3.68 -> 3.85

Comments:

August 12th 2012
07:24:15 PM

60.78 on 234
273 clicks at 4.492 cl/s, which is pretty high for me. Only 10
openings.
This beats EWQ and Shen Dan's NF 3BV/s results
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Aradesh replied 8 years ago
Nice work. Some fast NF'ers at the moment. Fritz, Dan, qq. I want to see a non-Kamil sup4
NF/sub40 NF

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all,

August 12th 2012
03:14:23 PM

I'd be grateful if you took the time to answer the poll I linked
(http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=14&t=203) - it will influence what tournaments I organize in
Vienna in the next year or so.
Happy Sweeping,
Tommy
 Email
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Name:

Danny M

Comments:

Managed 37 density on 9x9. Decided to give speed a try to see if
I could get the 6-35-99 required for country rankings and to my
surprise I managed 4-30-97

August 9th 2012
06:54:59 PM
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Aradesh replied 8 years ago
Nice to hear 8-) You should come back to the IRC chat more often.

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Aaaaand it works again. Sorry for the inconvenience!

 Email

 Reply to this Post

August 9th 2012
03:01:21 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Scoreganizer is down

Comments:

I am working on fixing it.

August 9th 2012
02:54:30 AM

 Reply to this Post

 Email

Name:

damien

Comments:

Rankings updated. I will be on holiday Aug 8-21 but will probably
update on the 22nd.

August 7th 2012
07:06:50 AM

@Harryck: your video is damaged when I try to watch. Can you
email to me in a zip or rar file and tell me what language setting
your computer is on (I tried Latvian but it didn't work). Congrats!
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Harryck Repse

Best expert:

44.31 --> 43.702

Comments:

Cool

August 6th 2012
11:18:22 PM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

fritz

Comments:

8.493 rqp - 2nd person ever to sub9 rqp :D

August 3rd 2012
01:47:07 PM

/me exp game --> Time: 38,05 «» Est Time: 38,05 «» 3BV:
166/166 «» 3BV/s: 4,48 «» ZiNi: 112@3,02 «» Human ZiNi:
116@3,13 «» Openings: 7/7 «» Islands: 4 «» CL: 169@4,56 «»
IOE: 0,98 «» ThroughPut: 1,11 «» Correctness: 0,88 «» Flags:
44 «» Ranks: 2/2 of 13868 / 99,99% :-)
after a day without much motivation for ms i decided to change
my style a bit away from the consistency that wins tournaments
to a more risky and much faster style. got a 41 and this game
within 30min of playing.
21 sub40s in 5002 sub50s.
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fritz replied 8 years ago
/me exp game --> Time: 39,45 «» Est Time: 39,45 «» 3BV: 141/141 «» 3BV/s: 3,67 «» ZiNi:
106@2,76 «» Human ZiNi: 119@3,09 «» Openings: 14/14 «» Islands: 12 «» CL: 200@5,20 «»
IOE: 0,71 «» ThroughPut: 0,90 «» Correctness: 0,79 «» Flags: 45 «» Ranks: 12/1448 of 13876 /
94,75% 22nd sub40 and 5009th sub50

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 39,78 «» Est Time: 39,78 «» 3BV:
136/136 «» 3BV/s: 3,51 «» ZiNi: 98@2,53 «» Human ZiNi:
116@2,99 «» Openings: 8/8 «» Islands: 17 «» CL: 161@4,15 «»
IOE: 0,84 «» ThroughPut: 0,92 «» Correctness: 0,92 «» Flags:
43 «» Ranks: 16/2907 of 13866 / 89,47%

August 1st 2012
01:31:46 PM

20th sub40 and 5000th sub50. best possible way to reach this
milestone.
 Close Replies
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damien replied 8 years ago
awesome fritz. aradesh - i couldn't say it better

Aradesh replied 8 years ago
Phenomenal achievement! Guess you don't plan to make it to 10,000, so are you going to start
playing a new level now? Fritzpert?

fritz replied 8 years ago
and just in case: i just checked my various stats. it's neither 4999 nor 5001 - i have exactly 5000
valid sub50s right now.

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Comments:

NOOOOOOOOOO ;_;

July 30th 2012
06:39:22 PM

99 of 104 3BV solved in 35.37 seconds
35 SECONDS
 Close Replies
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Aradesh replied 8 years ago
Ouch! So close. I agree that getting records way above what would be expected from you is a
mixed blessing. I feel I need to improve a fair bit above the level I was when I made my 43 to beat
it, and it's a bit annoying - but I feel it's within my ability. If you had a 38 it would have seemed
completely implausible that you'd ever beat it. Just look at Ian, he got his 33 and we've not seen
him since...

Tommy replied 8 years ago
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NYMIKE, technically, I do have citizenship

NYMIKE replied 8 years ago
Shit man that was close, I'd love to see an American get a sub 40, keep working hard.

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
Okay, to be fair, it'd probably have been a 38 if I finished. And... I probably would have retired if it
hadn't been a blast, so maybe it's a good thing
Watch the video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C1ko_ZpFk4I

Name:

damien

Comments:

Updated all rankings - please complain if there are mistakes

July 28th 2012
06:13:52 PM

Xiao-Yang Yang made a 39 last month the Top10 has changed.
(He was #11 before). If he was 0.05 faster he would have passed
me! Arghh!
I spent about 45h in the last 7 days working on upload and admin
tools so everyone can update their own scores. I'm on holiday Aug
8-21 and hope to get something working before I leave, but it
might be end of August.
 Close Replies
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Bertie replied 8 years ago
Wait! Can I please be the one to point out the obvious?
Yang Xiao-Yang's sub40 to get him into
the top10 means that for the first time ever the entire top10 has sub40 scores on exp. I think this
is definitely noteworthy and newsworthy. Would be interesting to know when the same happened
for sub50... Damien?

damien replied 8 years ago
i can fix that - do you want me to improve your Exp or Int score?

Lucas Pena replied 8 years ago
I'm in second page now Omg "/ so sad

Name:

fritz

Best expert:

3.51->3.76

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 57,15 «» Est Time: 57,15 «» 3BV:
211/211 «» 3BV/s: 3,76 «» ZiNi: 134@2,39 «» Human ZiNi:
141@2,51 «» Openings: 12/12 «» Islands: 7 «» CL: 268@4,77 «»
IOE: 0,79 «» ThroughPut: 0,88 «» Correctness: 0,90 «» Flags: 0
«» Ranks: 125/1 of 13815 / 99,55% <(O_O)^

July 25th 2012
03:45:55 PM

nf 3bvs record. as far as i know only kamil has ever gottena better
nf 3bvs score
 Close Replies
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alix replied 8 years ago
Awesome! BTW Dan Shen has a 3.84...

Name:

Harryck Repse

Best expert:

#10 Sub50

Comments:

Just unexpected got sub50 #10.

July 25th 2012
10:56:50 AM

45.83 on 115 3bv.

I regret I have not played minesweeper this year. This was the
only third expert board I solved in 2012! If I solved this board
during late 2011 when my minesweeper skills were at the peak I
would made a personal record.
http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=HarryckRepse/Speed/Top%2010%20expert%20times/&file=Exp%2
%2045.83_3BV%3D115_3BVs%3D2.50_Harryck%20Repse.avf
 Close Replies
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+ replied 8 years ago
guest book did not copy url here it is

Name:

Bertalan Bodor

Best intermediate:

15.29 NF -> 14.03 NF

Best beginner:

5.17 -> 5.46 -> 6.00

Comments:

The beginner records are about a month old, I just forgot to post
it. Now I need to improve my expert record...

July 25th 2012
08:51:00 AM

 Email
 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 47,70 «» Est Time: 47,70 «» 3BV:
131/131 «» 3BV/s: 2,81 «» ZiNi: 98@2,10 «» Human ZiNi:
112@2,40 «» Openings: 13/13 «» Islands: 14 «» CL: 188@4,03
«» IOE: 0,70 «» ThroughPut: 0,81 «» Correctness: 0,86 «» Flags:
0 «» Ranks: 1/129 of 13797 / 99,54%

July 24th 2012
12:02:57 PM

0.12s improvement - enough to overtake pavel on the nf ranking
;)
qq: 7th nf sub50 in 10 days, 4th only today. i told you that getting
nf sub50s isn't all to difficult for certain people
 Close Replies
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Aradesh replied 8 years ago
I thought you had a considerably better sub50? A 45 or something?

fritz replied 8 years ago
/me exp game --> Time: 46,20 «» Est Time: 46,20 «» 3BV: 143/143 «» 3BV/s: 3,16 «» ZiNi:
105@2,32 «» Human ZiNi: 115@2,54 «» Openings: 15/15 «» Islands: 15 «» CL: 198@4,38 «»
IOE: 0,72 «» ThroughPut: 0,81 «» Correctness: 0,89 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 1/36 of 13801 /
99,87%

Name:

KAmil

Best intermediate:

NF 7,88 -------> 7,64

Comments:

July 21st 2012
04:47:02 AM

on 25
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Ronny replied 8 years ago
Still awesome!

Bertie replied 8 years ago
It's official in my book

 Reply to this Post
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Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
Awesome, too bad it isn't official

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 39,50 «» Est Time: 41,28 «» 3BV:
108/113 «» 3BV/s: 2,81 «» ZiNi: 94@2,33 «» Human ZiNi:
105@2,61 «» Openings: 9/9 «» Islands: 12 «» CL: 145@3,77 «»
IOE: 0,74 «» ThroughPut: 0,87 «» Correctness: 0,86 «» Flags: 0
«» Ranks: 0/0 of 13770 / 0%

July 20th 2012
11:51:04 AM

lost a 41 nf
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Comments:

Finally got 50 sub50s

July 19th 2012
03:26:55 PM

All NF, of course.

More details on the forum:
http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=24&t=171&p=1382#p1382
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Judith L replied 8 years ago
I am jelous, I am waiting for my first sub100, NF of course

dg211 replied 8 years ago
Interesting use of the word "finally"!

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me int game --> Time: 11,70 «» Est Time: 11,70 «» 3BV: 56/56
«» 3BV/s: 5,23 «» ZiNi: 36@3,36 «» Human ZiNi: 41@3,83 «»
Openings: 2/2 «» Islands: 6 «» CL: 48@4,49 «» IOE: 1,17 «»
ThroughPut: 1,22 «» Correctness: 0,96 «» Flags: 10 «» Ranks:
23/6 of 20409 / 99,93% :(

July 19th 2012
09:28:55 AM

2.24 rqp record
 Close Replies

 Reply to this Post

m

michael replied 8 years ago
nice, my best is 2.8

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 39,07 «» Est Time: 39,07 «» 3BV:
132/132 «» 3BV/s: 3,47 «» ZiNi: 95@2,50 «» Human ZiNi:
97@2,55 «» Openings: 13/13 «» Islands: 13 «» CL: 165@4,33 «»
IOE: 0,80 «» ThroughPut: 0,89 «» Correctness: 0,90 «» Flags: 42
«» Ranks: 8/3340 of 13755 / 87,84%

July 18th 2012
11:24:03 AM

19th sub40 and 4942nd sub50 - 1 in 261
 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Comments:

http://armorgames.com/play/13108/axon

July 15th 2012
11:26:16 AM

stumbled upon this little game today. it requires both fast and
precise clicking. my best score so far is 50463. can you beat it?
 Close Replies
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fritz replied 8 years ago
138102 - 78th

fritz replied 8 years ago
121003 - #120

fritz replied 8 years ago
104358 - rank 203

fritz replied 8 years ago
99915 - all time 241

 Reply to this Post

i
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igniro replied 8 years ago
94144 301

fritz replied 8 years ago
scored 89600 (entered as "www.minesweeper.info") and ranked all time 363rd. aradesh is at 36435
now.

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

44.11 (45x4) -> 43.11

Comments:

BAM! Beat it again

July 13th 2012
08:55:38 PM

139 3BV, 3.224 3BV/s. 17th place now (3rd on the NF ranking!),
right behind aradesh
 Close Replies
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Arj replied 8 years ago
You crazy.

Lucas Pena replied 8 years ago
Omg Oo

Ronny replied 8 years ago
Grats

Arsen replied 8 years ago
Exactly same as mine now ))

manu replied 8 years ago
nice game !

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Ramil Gafiyatov

Best expert:

50(49.849) -> 47(46.388)

Comments:

Finally!!!

My 1st sub50
 Close Replies
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July 10th 2012
01:58:58 AM

 Reply to this Post

Ramil Gafiyaov replied 8 years ago
Thanks! Michael, I hope very soon

Michael Gottlieb replied 8 years ago
Nice! Pretty solid time and 3BV/s for a first sub50, maybe you will do even better soon?

fritz replied 8 years ago

Pavel replied 8 years ago
grats!

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

44.37 -> 44.11

July 8th 2012
06:19:44 PM

Comments:

135 3BV
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

44.37 and 3.684 3BV/s

Comments:

RQP/IOS record :O
45.24 on 161 = 3.559 3BV/s

July 5th 2012
07:46:22 PM

I think it's also the highest 3BV I've done sub50 on.
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Steve Watson

Comments:

Does anyone have a list of the math and counting functions in
Arbiter? I would like a way of counting the number of squares I've
cleared. Damien suggested CELLDONE0 or CELL0DONE but neither
of them change from 0 for me. Any ideas?

July 4th 2012
03:09:01 PM

 Reply to this Post

 Email

Name:

Nathanael

Comments:

Not that I mind being in first place, but an error was made adding
my scores to the custom ranking. I wish I had 145 bombs on the
16x16 grid, but it really should be 80, and the 145 is for the
16x30. Sorry if the format of my email was the problem!

July 3rd 2012
02:57:04 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Online Minesweeper workshop(s), anyone?

July 1st 2012
09:45:20 AM

http://minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=24&p=1343#p1343
Feedback would be much appreciated.
Happy sweeping,
Tommy
 Email

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

fritz

Comments:

another "(world) record": the fastest "perfect" game.

June 30th 2012
03:48:33 PM

/me exp game --> Time: 44,29 «» Est Time: 44,29 «» 3BV:
123/123 «» 3BV/s: 2,84 «» ZiNi: 104@2,40 «» Human ZiNi:
115@2,66 «» Openings: 15/15 «» Islands: 20 «» CL: 155@3,58
«» IOE: 0,79 «» ThroughPut: 0,79 «» Correctness: 1 «» Flags: 39
«» Ranks: 404/10470 of 13652 / 60,18%
 Close Replies

billtsar replied 8 years ago

 Reply to this Post

b
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Really impressive achievement, well done!

???? replied 8 years ago
thanks harryck ^^

harryck repse replied 9 years ago
@ ???? "perfect" game means that correctness is 1. which means that fritz never once made a
misclick in the entire game.

fritz replied 9 years ago
no name = no answer

???? replied 9 years ago
Why perfect game? seriously

Name:

fritz

Comments:

18th sub40 and 4852nd sub50 (1 in 270)

June 28th 2012
11:29:14 AM

/me exp game --> Time: 39,72 «» Est Time: 39,72 «» 3BV:
135/135 «» 3BV/s: 3,49 «» ZiNi: 104@2,69 «» Human ZiNi:
119@3,07 «» Openings: 12/12 «» Islands: 13 «» CL: 156@4,03
«» IOE: 0,87 «» ThroughPut: 0,89 «» Correctness: 0,97 «» Flags:
43 «» Ranks: 14/3062 of 13646 / 88,74% :@
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

alix replied 9 years ago
sub Ian is only a matter of time btw, we're expecting the review of MWC2012

Name:

fritz

Comments:

probably one of the slowest sub50s ever

June 26th 2012
11:44:45 AM

/me exp game --> Time: 49,76 «» Est Time: 49,76 «» 3BV:
144/144 «» 3BV/s: 2,95 «» ZiNi: 107@2,19 «» Human ZiNi:
117@2,40 «» Openings: 18/18 «» Islands: 16 «» CL: 160@3,28
«» IOE: 0,90 «» ThroughPut: 0,92 «» Correctness: 0,98 «» Flags:
35 «» Ranks: 4443/9550 of 13629 / 48,67%
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Judith Laister

Best expert:

128.15

Best intermediate:

32.90 Yeah!

Best beginner:

4.94

Comments:

Hey, I've got new int and beg scores!
Damien, did you get my E-mails? I havn't got an answer yet and
there are still the old scores on the ranking. Thanks Judith from

June 25th 2012
03:27:32 AM

Austria
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 Reply to this Post

Judith Laister replied 9 years ago
@Arakesh: And I just started playing seriously about 3 month ago and I don't spend enough time
on it to be good.

Judith Laister replied 9 years ago
@Aradesh: I've only finished 1 or 2 expert games before switching to NF. I can't really remember
my last flagging game, but my exp time was probably around 190.

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
How long have you been playing Judith? I started playing NF when my best times were around
yours, and I found I progressed fairly quickly. NF seems to be a good way to learn the patterns, but
it's fairly difficult for newer players and requires a lot of patience to finish boards this way at first.

fritz replied 9 years ago
damien updates the rankings every 2-4 weeks. you will get an answer 1-2 days before the next
update.

Judith Laister replied 9 years ago
Oh, I forgot to say: All times are NF!

Name:

fritz

Comments:

ok, this tournament, rather this day, was just incredibly awesome.
a big thank you to all participants, to tommy for creating
scoreganizer, nymphenburger schulen for letting us use their pc
lab and the biggest thanks to my dad for setting up the
computers and the venue before we arrived and tidying up after
us after the end of the tournament. this tournament went really
smoothly and without any trouble.

June 23rd 2012
03:10:08 PM

there would be so much to post, but after a long day i really need
to get some sleep. a tournament review/summary, commentary
on the tournament results, photos and maybe a video or two
might follow in a couple of weeks.
grats to tommy and kamil
gn8
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Stephan replied 9 years ago
Thank you, Fritz, for organizing this tournament! It was a really smooth organisation
. Was a
pleasure to participate and to meet some Tommy, Aradesh, David, Edu, and others (again). Was a
funny day!

Name:

fritz

Comments:

met aradesh and moritz yesterday evening to watch the soccer
match, got home with a headache from the weather. met edu and
robert today afternoon, chilled at theresienwiese, then met
tommy and elias at their hostel. had pizza with them, solved
some cubes, talked about "Oachkoatzerlschwoaf", listened to
them beatboxing and had a lot of fun.

June 22nd 2012
03:34:02 PM

the starting grid for the world championship is under meatspace
ranking at scoreganizer. all 15 participants are already listed
there. the online event is at 60 participants right now, meaning
that if all of them submit enough scores we will have a new
record for the biggest tournament turnout.
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

44.88 -> 44.37 (45x3)

Best intermediate:

10.50 -> 9.13 ?!?!?!

Comments:

This morning I was really sick, but later on it became a good MS
day... lol

June 21st 2012
07:25:29 PM

9.13: WOW, really didn't expect this. Great 33 3BV board with 2
openings. Youtube video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=lqY46SlgI7U
44.37: 141 3BV (!!) but otherwise just a pretty good game. I
dunno, I think I can get 2-3 seconds better than this without
actually improving.
Total sum now: 54.19, which is 20th place, 1st in the USA
(awesome!), and 4th NF.
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 Reply to this Post

Judith Laister replied 9 years ago
Nice to see, that I am not the only person strictly playing NF!

But my scores are 5-33-129

billtsar replied 9 years ago
Yes, you are a really sick person.

Name:

manu

Comments:

blasted last exp game --> RTime=47,88 (48) Est RTime=48,42
(49) 3BV=177/179 3BV/s=3,69

June 21st 2012
02:29:41 PM

NF
guess...
-. Reply to this Post

Name:

damien

Comments:

Thanks to Tommy for this minesweeper cartoon:

June 18th 2012
09:53:40 AM

http://www.minesweeper.info/wiki/Cartoons#Minesweeper_Scratchcard
 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Comments:

17th sub40 and 4818th sub50. very relaxed game, although the
replay looks a bit shaky. almost turned into an lss game and there
are 2 notable hesitations where i seem to be thinking about where
to click next. in fact i was just paying too much attention to
soccer commentary on tv.

June 17th 2012
02:21:29 PM

/me exp game --> Time: 39,54 «» Est Time: 39,54 «» 3BV:
110/110 «» 3BV/s: 2,85 «» ZiNi: 83@2,15 «» Human ZiNi:
90@2,34 «» Openings: 14/14 «» Islands: 22 «» CL: 147@3,81
«» IOE: 0,75 «» ThroughPut: 0,85 «» Correctness: 0,88 «» Flags:
37 «» Ranks: 10/10331 of 13606 / 62,01%
 Reply to this Post

Name:

damien

Comments:

Rankings updated. Pretty sure I got all scores.

June 11th 2012
09:43:08 AM

I am working on getting the site automated - atm, the main job
has been fixing scores in the database and choosing the best
structure for the new online database. Once that is done, it is not
too hard to add a user control panel so all you guys can update
your own scores. (This week I went through the ~1000 scores in
the problem category and sorted them into types of problem and
added explanations of why certain decisions were made at the
time, and created a new category for unresolved investigations
etc. It is easier to do this using the Access GUI than writing my
own online interface, thus the delay with the website itself).
 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 39,89 «» Est Time: 39,89 «» 3BV:
128/128 «» 3BV/s: 3,29 «» ZiNi: 99@2,55 «» Human ZiNi:
104@2,67 «» Openings: 13/13 «» Islands: 22 «» CL: 175@4,50
«» IOE: 0,73 «» ThroughPut: 0,86 «» Correctness: 0,85 «» Flags:
56 «» Ranks: 15/5439 of 13577 / 79,92% ^(O_O)>

June 10th 2012
11:32:59 AM

16th sub40 and 4795th sub50. means that for the first time (and
probably only for at most 2 days) my sub50/sub40 ratio is below
300.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

1285 x sub50

Comments:

June 8th 2012
02:38:28 AM

I've just passed Lasse and now I'm 2nd in sub50 total ranking
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Andrew Washburn replied 9 years ago
Lasse said he'd be back if there were ever money in Minesweeper...

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Pavel

Best intermediate:

5,64

Comments:

I also got 2nd best 3bv/s
16,94 on 95 @ 5,61

June 7th 2012
07:11:45 AM

on int

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Bertie

Best expert:

3.61 3BV/s

Comments:

Just thought I'd share this little gem, seeing as nothing else is
happening...

June 5th 2012
03:29:10 PM

/me exp game --> RTime: 65.86 (66) «» 3BV: 234@3.55 «» ZiNi:
139@2.11 «» H.ZiNi: 154@2.34 «» Ops: 14/14 «» Cl: 224@3.40
«» IOE: 1.045 «» ThrP: 1.083 «» Corr: 0.964 «» Path: 8194 «»
Flags: 59
2nd best 3BV/s....
 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Best expert:

36.188

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 37,62 «» Est Time: 37,62 «» 3BV:
118/118 «» 3BV/s: 3,22 «» ZiNi: 92@2,51 «» Human ZiNi:
103@2,81 «» Openings: 15/15 «» Islands: 15 «» CL: 164@4,48
«» IOE: 0,72 «» ThroughPut: 0,83 «» Correctness: 0,87 «» Flags:
51 «» Ranks: 1/6329 of 13490 / 76,55%

June 1st 2012
12:43:36 PM

my 15th sub40.
but what is more important: kamil might make it to munich :)
even more important: birthday wishes
'yo mike', you are one of the most awesome dudes i ever chatted
with in this community. i wish you a happy birthday, hope that you
will achieve all the things you want and hope you celebrate your
birthday appropriately.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

4,955

Comments:

June 1st 2012
04:20:40 AM

Just solved 241/242 3BV in 47,455s @ 5,079 and
couldn't find last square
linked
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

fritz

Comments:

just a short reminder:

May 31st 2012
11:49:20 AM

this year's minesweeper world championship will take place in
munich, germany, on the 23rd of june. like last year you can also
take part online. check the msinfo main page for the
announcement.
as of now there are 28 online participants (mostly from china) and
14 in-place participants. i'm sure we can reach 75 participants if
some of the people who post in and follow the gb decide to
participate.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

alix replied 9 years ago
I think 3 hours is quite short compared to FUCKOFF winter, so it's hard to expect that many online
participants, anyway I'll keep advertising

Name:

Aris

Best intermediate:

12.78----->12.48

Comments:

long time since my last record so very happy with that
my folder

video in

 Close Replies
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May 31st 2012
11:30:20 AM

 Reply to this Post

billtsar replied 9 years ago

Name:

Arjádre

Comments:

Finally done with my solver project (for now). Going by the
standard rules (can't lose on first click), the solver I wrote is able
to achieve a win rate of ~36% on expert, higher on other levels.
My write-up is linked below.
I've also uploaded my source code and other such goodies to a
ZIP file in the same folder. The file name is: solver.zip

May 31st 2012
10:20:28 AM

 Website
 Reply to this Post

Name:

damien

Comments:

Updated all rankings (23 people, 52 videos).

May 29th 2012
12:42:50 PM

This week was strange, because 4 people who did not send scores
for more than 4 years suddenly sent new scores. Jian-Wei Lee
made 60 (last record 2008), Manolis Levantis made 57 (last
record 2006), Pascal Esper made 55 (last record 2005) and Jeff
Gessert made 54 (last record 2004).
 Close Replies
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Daniel Brim replied 9 years ago
I wouldn't have noticed if you didn't say anything. No big deal.

Ronny replied 9 years ago
Congrats to the oldies.

damien replied 9 years ago
Sorry, missed DB's new record, will get it next time.

Name:

michael

Best intermediate:

31.14

Comments:

hi, i´m quite new to playing minesweeper seriously- could
someone please explain what the ZiNI, H. ZiNi and RQP values
counted by minesweeper arbiter are?
thanks alot!

May 29th 2012
07:52:51 AM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

c. replied 9 years ago
ZiNi description: http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=15&t=70

damien replied 9 years ago

 Reply to this Post

dg211 is correct about RQP. Maintaining a high solving rate (3bv/s) for longer is better, and this is
what RQP measures.

d

b

dg211 replied 9 years ago
Welcome Michael. If I remember correctly, RQP is time divided by 3BV/s, so lower is better. I guess
the idea is that sometimes a good time might just largely be the result of getting a very low 3bv
board, but to get a good RQP score you need to both get a good time and have played the board
well. But I don't think very many people pay much attention to it.

Bertie replied 9 years ago
Hi Michael, and welcome to the GB

. ZiNi is basically the same thing as 3BV, but not limited to

using only left clicks. 3BV gives the least amount of left clicks needed to solve a given board, while
ZiNi attempts to give the least amount of clicks that would be needed if all three the kinds of clicks
where allowed/taken into account (left, right, and double/chord clicks). The difference between ZiNi
and HZiNi is that while ZiNi looks at the whole board and decides which clicks would be the best to
make, HZiNi starts by first opening all the openings and then only considering squares in, or
adjacent to, the open area of the board to build the solve from. In all three cases, 3BV, ZiNi, and
HZiNi, the algorithm knows where all the mines are beforehand, which means that for a player to
perform the solve with the same amount of clicks is extremely hard (with the same constraints of
course). The best way to use these numbers is to notice how low or high they are relative to the
norm and then deciding whether your time is sufficiently shifted from your normal time. Also, the
higher the per second score is in these stats the faster your game was. If you're a flagger then
ZiNi/s and HZiNi/s will be more relevant and a better indicator of how fast you where in a given
game. Anyhow, that's my burp on the ZiNi's
. I don't really know what RQP is (or care) as it is a
slightly more abstract and arbitrary measure that ZiNi and 3BV...

Name:

Bertie

Best expert:

43.19

Comments:

Just thought I'd leave this here...

May 28th 2012
08:58:30 PM

/me exp game --> RTime: 46.33 (47) «» 3BV: 123@2.65 «» ZiNi:
94@2.03 «» H.ZiNi: 101@2.18 «» Ops: 10/10 «» Cl: 144@3.11
«» IOE: 0.854 «» ThrP: 0.879 «» Corr: 0.972 «» Path: 5559 «»
Flags: 32
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Arjádre

Comments:

Does anyone know of experiments to calculate the optimal
percentage of wins on expert, intermediate, and expert (assuming
perfect gameplay)? I'd like to compare to the results I'm getting
with my solver.
I'm pretty sure I've read someplace that a win percentage of

May 28th 2012
06:56:09 PM

around 25-30% is possible on expert. I just have no idea where
that article is!
Thanks!
 Close Replies
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Bertie replied 9 years ago
I addressed your question in a nice forum post

.

http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=15&t=194 . Can't gaurantee that it's correct
though, so be warned

Name:

fritz

Best intermediate:

10x5 -> 10x6

Comments:

5 openings of which 4 cost 2 clicks each. at least my best int in a
while.

May 28th 2012
09:04:41 AM

/me int game --> Time: 10,75 «» Est Time: 10,75 «» 3BV: 30/30
«» 3BV/s: 3,08 «» ZiNi: 28@2,87 «» Human ZiNi: 28@2,87 «»
Openings: 5/5 «» Islands: 8 «» CL: 45@4,62 «» IOE: 0,67 «»
ThroughPut: 0,81 «» Correctness: 0,82 «» Flags: 9 «» Ranks:
4/12528 of 18718 / 66,53% @_ Reply to this Post

Name:

Bertalan Bodor

Best intermediate:

16.40 NF -> 15.29 NF

Comments:

My sum is sub-80 now.
 Close Replies
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May 25th 2012
03:06:54 PM

 Reply to this Post

Bertie replied 9 years ago
nice

Name:

fritz

Comments:

4723rd sub50 / 1000th in 2012
/me exp game --> Time: 41,94 «» Est Time: 41,94 «» 3BV:
151/151 «» 3BV/s: 3,69 «» ZiNi: 98@2,39 «» Human ZiNi:
110@2,69 «» Openings: 10/10 «» Islands: 8 «» CL: 177@4,32 «»
IOE: 0,85 «» ThroughPut: 0,92 «» Correctness: 0,93 «» Flags: 43
«» Ranks: 86/1206 of 13464 / 95,21%

May 25th 2012
02:30:05 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

dalex

Best expert:

79

Best intermediate:

-

Best beginner:

-

Comments:

I play quite a lot, is 79 on expert good?
 Close Replies
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May 20th 2012
12:54:49 PM

 Reply to this Post

Ronny replied 9 years ago
Took me a very long time to get below 80s, so yes it's prettygood...at least good enough to impress
most people that every played the game. It only won't impress the addicts around here, but they
are all top players. So that's the next challenge.

t

Tommy replied 9 years ago
Well, also take into account that many of these players have played for years

So don't despair

and keep sweeping! IRC is a great place to learn, btw. Also, check out the forum

f

fritz replied 9 years ago
you see the links on the left? check yourself whether 79 is good.

Name:

fritz

Comments:

4th NR (counting fl and nf time and 3bv/s on all 3 levels)

May 20th 2012
12:29:27 PM

/me exp game --> Time: 47,04 «» Est Time: 47,04 «» 3BV:
208/208 «» 3BV/s: 4,52 «» ZiNi: 138@3,00 «» Human ZiNi:
147@3,19 «» Openings: 11/11 «» Islands: 6 «» CL: 211@4,58 «»
IOE: 0,99 «» ThroughPut: 1,09 «» Correctness: 0,90 «» Flags: 55
«» Ranks: 1653/1 of 13416 / 93,84% >:)
was about time
 Close Replies
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fritz replied 9 years ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUxMf8sWTxM&feature=youtu.be

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Daniel Brim

Best expert:

51.33-->51.23 (52-->52x2)

Comments:

Okay then. I started playing again a few days ago and I'm VERY
rusty. Got this total cakewalk of a board and got a record on it.
Didn't get any WR spots out of it (alas did not get back into the
top 100) but it's my first record in nearly two years so I'll take it.

May 18th 2012
04:20:25 PM

Video is linked, but you guys should try to UPK the board before
you watch the video. I've played thousands of exp games it and is
by far the easiest board I've ever played.
Sub50 is that much closer...
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fritz replied 9 years ago
congrats on the record. i played it in upk before watching the replay and took 38.24s rt to solve it. i
didn't play at full speed and rather focussed on avoiding silly misclicks. bottom-right corner and
top-middle were ugly to solve. it's an easy board, but it doesn't allow to plan far ahead while
solving. ...and your cursor movements are weird.

Daniel Brim replied 9 years ago
It's also worth noting that I was playing extra cautiously for the last 20 seconds or so. I knew it had
a shot at being a really good time, and I didn't want to screw it up.

Name:

fritz

Best intermediate:

5.47->5.56

Comments:

/me int game --> Time: 17,01 «» Est Time: 17,01 «» 3BV: 89/89
«» 3BV/s: 5,56 «» ZiNi: 51@3,19 «» Human ZiNi: 49@3,06 «»
Openings: 2/2 «» Islands: 3 «» CL: 70@4,37 «» IOE: 1,27 «»
ThroughPut: 1,48 «» Correctness: 0,86 «» Flags: 13 «» Ranks:
4991/1 of 18109 / 86,22% :(

May 18th 2012
11:46:33 AM

note the 1.27 ioe and 1.48 throughput
 Reply to this Post

Name:

damien

Comments:

Rankings updated (17 players, 30 videos). No changes to the
Top50 this week :)

May 15th 2012
08:02:19 AM

Remember, Munich 2012 is on 23 June and you can also compete
from home if you visit the Scoreganizer website.
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fritz replied 9 years ago
2012, 2012, 2012, 2012, 2012

Name:

Bertalan Bodor

Best intermediate:

16.67 -> 16.40 NF

Comments:

Just a little improvement...

could you please edit that?

May 13th 2012
07:56:17 AM

 Reply to this Post

 Email

Name:

Pavel

Best intermediate:

5,437 -------> 5,648

Comments:

12,571 on 71

May 13th 2012
07:39:31 AM

Also got 40,657 on 133 (41x7)
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

manu

Best intermediate:

5.6x -> 5.73

Comments:

Its been a while...
last int game --> RTime=14,31 (15) Est RTime=14,31 (15)
3BV=82/82 3BV/s=5,73 ZiNi=48@3,35 H.ZiNi=45@3,14 Ops=5/5
Isls=6 Cl=74@5,17 IOE=1,11 Flags=16 Ranks=170/1 of 1136 /
92,56%

May 9th 2012
01:32:10 PM

mfg
Manu
 Reply to this Post

Name:

damien

Comments:

Updated all rankings (15 people).
@Tommy: You are right. If you put a copy of your old VSweep
history file (csv) in the same folder as the new history file, VSweep
is able to read both at the same time and recognise that the old

May 8th 2012
11:20:17 AM

one is RT+1 and the new one is RT. But if you mess around and
paste scores into each other you can get confused!
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

VSWEEP UPDATE:

May 5th 2012
05:27:26 AM

There is a bug in the new version of MBH that corrupts history
files. There are no problems with vsweep, your replays are safe.
Nonetheless, you _should_ update unless your history is entirely
irrelevant to you.
Sorry for the inconvenience
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 Reply to this Post

Tommy replied 9 years ago
Thanks Damien! But be very, very careful copying scores over. There is a new format - the
difference is that time is stored as realtime, as opposed to time +1. Also, so that MBH can tell the
difference, the new format has a header. But if you just take old scores and copy them in, their
time will be in time+1, but MBH will treat them as realtime because of the header. So the times will
be displayed as one second slower, and this will also affect 3bv/s calculation. If you want to keep
using an old history, I recommend one of two things: 1) Before you open vsweep for the first time,
copy the old history over. MBH will see that it is in the old format and use it accordingly. This also
means that updating by copying the new minesweeper folder onto the old one should work fine,
even though this will trash settings. 2) Close vsweep and MBH. Copy all the videos from
vids/archive and vids/archive/archive.zip (and other archives if you use them) in the source
installation into the vids/ folder of the destination installation and then click "import from vids/" in
the destination MBH. This has the advantage that your history now does not contain rounding
errors from old MBH, also, it is possible to merge vsweep histories this way. It has the disadvantage
that you actually need to copy all the files over and rebuild the old part of the history from scratch.
Should have made that clearer, I guess. Luckily, it's easy to tell the scores apart - if the score has
the same digits as the filename, the stats are correct.

damien replied 9 years ago
Just tested the new VSweep for 2 hours and it works great. It is easy to copy scores from any old
CSV file into your new CSV file, and I think only 4 people were affected by this bug before Tommy
fixed it. He has put a lot of work into this version, so please try it out! Best of luck.

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Vsweep 3.0 is out.
Feature changes:
-Video Toolbar
-Time trials and 10Beginner sessions
-Timer starts at 1.00

May 4th 2012
02:34:18 AM

+Timer starts at 0.00
+Videos are now opened from the menu
+Video control that can pause videos
+Vsweep and MBH time scores should now be consistent
~3bv/s may not be perfectly calculated in MBH because MBH only
reads the truncated time
from the replay - the vsweep counter is more precise
+Press Ctrl+S to save a replay
+1,2,3 will switch level between beg, int, and exp, respectively
+F2 will work even if a mouse button is pressed
+Menu works under wine
+Bug fixes
+Compatible with old history files, but starting a new one is
recommended
+The play button in MBH now always works, and only loads the
video - the user may start it manually.

I should also note that this is an important security update. Please
make sure to switch as soon as you read this.
 Email
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 Website

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Grats (again) to recent highscorers!

May 1st 2012
10:11:53 PM

I just released another release candidate for vsweep.
Numerous bugs have been fixed already due to feedback from the
community - thanks to everyone who helped me by testing
vsweep! And, of course, to everyone who will do so in the future
.
I am very close to releasing, so your contribution could mean the
difference between a bug being eliminated (or not) in the official
release.
Happy sweeping,
Tommy
 Email
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Name:

damien

Comments:

Rankings updated. Congrats to Kamil on his NF 32 and to Fritz for
becoming world rank #3 with a 37.

May 1st 2012
11:27:05 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Bertie

Best expert:

NF 51.94

Best intermediate:

NF 15.21

May 1st 2012
06:26:28 AM

Best beginner:

NF 0.68

Comments:

Congrats to all the recent record breakers, esp. Fritz, who now
moves to #1 in Germany, and KAmil, who just broke our concepts
of the possible. Also to Bertalan, sign of being a true pro being
able to so easily get on a WR
.
But, to my point! I'd just like to point out that KAmil's recent NF
record puts him in a very awesome spot on the NF WR, in that his
total is now lower than #2's exp record (Robert Royals, aka
aradesh). I think this is somewhat noteworthy and needs to be
recognised
.
Ok, ciao [lol, VC: EXA(C)T]
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Lucas Pena replied 9 years ago
His NF pass Ian too in the world ranking "flag + nf", Impressive

Name:

Bertalan Bodor

Best expert:

NF 78.38

Best intermediate:

NF 16.83

Comments:

I wasn't really a fan of NF playing so far, but nowadays I started
practicing it a bit and I could get these times. Now I see that NF
playing is pretty efficient in Int games for time records, (this is
my #2 time overall) but I feel it uncomfortable in Exp games, I
have only finished two Exp boards. However these times are
enough for the NF world ranking.
I will upload the videos soon.

April 30th 2012
11:35:50 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

fritz

Comments:

hey sweepers,

April 30th 2012
05:49:02 AM

due to unforeseeable events the room in which the wch was
planned to take place on june 16th will not be free at that time. i
am very sorry for that and hope that nobody has booked anything
yet. the now fixed date is 1 week later: june 23rd. this date is
confirmed and signed. i try to message/call/get in touch with all
potential participants as soon as i can, but in the unlikely case
that i might forget to inform somebody, don't hesitate to message
all minesweeper players you can reach. once again, i'm extremely
sorry that i had to change the date, but i still hope that many of
you can make it to munich.
best regards and happy sweeping,
fritz löhr a.k.a. ewqminesweeper
 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Best expert:

37.33 (38*4) --> 36.188

Best intermediate:

9.42 (10*5)

Best beginner:

0.76

Comments:

today is a good day for records. start sweeping like never before.
there are high scores in the air. congrats to kamil on his 32 and
all other recent record breakers.

April 29th 2012
06:01:47 AM

110 3bv on viennasweeper, at 29s i knew i was on track to a
sub40, with 2 clicks to go i had a 66-33 guess to make. it's a new
german record for exp, i'll be ranked 1st on the country ranking
and am now ahead of manu and dion. manu, i hope you don't
mind me overtaking you and take it as a motivation to get further
records.
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Ronny replied 9 years ago
Very nice.

fritz replied 9 years ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7GJRmZQI9Nk&feature=youtu.be thanks arvo. @all: i put the
replay on youtube.

Arvo replied 9 years ago
Well done!

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

NF 35,152 (36x2) ---------------------------------> 31,551

Comments:

April 28th 2012
01:57:21 PM

on 106
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

ShiLei replied 9 years ago
Wondeful! 太棒了！(in Chinese)

 Reply to this Post

Lucas Pena replied 9 years ago

l

OMG How did you do this? Huge congrats man awesome

Arvo replied 9 years ago

a

Outstanding

Ronny replied 9 years ago

r

Holy crap, was exactly what I said as well.

Big congrats, awesome time!

harryck repse replied 9 years ago

h

Holy crap dude. that's awesome

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all, most of you probably know that I've taken up development
of vsweep.

April 27th 2012
06:49:41 AM

I'd like to draw attention to the fact that a new version is almost
ready and a release candidate is out.
If YOU were to take a look at it, and tell me if you see any
problems, I'd be grateful - I'm likely to release it in its current
state, but if there are any bugs left to fix and you find them,
please tell me so they don't end up in the official release!
 Email

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Arjádre

Best expert:

46

Best intermediate:

11

Best beginner:

1

Comments:

Hello, folks! I'm attempting to write a minesweeper solver in
MATLAB for my math class, and the first step was to write a
playable version of the game. I posted about it on Facebook, and
Fritz suggested I post it here. I've linked the necessary files
below... instructions are included in the comments of
"minesweeper.m".

April 26th 2012
01:29:13 PM

@Damien: congrats on finishing!
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
I'll check it out. ps. You should post about it on the forum.

Name:

damien

Comments:

All ranking updated. I finished university today.
Pretty sure I did all scores from guestbook, email, player vids,
and forum (30 players, 91 vids).

April 26th 2012
11:27:48 AM

Biggest scores Tommy 10 and M. Bardouh 45.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Comments:

time for some more birthday wishes:

April 25th 2012
02:42:48 PM

happy bday rogen! you are one of the most awesome persons in
this minesweeper community and meeting you in munich 2 years
ago was really great. best wishes, lots of records and for the next
time you come to munich i'll try to organize a 'Romanplatz'-sign
as a gift for you
.
although it is not quite midnight here and not even 6pm in south
bend: happy birthday to luke 'ltsully' sullivan as well. have a nice
party, luke, don't drink too much and lots of records for you too.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Luke replied 9 years ago
Thanks Fritz, I am gonna make a run at some new records in a few weeks here...

Rogen replied 9 years ago
Thanks

Stanislav Derechennik

April 21st 2012
05:33:57 AM

I scored a sum of 58.73 in the AR this period. So did Michael
Gottlieb. But he has 19 points, and I have only 18. Why?) Can
anyone explain me this situation? And does any rule exist for such
a situation in the AR?
TIA

Comments:
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 Reply to this Post

damien replied 9 years ago
That is just a bug sorry - I can fix that pretty easy, just let me finish my paper on Thursday first.
Thanks!

Bertie replied 9 years ago
Agreed

fritz replied 9 years ago
you have the better exp, so you should get 19 points and he only 18.

Name:

Tommy

Best intermediate:

Now #3 on this planet

Comments:

Forum post linked

April 20th 2012
05:41:53 PM

I *almost* pulled an aradesh.

BTW, grats Pavel! You know what to do next
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Pavel replied 9 years ago
grats, you don't cease to amaze me

Name:

fritz

Comments:

made 6 sub60s in 8:22, beating my old record of 8:36
20:58 EWQMinesweeper exp game --> Time: 49,33 «» Est Time:
49,33 «» 3BV: 139/139 «» 3BV/s: 2,88 «» ZiNi: 104@2,15 «»
Human ZiNi: 112@2,32 «» Openings: 14/14 «» Islands: 12 «»
CL: 204@4,22 «» IOE: 0,68 «» ThroughPut: 0,81 «» Correctness:
0,84 «» Flags: 53 «» Ranks: 3666/9797 of 13198 / 49,00% -.-

April 20th 2012
12:04:30 PM

20:59 EWQMinesweeper exp game --> Time: 47,16 «» Est Time:
47,16 «» 3BV: 156/156 «» 3BV/s: 3,38 «» ZiNi: 105@2,27 «»
Human ZiNi: 126@2,73 «» Openings: 12/12 «» Islands: 14 «»
CL: 202@4,38 «» IOE: 0,77 «» ThroughPut: 0,90 «» Correctness:
0,86 «» Flags: 57 «» Ranks: 1657/4106 of 13199 / 78,18%
21:00 EWQMinesweeper exp game --> Time: 55,45 «» Est Time:
55,45 «» 3BV: 194/194 «» 3BV/s: 3,56 «» ZiNi: 130@2,39 «»
Human ZiNi: 141@2,59 «» Openings: 8/8 «» Islands: 9 «» CL:
237@4,35 «» IOE: 0,82 «» ThroughPut: 1,02 «» Correctness:
0,80 «» Flags: 61 «» Ranks: 8775/2041 of 13200 / 59,04% B00M
21:01 EWQMinesweeper exp game --> Time: 57,35 «» Est Time:
57,35 «» 3BV: 187/187 «» 3BV/s: 3,32 «» ZiNi: 132@2,34 «»
Human ZiNi: 148@2,63 «» Openings: 14/14 «» Islands: 8 «» CL:
248@4,40 «» IOE: 0,75 «» ThroughPut: 0,92 «» Correctness:
0,82 «» Flags: 67 «» Ranks: 9642/4892 of 13201 / 44,96%
21:04 EWQMinesweeper exp game --> Time: 52,45 «» Est Time:
52,45 «» 3BV: 178/178 «» 3BV/s: 3,46 «» ZiNi: 124@2,41 «»
Human ZiNi: 133@2,59 «» Openings: 16/16 «» Islands: 14 «»
CL: 245@4,76 «» IOE: 0,73 «» ThroughPut: 0,86 «» Correctness:
0,84 «» Flags: 76 «» Ranks: 6638/3173 of 13202 / 62,85%
21:05 EWQMinesweeper exp game --> Time: 50,13 «» Est Time:
50,13 «» 3BV: 155/155 «» 3BV/s: 3,15 «» ZiNi: 107@2,18 «»
Human ZiNi: 124@2,52 «» Openings: 12/12 «» Islands: 10 «»
CL: 217@4,42 «» IOE: 0,71 «» ThroughPut: 0,90 «» Correctness:
0,79 «» Flags: 60 «» Ranks: 4526/7015 of 13203 / 56,30% )
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 Reply to this Post

florent replied 9 years ago
nice one, but it's rare to see you speak about sub60!

Name:

Bertie

Best expert:

3bv/s 3.52 -> 3.61

Comments:

Just got a new 3bv/s record on exp. Vid in the forum post
linked...

April 16th 2012
05:15:32 PM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 26,68 «» Est Time: 32,61 «» 3BV:
91/112 «» 3BV/s: 3,54 «» ZiNi: 93@2,94 «» Human ZiNi:
104@3,29 «» Openings: 8/9 «» Islands: 12 «» CL: 120@4,67 «»
IOE: 0,76 «» ThroughPut: 0,85 «» Correctness: 0,89 «» Flags: 26
«» Ranks: 0/0 of 13154 / 0%
forced guess - no tears shed. just to let you know i got this. also
it strengthens the current rules, as it shows that ian's 33 can be

April 16th 2012
02:42:40 PM

beaten not only by kamil and that it does not take an insanely
easy board.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

cryslon

Comments:

A small update for Arbiter is released.

April 16th 2012
02:44:19 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

NF 4,4

Comments:

Just got 4,394 NF

April 15th 2012
01:07:17 PM

now my top3 r: 4,394, 4,398 and 4,4

 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Comments:

34 sub50s today. 40*1, 41*2, 42*3, 43*2, 44*2, 45*3, 46*3,
47*9, 48*6, 49*3, 50*1, 51*3, 52*1, 54*1. 4 sup4s. except for
the 40 no overly interestng games today...

April 11th 2012
03:51:00 PM

/me has finished 40 exp games today: 40 flagging . Best were
40,65 sec on 147 3BV board and 4,13 3BV/s on 192 3BV board.
Averages: Time=47,09 3BV/s=3,59 3BV=166
 Reply to this Post

Name:

KAmil

April 10th 2012
10:40:47 AM

Comments:

 Reply to this Post

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

NF 36x2

Comments:

April 10th 2012
10:38:39 AM

Just solved 138/139 in 33s NF and couldnt find last square

 Reply to this Post

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

10x sup4 NF

Comments:

38,017 NF on 154 @ 4,051

April 10th 2012
10:09:58 AM

1st to sup4 sub40 NF
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

10x sub40 NF

April 10th 2012
06:36:33 AM

Comments:

 Reply to this Post

Name:

damien

Comments:

Rankings updated.

April 9th 2012
11:14:41 AM

Pavel is back in the Top10 and qqwref (Mike) improved to #32
with a 45. Kelvin Yang (#77) is our newest Sub50 player and Alix
(Shuang Zhao #183) made a 12 during the Scoreganizer
tournament.
Every score updated except Shen Dan 12.57 and LiuZe Xu 58.96
because saolei.net has crashed (ShenJia is trying to fix it).
My dissertation finishes 26 April - after that I can update and
make changes to the site all summer, but I might not have time to
do another update before I finish the paper. Thanks for your
patience!
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

40,68 --------> 40,35 (41x5)

Comments:

i was back in top10
 Close Replies
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April 9th 2012
04:19:15 AM

alix replied 9 years ago
41x6->3?

Pavel replied 9 years ago

 Reply to this Post

also today i got 14 sub50, it's record for 1 day, 11 of them are sub47, 19 games solved, 3 of them
are sup4 (41x2, 42, 43x2, 45, 46x5, 47, 48, 49, 50x2, 51, 52, 53)

p

Pavel replied 9 years ago
and got 40,83 on 149, it's 41x6

Name:

fritz

Comments:

4.46 3bvs on exp - nr is 4.48 -.-

April 8th 2012
11:25:36 AM

/me exp game --> Time: 46,34 «» Est Time: 46,34 «» 3BV:
202/202 «» 3BV/s: 4,46 «» ZiNi: 127@2,80 «» Human ZiNi:
135@2,98 «» Openings: 13/13 «» Islands: 8 «» CL: 223@4,92 «»
IOE: 0,91 «» ThroughPut: 1,04 «» Correctness: 0,87 «» Flags: 58
«» Ranks: 1059/1 of 12987 / 95,93%
 Reply to this Post

Name:

KAmil

Best beginner:

50x sup8

Comments:

April 8th 2012
06:57:25 AM

of which 6x sup9
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Petro

Best expert:

63.52 --> 62.50

Best intermediate:

13.01

Best beginner:

0.97

Comments:

63.52 --> 62.50 sec and 2.838 --> 2.928 3BVs, 3BV=183

April 8th 2012
06:29:53 AM

Time and 3BVs record. Hopsing
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

36 NF x1 ---> x2

Comments:

 Website

April 6th 2012
08:28:07 AM

35,53 on 124
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Cho-Yong Choi

Comments:

In 'Fuck off winter 2012', kamil made a new world record(beginner
0.398)...
but world record is still 0.49....why?

April 2nd 2012
09:20:36 PM
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 Reply to this Post

Anonymous replied 9 years ago
Thank you!

Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
We decided to not count "lucky" games in beginner. That means a game where you just make
random clicks and don't react to anything. So 0.49 was Kamil's fastest game that wasn't lucky.
Click my name for the forum discussion.

Cho-Yong Choi replied 9 years ago
??? I saw 0.13, 0.22 in kamil's video folder why this(0.13) is not world record?

Name:

Arnav Sankaran

Best expert:

113.00

Best intermediate:

28.00

Best beginner:

5.00

Comments:

Please add me to the rankings if my scores qualify.

April 2nd 2012
02:29:36 PM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

damien

Comments:

I updated about 90% of the scores from March today. If I missed
you, you will be updated sometime this week.

April 2nd 2012
12:07:42 PM

Biggest: Tommy is now WR6 (with a 38) and Wen-Kai Xu is now
WR15 (with a 41).
Tournament was a lot of fun: I was happy with 1-15-52, it was my
first day playing in 7 weeks. Nice to have so many Chinese
competing.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Yacine Germany

Best expert:

81

Comments:

Fun Expert

April 1st 2012
06:18:04 AM

http://i40.tinypic.com/2aklh84.jpg
http://i41.tinypic.com/xpaek6.jpg
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 Reply to this Post

Yacine Germany replied 9 years ago
Hi Aradesh, i must correct the dimensions. Nowadays i play only with 668 bombs on 39*83. My
notebook has only 15 inches with a screen resolution of 1366*768. Back in the days i had TFT
widescreen 19 inches with more bombs and better resolution. Have a nice MS day

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
ah cool. I did a similar thing once on my laptop, in fact I think it was the same dimensions but I
used 872 mines. I solved it NF - it took me the best part of 2 entire days of trying xD I might do it
again sometime - it was somewhat therapeutic and afterwards expert seemed like beginner
No
biggie - but I would have used 872 mines as 871 mines is LESS than expert density, and 872 is the
first integer number of mines which is greater than or equal to expert density. e.g.
48*88*99/16/30 = 871.2 > 871.

y
a

Yacine Germany replied 9 years ago
Hi Aradesh, i use the defaults from the expert mode. 16*30/(99) = 4,848 ~ 4,85 In my case the
laptop display gives me the maximum of 48*88 = 4224 fields / 4,85 = 871 bombs.

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
nice. how many mines and what are the dimensions? You haven't posted about it on the forum maybe you could make a thread about huge boards.

Name:

aradesh

Comments:

Big online April Fools tournament starts in approximately 3 hours.
It would be great to get as many participants as possible. If you
don't see this message until tomorrow, you'll still have time to
register and join in as it goes on all day
There are currently
40 accounts ready to take part.

March 31st 2012
12:19:12 PM

https://scoreganizer.bountin.net/tournaments/outcome/91
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

florent

Comments:

New custom record: 8x8 28 to 32.

March 29th 2012
11:35:42 AM
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Name:

Kerzha

Best expert:

115

Best intermediate:

48

Best beginner:

8

Comments:

I like the minesweeper but I think that i am still a begineer. I like
this website.
Greetings
 Close Replies
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March 28th 2012
10:39:14 PM

 Reply to this Post

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
115s is pretty quick too. I have a friend who has been playing ms for a few months now and you're
faster than him.

Bertie replied 9 years ago
Having finished exp makes you a bit more than a beginner

. Just keep trucking, you'll get

quick...

Name:

Aradesh

Comments:

Come join us in the IRC chatroom! :D

March 27th 2012
03:13:20 PM

There is a sticky post on the forum explaining how to get there or you can simply click the link connected to this post.
 Reply to this Post
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Name:
Comments:

fritz

March 27th 2012
06:43:17 AM

to further stress that we want you to switch to the forum all i'm
going to say about this link is that it is very important.
http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=14&t=176
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

florent

Best expert:

56.86 FL, 58.57 NF >> 50.80 NF

Comments:

/me exp game --> RTime: 50,80 (51) «» Est RTime: 50,80 (51)
«» 3BV: 120/120 «» 3BV/s: 2,36 «» Cl: 279@5,49 «» IOE:
0,430 «» ThrP: 0,828 «» Corr: 0,520 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 1/51
of 206 / 87,86% B00M

March 26th 2012
01:02:24 PM

More info in the forum:
http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=171
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Lucas Pena replied 9 years ago
NF and IOE = 0,430?? Omg you will pass me soon

dg211 replied 9 years ago
Nice!

Name:

Bertie

Best expert:

sub50x12 -> sub50x13

Comments:

Tjips exp game --> RTime: 47.94 (48) «» Est RTime: 47.94 (48)
«» 3BV: 137/137 «» 3BV/s: 2.85 «» ZiNi: 102@2.13 «» H.ZiNi:
111@2.32 «» Ops: 10/10 «» Cl: 169@3.53 «» IOE: 0.811 «»
ThrP: 0.835 «» Corr: 0.970 «» Path: 5619 «» Flags: 44

March 25th 2012
06:38:24 PM
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Name:

Sam Liddle

Best expert:

90.86

Best intermediate:

28.64

Best beginner:

4.92

Comments:

First post ever to this site but I thought I'd post my scores.
I take it this is where I am supposed to post them but I am still

March 25th 2012
06:12:16 PM

,

not sure so forgive me if it's not

.
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fritz replied 9 years ago
msx is perfectly fine. arbiter just has a lot more very nice and helpful features.

Sliddle replied 9 years ago
Thank you very much, that was helpful! I do have video evidence, those are my MSX scores, so I
take it .mvr will be okay? I will email him them now. I will have to give arbiter a try as I've never
even heard of it! And I shall also check out the forum.
, thanks again!

fritz replied 9 years ago
hey sam, welcome to msinfo. nice times you got there. if you have video evidence for your best
games and want to be listed on the rankings here you need to send them to
damienalexmoore@yahoo.com. it might take a few days until damien has time for the next update.
(rankings here require that one of the 4 clones from the main page is used in order to prevent
cheating. i recommend arbiter.) as of now this guestbook is the main meeting place for sweepers
but we are currently working on establishing the forum as such. there's already quite a bit of useful
and interesting stuff in it. and if you want to chat with other sweepers there's an irc-channel on
newnet.net called #minesweeper.

Name:

Yunano

Best intermediate:

13.15->13.06 rt

Comments:

small improvement

y

March 25th 2012
05:27:32 PM
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 Reply to this Post

Yunano replied 9 years ago
13.06->12.93 I also posted the newer one to the forum thread.

Yunano replied 9 years ago
thx. I forgot the thread.

fritz replied 9 years ago

 Reply to this Post

f

congrats! record is record is record, isn't it?

qq, tk, aradesh etc would like to direct posts of this

kind to the forum. there's already a thread for it:
http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=24&p=1141#p1141

Name:

fritz

Comments:

12th sub40

March 25th 2012
10:10:33 AM

/me exp game --> Time: 39,88 «» Est Time: 39,88 «» 3BV:
153/153 «» 3BV/s: 3,94 «» ZiNi: 108@2,78 «» Human ZiNi:
120@3,09 «» Openings: 10/10 «» Islands: 9 «» CL: 174@4,48
«» IOE: 0,88 «» ThroughPut: 0,96 «» Correctness: 0,92 «»
Flags: 51 «» Ranks: 12/215 of 12869 / 99,13% :'(

other news: kamil won the scoreganizer tourny which alix
organised and informed us about a few posts below. tk came in
second, beating me with a 39 by 3 seconds. was a nice tourny.
unfortunately for me i couldn't concentrate enough.
 Close Replies
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fritz replied 9 years ago
@damien: with 12 in 4218 (1 in 351.5) my sub40/sub50 ratio should be on par with yours now

Name:

damien

Comments:

hi guys, sorry for being invisible. my dissertation presentation is
on friday, and i will update the site as soon as possible after that.

March 25th 2012
08:05:54 AM

Scoregnizer tournament on 1 April - take part! Linked on the
homepage.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

I wrote an article/rant about this guestbook, the forum and the
community in general, and feedback would be very much
appreciated. And please reply to the forum thread.
Happy sweeping,
Tommy

 Email

 Website

March 24th 2012
08:35:04 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

KAmil

Best beginner:

NF 7,84 --------> 7,92

Comments:

March 23rd 2012
05:56:04 AM

16 in 2,02s
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Shuang Zhao (alix)

Comments:

Hey guys, Dan Zhou and I have been advertising for the
upcoming online tournament in Chinese community, hopefully
lots of good players will participate! Since it might be the first
time for most of them, I created a warming-up tournament, feel

March 23rd 2012
02:43:45 AM

free to join
 Close Replies
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Tommy replied 9 years ago
Thanks alix, and I'll take the blame for DST - I'm considering to add a warning if DST is soon to the
site now. And: WP all

a
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alix replied 9 years ago
Wonderful tournament! Thanks for paticipating! Congrats to your amazing scores, especially
tommy's 38!

alix replied 9 years ago
Sorry for the change of time! I didn't know DST would begin today.

Bertie replied 9 years ago
As the South African, count me in!!!

Tommy replied 9 years ago
This is awesome to read! I will most likely take part.

fritz replied 9 years ago
not yet sure whether i will have time, but if so, i will take part.

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

45.38 -> 44.98

Comments:

17th sub50
Details here:
http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=24&t=171&p=1137#p1137

March 22nd 2012
06:20:30 PM

(That is also a thread where you can post your personal records!
Please use it. And damien, please check this thread when you do
updates.)
 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Comments:

my 10th sub40, only kamil has more.

March 21st 2012
09:47:41 AM

/me exp game --> Time: 39,65 «» Est Time: 39,65 «» 3BV:
143/143 «» 3BV/s: 3,70 «» ZiNi: 103@2,66 «» Human ZiNi:
115@2,98 «» Openings: 13/13 «» Islands: 13 «» CL: 164@4,24
«» IOE: 0,87 «» ThroughPut: 0,96 «» Correctness: 0,91 «»
Flags: 34 «» Ranks: 9/964 of 12841 / 96,22%
regarding the tournament in munich:
i already messaged all sweepers i have added on fb and will soon
message those whose email addresses i have, as well as those in
the nonosweeper forum. but there are more than a few sweepers
whose only chance to let me know which of the possible dates
suit them is this guestbook (or even better: the forum). so, make
sure you post which of these works best for you:
june: 2, 9, 16, 23, 30
july: 7
deadline for answers is march 26 (i figured the earlier it's fix, the
better for everyone)
about the forum: let's give it a try and make some more posts
over there. this is dirceted at ALL of you. it's kind of annoying
that i still seem to be the only one who is actually posting there.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

fritz replied 9 years ago
/me exp game --> Time: 39,78 «» Est Time: 39,78 «» 3BV: 146/146 «» 3BV/s: 3,76 «» ZiNi:
104@2,68 «» Human ZiNi: 114@2,94 «» Openings: 11/11 «» Islands: 10 «» CL: 168@4,33 «»
IOE: 0,87 «» ThroughPut: 0,97 «» Correctness: 0,89 «» Flags: 46 «» Ranks: 11/638 of 12842 /
97,48%

Name:

florent

Best beginner:

5.20 >> 5.30

Comments:

/me beg game --> RTime: 5,47 (6) «» Est RTime: 5,47 (6) «»
3BV: 29/29 «» 3BV/s: 5,30 «» Cl: 39@7,13 «» IOE: 0,744 «»
ThrP: 1,000 «» Corr: 0,744 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 1106/1 of
1850 / 70,14%

March 17th 2012
04:01:29 PM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

fritz

Comments:

to make it short:

March 17th 2012
12:56:14 PM

this year's wch will be held in munich. i already have the
confirmation from my old high school, that we can use their pclab. to ensure that as many sweepers as possible can come to
munich and participate i ask you to let me know which of the
following possible dates for a tournament work for you. please
only respond when you are considering participating:
june 2
june 9
june 16
june 23
june 30
july 7
please post your replies within the next 2 weeks so that i can
make the final announcement on april 2.
happy sweeping
 Close Replies
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Aradesh replied 9 years ago
I find june 9 and before a little too short notice - but I could probably still make them, just a
preference. Otherwise every other date should be fine.

Rogen replied 9 years ago
june 9-30 is for Euro 2012. I'll be there all weekends

Name:

wjy_saolei.net

Comments:

Apologize for my last comment, I post it with no test.
now we learn that DT has a 4829, is it the world record? If not,
what’s the record?

March 15th 2012
11:34:35 PM

 Email

 Website
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 Reply to this Post

Lucas Pena replied 9 years ago
My "better" was 4705,7

fritz replied 9 years ago
and since you posted again while i was replying: what's the point in excluding all but less than 100
people from the challenge to set a record there? for a lot of people 91s would be a truely great
time. is a sub50 on 100 3bv with 4000 path better than a sub50 on 200 3bv with 8000 path? i
don't think that playing for speed and playing for shortest path should be combined. that's like
combinging time with ioe or with fewest clicks. in some cases there might be a correlation but there
are enough examples which suggest that good scores can be done whilst not caring for these
indices.

fritz replied 9 years ago
a shorter path is neat and the capability of finishing games with such surely indicates a good
understanding of the game. but much more important when trying to achieve good times is the
ability to save clicks and reduce hesitations during the solve. in a lot of cases it is simply faster to
choose a slightly longer path that allows a more time- and click-efficient solving. if you are just
looking for the all-time shortest path, i recommend going back to the post from when matthew
rendo joined this page (2007). he posted some nice stats followed by the only discussion about
mouse path i've witnessed on here. hmm...maybe i feel motivated to play some more and try to
get sub4000 path.

wjy_saolei.net replied 9 years ago
in other wordsa, distance record with sub50 makes sense.

wjy_saolei.net replied 9 years ago
obviously distance is useful only when someone sweep fast. we can make kinds of records slowly
like 91s. saolei.net discuss distance 17 months ago, and summarize some meaning of it. here i
have no mind to describe it. perhaps distance is not important enough to harass me...so i only want
to know the record as a "number" irresponsible with my poor english.

fritz replied 9 years ago
nobody here keeps track of that stat. and since i just solved and expert game with 4757 path (91s
on 142 3bv) within less than 10 minutes of trying i doubt that this index is relevant enough to
speak of a world record there.

Name:

wjy_saolei.net

Comments:

Damien: Dan Zhou made a 4841 distance in her 41.640(42), is it
the world record?

 Email

March 15th 2012
11:14:33 PM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

cryslon

Comments:

Arbiter has been updated again.

March 15th 2012
04:10:14 PM

The previous version has some unpleasant bugs related to video
player. Sorry for inconvenience.
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KAmil replied 9 years ago
brrrrrrrr!! cheers

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Youtube video linked

 Email

 Reply to this Post

March 15th 2012
03:47:38 PM
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Name:

Tommy

Best expert:

38.42 -> 37.68

Comments:

Sorry Damien and Zhang

March 15th 2012
02:58:37 PM

I really like how I played this game - it was on a 143 3bv board,
and the solve was pretty efficient.
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Tommy replied 9 years ago
thx all

@Pavel, I had to do something after that awesome 3bv/s record of yours

damien replied 9 years ago
congrats tommy, you earned it. i thought it was going to happen 2 years ago!

 Reply to this Post
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Pavel replied 9 years ago
for 3 seconds better than my record, you're really cool, big congrats

fritz replied 9 years ago

Name:

cryslon

Comments:

Minesweeper Arbiter has been updated. The new version is called
0.49.2.

March 15th 2012
12:30:23 PM

This is a huge security update, so switch to the new version as
soon as possible.
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

fritz

Best expert:

4.380->4.396

Comments:

/me exp game --> Est Time: 45,36 «» 3BV: 195/195 «» 3BV/s:
4,40 «» ZiNi: 123@2,77 «» Human ZiNi: 137@3,09 «»
Openings: 12/12 «» CL: 211@4,76 «» IOE: 0,92 «» ThroughPut:
1,02 «» Correctness: 0,91 «» Flags: 59 «» Ranks: 596/1 of
12827 / 97,68%

March 13th 2012
04:04:23 PM

my pc lagged a bit during the last few seconds. might have cost
me 0.2s.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

damien

Comments:

Thanks for all the birthday wishes guys. Updated the rankings up
to 10 March (only missed Bertie and Luke).

March 12th 2012
01:28:44 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

florent

Best expert:

59.62 NF >> 58.57 NF and 2.61 >> 2.81

Comments:

March 12th 2012
12:53:38 PM

/me exp game --> RTime: 58,57 (59) «» Est RTime: 58,57 (59)
«» 3BV: 165/165 «» 3BV/s: 2,81 «» Cl: 338@5,77 «» IOE:
0,488 «» ThrP: 0,851 «» Corr: 0,574 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 1/1
of 189 / 100% ~_~
NF Hopsing. I'm getting closer and closer to break my FL record.
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

KAmil

Comments:

Today I spend all day playing Int trying to get a sub10, but I
didnt. Anyway, I made a new record of 10s games won in 1 day

March 11th 2012
07:45:50 PM

with 10x12
 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Comments:

hey fellow sweepers,

March 9th 2012
03:40:39 PM

since the results from the previous 10 int boards suggested that
there might be a correlation and that my choice of boards could
have been a bit better (there were 2 extreme outliers in the
boards), i have asked bertie to generate a set of boards that have
the same 3bv and zini. i ran them through my formula and picked
10 boards that do not require guessing, seem equally nice to
solve and which the formula delivered different results for.
the attached link is a zip-file with 10 intermediate boards. you
would do me a very big favour, if you played these 10 boards by
the instructions in the included readme-file and then sent me a
message with the information on what time you took to complete
which board. all of the boards have the same 3bv, yet the times
each one of you will get will very likely be in a range of 2 to 5
seconds, if not more. the aim of this survey is to figure out,
whether there is a correlation between your results and the
results a small formula i have come up with delivered.
big thanks in advance for your participation and happy sweeping,
fritz a.k.a. EWQMinesweeper

http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=FritzLohr/&file=10ints.zip
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Aris replied 9 years ago
3)14,84-4)16,59-13)18,97-17)15-19)14,52-20)13,43-25)16-29)15,48-32)15,55-45)14,46

fritz replied 9 years ago

f
f

minor flaw in the readme. it should be "17: 0/15" and not "17: 0/0"

fritz replied 9 years ago
i forgot to add that for this survey it does not at all matter what your best, normal or average times
on intermediate level are. taking part shouldn't take longer than 10-20 minutes

Name:

Bertie

Best expert:

3.48 -> 3.50 3bv/s (with a 3.52 in the history), 2.20 -> 2.34
zini/s, 2.XX -> 2.52 hzini/s

Comments:

Well that was a good game......
linked; VC: JEWW xDxDxD)

March 9th 2012
08:11:13 AM

Also a IOS record... (vid

/me exp game --> RTime: 50.47 (51) «» Est RTime: 50.47 (51)
«» 3BV: 177/177 «» 3BV/s: 3.50 «» ZiNi: 118@2.34 «» H.ZiNi:
127@2.52 «» Ops: 13/13 «» Cl: 200@3.96 «» IOE: 0.885 «»
ThrP: 0.978 «» Corr: 0.905 «» Flags: 44
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Avril Lavigne Photos

Best expert:

-

Best intermediate:

-

Best beginner:

-

Comments:

hi

March 8th 2012
12:45:37 PM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

fritz

Comments:

hey sweepers,
there are 10 int replays (arbiter, clone works too) in the linked
zip-file and you'd do me a very big favour if you play these boards
with as little upk as possible and then post here what time you
got on which board.
eg "10.99s with 31 3bv took me 12.34s"
the reason behind it is that i've had an idea on how boards with
similar stats can be compared regarding how many 3bv are
adjacent to each each number.
if you have a few minutes more i'd also appreciate it if you could

March 7th 2012
09:30:47 AM

play all games a second time, starting from the same opening as
in my replay and telling me your time for these games as well.
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Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
10.42 - first try 12.31, later 11.99 (after a higher 12). 10.47 - first try 11.68, later 10.08. 10.80 first try 10.93, later 9.79. 10.82 - first try 11.13, later 9.22 (after two higher 12s). 11.33 - first try
13.21, later 13.62. 11.78 - first try 15.11, later 11.97. 11.99 - first try 12.25, later 11.44. 12.27 first try 14.02, later 13.16. 13.20 - first try 13.70, later 11.55. 14.02 - first try 15.83, later 13.95.

Name:

Aradesh

Comments:

Happy birthday, Damien!

March 7th 2012
05:56:16 AM
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 Reply to this Post

Bertie replied 9 years ago
I second that

Name:

Luke

Best beginner:

5.596-> 5.701

Comments:

Kinda sat around for 20 min tonight playing for this and finally got
it 6.788 on 33..

March 6th 2012
08:15:54 PM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

fritz

Comments:

he's the guy who keeps this site up and running, who spends
hours and hours every week updating the rankings, watching
replays, collecting every bit of information about the game we all
love that is out there in the internet, expanding this page, the
definite center of the worldwide minesweeper community,
organizing tournaments and trying to keep everyone happy.
only a tiny bit of the countless hours this guy, who is probably the
biggest fan of this game the world has ever seen, can be noticed
on the surface, yet there is a lot of work involved behind the
scenes for which he rarely gets credited.
you know whom i'm talking about since the first line already:
thefinerminer or as listed on the world ranking mr. damien moore.
it's his birthday today, so:

March 6th 2012
03:10:53 PM

happy birthday damien! you're the bomb, man! i hope you're
haviing a great time in dubai, hopefully finding time to relax from
the hard work on the site here. you were a great inspiration and
motivation for me ever since back in 2007 when i found your site
and you added me to your rankings. i'd like to use this opportnity
to say thank you very much for your hard work on this site. your
work is much aprreciated and i wish i could help you more with it.
have a nice party and a good time in dubai, enjoy your holiday
while it lasts. there's already a pending discussion that is only
waiting for you to return home.
cheers, fritz.
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Tommy replied 9 years ago
Happy birthday!

manu replied 9 years ago
finally someone put in words, what i had in mind for a long time when thinking about minesweeper
and the community in special... Alles Gute zum Geburtstag! (damien is interested in different
languages, feel free to congratulate in your own mother tongue) mfg manu

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
*like*

Pavel replied 9 years ago
Happy Birthday!!!

Rob Grace replied 9 years ago
Happy Birthday!

alix replied 9 years ago
Happy birthday & thank you, damien!

dg211 replied 9 years ago

d
a

Hear, hear!

Arsen replied 9 years ago
Just nothing to add. Your work is priceless. Congrats, Damien!

Name:

florent

Best intermediate:

14.27 >> 13.13

Comments:

/me int game --> RTime: 13,13 (14) «» Est RTime: 13,13 (14)
«» 3BV: 33/33 «» 3BV/s: 2,51 «» Cl: 72@5,48 «» IOE: 0,458 «»
ThrP: 0,825 «» Corr: 0,556 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 1/336 of 482 /
65,25%

March 5th 2012
09:32:17 AM

More than one second better, a lower 3BV than my former record
(40). I will be #12 in France and #190 in WR, and #49 NF if
noboby gets better time. So I finally get back in top200, now i
need to get better expert, since i improved 1.74 seconds in one
month.
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fritz replied 9 years ago
grats! correctness seems to be improving.

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

45.73 -> 45.38

Comments:

Third 46 - the first was on 138, the second was on 108
this one was on 140.

March 4th 2012
05:26:51 PM

, and

This is also my 10th sub50
and my second today. The
distribution is 46x3, 48x1, 49x6.
The really good news: this improvement is enough to push me
past Reid Sinclair and Dan Cerveny. So I'm the 2nd best player in
the USA and 3rd in North America
PS: I'm coming for you, Tjips!
 Close Replies
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Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
Oh yeah, here's the video.
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Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

4,342 --------------------> 4,681

March 2nd 2012
01:39:48 PM

Comments:

this great result allows me to get up on 2nd place on 3bvs
ranking
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 Reply to this Post

Lucas Pena replied 9 years ago
amazing game big congratz

Arvo replied 9 years ago
Yeah, 0,34 is a really good improvement for exp. Well done

Tommy replied 9 years ago
Whoa, nice job! and now... GET THAT SUB40 ALREADY - a drunk and impressed Tommy

KAmil replied 9 years ago
Not bad, congrats!

fritz replied 9 years ago
are you fucking kidding me? congrats! much respect!

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Est Time: 39,44 «» 3BV: 151/151 «» 3BV/s:
3,93 «» ZiNi: 110@2,86 «» Human ZiNi: 116@3,02 «» Openings:
10/10 «» CL: 177@4,60 «» IOE: 0,85 «» ThroughPut: 0,94 «»
Correctness: 0,91 «» Flags: 43 «» Ranks: 7,00/223 of 12766 /
99,11%

March 2nd 2012
12:48:42 PM

my 9th sub40 and with 10.04 almost my 2nd sub10 rqp. at
around 30s i knew there was a good chance for a sub40.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Best expert:

4.373---->4.380

Comments:

/me exp game --> Est Time: 53,97 «» 3BV: 232/232 «» 3BV/s:
4,38 «» ZiNi: 135@2,55 «» Human ZiNi: 146@2,76 «» Openings:
11/11 «» CL: 226@4,27 «» IOE: 1,03 «» ThroughPut: 1,14 «»
Correctness: 0,90 «» Flags: 53 «» Ranks: 7437,00/1 of 12747 /
70,83% :@

March 1st 2012
02:21:35 PM

very small improvement and i'm not really happy with that game.
those who know my sweeping habits will know why.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Lucas Pena

Best expert:

52,50s > 50,87s

Best intermediate:

12,32s

Best beginner:

1,20s

Comments:

Finally I pass Giuliano and now I'm second in Brazil country
ranking
next is Dayan..

February 27th 2012
10:21:13 AM

congratz for your improvement richard... you will be in brazil
top 5 soon

ps: It says "invalid username or password" when I try to log on
Chrome, but on IE I can do it normally. Why??
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Lucas Pena replied 9 years ago
Problem solved... I can log now Vid's link http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=LucasPena/&file=Exp%20-%2050%2C87%20-%2027.02.2012%20-%20114%203BV.mvf.mvf

Name:

Richard do Valle

Best expert:

64.54

February 26th 2012
03:03:39 PM

Best intermediate:

14.52

Best beginner:

1.12

Comments:

Just my new records for the next update...
Finally getting near Rodrigo Camargo on Brazilian ranking...
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Bertalan Bodor

Best intermediate:

3.52 -> 3.73

Comments:

Just got another record, sorry for the double post.

February 26th 2012
02:29:12 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Bertalan Bodor

Best expert:

65.28 -> 63.59

Comments:

Finally I managed to break my 1-year-old record.

February 25th 2012
01:59:23 PM
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Name:

fritz

Best expert:

37.33

Best intermediate:

10.47--->10.42 (10*4)

Best beginner:

0.76

Comments:

/me int game --> Est Time: 10,42 «» 3BV: 32/32 «» 3BV/s:
3,40 «» ZiNi: 27@2,87 «» Human ZiNi: 28@2,97 «» Openings:
5/5 «» CL: 37@3,93 «» IOE: 0,86 «» ThroughPut: 0,89 «»
Correctness: 0,97 «» Flags: 5 «» Ranks: 1,00/6335 of 15416 /
79,46%
was about time

February 25th 2012
12:27:37 PM

after ~500 ints this week...only a small

improvement, but i'm right on the way to a sub10. watch out,
manu!
@damien: i will upload the replay at the end of the ar period,
@rest: stick with the youtube video of the reply until the game
is on the ranking.
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florent replied 9 years ago
nice little one!
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Pavel replied 9 years ago
grats

fritz replied 9 years ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y61rgiNcX0Q- put the pb on youtube

Name:

florent

Best intermediate:

3.68 >> 3.76

Comments:

/me int game --> RTime: 20,98 (21) «» Est RTime: 20,98 (21)
«» 3BV: 79/79 «» 3BV/s: 3,76 «» Cl: 119@5,67 «» IOE: 0,664
«» ThrP: 0,963 «» Corr: 0,689 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 117/1 of
432 / 86,57% >:)

February 24th 2012
01:40:17 PM

another little improvement
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Name:

fritz

Comments:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iju3sBxGjYo

February 22nd 2012
11:53:16 AM

episode 14 of the vblog:
-online tournament on scoreganizer on april 1
-country rankings to be opened for all sweepers
-rules: mouse button functions
-case example: roman's 41 on the world ranking?
apart from the introduction the video actually contains only
audio plus some written text.
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Name:

damien

Comments:

Rankings updated.
Scott Eng completed a new world record of 161 mines on
Expert, video is on the Custom page. (And he passes me on the
ranking).
Glad you're playing again Rogen ;)
I will be in Dubai 28 Feb - 10 Mar, so no updates then.

February 21st 2012
10:30:38 AM

 Close Replies
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c. replied 9 years ago
be careful visiting those barbaric places, damien

damien replied 9 years ago
leon's game is only a picture, it is nice to have a WR on video now. i thought it would never
happen, but scott proved what 2 years of trying can accomplish!

harryck repse replied 9 years ago
what!? leon neuteboom's record of 160 mines has finally been broken? i thought it was surely
impossible. congrats scott eng

Name:

Rogen

Best expert:

42 (Budapest 2007) -> 41

Comments:

Hi everyone! Minesweeper is very bad game. You can get new
record in winmine playing for fun after the end of ms career just
because you get easy board. Just got 3BV 109 and 41 on it.
Screenshot is in AR.

February 21st 2012
05:47:31 AM
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Tommy replied 9 years ago
That notwithstanding, grats again

Tommy replied 9 years ago
@Kamil, a screenshot is no proof at all. Take any completed game, make a screenshot, paste
different timer numbers, ..., profit. It is trivial even with mspaint. I'm not saying that I don't trust
you Roman, just to make that clear - but a screenshot is not evidence, of pretty much any sort, not
when we have clones available that create hard-to-crack replay files.

KAmil replied 9 years ago
Grats! Current rules that u have to play on special version suck. I believe that all games proved to
be non-cheated deserve to be legal.

Name:

KAmil

Best intermediate:

200x sub11

Comments:

It seems on the 14th February I got my 200th sub11 (including

February 19th 2012
10:03:13 AM

a few sub30 3bv games): 8x5, 9x39, 10x156
 Close Replies
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KAmil replied 9 years ago
41 games were NF, highest 3bv: 8s: 43, 9s: 49, 10s: 57

Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
Wow! I'm still working on my first. How many were NF, and what was the highest 3BV?

Name:

florent

Best intermediate:

3.61 >> 3.68

Comments:

/me int game --> RTime: 21,42 (22) «» Est RTime: 21,42 (22)
«» 3BV: 79/79 «» 3BV/s: 3,68 «» Cl: 135@6,30 «» IOE: 0,585
«» ThrP: 0,952 «» Corr: 0,615 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 109/1 of
365 / 85,21% :'(

February 19th 2012
09:03:58 AM

and another record...
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florent replied 9 years ago
/me int game --> RTime: 17,70 (1
«» Est RTime: 17,70 (1
«» 3BV: 64/64 «» 3BV/s: 3,61 «»
Cl: 112@6,33 «» IOE: 0,571 «» ThrP: 0,901 «» Corr: 0,634 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 13/2 of 366 /
98,22% RQP and IOS record on this one

Name:

florent

Best intermediate:

14.87 >> 14.27

Comments:

/me int game --> RTime: 14,27 (15) «» Est RTime: 14,27 (15)
«» 3BV: 40/40 «» 3BV/s: 2,80 «» Cl: 81@5,68 «» IOE: 0,494
«» ThrP: 0,800 «» Corr: 0,617 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 1/89 of
345 / 87,25% :-|
finally a time record!

February 18th 2012
10:18:50 AM
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florent replied 9 years ago

f

thanks fritz, but i think i was pretty slow at the beginning, but when i realized it was a good board i
ended faster. i still need a better exp to get back in the top200

fritz replied 9 years ago

f

nice! congrats! there's a lot of potential, seeing that it's 40 3bv and 0.6 correctness.

Name:

florent

Best beginner:

5.08 >> 5.20

Comments:

/me beg game --> RTime: 5,38 (6) «» Est RTime: 5,38 (6) «»
3BV: 28/28 «» 3BV/s: 5,20 «» Cl: 36@6,69 «» IOE: 0,778 «»
ThrP: 1,000 «» Corr: 0,778 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 943/1 of
1654 / 71,52%

February 18th 2012
09:10:22 AM
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Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Oh yeah, I uploaded the vids. That is actually mainly the way in

February 17th 2012
11:08:50 PM

which the last post was supposed to make sense.
 Email
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Name:

Tommy

Comments:

I just came home from a night out, and given that I felt like I
still had to ponder something in particular that happened that
night, I decided to play some drunkensweeper. Given that I
haven't played (much) drunkensweeper in the past, I will
upload it.

February 17th 2012
11:07:42 PM

These are my first three scores per level, and I will stop right
there.
So, I don't think I have much more to say about this. Have fun,
if you will
 Email
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Name:

damien

Comments:

Rankings updated

February 17th 2012
09:36:55 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Salustanquidio

Best expert:

Hundred y pico

Best intermediate:

36

Best beginner:

3

Comments:

I dedicate this poem to all sweepers addicts:

February 15th 2012
07:18:04 AM

Get Drunk! Charles Baudelaire
Always be drunk. That's it! The great imperative! In order not to
feel Time's horrid fardel bruise your shoulders, grinding you into
the earth, Get drunk and stay that way.
On what? On wine, poetry, virtue, whatever.
But get drunk.
And if you sometimes happen to wake up on the porches of a
palace,
in the green grass of a ditch, in the dismal loneliness of your
own room,
your drunkenness gone or disappearing, ask the wind, the
wave, the star,
the bird, the clock, ask everything that flees, everything that
groans or rolls or sings, everything that speaks, ask what time
it is; and the wind,
the wave, the star, the bird, the clock will answer you: "Time to
get drunk!
Don't be martyred slaves of Time, Get drunk! Stay drunk! On
wine, virtue, poetry, whatever!" (minesweeper)
http://www.translatum.gr/forum/index.php?
PHPSESSID=366a23b4832a81cf8c434e1c8e60be81&topic=40643.0#
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Shanaz Sukhdeo

Best expert:

170

Best intermediate:

50

Best beginner:

8

Comments:

Hi all, i am not that world ranked a player but I like
minesweeper. Interestingly for the first time I got a square with
number 8. i.e 8 mines around that cell/square. anyone can
across this?

February 14th 2012
12:36:30 PM
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Bertie replied 9 years ago

 Reply to this Post
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... "1 in 1200" doesn't state the error on the probability, which I could easily imagine up to
100%.... So Shanaz, welcome, and ignore this trolling

fritz replied 9 years ago
michael: i'm more than fine with kamil on 1 and ian on 2. i only want to overtake manu. and 1 in
1200 boards is not rare btw. 2 3bv on beginner is rare, but 1 in 1200 exp boards means you see
one every month (solved or not solved)

Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
Welcome to the community, Shanaz! 8s are actually pretty rare - only one in every 1200 boards
has one, so you can be happy that you got lucky
Keep practicing and you can definitely get
world ranked. It's not as hard as it seems, and minesweeper only gets more fun the faster you get.
(And don't mind Fritz, he's just mad because he's spent more time playing this game than any
other good player, and still isn't the best in the world

r

)

Ronny replied 9 years ago
Down Fritz,stop trolling the guests! I've only solved 1 expert board with an 8, so it isn't all that
common (I must admit, me solving an expert board, wasn't very common either
). Anyway,
welcome and I hope to see you in the world ranking soon.

f

fritz replied 9 years ago
wow! in 7500 hours of playing and more than 15000 won expert games i have never seen an 8.
neither has anyone else here. let's inform guinness world records about this world-changing event.
my life is complete now that someone has finally seen that mysterious number 8. (/end trolling welcome to msinfo, sotry for the troll answer, but since you solved expert level i assume you are
able to figure out why this reply isn't all undeserved)

Name:

fritz

Comments:

just completed my 4000th sub50 on expert. only 216 days
between number 3000 and number 4000, 561 in dec11 and
jan12 alone. i'm still not sure whether 5000 is something i
should aim at.

February 12th 2012
02:03:24 AM

/me exp game --> Est Time: 44,68 «» 3BV: 133/133 «» 3BV/s:
3,04 «» ZiNi: 100@2,29 «» Human ZiNi: 104@2,38 «»
Openings: 13/13 «» CL: 175@4,01 «» IOE: 0,76 «»
ThroughPut: 0,87 «» Correctness: 0,87 «» Flags: 44 «» Ranks:
362,00/7694 of 12616 / 68,08%
 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Best expert:

3.36

Best intermediate:

3.91->4.02

Best beginner:

5.08

Comments:

after 3 hours of playing in which i got some nice games on
expert and a bit of int for the ari thought i might as well play try
my luck with nf. my first ever nf sup4 on int :D

February 11th 2012
09:15:08 AM

/me int game --> Est Time: 15,93 «» 3BV: 60/60 «» 3BV/s:
4,02 «» ZiNi: 46@3,08 «» Human ZiNi: 48@3,22 «» Openings:
5/5 «» CL: 78@5,22 «» IOE: 0,77 «» ThroughPut: 0,82 «»
Correctness: 0,94 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 20,00/1 of 14787 /
99,94%
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KAmil replied 9 years ago
I agree with Michael

Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
We could replace the female NF ranking; there are only 11 people on that one and I don't see any
particularly serious competition on it. A ranking for NF 3BV/s would actually be useful, because the
current records contain all of the normal speed WR categories except for the NF 3BV/s ones, and
having that extra ranking would remedy that.

fritz replied 9 years ago
the fewer rankings the better. nonosweeper has 5 different world rankings, yet no one really cares
about them. also as long as the current discussions about the 3bv/s ranking are still ongoing i find
it's too early to start thinking about yet another ranking.

alix replied 9 years ago
I think there could be an NF 3BV/s ranking...

Name:

Bertie

Comments:

I think it's time we introduced a new tradition. I just blasted a
46 on a 50/50, leaving me with 2 sub50's lost to 50-50's. From

February 8th 2012
05:22:03 PM

now on I'm gonna adamantly state that I've had 14 sub50's, but
only finished 12....

And also, we can remove 50-

50's........
 Close Replies
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damien replied 9 years ago
The original world ranking (see Expert World Records in the archives on this site) allowed games
lost on the LC 50/50 on the ranking
@Bertie: After 2 years of complaint, Bravenet finally fixed
their program so downloading the guestbook includes the replies! I have started a new complaint
about formatting, hehe

t
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Tommy replied 9 years ago
And fuck the inconsistency concerning formatting on this guestbook. Sorry for the wall of text, I
had that in paragraphs

Tommy replied 9 years ago
But how do you resolve it? Generating only boards without forced guesses leads to mslive difficulty.
<-bad. I have talked about this before. Changing the board as the game progresses requires
enough intelligence from the game to recognize forced guesses. If this is implemented, it will
induce lag at best. It will also remove situations where there _is_ skill involved in guessing in the
most beneficial way. Resolving all forced guesses is a bad idea for two reasons - it removes part of
the skill (choosing the best guess) - it will, in edge cases, allow the player to abuse this as a way to
edit the board to their advantage (either this square is chordable, or I get another forced guess,
and the latter _is good as well_, because it lets me edit the board to a certain extent - something
like that will pop up, I'm pretty sure). So, all guess eliminators may only eliminate those guesses
where there are determinably a certain number of mines in a certain area (where the number of
mines is smaller than the number of squares in the area), determinably no squares that can be
opened that are adjacent to it, and where there is determinably no advantage to be gained from
choosing one square over the other (yes, you _still_ need that restriction). A possibility would be to
only act that way for standard 50-50es. That still leaves some corner situations where there is only
a 1/3 chance of survival, so it doesn't eliminate that kind of luck completely. So this approach is
less than perfect. I would be very surprised if eliminating all of those were computationally feasible
in the middle of a game (although you are free to prove me wrong). So, you will likely have to
introduce a complicated ruleset to eliminate _most_ situations like that. Ugly to implement, and
ugly for game analysis. Arbitrarily long 50-50 "wires" anyone? I prefer a pure game that is identical
in-game to the game that millions of people have played (and over a thousand have been ranked
in) already, even if

Bertie replied 9 years ago
I'm not talking about estimates 80% or even 90% through the game lost to 50-50s. Both my
games had 2 3bv left, and in both cases one situation requiring a 50-50 guess to resolve only. In
both these cases I completed the part of the game board requiring skill and done so at a sub50
pace for the board. Thus, I played 14 games which can without doubt be considered displaying the
requisite skill to complete the board in under 50 seconds. Yes, it is the boards fault, but it also is an
unnecessary evil...

t

Tommy replied 9 years ago
Number of sub40 estimates blasted on 50-50es: too many. I still think they are part of the game.
Statistically speaking, you will get a second chance (and a third, and a fourth, and an nth). Just
stop minding, I only mind if I blast because I fail myself. Think of blasting on a 50-50 of being the
board's fault - you aren't going to sub50 on a 230 3bv board anytime soon, either. Both 3bv and
50-50es are equally beyond your control.

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Oh, and by the way, I have everything set up to stream myself
playing some minesweeper live over the internet, and I plan to
do so every now and then. I have no idea what format to use, so
i am completely open to suggestions. What would be great to
know is the following:

February 8th 2012
08:10:02 AM

Would you watch a stream in the first place? What would I need
to do for you to watch a stream? I have been thinking about
analyzing games after I am done playing them, and taking
audience questions. I also though of accepting submissions by
people who want to improve, and analyzing those games.
Any suggestions are welcome and appreciated - and holidays are
drawing closer and closer for me
 Close Replies
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Tommy replied 9 years ago
^^ I can always focus on the important bits. I thought of alt+tabbing between whatever program I
am using at the moment and my webcam view, ie, I'd be able to interact in that way as well. But
Day
can do that without cheerleaders
So I guess I might at least give it a try.

fritz replied 9 years ago
if by live-stream you don't mean only your screen and rather mean having a camera set up behind
you i'd suggest some hot cheerleaders. analyzing games in all detail takes a minute for each
second the game is long btw.

Name:

Tommy

Best intermediate:

???->5.11/5.12

Comments:

Well, I'm not entirely sure what my old highscore was, but I am
sure that it was no sup5.
This was actually a horrible game, I was fairly appalled when I
watched it ^^

February 8th 2012
07:56:36 AM

And grats@billtsar!

Also, now that I am certain of my int highscore, I will be joining
the 3bv/s ranking.
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billtsar replied 9 years ago
Thanks Tommy! And congrats for top10, epic achievement!

Name:

billtsar

Best intermediate:

16.13-->14.43

Comments:

OMG, I can't believe it! sub15
I expected a new record these days (I had 2 16.xx this week),
to be honest, but sth like 15.8 not that one! It's funny because
3bv was 42 (3bv/s=2.91) so there is still room for improvement,

February 7th 2012
05:16:30 PM

right?
I put 11 flags, throughput=0.89, correctness=0.63.
After 2 years playing int 99% of the times, it's time to practise
exp and get that sub60.
 Close Replies
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billtsar replied 9 years ago
Actually I'm not that good at NF and misclick a lot (0.63 is considered relatively high) so what I'm
trying to do is start bottom-right and then go clockwise or CCW so that I make sure I don't leave
any clicks behind and also avoid moving the mouse up-down or left-right for scattered clicks. I quit
the game when I've made many misclicks or there is a delay in revealing a significant part of the
board. Of course I know this strategy can't give me much better times.

a
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Aradesh replied 9 years ago
definitely room for improvement. i don't even think it's a particularly nice board. i don't think you're
doing yourself any favours by starting near the corner. even though you got a fairly large opening,
it could still have been a high 3bv board. i don't start an int game unless i get big openings near
the center, that leave little room for lots of 3bv around the edges.

billtsar replied 9 years ago
Thanks! Here is the video btw http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfM0c13PgZQ

f

fritz replied 9 years ago
as long as you didn't get the record on 30 3bv and got all openings at the start there is room for
improvement. congrats!

Name:

Brandon Stitt

Comments:

I'm loving this MMO Minesweeper game. Infinite field and some
good music makes for a very good afternoon. I see Danny and
Fritz have found it too.

February 5th 2012
02:47:01 AM

http://mmo-minesweeper.com/
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Bertie

Best expert:

45.81 -> 43.19

Best intermediate:

12.38

Best beginner:

0.68

Comments:

Well, after almost three and a half years there is a new South

February 3rd 2012
05:06:36 PM

African and African exp record!!!
So far this week I've been
playing some of the best minesweeper I've ever played (timewise) with like 10 sub55's in one sitting earlier the week, and
2x49.XX RT (not sub50's, of course). This time is better than
what I would have gotten in that 50-50 game of last year, so
that game is finally wiped from the slate.
This board was
132 3BV and 91 ZiNi, completed at 3.05 3BV/s (only my second
sub50sup3) with sup0.9 IOE.
This is a good game.
[Vid linked, I hope]
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Ronny replied 9 years ago
Congrats

damien replied 9 years ago
that is so awesome bertie!

Arsen replied 9 years ago
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Glad to hear that, Bertie! Go further )

Tommy replied 9 years ago
Awesomeness, good job!

fritz replied 9 years ago

Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
Very nice! And you passed me back, I see... I'll have to try to get a better Exp game too

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Est Time: 38,49 «» 3BV: 124/124 «» 3BV/s:
3,31 «» ZiNi: 99@2,64 «» Human ZiNi: 100@2,67 «» Openings:
13/13 «» CL: 157@4,19 «» IOE: 0,79 «» ThroughPut: 0,89 «»
Correctness: 0,89 «» Flags: 40 «» Ranks: 2,00/4552 of 12579 /
81,91% <--

February 1st 2012
11:44:16 AM

8th sub40, 38*4
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fritz replied 9 years ago
3967th sub50, sub50/sub40 ratio is 496 now. sorry @ pavel, without this game you would have
beaten me this AR.

Name:

damien

Comments:

Rankings updated (29 people, 86 videos).

February 1st 2012
08:43:43 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Tommy

January 31st 2012
07:18:00 AM

Best expert:

40.32 (rt+1) -> 38.42

Comments:

because now that I have a sub40, I am using rt exclusively.

FUCK YEAH. I also have a sub50 sum now. Damien, watch your
back.
Also, the world record when I joined the community was 38.40 having a score that is almost the same is incredible. It will be
even better to beat it, which will hopefully happen someday no, I am not done ;)
vid linked.
And Pavel - you're next ;)
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harryck repse replied 9 years ago
Wooot! Good job man

NYMIKE replied 9 years ago
Like you said "FUCK YEAH", great job.

Aris replied 9 years ago
Huge congrats!you really deserved that

Arsen replied 9 years ago
Tommy, yes! Great! Pavel, come on! )

Arvo replied 9 years ago
Well done!

Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
Awesome! Top 10 must be an incredible feeling.
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Pavel replied 9 years ago
coooooool, congrats

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Update on the replay event stuff:

January 31st 2012
01:53:10 AM

I was mistaken, vsweep as a matter of fact only stores event
times for mouse events, so that is not an issue (for vsweep).
A bit of terminology: The result string of a replay is part of the
replay file and looks something like this:
'nLEVEL:Intermediate#SCORE:11.37#NAME:Thomas
Kolar#NICK:Tommy#3BV:39#NF:0#TIMESTAMP:1288348106#n'
The last event (from my new highscore) is at 39328
thousandths. The result string says that the score is 40.32.
The result string of my beginner game says that the score is
1.96, and apparently, the game took 969 thousandths. I'll look
into how exactly vsweep and MBH process that next.
By the way, my int highscore took 10375 thousandths, and the
result string says that the score is 11.37 - it is currently listed as
11.38, which is what the replay timer shows.
We really need to make that more consistent.
 Close Replies
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damien replied 9 years ago
i tried to figure out what each version does in december 2010. the vsweep filename is 3 decimals
and this is correct (but it is not actually possible to be this accurate on most computers so the 3rd
decimal is pretty useless) and the display counter rounds to 2 decimals. msx, arbiter46 (and
earlier) and clone97 only show 2 decimal places and they are rounded. arbiter47 (and later) only
shows 2 decimals but these are truncated according to cryslon. with clone2007 and vsweep i put all
3 decimals in the database but only 2 decimals are displayed (to be consistent with other versions)
- because we know the 3rd decimal i truncate instead of round. conclusion: on the ranking
arbiter47/clone2007/vsweep can be accurately compared, but clone97/arbiter46/msx are 0.01
slower half the time than the other versions because of rounding. (this also means on the 3bvs
ranking they are 0.01 better half the time)...

Tommy replied 9 years ago
Yeah, that is consistent with the result string as well.
But my 10 is 10.38 on the ranking at the moment

I'll take a look at the source to see what the

problem is, and I guess I'll release a new version of MBH
As a matter of fact, there is a chance
that the fix is already in the version included in scoreganizer at the moment. I'd need to test that,
though.

d

damien replied 9 years ago
hey tommy, according to christoph the video filename is the correct decimal time to 3 places. the
counter rounds, but for the ranking i enter all 3 decimal places and truncate to 2 places (not
round), so on the ranking your 10.375 is 10.37 but the vsweep counter rounds it to 10.38.
Christoph was not sure why the history sometimes round down or was even 0.01 lower, but said he
would have fixed it (but he quit minesweeper after we had that fight).

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Oh yeah, vid linked.
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Name:

Tommy

Best expert:

40.79 -> 40.31 (33?) (rt+1)

Comments:

I'm actually not happy with how I played this out... There was
quite a bit of sloppiness, especially at the start. Should probably
have been sub40.
3bv was 125.

January 30th 2012
09:48:00 PM

However... That takes me from #11 to #8. FUCK YES.
And I guess I will really address the precision issue with vsweep
once I have time.
The filename of the video has 39328 as hundredths in it, the
replay timer says 40.33, and my history tells me that the score
was 40.31 - something is not working properly here. And I think
we need a rule for this kind of situation. I would suggest making
the replay authoritative, and making the last click that affected
the board in any way count (vsweep also stores a "game ended"
event that may conflict with that).
By the way, my beginner score is also affected - the replay
timer, as some of you may have noticed, says 1.97, not 1.96.
I'll post more on this later.
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fritz replied 9 years ago
congrats! see, i was right to call you a top10 sweeper.

Pavel replied 9 years ago
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so close... grats!

Name:

fritz

Comments:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYiuUHPQfNQ

January 30th 2012
02:35:15 PM

vblog 13:
neocube
improving your beginner time (largely irrelevant for you, if you
already have a 1 or know how to get one)
multiplayer online minesweeper
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Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
Still no epic battle, eh?
It's definitely over now, if you're wondering. Cool blog, the piece on
MMO-minesweeper was interesting but not very illuminating to me (since I already played it).
Personally I think that game is cool idea but it needs to be faster and more multiplayer.

Name:

Richard King

Best expert:

67.92

Best intermediate:

34

Best beginner:

6

Comments:

Hey, I was happy to get my new expert high score of 67.92
seconds, so I figured I would finally post here. Yay
minesweeper!

f

January 26th 2012
07:48:00 PM
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fritz replied 9 years ago
ok, i watched the replay of you 68 and it's indeed a valid record. 111 3bv and a hand-counted zini
of at most 89 explain the relatively low expert time. on such a board i could probably pull a sub35,
maybe even a 32.

fritz replied 9 years ago
well, all 3 levels are part of the game and they all count towards the rankings. i hardly ever play
beginner, maybe 3 days a month on average and in total maybe 15 hours a year and i used to play
mostly expert since i didn't like intermediate. however, with a certain expert score a respective
intermediate score shouldn't be much of a problem. also having experience with the other levels

helps your solving style a lot. my first comment after i made an 11 on int was 'i hate this level', yet
i and almost all other sweepers play all three levels.

r

f

Richard King(Twitch) replied 9 years ago
hmm, I understand where you're getting at. I did find a saved record for beginner that was
3.something something seconds, but I mean, is it really that bad if I don't like playing beginner and
intermediate? I really only play expert, which is where that highscore came from. Either way, I got
an email and replied to it with videos, so ... I guess they should be posted at some point?

fritz replied 9 years ago
6+34 - ok, that's something one could do solving with your feet. no doubt there. but these two
don't match with a 67. 34+67 is far off from the exp/int range that i would by these scores without
video evidence. if your scores should be legit (i'm not implying they aren't - not yet) then i urge
you to play more beg and int to get some matching times there. like 2+18

Name:

damien

Comments:

Hehe, congrats Pavel

January 24th 2012
08:16:09 AM

Maybe I should wait a week before

updating...
I made 12-48 this afternoon, for my 1st Sub50 or 12 in more
than 3 months. Pretty happy.
 Close Replies
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damien replied 9 years ago
just got 46.11

Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

40,73 ----> 40,68 (41x4)

January 24th 2012
06:02:04 AM

Comments:
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Arvo replied 9 years ago
2 best times for Russia in 2 days! Great!

 Reply to this Post

fritz replied 9 years ago
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Pavel replied 9 years ago
0,43s to 8th

Tommy replied 9 years ago
5 down, 6 to go, grats!

Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

40,87 ----> 40,73 (41x3)

Comments:

again a slight improvement
 Close Replies
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January 23rd 2012
06:50:56 AM

 Reply to this Post

Arsen replied 9 years ago
Come on, get this sub40!

Tommy replied 9 years ago
lol, grats, do you realize that we would have identical hundredths now if it weren't for my 0.96?
Keep it up!

fritz replied 9 years ago

f

good job maintaining the distance to tommy. i'm relieved that i secured my ar result with a
better int today
awesome feeling.

. ps. never give up on that sub40. when you finally get it, it's an abnormally

Name:

billtsar

Best intermediate:

16.32-->16.13

January 22nd 2012
01:52:11 PM

Yay, new record after 1 year!!!
At last I completed a low 3bv game (31). Terrible start (almost
not clicking in the first 1-2 sec), 1.5 3bv/s in the middle of the
game but finish was quite good. Correctness 0.54 is close to my
avg but throughput was only 0.81. Breaking your record in ms
is always a success especially when this happens in a difficult

Comments:

(for my play style) board.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

billtsar replied 9 years ago
thx fritz, I forgot to mention that I used only 8 flags which is above my expectations!

I'll try to

have an avg of at least 0.6 in correctness in the future.

f

fritz replied 9 years ago
grats bill! 4.4 clicks is a nice speed, but as i have learned the hard way - been unable to get
anything out of such low 3bv boards for half of my sweeping carreer - correcntess is essential on
such boards. today i did my 4th best int time on 36 3bv with 37 clicks of which 3 were wasted
(1.06 thrp. 0.92 corr). definetely not implying that you should change your solving styly. playing
with a low correctness and a higher cls was extraordinary fun and paid off with lots of small and
motivating improvements. again, congrats!

Name:

Aradesh

Best expert:

3.393 -> 3.542

Comments:

Right. Next stop is to get a sup 3.62.
 Close Replies
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Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
Nice job - and good luck!

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
3.523, sorry.

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

sub50: 4 -> 5 :D

Comments:

January 22nd 2012
09:51:46 AM

January 21st 2012
06:40:13 PM

Nice milestone for a NFer
Got a 48 just now, so my sub50s
are:
46x1, 48x1, 49x3.
What's weird, though, is that they're all on 130+ 3Bv... waiting
for that perfect game :
 Close Replies
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fritz replied 9 years ago
in return fl'ers are able to get a higher 3bvs on more boards. also i'd like to see examples for that
statement

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
the nice thing about NF is that it seems to be entirely possible to get our average (or sup average)
3bv/s on low 3bv boards, whereas for FL'ers this is incredibly rare. So I see no reason why in
theory one of us couldn't get a 3 3bv/s game on a 110 board if we were lucky enough.

Name:

Roman Gammel

Comments:

Hey, everyone! I had a year without minesweper and I thought
that I'm in bad shape. I played several hours this week and got
2x49 and about 30 sub60. It's really hard to quit ms completely

January 20th 2012
05:08:24 AM
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Tommy replied 9 years ago
Grats!

My advice is not to kill yourself by quitting completely - just play only when you have

time. Semi-retirement is great

f

 Reply to this Post

Also, grats for those 49s.

fritz replied 9 years ago
@managing a whole year w/o ms and at sub50s

damien replied 9 years ago
You are doing better than me - played for 4h last week and only got 51x3. No Sub50 for about 2
months. I hope you have more time this year to be part of the community. Arsen has volunteered
to help translate the Wiki into Russian, and it would be great if you have time to update your site
again. Good luck!

Name:

fritz

Comments:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eSF5xr93viM

January 19th 2012
01:16:40 PM

vblog #12. tommy and me, 2011 summary, 2012 preview. hf.
everything in the description or the video itself.
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

KAmil

Best intermediate:

8x4 -> x5

Comments:

7,50 on 27

January 19th 2012
09:23:59 AM
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Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
This is what happens when you play on MSX

Great job, an 8 is always insane.

Name:

damien

Comments:

Rankings updated (35 people, 70 videos). My computer is dead
but the hard drive was saved.

January 18th 2012
08:07:50 AM

- Dan Zhou is now #30 and the 2nd best girl
- Tommy and Dave finally got 1s games
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Ronny replied 9 years ago
Told you that it wasn't your HDD

Name:

Tommy

Best beginner:

1.07 -> 0.96

Comments:

My innocence is gone.
The board had 3 3bv, one big opening and two clicks that were
not close but clearly visible from the start.
Oli, Zhang-Wen Mao, Xiao-Yang Yang, watch your back. 8th and
11th place on the world ranking are now less than .4 apart,

January 16th 2012
06:04:44 AM

which is less than half of the duration of that game I just
played.
Pavel, I am still scared of you, but at least I am confident that if
you overtake me, it will probably not be because of a beginner
highscore
And grats@dg211!
Vid linked.
 Email
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 Reply to this Post

dg211 replied 9 years ago
Nice! Congrats, Tommy.

Name:

dg211

Best beginner:

1.02 -> 0.90

Comments:

At last! After about 12 years of serious minesweeping, I finally
got a 1 on beginner last night
. Replay is in my folder.

January 15th 2012
12:57:29 PM
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Name:

Dayan Marchezi

Comments:

This AR period:

January 13th 2012
04:08:34 PM

Int - 12.67
Exp - 78.98 (only one this year)

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Lucas Pena replied 9 years ago
shame on you noob

Bertie replied 9 years ago
hahaha, don't worry, it's the same for me, except for int...

Tommy

January 9th 2012
08:25:38 AM

Comments:

I am now going to start studying hard for my upcoming exams,
that means no more minesweeper (or anything like it (except for
cubing in public transport)) unless I have already studied 8 hours
that day.
One more thing though: Big <3s to everyone who participated in
the new year's tournament, I didn't expect so many participants,
and it was an awesome experience :)
Happy sweeping everyone!
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Est Time: 39,67 «» 3BV: 118/118 «» 3BV/s:
3,05 «» ZiNi: 97@2,51 «» Human ZiNi: 100@2,59 «» Openings:
14/14 «» CL: 162@4,19 «» IOE: 0,73 «» ThroughPut: 0,79 «»
Correctness: 0,92 «» Flags: 40 «» Ranks: 7,00/7352 of 12353 /
70,22%

January 8th 2012
07:46:23 AM

7th sub40 and the first of four ms goals for 2012. if i hadn't been
horribly slow during the last 4 days (tK was here and i only
managed to get a 43 on exp), i'd be a bit disappointed to have
wasted another shot at getting a sub36.28rt. now, however, i'm
more than happy!
happy b-day to qq (wish you lots of ms and cubing records) and
welcome to msinfo to andrea (gl gettign world ranked soon)!
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fritz replied 9 years ago
@damien: 7 sub40s among 3773 sub50s, that's 1 per 539. i'm catching up!

Name:

Bertie

Best expert:

sub50x10 --> sub50x11

Comments:

got a 47.60 last night on 129 3BV and 95 zini.... I'll admit, I
threw my arms in the air like I'd won at a slot machine.....

January 8th 2012
04:52:27 AM

Video linked...
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fritz replied 9 years ago
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Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best intermediate:

4.372 -> 4.584

Comments:

15.27 on a 70

January 6th 2012
11:02:43 PM

Also, just failed a 107 3BV, 75 in... first completed UPK was a 40
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Aradesh replied 9 years ago
very nice. sup 4.5 is really something. you deserve a 40, you're bloody strong lately. it would be
cool if we could somehow improve that "0.5" extra and compete with kamil's sup5's

fritz replied 9 years ago
"107 3bv, 75 in" - guess that means 75 of 107 3BV were solved. if you look for low zini boards,
moritz karl and i played some exp in cheat mode and found a 100 3BV board with 7 openings and
81 zini. took us 5 attempts to solve it in 81 clicks (and a lot of upk)

Bertie replied 9 years ago
75 zini exp board?!?!?!? OMGosh!!!!! I really hope you saved it, coz that would be a new record... (i
think)

Name:

Andrea Hammer

Best expert:

98,63

Best intermediate:

29,38

Best beginner:

3,59

Comments:

I sent my best times to the e-mail-adress
damienalexmoore@yahoo.com, 4 days ago, but they aren't on
the german ranking yet. How long does it normaly take, to get
them online?
Greetings

January 6th 2012
12:10:22 PM
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Andrea replied 9 years ago
Ok, i only thought something went wrong. No need to hurry.

 Reply to this Post
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damien replied 9 years ago
hi andrea, my computer is being repaired so i can not update for a few days. i will email you when
your scores join the site.

Ronny replied 9 years ago
Usually about once a week, but it could be a little longer now since Damien is very busy with his
thesis, I believe.

Name:

Crit

Comments:

80x150 with expert density
World record?
 Close Replies
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January 6th 2012
10:48:19 AM

 Reply to this Post

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
I just had a thought. How do we know you don't have "no guess patterns" enabled? A setting which
eliminates many common 50/50 etc situations (but not all guesses entirely). It would be nice if
there was an alternate page on mzrg's site which gives plain minesweeper with no fancy options
like that for us to do these records on.

fritz replied 9 years ago
well, my personal feeling on those records (and that is really just my own personal opinion, which
is not neccessarily intended to be any reference for others) is that only a video of the whole solve is
a satisfying evidence, as this would resolve any doubts. however, this leads to immensely large
video files - filming several bit no longer than 300s, seems to work, although there is no guarantee
for what happens between the two clips - and thus videos like the one you did seem to be closest
to the form of video evidence i'd like to have. to be honest, although it me me (EWQMinesweeper)
who started this hunt for the biggest board at expert density, i stopped caring for this kind of
challenge over two years ago and rather focussed on the standard levels. qq's multimine is nice and
allows bigger and bigger boards, but for me it's just not the same as playing large boards with msx.
i guess that, if no one has ever played a bigger board at expert density, and your game fulfills the
same criteria as the games on the world ranking do (except for multimine being used instead of a
clone), there is nothing that could keep you from calling it a record. and lastly, 'are you serious?
almost 3 hours for a single game? i'm almost tempted to call that a big waste of time ;)'

Name:

:)

Comments:

minesweeper rocks!!!

January 5th 2012
11:29:45 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Pavel

Comments:

My 2011 stats:
Exp: 800 games, 41x2, 42x4, 43x10, 44x25, 45x27, 46x39,
47x54, 48x68, 49x92, 50x88, 51x79, 52x76, 53x73, 54x49,
55x47, 56x20, 57x24, 58x12, 59x7, 60x2, 61x1, 62x1
sub50x321 (40,125%) (504 total)
avg time 49,970s rt, in 2010 53,896s, in the last 2 months
48,807s
sup4x15
avg 3bvs 3,334, in the last 2 months 3,397

January 2nd 2012
02:43:28 PM

Int: 2463 games, 10x1, 11x10, 12x40, 13x106, 14x199,
15x388, 16x505, 17x481, 18x380, 19x198, 20x99, 21x36,
22x13, 23x4, 24x2, 33x1(o_0)
sub15x356 (14,46%)
avg time 16,004s rt, in 2010 17,800s, in the last 2 months
15,382s
sup5x13
avg 3bvs 3,684, in the last 2 months 3,756
Beg: 4040 games
there is nothing interesting, just 1x3 and sup7x4
Games on Viennasweeper (27 exps, 63 ints) is not considered in
the statistics of the avg time and avg 3bvs
so in 2011 I increased the average time of about 6 seconds, but
it only improved the record on the expert by 0,36s
also I have one of the minimal differences between the average
and the best time in AR :)
I hope that will get sub40 in 2012
Happy new year all!!!
 Reply to this Post

Name:

KAmil

Comments:

is 31 Dec 2011 1st day of 2012 AR?

January 2nd 2012
12:24:46 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Luke

Best expert:

48-> (47) 46.79

Comments:

Been a little inactive for a while but got back into the swing of
things lately, real nice game for a good record, hope to lower it
again and hopefully my int time to before I go back to school.
 Reply to this Post
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Name:
Best beginner:

January 2nd 2012
11:51:43 AM

Harryck Repse

January 1st 2012
08:44:21 PM

Nonosweeper 1x2186 --> 0.99
7 years 2 months after bgse got the world's first nonosweeper 1
second game, finally I have the first 0 second game!! And, it is
on Youtube :)

Comments:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uMNxj12zSGI
Now I play more minesweeper, maybe I can get sub40 by 2013?

Happy sweeping all
 Close Replies
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KAmil replied 9 years ago
nice!!!!!!

Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
Amazing job! Looks like all your work paid off!

manu replied 9 years ago
great achievement!!! grats!

Name:

Ian

Best expert:

75

Best intermediate:

24

Best beginner:

2

Comments:

Damn! I just got 2 second on beginner then I looked up hiscores
on google. I wish I used one of them official versions of
minesweeper )))==:

Name:

January 1st 2012
06:29:45 PM
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 Reply to this Post

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
get yourself an official clone, and resume playing as normal. before long you'll have broken all your
old records, and have videos of them. welcome to the community!

December 31st 2011

Editor
Comments:

03:52:59 PM

Many thanks for the online tournament, it was fun
I have a
suggestion: if further tournaments are going to be organized at
the Scoreganizer website, it would be nice to have a chat
window straight there. I know IRC chat is now used for
communication, but this solution seems more simple and
rational to me. (Of course, if the programming means can allow
this feature).
Happy New year!
 Reply to this Post

Name:

KAmil

Comments:

As every year, I’m going to post 2011 stats. Also, for the 1st
time, Im going to compare stats with the previous year. Stats
posted here r only games played on a full speed, so I dont take
into account slowly played games, for IOE or during some
tournaments.
Exp: 344 solved games (Clone stats, not including a few
viennasweeper games, except today’s 38), last year 400.
34x1, 35x1, 36x3, 37x3, 38x14, 39x29, 40x26, 41x46, 42x48,
43x48, 44x53, 45x31, 46x16, 47x12, 48x5, 49x5, 50x2, 51x1
312 FL solved games with avg time 41,817s (99,04% sub50 FL
games), In 2010 avg 42,284s.
31 NF solved games with avg time 43,636s (100% sub50 NF
games), In 2010 avg 43,799s.
Avg FL 3bv/s: 3,988, in 2010 avg 3,917
Avg NF 3bv/s: 3,755, in 2010 avg 3,605
151 FL sup4 3bv/s games, 161 sub4 3bv/s (48,4% sup4
games)
4 NF sup4 3bv/s games, 27 sub4 3bv/s (12,9% sup4 games)
This year I got less very good time scores comparing to last
year:
in 2011: 8 sub38, 2 sub36, 1 sub35, in 2010: 13 sub38, 5
sub36, 5 sub35
But on the other hand I got more great 3bv/s scores:
in 2011: 21 sup4,5 ; 14 sup4,6 ; 8 sup4,7 ; in 2010: 11 sup4,5
; 3 sup4,6 ; 2 sup4,7
Interesting fact: both this and previous year I won exactly 51
sub40 games, so in 2010 it’s 1 sub40 per 8 won games, this
year 1 per 7 games.
-------------------------------------------Int: I played on MSX (and got 8 on arbiter), so I dont have
many stats:
1426 won games, that is 2,05x more than in 2010 where I won
693 games
2011: 8x2, 9x17, 10x57, 11x181, 12x288, 13x343, 14x266,
15x166, 16x79, 17x17, 18x6, 19x1, 20x1, 21x2
2010: 8x0, 9x12, 10x45, 11x109, 12x171, 13x155, 14x123,
15x58, 16x18, 17x1, 18x1, 19x0, 20x0, 21x0
It seems my avg time this year was worse than last year (as I
got 300-400% more 15-16s games and only 25-40% more 910s), but I got many more good 3bv/s scores:
in 2011: 9 sup6 , in 2010: 2 sup6
_________________________
Beg: 2168 won games, that is 6,43x more than in 2010 where
I won 337 games
1x54, 2x654, 3x1015, 4x387, 5x52, 6x6
4 sup9 3bv/s games, 1 in 2010

December 31st 2011
12:32:14 PM

--------------------------------------------That’s all. I made final decission to play all levels on Arbiter in
2012, it’s faster than Clone or MSX, I believe it will help me
reach my last 6 goals: Exp sub32, Int sub8, Int NF sub9, Exp
sup5, Exp NF sub36 and Beg sup10.
Happy New Year!
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KAmil replied 9 years ago
done

fritz replied 9 years ago
http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=130&p=1093#p1093 - posted my
2011 stats as well. kamil, i think it'd be nice if you could post your stats there too. same goes to
everyone else as well.

KAmil replied 9 years ago
It was, but it's impossible. With crazy luck I can get 30s at most.

a

alix replied 9 years ago

k

KAmil replied 9 years ago

f

 Reply to this Post

Oh no, I thought your final goal would be sub30...

as Arbiter sux, I decided to keep playing on Clone and MSX
Also I have put my MSX history files
to excel and checked what were my beg and int avgs in 2011: Int: 12,528s @ 4,52 3BV/s Beg:
2,385s @ 5,462 3BV/s

fritz replied 9 years ago
couldve out that in the forum - so that it doesn't get lost. my stats will follow tomorrow

Name:

fritz

Comments:

as planned i finished a couple of beg and int games for the
tourny last night and started with exp soon after getting up.

December 31st 2011
10:16:35 AM

well, 6 hours, 25 minutes and 100 exp games later a new
record is set :D
6:25 total time - 5:43 playing time - 2 breaks.
now i take a break for 2 hours before i re-enter the quest for
2nd place.
thanks to everyone who took part so far (it's not too late to
join in).
big thanks to damien for inviting so many people
exceptional thanks to tK for providing us with scoreganizer
 Close Replies
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fritz replied 9 years ago
@damien: i also finished 33 sub50s on the 30th dec. new record for most in a day.

Name:

damien

Comments:

Played for 2.5h last night in the tournament, hope to play some
more.

December 31st 2011
06:11:29 AM

Yesterday my computer suddenly turned off, and now it turns
on for maybe 2 seconds, there is a click and then it reboots. It
repeats until I unplug it and pull out the battery. Unfortunately,
my last full backup was June 26 because I am an idiot. It
appears the hard drive has died, but hopefully there is a
solution.
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Bertie replied 9 years ago
My PC does this often
. I just pull out the power cable and let it try once or twice without power.
Then, when I plug it back in it works fine again...

damien replied 9 years ago
i tried to find where the click comes from, and it is from the hard-drive. when i took the hdd out, no
clicking but the computer did not boot either. i hope you are right - i did lots of reading about 'the
click of death' (when a hdd dies) and this does not act the same, so hopefully it is ok.

Ronny replied 9 years ago
Reboot after 2 seconds isn't usually the hard drive, though. Usually it's still in the bios phase at that
time. If you disconnect the hard drive you probably see the same effect.

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Awesome work, Fritz and Pavel! I need to check how many
sub50es I have myself, might be around 500 in the meantime
:D

December 30th 2011
05:01:38 PM

Anyway, it is not too late to participate in the new year's
tournament! You can still join even if it has started already (I
fixed that in a recent release).
So, click the link below to see the results, and PARTICIPATE!
By the way - that "untrusted connection" (or similar) error that
you are getting is there because I (or, to be precise, the guy
who owns the server scoreganizer runs on) signed it, and
because your browser doesn't know him (obviously). Your
connection is encrypted, all that that means is that you need to
trust me. But that is still a lot better than HTTP, because then
everything is just sent over the web in plain text anyway. Just
for those that are paranoid - you need to use HTTPS at the
moment, I'll change that as soon as I have time. Bear in mind,
it is much better than nothing.
Happy sweeping and a happy new year!
cheers,
Tommy
 Email
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Name:

fritz

Comments:

38*3
39*3
40*12
41*29
42*56
43*79
44*201
45*313
46*452
47*690
48*847
49*1006
50*970
51*875
52*856
53*806
54*637
55*604
56*472
57*406
58*348
59*351
= 10016
9679 on arb (definetely more)

December 30th 2011
10:22:54 AM

151 on clone
1 on msx (prolly more but i can only remember a 47)
103 on vienna
13 uk2009 clone
20 munich 2010 viena
11 uk2011 vienna
15 zurich2011 vienna
23 scoreganizer vienna
also got my 100th sup4 on exp today
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Pavel

Comments:

sub50x500
41x2
42x6
43x12
44x29
45x36
46x58
47x82
48x105
49x170

December 30th 2011
08:05:43 AM
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Name:

KAmil

Comments:

Just got my 50th sub40 this year

December 27th 2011
01:51:52 PM
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Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Ah yes. The URL of the new year's tournament. Click "Count
me in!" already ;)

December 26th 2011
08:51:56 PM

https://scoreganizer.bountin.net/tournaments/detail/86
 Email
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Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Scoreganizer has been updated!
And this is a fairly big update.
Tournament result tables are now scrollable.
Tournaments can now be private, in which case players either

December 26th 2011
08:49:25 PM

have to be invited or accepted by the creator of the
tournament.
In the course of implementing the last part, a tournament
admin page has been created, making it possible for
tournament creators to set the meatspace status of
participants.
Profile pages now at least state that they are sucky.
Client version >=0.6.0 is now mandatory. This means no more
"Out of Memory", ever, unless there are problems with the new
client.
And finally, there have been a couple of changes under the
hood - nothing that anyone but me would notice, though ;)
On that note:
TAKE PART IN THE NEW YEAR'S TOURNAMENT! It shall be
awesome.
Happy Sweeping!
Tommy
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Est Time: 39,57 «» 3BV: 136/136 «»
3BV/s: 3,53 «» ZiNi: 90@2,33 «» Human ZiNi: 106@2,75 «»
Openings: 12/12 «» CL: 154@3,99 «» IOE: 0,88 «»
ThroughPut: 0,96 «» Correctness: 0,92 «» Flags: 34 «» Ranks:
6,00/1905 of 12175 / 92,16% @_-

December 26th 2011
12:20:25 PM

6th sub40 - although this is not slow-clicking, its effect on my
correctness is still visible.
don't forget the online tournament on december 31.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Daniel Marden

Comments:

With a bit of time on my hands today, I managed 36 mines on

December 26th 2011
07:15:25 AM

9x9 grid
Replay (.mvr) underneath at 'website' link.
 Email
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Aradesh replied 9 years ago
good job. nice to see you still around danny. you should pop back into IRC sometime.

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

10x sup4,7

December 23rd 2011
10:49:04 AM

Comments:

Just got my 10th sup4,7
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Stanislav Derechennik

Comments:

Some bug in active ranking. I wanted to update my
intermediate score, not expert) So, please delete my expert
score.

December 22nd 2011
06:43:37 PM
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Stanislav Derechennik replied 9 years ago
thanks)

damien replied 9 years ago
fritz is right - but i fixed it for you anyways.

Santa Claus replied 9 years ago
Hohoho 14 in expert man, you are the best!

merry christmas for all!!!!

fritz replied 9 years ago
just upload the int and exp again with different filenames.

Name:

greg wall

Comments:

just beat 209 on the 24x30 board took 652 sec. sry no picture,
just kinda proud.

December 21st 2011
08:55:43 PM
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Name:

Bertalan Bodor

Best expert:

2.701 -> 2.842

Comments:

/me watched exp game --> RTime: 87,98 (88) «» Est RTime:
87,98 (88) «» 3BV: 250/250 «» 3BV/s: 2,84 «» ZiNi:
138@1,57 «» H.ZiNi: 156@1,77 «» Ops: 6/6 «» Isls: 3 «» Cl:
281@3,19 «» IOE: 0,890 «» Flags: 75 «» Ranks: 99/1 of 111 /

December 19th 2011
04:54:45 PM

55,86%- Iras *sigh*
It was totally unexpected, it wasn't even a good game for me.
It became a personal best only because of the extremely high
3BV of the board (250 wtf?

).
 Close Replies
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fritz replied 9 years ago
it's the relatively low zini that lead to a nice ioe. grats

Name:

damien

Best expert:

3BVS ranking

Comments:

The 3bvs ranking is getting updated but has major problems.
These have been talked about before (3bv limits, lucky solves,
etc) but no definite decision has been made afaik. I started a
forum topic to collect your opinions because the topic is all over
the place (irc logs, guestbook) and it seems about time a rule
was made. Thanks!

December 19th 2011
03:16:11 PM

http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=12&t=160
 Reply to this Post

Name:

damien

Comments:

Updated all rankings.

December 19th 2011
02:40:22 PM

Stanislav Derechennik is now #29, Fritz is catching up to Dion,
and lots of others made new records (21 people, 58 videos
updated).
Mohamed Bardouh joins as world #50.
Btw, IRC chat seems to be down?
 Close Replies

f

fritz replied 9 years ago
thanks for updating my exp score. irc chat works again. (coincidence?)

Name:

florent

Best expert:

2.52 >> 2.61

Comments:

 Reply to this Post

December 17th 2011
01:04:20 PM

/me exp game --> RTime: 68,85 (69) «» Est RTime: 68,85
(69) «» 3BV: 180/180 «» 3BV/s: 2,61 «» Cl: 367@5,33 «»
IOE: 0,490 «» ThrP: 0,845 «» Corr: 0,580 «» Flags: 0 «»
Ranks: 9/1 of 105 / 96,19%
I cant' wait to the next time record...
Damien I just remember you that I made a 35 on 9*9 in
density in september that you didn't updated.
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

fritz

Comments:

i created the tournament i already announced in my vblog and
made and event on facebook:

December 17th 2011
12:03:00 PM

https://scoreganizer.bountin.net/tournaments/detail/86
https://www.facebook.com/minesweeperinfo#!/events/2637449003
details are in the first reply
 Close Replies
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Tommy replied 9 years ago
A scrollbar will be done by then, no worries

fritz replied 9 years ago
tommy said he'll add a scrollbar. possible workarounds would be switching off the css (to get a
scrollbar) or making your browser display the page at 75-90% (just a few clicks and gets all results
on the screen)

Arsen replied 9 years ago
18 results and a total do not fit into screen on all monitors and there seem to be no horizontal
scroll..

fritz replied 9 years ago
how to take part: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CuvGuvMj4gI link to the tournament:
https://scoreganizer.bountin.net/tournaments/detail/86 ... scoreganizer client:
https://scoreganizer.bountin.net/info/client_instructions the idea of this tournament is to bring the
community of active and retired minesweeper players back together to chat with each other, enjoy
playing some minesweeper boards and have a good time. the tournament is open for the whole
31st of december (CET), so that nobody will be forced to play at an unpleasant time of the day.
thanks to a recent update in the scoreganizer tournament you can join in at any time during the
tournament. to take part you need to have an account at scoreganizer. if you don't already have

one you need to create a new account. once your account is activated you then go to the
tournament page and click on "participate" and then on "count me in". please note that in order to
take part you need to download the latest version of the client. on the 31st, when you decide to
start playing you open the folder with the client and open the .exe file. the client will open and ask
you for your scoreganizer username and password. after you entere that, press "m" to get a list of
all upcoming tournaments. enter the number of the tournament and wait until the client has
received the tournament key. now viennasweeper should open automatically and you can start
playing. all completed games will be uploaded automatically. if you want to take a break from
laying you can close the client and later on resume playing by opening the client again. for the
tournament the sum of your best 10 beginner, best 5 intermediate and best 3 expert games count.
again, you have 24 hours time to play those games, but you can play as many games as you like
and spend as much as well as as little time as you want on the tournament. the suggested meeting
time for sweepers is 18:00 CET in the IRC channel #minesweeper on the server irc.newnet.net. i
hope th

Name:

damien

Comments:

The 5th Moscow tournament took place on 3rd December, page
(with pictures) is now up. Thanks to Arsen for supplying pics
and info.

December 17th 2011
08:19:13 AM

http://www.minesweeper.info/tournaments/Moscow2011.html
 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Comments:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpY9hKbXQoY
vblog #11 (fake or real - online tournament on dec31 - slowclicking)
it's a bit lengthy (16min)

December 16th 2011
12:24:38 PM

requested replays are in my folder (2 missing 38s, 3.57cls sup4
and tuesday's 40)
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

billtsar

Best expert:

60.67

Best intermediate:

16.32

Best beginner:

...

Comments:

Hi all.
I have the impression that I play too agreessively and use a lot
of flags. I misclick very often and that's the reason I can hardly
complete a sub40 3BV game. So here are a few questions:
1) How many flags do you use when you play intermediate? I
use 20-25.
2) What is your average 3BV? 65.25.
3) What is your average correctness? 0.55-0.6.
4) What is the ratio of your sub40 3BV games? 17/2304

December 15th 2011
05:34:37 PM

Note: I've practised NF but not too much.
 Close Replies
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Bertie replied 9 years ago
Oh, something no-one mentioned is that correctness and IOE aren't the whole story. The stat you
really need to get up is you throughput (ThrP on Arbiter). It is basically you projected IOE if your
correctness where 1.000. Fritz got his first gizillion sub50's using a style with a low correctness (0.4
- 0.6) but a very high throughput (0.95 - 1.11). The way he made it work for him was just clicking
ridiculously fast
. I'm not saying this is the way to go. Remember that your wrist WILL die if you
do stupid things like that. Rather go the sup1 ThrP, sup0.8 Corr, moderate cl/s (around 4 should be
the max I think) route, it's much easier, and probably can reach lower times. In fact, I'll wager that
it has, as KAmil basically plays like this, only to him it came very naturally as he developed as an
NF player. Ok, I'm done now

b

billtsar replied 9 years ago
Thank you all for the replies, I guess I have to play some NF to recognize where the mines are like
manu said. Watching some of my fastest games today I realized that there were a couple of games
that I used ~10-15 flags but correctness was always terrible. 0.56-0.61 and one was 0.7
at all times? Cool Bertie!!! And thanks for sharing that 0.93%. It is so encouraging.

b

Bertie replied 9 years ago
What they said...

You say "practiced NF" like it's a religion... xDxDxD 1) too many, I play way

more exp than int, so yeah
0.9+ at all times

t

2) 63.22. I don't bias my 3bv consciously, it's too much effort... 3)

4) 75/8027 = 0.93% Good luck...

Tommy replied 9 years ago
I agree with both, knowing where the mines are is the first step, and is really important, because
reliance on flags for that is really bad for efficiency. Using that information to find the 3bv squares
is the next step, and I have to say that I haven't really explicitly thought of it this way yet - thanks
for the insight
aggro for that.

f

0.9+

Meh. And I always thought I used them with care

But yeah, I guess I'm too

fritz replied 9 years ago
@manu: if used with care those double-clicks can actually make you faster. however except for ian
and me i don't know of anyone else who used them with care. and good efficiency come from
knowing where the 3bv squares are. nf ioe is limited to 1.00

m
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manu replied 9 years ago
for good efficiency you need to know where the mines are. this is best learned by playing nf. this
also helps getting rid of that common "double-click-try-outs", which wastes a lot of clicks and time

fritz replied 9 years ago
playing agressively on int is not all that wrong. in fact, if carried out right (taking unforced guesses
for the sake of click- and time-efficiency) it can enable one to get sub20 on a regular basis.
however, this approach reaches its limit at around 14s, a point at which efficiency becomes
important. (1) a low 3bv board (<50) shouldn't need more than 5-10 flags, whereas some boards
with an exceptionally high 3bv may require up to 20 flags. as a rule of thumb: try to use at most
10 flags for 3bv<50 and at most 15 flags for all boards with 50<3bv<80, at most 20 flags for all
other boards. (2) avg 3bv depends on what you are aiming for (low time -> play boards with a big
opening at the start in the hope for a lower 3bv - high 3bv/s -> play boards with a small opening at
the start), how picky you are with the boards you play (ian: "i only play int boards where at least
1/3 is open after the first few clicks") and your solving style in general (no matter how hard i try,
my normal 3bv avg is much below the empirical avg for all boards). my avg 3bv values are: 15.57,
59.23, 166.02. (3) before i picked up slow-clicking 0.7-0.8, now, depending on my willingness to
play slow-clicking always above 0.8 and up to 0.97. (4) 306/13296. (5) although some people
recommend NF, i'd say that 200 int nf games should be enough to get a grip on its good aspects.
focus more on efficiency.

Tommy replied 9 years ago
Yeah, that is way too many flags. How big the advantage of FL on int is is disputable, but if you flag
so much, you are slowing yourself down. Flags on expert have the benefit of reusability much more
often than on int. Try to play completely for efficiency (ie, speed is entirely irrelevant, you just want
as few clicks as possible), and make sure that you are comfortable with NF, a good int board
usually has quite a few places where flags would be really wasteful. Fritz got some pretty awesome
highscores recently, especially in terms of efficiency - watch them until you understand everything
he does (which is not that hard, executing it is the problem ;)).

Name:

Bertie

Best intermediate:

4.367 3bv/s

Comments:

Just got this little gem...

December 15th 2011
05:10:03 PM

/me int game --> RTime: 25.32 (26) «» Est RTime: 25.32 (26)
«» 3BV: 105/105 «» 3BV/s: 4.14 «» ZiNi: 57@2.25 «» H.ZiNi:
67@2.65 «» Ops: 5/5 «» Cl: 100@3.95 «» IOE: 1.050 «»
ThrP: 1.117 «» Corr: 0.940 «» ZNE: 0.570 «» HZNE: 0.670 «»
ZNT: 0.606 «» HZNT: 0.713 «» Flags: 25 ;)
Basically an exp WR played on an int board

Anyhow,

congrats to fritz for that sudden onset Elmar-syndrome...
 Close Replies

Bertie replied 9 years ago
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hahahahahaha.... well done Tommy...xD

Tommy replied 9 years ago
argh, fuck the formatting in GB replies

That was meant to be a limerick.

Tommy replied 9 years ago
There once was an exp board called miney that had just 57 ZiNi but it didn't matter if you were
nifty, it had so many 50:50es that the chances of winning it were tiny

fritz replied 9 years ago
nice ioe (you know i mean thrp and corr ;))! however, who still bothers to finish a sup20 these days

Bertie replied 9 years ago
Well then it's a good thing we have 3bv limits, and not zini limits, huh.....

Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
Come on now, who ever heard of an exp board with 57 ZiNi?

Name:

fritz

Best expert:

38.02------>37.85--------->37.33

Comments:

/me exp game --> Est Time: 38,33 «» 3BV: 109/109 «»
3BV/s: 2,92 «» ZiNi: 88@2,36 «» Human ZiNi: 92@2,46 «»
Openings: 12/12 «» CL: 147@3,94 «» IOE: 0,74 «»
ThroughPut: 0,84 «» Correctness: 0,88 «» Flags: 37 «» Ranks:
1,00/8270 of 11920 / 65,31% :<<br />
38*3 - way to develop an elmar syndrom
ok, compared to my solves earlier this week this one sucked a
bit. replays of this and yesterday's 38 will be uploaded
tomorrow evening when the next episode of my vblog is done.
for now i'm just gonna put it on youtube.

December 15th 2011
01:28:56 PM
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fritz replied 9 years ago
@alix: missing 38 and other requested videos will all be uploaded tonight

alix replied 9 years ago
Would you also upload the sup4 with CL3.57 and IOE1.14?

Ronny replied 9 years ago
Congrats. It's nice to see how the top minesweepers have evolved their strategies from agressive
overflagging/clicking to the more efficient and controlled hybrid between NF and flagging.

f

fritz replied 9 years ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TCPzbXmOcBc - @damien: ratio is now below 700. 7 more
sub40s and i'm no longer the worst in that aspect

Name:

Arsen

Comments:

Tommy, Happy Birthday! All the best to you! We all know you
will get a sub40 next year!

December 15th 2011
01:13:20 AM

 Close Replies
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fritz replied 9 years ago
herzlich glückwunsch zum geburtstag tK!

"brooooooooooooowniiiiiiies!"

Tommy replied 9 years ago
Thanks a lot Arsen, I really hope so

Although I wouldn't object to getting one over christmas,

either

Name:

fritz

December 14th 2011
02:02:20 PM

Comments:

/me exp game --> Est Time: 38,98 «» 3BV: 136/136 «»
3BV/s: 3,58 «» ZiNi: 100@2,63 «» Human ZiNi: 103@2,71 «»
Openings: 13/13 «» CL: 168@4,42 «» IOE: 0,81 «»
ThroughPut: 0,93 «» Correctness: 0,87 «» Flags: 32 «» Ranks:
2,00/1343 of 11906 / 94,36%
how effin' awesome is this?
monday: 38
tuesday: 40
wednesday: 38
so happy!
@damien: i'm working on my sub50/sub40 ratio (~875/1 now)
 Close Replies
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Pavel replied 9 years ago
cool, link the video

Name:

Tertu

Comments:

Hello guys,
I am intending to buy a new mouse in the next couple of days
and I
would like to know what you recommend to me.
I dont know if anyone of you thought about the question
"large mouse x small mouse", but for me a larger mouse
seems
to be more appropriate (and comfortable) to apply the
flag-and-chord technique. What do you think?

December 13th 2011
05:38:03 PM
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Tommy replied 9 years ago
With the MX518, bear in mind that they changed the model a while ago, and I heard that the old
design is way better, unfortunately, it seems to be really hard to get (getting one in stores is
impossible, and I don't think it is easy to find a used one online, either (or I'm sure KAmil would
have one
)). Also, your mouse settings are likely more important than the mouse itself:
http://www.overclock.net/t/173255/cs-s-mouse-optimization-guide This guide is for counter-strike,
but much of it applies to minesweeper as well. Also, play with your screen resolution, I personally
use 800x600 when I play minesweeper, it gives minesweeper a lot more screen space and lets me
see the squares much more clearly. But again, do what suits you best

b

Bertie replied 9 years ago
This link might be useful... http://www.razerzone.com/mouseguide I, for one, (welcome our new
mouse overlords...

) think that a mouse that clicks very easily is a necessity. I use a Logitech G5

(the older version of the G500
), and am pretty pleased with it. The way I grip the mouse,
however, is not very compatible with it. I wouldn't really say this holds me back, but a more fit

mouse might have seen me go a bit faster. So, it is definitely a good idea to look out for a mouse
that fits your grip, besides it being big or small. tbh, this is the first time I've heard a reference to
the size of the mouse
. I've seen fritz's mouse, and it is quite a nice mouse. I would definitely
suggest checking his mouse, and the G5/G500/G700(?) out. KAmil plays with an MX-518 iirc, so
that one is obviously an option

m
f

. Ok, ciao...

manu replied 9 years ago
dion tiu and i used a simple microsoft basic optical, which is very cheap (if it is still available) ...

fritz replied 9 years ago
mircosoft habu gaming pro (check my profile for the full name and model #). why this mouse?
because it is larger than most other mice, has extra buttons to adjust cursor speed to your needs
and most importantly its buttons are extremely easy to press and still work perfectly well even
after >25 million clicks. @tommy: a larger mouse is better for your hand and wrist

a
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Arsen replied 9 years ago
Logitech MX-518 is what many players use also. Try this one.

Tommy replied 9 years ago
My Logitech G500 gives me no reason to complain whatsoever. I like it a lot and will get a new one
if it breaks (or the newer version of it, if necessary). If you don't want to spend that much money,
iirc there is a less expensive version of it without the special scroll wheel and (I think) with less
precision, that may well be just fine. If using a larger mouse feels appropriate - go for it, this is a
matter of personal taste, do whatever works for you.

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best beginner:

0.91 -> 0.69

Comments:

Alright, the beginner playing has paid off

December 13th 2011
05:06:59 PM

2 3BV (finally!), and fortunately this game was clearly not
lucky. Now I'm about 0.3 seconds from 2nd place in the US......
hmm, what to improve now?
 Close Replies
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Arjádre replied 9 years ago
Congrats, Michael! I'm more or less content to surrender.
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Tommy replied 9 years ago
Nooooooooo, the epic battle is over

I mean, you're .23 seconds in the lead now, that seems

pretty insurmountable in the face of recent events... Grats

By the way, go for 3rd place,

that seems like a much harder achievement than 2nd at the moment

Name:

fritz

Best expert:

38.02------>37.85

Best intermediate:

9.47

Best beginner:

0.76

Comments:

/me exp game --> Est Time: 38,85 «» 3BV: 122/122 «»
3BV/s: 3,22 «» ZiNi: 95@2,51 «» Human ZiNi: 99@2,62 «»
Openings: 14/14 «» CL: 157@4,15 «» IOE: 0,78 «»
ThroughPut: 0,87 «» Correctness: 0,90 «» Flags: 41 «» Ranks:
1,00/5019 of 11881 / 78,88% :(

December 12th 2011
01:53:29 PM

i know it's only a 0.17s improvement, but since i grew up with
the world ranking being based on integer scores, this means
for me that i finally overtook zhang
woot! a fucking epic 38! slow-clicking ftw! bertie, manu,
tommy and ronny were right the whole time.
we'll it's not
the 36.27 i would have loved to get, but it's nontheless a damn
38!

/me is happy!
 Close Replies
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damien replied 9 years ago
awesome fritz - and look at those sub100 zini metrics. you still have one of the worst ever
Sub40:Sub50 ratios, hehe.

fritz replied 9 years ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWRjG_W7NvA - i put the 38 on youtube as well

Arsen replied 9 years ago
Fritz, this is great! Glad to rad this!

Pavel replied 9 years ago
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grats!

Tommy replied 9 years ago
Grats!

Now improve two more seconds and take #3

Harryck Repse replied 9 years ago
Awesome, well done

Bertie replied 9 years ago
Big congrats buddy!!!

Glad to see you still able to improve

internet on my own PC again (somewhere in the week...)
milestones still carry some weight...

f

. I'll watch the vid when I have
Oh, and I also think integer

fritz replied 9 years ago
http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?dir=FritzLohr/&file=HISCORE%20Exp_38%2C85_3BV%3D122_3BVs%3D3%2C22_Fritz%20L%F6hr.avf

Name:

KAmil

Best intermediate:

NF 9x4 -------> x5

Comments:

8,92 on 33

December 11th 2011
07:20:22 AM
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Name:

Tommy

Best expert:

4.40->4.41, 48.80 RT@215 3bv

Comments:

w00t. Especially as this is a sub50. You know you're pro if your

December 10th 2011
11:30:55 PM

3bv/s record has a time that breaks a barrier like this
Replay attached.
 Email

 Website
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Bertie replied 9 years ago
Grats TK. I'm still quite happy with my sup3 sub50...

Tommy replied 9 years ago
I'm working on that

fritz replied 9 years ago
"or if your expert integer time record starts with a 3" would have been a nice comeback, damien.

damien replied 9 years ago
hehe, thanks for the diss tommy!

Name:

damien

Comments:

Updated all rankings - please find all the mistakes and missing

December 10th 2011
01:17:36 PM

scores!
Special notice to the Aryeh/Gottlieb battle and Harryck.
Douglas Yee has been competing in every AR and finally
qualified for the ranking this week, and many other players
(like girl #3 Dan Zhou) have made new records.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Est Time: 57,53 «» 3BV: 230/230 «»
3BV/s: 4,07 «» ZiNi: 138@2,44 «» Human ZiNi: 152@2,69 «»
Openings: 10/10 «» CL: 202@3,57 «» IOE: 1,14 «»
ThroughPut: 1,16 «» Correctness: 0,98 «» Flags: 49 «» Ranks:
8416,00/48 of 11865 / 64,34%

December 10th 2011
12:38:34 PM

got a pop-up for arbiter ioe record and stared at the counters
window for several minutes before i finally cared to have a look
at the 3bv/s
well, it seems that 3.6 cl/s is all you need for a sup4 and a 41.
 Close Replies
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Bertie replied 9 years ago
I told you so...

I like how you're actually 'retired'... [lol, VC:BB4B, what are the chances xD]

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all,
I just invested some time in scoreganizer, and am pleased to
announce a couple of improvements.
- The short username bug is history - I just uploaded a new
version of the client that fixes it. This means that usernames
can now be longer than 10 characters (30 or something like
that, if I remember correctly).
- It is now possible to join tournaments after they start.This
will work for all sum tournaments, and may work for other
tournaments depending on the mode used.
- This is not entirely new, but the current time on the server is
now displayed on the top of every page
- I cleaned up my source control repositories - what this means
is that there are no more dirty fixes that I did in the last
moment to get the system working for some tournament that
could break something else, and it means that I have that out
of the way and can get back to coding new stuff.

December 10th 2011
12:37:09 AM

Expect some more stuff to come sometime in the fairly near
future, I'm motivated at the moment
Also, I would like to test the new changes, just to make sure,
so I want to host a tournament sometime in the next couple of
days - would Sunday afternoon (CET) work for a couple of
people? Reply here please.
Fritz also proposed a larger tournament around new years, and
I think that that is a great idea, so stay tuned for more.
Happy Sweeping,
Tommy
 Email
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Name:

fritz

Comments:

stats should speak for themselves: only 3.5 clicks per second
and still quite a decent time

December 9th 2011
08:05:45 AM

/me exp game --> Est Time: 41,26 «» 3BV: 142/142 «» 3BV/s:
3,53 «» ZiNi: 98@2,43 «» Human ZiNi: 109@2,71 «»
Openings: 8/8 «» CL: 142@3,53 «» IOE: 1 «» ThroughPut:
1,03 «» Correctness: 0,97 «» Flags: 34 «» Ranks: 19,00/1779
of 11845 / 92,42%
 Close Replies
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not quite as impressive as the previous 41, but still, how often does one get 2 41s in one day? /me
exp game --> Est Time: 41,77 «» 3BV: 139/139 «» 3BV/s: 3,41 «» ZiNi: 101@2,48 «» Human
ZiNi: 105@2,58 «» Openings: 11/11 «» CL: 170@4,17 «» IOE: 0,82 «» ThroughPut: 0,93 «»
Correctness: 0,88 «» Flags: 46 «» Ranks: 29,00/2931 of 11854 / 87,52%

fritz replied 9 years ago
http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=FritzLohr/&file=Exp_41%2C26_3BV%3D142_3BVs%3D3%2C52_Fritz%20L%F6hr.avf

alix replied 9 years ago

a

would you share the video?

Name:

Harryck Repse

Best intermediate:

12.77 --> 12.17

Comments:

13x4

December 6th 2011
06:32:08 PM

http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=HarryckRepse/Speed/Top%2010%20intermediate%20times/&file
%2012.17_3BV%3D35_3BVs%3D2.87_Harryck%20Repse.avf
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Harryck Repse replied 9 years ago
http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=HarryckRepse/Speed/Top%2010%20intermediate%20times/&file=Int%20%2012.17_3BV%3D35_3BVs%3D2.87_Harryck%20Repse.avf

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best beginner:

0.95 -> 0.91

Comments:

LMAOOOOOO

December 5th 2011
08:56:37 PM

4 3BV again. Just barely enough to beat Aryeh - sorry!
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Arjádre replied 9 years ago
damn, yo
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manu replied 9 years ago
by 0.01s, lol.... btw, im now an official physicist

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best beginner:

6.028 -> 6.215

Comments:

Unexpected, but wow. I guess that other sup6 wasn't a fluke
then...

December 5th 2011
08:42:56 PM

Some stats: 3BV=11 (1.77 sec, highest 3BV to get a sub-2); 12
clicks; optimal FL solution 6 clicks. And I UPK'd this board in
0.66 with FL, so that's 16.67 3BV/s
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Arsen

Comments:

Why does it always come a few days AFTER the championship
but not there? 47.10. Just my 7th sub50 )

December 5th 2011
10:03:45 AM

 Close Replies

e

 Reply to this Post

Editor replied 9 years ago
Which championship?

Name:

Harryck Repse

Best expert:

46.86 --> 44.31

Comments:

Woot. Sub50 #6.

December 4th 2011
09:25:53 PM

http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=HarryckRepse/Speed/Top%2010%20expert%20times/&file=Exp%
%2044.31_3BV%3D135_3BVs%3D3.04_Harryck%20Repse.avf
 Close Replies

m

Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
Good god. You're DEFINITELY better than me now.

 Reply to this Post

h

Harryck Repse replied 9 years ago
the full link did not copy in first post but here it is.
http://www.minesweeper.info/activeranking/videos/1843/Exp%20%2044.31_3BV=135_3BVs=3.04_Harryck%20Repse.avf

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best intermediate:

4.338 -> 4.372

Comments:

On 62 3BV
Only 3 openings, though. This brings my total to
just over 14.

December 4th 2011
01:37:11 PM

Aryeh: Don't rest too easy, I'm still trying to improve my
beginner time!
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Arjádre replied 9 years ago
Nicely done on that 3BV/s record. I realize that my decline is inevitable, so I'm trying to enjoy the
glory while it lasts! But now that my exams are over, maybe I'll be able to keep fighting you off a
little bit longer. (But first I'll need to get back into shape on expert!)

Name:

damien

Comments:

Just a reminded I will be updating next Saturday/Sunday. Three
important exams this week.

December 4th 2011
12:05:52 PM

A new smarter bot has figured out how answer the math
question to register in the forum, so getting spam again, grrr.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

I'm pretty sure I fixed the "out of memory" bug in MBH. This
means that usernames will probably cease to have the stupid
character limit on scoreganizer
Expect an update. And

December 3rd 2011
09:11:29 AM

grats@ Russia2011 participants:)
 Reply to this Post

 Email

Name:

KAmil

Best beginner:

lucku 0,22 -----> 0,13

December 2nd 2011
12:19:59 PM

Comments:

idk how, but I got another lucky record less than
1 hour after previous 1

2 clicks of course.
 Close Replies
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Ronny replied 9 years ago
Getting 2 clicks in 0.13s is by itself an achievement, lol. My rusty fingers can't go better than 0.18s

KAmil replied 9 years ago
PS: I won only 5 games between lucky 0,22 and 0,13

Name:

KAmil

Best beginner:

lucky 0,25 ----> 0,22

Comments:

 Reply to this Post

Again lucky record in the same week

December 2nd 2011
11:53:10 AM

My 3rd lucky 1s,

and 1st on 3 3bv
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Arjádre

Comments:

For those who haven't been following the epic battle:
Previously:
--Aryeh: 58.43 (0.98-11.90-45.55)
--Michael: 58.46 (0.95-11.78-45.73)
November 22nd:
Michael: 11.78 --> 11.60 intermediate
--Michael: 58.28
--Aryeh: 58.43
November 27th:
Aryeh: 11.90 --> 10.66 intermediate
--Aryeh: 57.19
--Michael: 58.28
November 30th:
Michael: 11.60 --> 10.50 intermediate
--Michael: 57.18
--Aryeh: 57.19
December 1st:
Aryeh: 0.98 --> 0.94 beginner
--Aryeh: 57.15
--Michael: 57.18

December 1st 2011
11:32:02 AM

For now, I've reclaimed the rank of 4th in the USA. But I
suspect Michael will find some way to creep past me once
again. (I just hope he waits until my final exams have ended!
)
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Arjádre

Best beginner:

0.98 --> 0.94 (non-lucky)

Comments:

All right, there we go

December 1st 2011
11:21:43 AM

3BV = 3. Vid linked below.
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best intermediate:

11.60 (12x4) -> 10.50

Comments:

All right, there we go

November 30th 2011
12:23:00 PM

Really nice board, 3BV 33 with 3 openings.
National record is 10.39... I'll keep trying
 Close Replies
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Arjadre replied 9 years ago
Are you going to make me start playing beginner during finals period? Really? Not cool. Congrats!

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

NF 36

Comments:

Just got 36,602 NF on 128, my 2nd best NF and 1st 37 NF

Name:

November 30th 2011
07:57:35 AM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

 Reply to this Post

Ronny replied 9 years ago
Good to see some nice NF action. It still looks nicer than with flags, I feel.

November 30th 2011

Arsen

04:36:35 AM

Just in case anyone from Russia still does not know: 5th
Russian Championship will take place on December 3, 2011 in
Moscow at the same club as usual. You can read additional info
at minesweeper.ru forum.

Comments:

 Reply to this Post

Name:

KAmil

Best beginner:

1x129 ----> 1x130

Comments:

2 days ago I not new lucky record of 0,25

November 28th 2011
01:08:52 PM

linked
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

damien

Comments:

The site was offline for about 16h yesterday because the
hosting company had some servers crash.

November 27th 2011
04:47:13 AM

I might be able to do a small update in the next few days, but I
have final exams for the year on Dec 6, 7 and 9 and really
need to concentrate on those! After that I just have a
dissertation to write over the next few months and should have
lots of time for updates
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Arjádre

Best intermediate:

11.9 (12x4 or something like that) -----> 10.65 or 10.66 (11)

Comments:

3BV = 32.

November 26th 2011
09:35:12 PM

First legit record in a long, long time. Finally broke the
syndrome. Happy beyond belief.
(Same deal as the beginner 3BV/s record below... the name of
the video suggests 10.661, but my history says 11.65.)
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
Aw, I was trying to creep past you, but you beat me back
take a good chunk off a record.

Very nice job, always feels great to

Name:

Arjádre

Best beginner:

5.47 --> 5.60? 5.62? 3BV/s

Comments:

Approximately 5 real-time seconds on a 28 3BV board. What
was my exact time? I'm not sure. My ViennaSweeper history
says 5.98 (RT + 1), but the name of the video suggests 4.998
(RT).

November 26th 2011
08:44:17 PM

Is this a known bug? I've noticed that this time discrepancy
occurs more often than not...
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

damien replied 9 years ago
Christoph says the correct time is the filename (and can be verified by looking at the hex code) but he also notes that it is not possible to have accuracy to 3 decimal places on Windows because
of delays in communication between the mouse and system.

Name:

Konstantin

Comments:

Hi all! I don't play seriously about half a year and don't think
that I'll play more in the future. So Damien, please update my
wiki dates in sub50(28, last in april) and Elmar Syndrome.
15x11>>14 16.08.2010. I also had a lot of 18s before sub18

November 25th 2011
10:52:30 PM

(possible more than 20), but i dont saved this results.

And Damien, I have some doubts about the truth of the
inscription that Kamill is the only player with more than 10 NF
Sub50, because i also have more
Some stats:
10th was 11.11.2010, but
my 1st was 21.08
4th-6th 26.08(16:32, 16:52, 17:42)
9th 11.09.
My flagging stats stopped at 69s 4 years ago.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Konstantin replied 9 years ago
Yea, one else exp54x4>>53 19.08.2011

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best intermediate:

11.78 -> 11.60

Comments:

Another record, on 36 3BV this time. I'm kind of disappointed
at this time, because the second-to-last click was made around
10.5s. No LSS, it was a weird 50-50 situation and I was trying

November 22nd 2011
06:20:37 PM

to see if there was a logical solution to it - check the vid to
see. Oh well, I'll just have to improve it again
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Tommy replied 9 years ago
Grats for passing me, anyway

Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

40,94 ---> 40,87

November 21st 2011
04:42:03 AM

Comments:
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 Reply to this Post

Tommy replied 9 years ago
Grats!

I'll race you to sub40, kekeke

fritz replied 9 years ago
grats!.

Pavel replied 9 years ago
yes, but i think that sub40 will be soon

Arsen replied 9 years ago
You must be disappointed with no sub40?

Name:

Dan Cerveny

Comments:

Hey all. It's been a while since I've posted here(maybe 10
years). It's unreal how fast people have become at
minesweeper. At one time I was about 3rd in the world ranking
and now I'm 29th. Damien, I'm surprised you are still playing,
considering the toll this game takes on the hand. I messed up
my hand years ago and I doubt it will ever recover fully.

November 20th 2011
09:28:40 AM

 Email
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

damien replied 9 years ago
great to hear from you dan! i'm also surprised to still be playing, but i'm down to only 1 or 2 hours
a week. you pretty much have to get Sub52 to get in the Top10 AR these days - i can remember
winning with a 52 once upon a time

KAmil replied 9 years ago
Hi

Is it your 1st post in 10 years, or 1st visit on website?

fritz replied 9 years ago
wb dan. always great to see the veterans of the game haven't forgotten about the game and still
care about the rankings.

m

Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
Nice to see you around here, even though you can't play much anymore. It took me a while to beat
you at NF

Name:

KAmil

Best intermediate:

NF 9x3 -------> x4

Comments:

November 20th 2011
08:23:11 AM

8,26 on 31
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

fritz

Comments:

http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=FritzLohr/&file=%23Exp_37%2C50_3BV%3D119_3BVs%3D3%

November 19th 2011
10:11:38 AM

exp game --> Est Time: 38,77 «» 3BV: 115/119 «» 3BV/s:
3,15 «» ZiNi: 102@2,70 «» Human ZiNi: 102@2,70 «»
Openings: 14/14 «» CL: 142@3,89 «» IOE: 0,81 «»
ThroughPut: 0,92 «» Correctness: 0,88 «» Flags: 27 «» Ranks:
0,00/0 of 11801
so close -. Website

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Sam

Best expert:

54,30

Best intermediate:

15,29

Best beginner:

1,43

Comments:

i'm still alive... drifted away from ms with new laptop and
starting college, but i still hope to fulfill my new year's
resolution of getting sub50 this year. seem to be back in fairly
good form, so hopefully a record is coming soon!

November 15th 2011
07:47:39 PM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Sam replied 9 years ago
/me blasted exp game --> RTime: 59.59 (60) «» Est RTime: 59.99 (60) «» 3BV: 149/150 «»
3BV/s: 2.50 «» forgot how much of a pain this game is

Name:

Harrykk Repse

Best intermediate:

12.95 --> 12.77

Comments:

Unexpected new intermediate record on a surprising high 3bv
(49). Apologies for missing the update by just a few minutes!

November 13th 2011
12:29:33 PM

Sent you an email from new email Damien.
 Email

n

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

NYMIKE replied 9 years ago
Good job man, just stop playing nono

Name:

damien

Comments:

Updated ranking (31 people, 87 videos). There are now 3
Chinese (and 3 Germans) in the Top10. Lots of new scores,
congrats to Harryck for his Sub50.

November 13th 2011
12:20:27 PM

@Harryck: please email me, the email I have for you
(@easypeasy) does not work.
 Close Replies

Pavel replied 9 years ago

 Reply to this Post
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me too

Tommy replied 9 years ago
2 tenths aren't much

fritz replied 9 years ago
more importantly tK dropped out of the top10

Name:

damien

Comments:

I uploaded the rest of Mohamed's videos to his folder, including
his 'live' videos and over 100 MSX and Arbiter videos. Feel free
to add to the Forum discussion at
http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=10&t=157.

November 12th 2011
11:39:00 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Greg McKay

Best intermediate:

16.999

Comments:

Finally beat my int score with something more respectable.
Really easy board.
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

KAmil

Best intermediate:

8x2 ---> x3

Comments:

November 11th 2011
11:48:30 AM

November 9th 2011
09:52:04 AM

7,63 on 37
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Ali Baghdadi

Best expert:

93.341

Best intermediate:

32.167

November 9th 2011
03:05:53 AM

Best beginner:

5.761

Comments:

My first record
 Reply to this Post

 Email

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best beginner:

5.724 -> 6.028

Comments:

2.97 on 17 -> 2.82 on 17. Great board and nice cl/s, I don't
think I can improve this by much.

November 8th 2011
10:49:44 PM

Arbiter tells me my 3BV/s record sum is 13.994
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

fritz

Comments:

http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=10&t=157&p=1058#p1058

November 8th 2011
01:22:00 PM

@all: your input! now!
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Ho Kin Long

Best expert:

72.21-> 69.99

Comments:

I have just come back to minesweeper since last year and had
my first sub 70. The estimated time generally gets shorter but

November 8th 2011
11:34:55 AM

still i often make mistakes.
 Email

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me has finished 1000 beg games today: 989 flagging 11 NF.
Best were 2,57 sec on 5 3BV board and 5,96 3BV/s on 26 3BV
board. Averages: Time=6,10 3BV/s=3,30 3BV=16,86
started at 18:00:00, finishedat 20:02:26, total time 2:02:26
old record was 2:15:22
12:56 improvement
69% of the time spent completing games
seeing that i'd only need to improve 222 seconds, i might fancy
improving my beg game ;)
splits: 12:00, 12:25, 12:55, 13:00, 12:05, 11:50, 11:55,
12:25, 11:45, 12:06

November 8th 2011
11:27:03 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

I'm playing arbiter beginner in cheat mode with 3bv <=5 to
prep for getting a 1.

November 7th 2011
06:37:56 AM

I just got a 0.13 on 2 3bv. Now that I know how that feels, I
find it hard to believe that scores like that counted once - it
likely took me more than a second to realize that the game was
over, I was clicking squares and wondering why nothing
happened.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

fritz replied 9 years ago
forget the cheat mode and start playing 200 beg games every day. it takes less than 30min, so just
do it.

Name:

harryck repse

Best expert:

50.57 --> 46.86

Comments:

First sub 50, it is only my 18th sub 60

November 6th 2011
05:31:28 PM

My average expert time has decreased by over 5 seconds in
just 3 days
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

fritz replied 9 years ago

harryck replied 9 years ago
link

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me has finished 8 exp games today: 8 flagging . Best were
40,92 sec on 158 3BV board and 3,95 3BV/s on 158 3BV board.
Averages: Time=45,84 3BV/s=3,46 3BV=155,37

November 6th 2011
02:23:51 PM

my 10th 40

playing only 1-2 hours on sunday turns out to

work quite well. i shouldn't play that often though -. Close Replies

f

 Reply to this Post

fritz replied 9 years ago
EWQMinesweeper exp game --> Est Time: 40,92 «» 3BV: 158/158 «» 3BV/s: 3,96 «» ZiNi:
105@2,63 «» Human ZiNi: 114@2,86 «» Openings: 10/10 «» CL: 197@4,93 «» IOE: 0,80 «»
ThroughPut: 1,04 «» Correctness: 0,77 «» Flags: 39 «» Ranks: 12,00/113 of 11759 / 99,48%

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best intermediate:

11.81 -> 11.78

Comments:

A tiny improvement AGAIN?

November 4th 2011
07:08:38 PM

40 3BV, 3.398 3BV/s.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Tommy replied 9 years ago
Nice job

If you can do that on 40 3bv, you can take you 6th place back

Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me has finished 1000 beg games today: 989 flagging 11 NF.
Best were 2,81 sec on 7 3BV board and 6,11 3BV/s on 25 3BV
board. Averages: Time=6,04 3BV/s=3,36 3BV=16,99

November 4th 2011
02:10:06 PM

played 10 100 games stints, which varied between 11:40 and
12:55. lowest 3bv was 6, highest 38. no big ambitions, was
hoping i could motivate tommy to play a few 100 games
stints...
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Emmanuel BRUNELLIERE

Best expert:

53

Best intermediate:

12

Best beginner:

1

Comments:

Just a quick note to say Hi to those who might remember me
over here... not sure they'll be a lot
Anyway completely
retired from MS and hapy to be ! Tonight I was just being
curious about the latest developments of the game so came and

November 3rd 2011
04:46:16 PM

visit Damien's site again. Have fun everybody ( and forget to
have a life
)
 Reply to this Post

 Email

Name:

damien

Comments:

Updated the rankings again with some scores I missed (NYMike
etc), took Brandon off the custom ranking and added him to the
Famous Cheaters wiki article, and updated the News.

November 2nd 2011
03:35:24 PM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Tommy replied 9 years ago
WAT, I was aware of the 40, but I didn't know that I'd be #11 - OK, time to stop NFing as soon as
possible.

alix replied 9 years ago
Zhang-wen Mao got an exp40.64 and Xiao-yang Yang got a beg1.64 which make them new top10s,
please check!

Name:

fritz

Comments:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lt2TOYKz5R0

November 2nd 2011
02:54:32 PM

vblog number 10. enjoy.
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

damien

Comments:

Updated all rankings.

November 1st 2011
05:56:58 PM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

NYMIKE replied 9 years ago
You forgot to update my expert which is now 74.40, and the reason I care cause a player just
passed me in NY rankings and with that little improvement I pass him back.

Bertie replied 9 years ago

b
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k

And you forgot to put me at the top...

fritz replied 9 years ago
and the cheater with bad manners is also still on the custom ranking.

KAmil replied 9 years ago
lol, what? U havent updated neither my 7,27 nor 6,64 3bv/s, also forgot to write news about being
1st to 100 sub40s, int x1000 marathon WR and most sub20s in 1 day WR

Name:

Petro

Best expert:

2.647 --> 2.838

Best intermediate:

3.429

Best beginner:

4.627

Comments:

2,838 3BVs, Time=68,011 (60), 3BV=193, RQP=24.319

October 31st 2011
09:34:47 AM

best 3BVs & RQP, 5-th time
Damien update me fo 3BVs Ranking, please.
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

fritz

Comments:

/me exp game --> Est Time: 41,42 «» 3BV: 108/108 «» 3BV/s:
2,67 «» ZiNi: 89@2,20 «» Human ZiNi: 94@2,33 «» Openings:
9/9 «» CL: 182@4,50 «» IOE: 0,59 «» ThroughPut: 0,76 «»
Correctness: 0,78 «» Flags: 46 «» Ranks: 22,00/9714 of 11747
/ 58,57%

October 29th 2011
03:48:44 PM

gonna drown my sorrow about this wasted record opportunity in
some scotch - cheers everyone!
btw, the fact that i formally retired from sweeping is still valid sometimes i just need a good game and then i can leave ms for
a few weeks
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

fritz replied 9 years ago
/me int game --> Est Time: 12,98 «» 3BV: 37/37 «» 3BV/s: 3,09 «» ZiNi: 30@2,50 «» Human
ZiNi: 33@2,75 «» Openings: 3/3 «» CL: 45@3,76 «» IOE: 0,82 «» ThroughPut: 1 «» Correctness:

0,82 «» Flags: 7 «» Ranks: 55,00/7288 of 12940 / 71,63% <:) - and now i'll try my best to not
play a single game in 4 weeks

Name:

damien

Comments:

hey guys, can you take a look at mohamed bardouh's sub50
games? i'm not convinced yet (sorry mb).

October 29th 2011
02:18:26 PM

www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=157
i like idea #2 as a novelty. it could be fun. (btw, the original
microsoft version lets you chord by pressing Shift and left
clicking). there are several versions on the wiki/versions page
that use variations, like double-clicking on the number or just
left-clicking on it etc.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Eugene replied 9 years ago
I can't speak for the other programs, but I know for sure that MSX's clock can be unusually slow
depending on the computer (I'm probably late to the party in knowing this, but maybe it could
possibly be relevant here?). So even without intentionally speeding or slowing anything, an MSX
game could be clocked wrongly if the computer on which it was played is too slow or something.

dg211 replied 9 years ago
wow, that even looks inefficient to me!

fritz replied 9 years ago
expert replays are speeded up. pretty easy to tell. thanks for sharing the laugh though

Name:

Aradesh

Comments:

i'm interested on peoples opinions on some matters.
if someone were to make a clone with either of these features,
would it still be valid for rankings?

October 29th 2011
03:48:32 AM

1) flag on right-button-up rather than right-button-down (so
that it works the same as left click)
2) chord by doing anything to a number, i.e. left click, right
click, double click, etc.
 Close Replies
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Aradesh replied 9 years ago
ok bertie. i read the wikipedia article and what i said remains identical, other than the fact that
mouse chording is a term outside of minesweeper too, rather than one invented by our community.
obviously the term comes from the musical term. there is no sensical to distinguish between
chording and double-clicking. they both mean the same thing to us.

Tommy replied 9 years ago

I don't think 2) should be legit. The only time this is not desirable is after a misflag, which is a
mistake. For optimal play, this is therefore only an advantage.
1) Why would anyone want to do that?
I'm not sure it should be legit as it changes a core game
mechanic (chording) too much, though maybe not for the better.
I should say, however, that I haven't considered the two changes put together in detail. I intuit that
(1) would still be an advantage, so probably still no from me, especially as even if it is "balanced",
too much probably changes about the game, given how many actions will be shifted by half a click
or so.
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Bertie replied 9 years ago
My insistence is simply based on the fact that the word chording is NOT borrowed from the musical
term, but that chording has a very spesific meaning when talking about computer mice. Read the
wikipedia article on Mouse chording linked in my previous comment and you'll understand why my
interpretation has merit.

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
and bertie, i don't understand your insistence on distinguishing between "double-clicking" and
"chording" ^^ surely the term "chording" was borrowed from the musical term of playing two or
more notes simultaneously, for example on a piano pressing two keys down simultaneously
produces a chord. so in this sense it is the same as what you mean by double-click. "double-click"
already has a well known meaning, so my presumption is that "chord" was chosen to distinguish
between what we do, and what most people understand by "double-click". am i missing something?

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
ah yes, i see the point of 1) being stupid, i hadn't thought that one through properly. though i see
2) as a slight improvement on the current standard versions, as it could potentially allow you to
play a little faster in certain situations.

Bertie replied 9 years ago

b

First off, you mean double-click, not chord, as what 1) proposes makes chording impossible. A
chord, inacc
ordance with the broader definition of the word as applicaple to computer mice (see
website), is when you keep the RMB depressed after flagging a mine and affecting dbl-clicks on
multiple numbers to save time. This is the meaning of it that prevailed 10 years ago imo, and is the
correct one
. More seriously though, do you propose 1) for just that purpose? (to eliminate
chording) Secondly, I've played many a clone that have 2)-like implementations, and found the leftclick to "double-click" part makes the game completely unplayable for me as I depress the LMB
before getting to the square a surprisingly large portion of the time... On the legality of such
clones: Neither give you an advantage in light of my above comments imo, so I'd say maybe...

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

I youtubed my NF highscores - have fun

 Email

October 28th 2011
01:13:45 AM
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Name:

Tommy

Best intermediate:

??? -> 10.61 (11) NF (@42 3bv, 3.96 3bv/s)

Comments:

Fucking w00t. @Michael, I'm still behind you though ;)

October 28th 2011
12:07:03 AM

This also means that I'll start flagging again pretty damn soon.
 Email
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Tommy replied 9 years ago
Um. RT+1 to RT conversion fail. In that case, sorry for passing you after all
- I really wasn't
expecting an 11, I would have probably stopped going for a better score at 12 or 13. And grats on
the 3.627, BTW

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all,

October 27th 2011
06:04:40 PM

On a whim, I decided to start my own minesweeper live stream
this evening. I am simply going to stream myself playing
minesweeper games for the moment. As the whole thing is still
pretty experimental, feedback would be much appreciated, of
course
 Email
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 Website

Janis

October 27th 2011
04:22:40 AM

Best expert:

RT 58.51->57,105

Comments:

Feels good man. Feels good to make some progress.
 Close Replies

fritz replied 9 years ago

f

congrats

Name:

Eugene Ng

Best expert:

97.334

Best intermediate:

30.403

Best beginner:

3.484

Comments:

Hi everybody! As you can see, I'm not especially good right
now, but I've been working for almost a year to improve. I
downloaded Clone a month or two ago and have been really
excited about getting my first sub100 score on Expert recently.
It would be quite helpful if anybody could give me advice on
how to play more efficiently, because I seem to have trouble
with that!

October 26th 2011
06:43:51 PM
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 Reply to this Post

Eugene Ng replied 9 years ago
Thanks for the help and encouragement, guys! After a few games of NF I've already started to see
an improvement in the IOEs of my flagged games, though my speed hasn't quite caught up yet. I'll
be sure to keep the advice in mind.

Tommy replied 9 years ago
To add to what Bertie said, I personally think that the best way to reduce any dependency on flags
is to play NF for a while

fritz replied 9 years ago
http://www.minesweeper.info/articles/EfficientSolving.pps and
http://www.youtube.com/user/EWQMinesweeper#p/a/u/0/Bu_4oNa0lW4 - 1st link is all about
using as few clicks as possible, 2nd link is about how to improve in general

Bertie replied 9 years ago

Dude, you've got a sub100 exp score, that makes you officially a pro in my book
. Probably the
best advise I can give is to start shedding you're mind's dependency on flags as mine-markers. In
an efficient solve you don't use flags to mark where mines are, but rather to reduce the number of
clicks you use to solve the board. First step in this direction i.m.o. is to teach yourself to keep track
of the mines without flags. Happy sweeping

Name:

Brandon Stitt

Best expert:

140 mines

Best intermediate:

90 mines

Best beginner:

36 mines

Comments:

Damn, still can't seem to get 147 on 16x30. Maybe I should try
145 instead for now...

October 26th 2011
04:16:54 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

3.377 -> 3.627

Comments:

Wow. 55.69 on 202 (first sub60 on sup200). This is one of those
records where I wonder "OK, now how am I supposed to ever

October 23rd 2011
02:06:58 PM

improve this?"
 Close Replies
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Aradesh replied 9 years ago
very nice indeed. i'm jealous.

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

100x sub40

Comments:

October 22nd 2011
05:31:49 AM

32x2, 33x1, 34x2, 35x3, 36x6, 37x10, 38x25, 39x51

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
WTF kamil

Nice job!

 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Comments:

happy 30th birthday, arsen!
in the IRC-channel.

October 17th 2011
11:59:35 AM

congratulations from everyone
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 Reply to this Post

Arsen replied 9 years ago
Thanks very-very much, Fritz and all of you, guys!

Name:

damien

Comments:

Rankings updated for most (but not all) of the players - I will do
the rest this weekend. Sorry for the lack of updates this month,
it has been busy at university and I have to finish applying for
graduate jobs by the end of the month. Next week is semester
break, so 9 days to work on the site.

October 17th 2011
10:06:12 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Hercules

Comments:

Mac users can also play Minesweeper available on the Mac App
Store.
http://itunes.apple.com/ru/app/id443198963?mt=12
Seagoing Minesweeper is a Mac version of the classic game.
Statistics, themes, local leaderboard for all difficulty levels are
available.
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October 16th 2011
06:08:44 AM

 Reply to this Post

fritz replied 9 years ago
just a question, why do you keep posting this over and over again? are those different games or
does you posting this have a significant influence on the number of people downloading it? it's just
that as far as i know nearly 100% of the people posting here are currently using arbiter, clone,
vienna or msx and have no intention of switching to a version that isn't accepted for the rankings. i
don't know about the number of lurkers but i guess about the same applies for them. i'm not telling
you to quit posting this link, especially since, as a non-mac-user, i have no reason to follow that
link. you post your stuff and don't hurt anyone. i'm just wondering why you keep posting it,
although nobody seems to reply to it. peace and a good night everyone.

Name:

fritz

Best expert:

1.244->1.271

Best intermediate:

1.424

October 15th 2011
03:13:28 PM

Best beginner:

1.600

Comments:

been bored, been already 1st in the current nonosweeper and
mallet mania tournaments, therefore opened clone and played
an exp game for IOE.
solved 178 3BV in 140 clicks with 1.271 IOE, took 81 seconds,
mainly because i couldn't have cared less for speed in this game
:D
zini of the board was 119, so assuming my correctness was
1.000, my zini throughput and ziniefficiency was 0.850, which is
quite nice.
now on to the next >30 days w/o playing ms :P
grats to recent record breakers
 Reply to this Post

Name:

florent

Best expert:

2.49 >> 2.52

Comments:

/me exp game --> RTime: 69,64 (70) «» Est RTime: 69,64 (70)
«» 3BV: 176/176 «» 3BV/s: 2,52 «» Cl: 372@5,34 «» IOE:
0,473 «» ThrP: 0,838 «» Corr: 0,565 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 9/1
of 92 / 95,65% <(O_O)^

October 15th 2011
02:41:53 PM

lost 2 seconds for the final square... good to break a record, but
i want a time record
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best intermediate:

11.83 -> 11.81

October 13th 2011
02:00:35 PM

Comments:

Well, this was unexpected! 3BV was 32 compared to the
previous 3BV of 43, but hey, a record is a record.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best intermediate:

4.228 -> 4.338

Comments:

Got this record in January, nice to beat it finally

October 13th 2011
12:47:33 PM

18.44s on 80 3BV (with 4 openings). IOE of 0.879.
 Website

 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Comments:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bu_4oNa0lW4

October 11th 2011
08:36:41 AM

part 9 of my ms vblog. content: 45 on int, 117 on exp, 42 on
exp by 3 different sweepers with me stopping the videos several
times to give my opinion on the solves.
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Maximizer

Best expert:

168.14

Best intermediate:

41.18

Best beginner:

7.21

Comments:

I'm just a beginner) Started sweeping on 14th September.

October 8th 2011
05:21:10 AM

Records are lame...
Don't like practising beg and trying to make sub40 on int)
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Maximizer replied 9 years ago
Thanks for your advice!

Ronny replied 9 years ago
Trust me, if you're stuck on an expert time long for a while, those int and beginner levels can be a
nice alternative. They can also be really helpful to gain some extra speed.

Name:

Dayan Marchezi

Comments:

Aw, man... I had 12 on int for this AR.

October 7th 2011
05:17:52 PM

+10 for forgetting to play expert.
 Close Replies
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Tommy replied 9 years ago
Consolations from someone this could easily happen to as well

Secret Player from BraziL replied 9 years ago
Noob

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Tommy

Best expert:

NF 50.14 (t+1) -> 47.67 (t+1)

Comments:

w00t. The board had 160 3bv, so there may actually be room for

October 5th 2011
04:48:36 PM

improvement
Grats at all recent record breakers, especially KAmil, that world
record is pretty fucking amazing
 Email
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 Close Replies
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Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
See, told you you would be better than me

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
congrats tommy! i bet you can sub45

Name:

KAmil

Best intermediate:

Int x1000 marathon 9h 26m 20s

Comments:

 Reply to this Post

October 5th 2011
03:56:58 PM

Played on 05 Oct 2011 from 14:17:53 to 23:44:13. I
beat Manu's Int x1000 record of 11h 11m. Also i beat his most
Int sub20s in 1 day record of 239 with 794 Sub20s
Now my hand needs long rest
@Damien: I played on Arbiter 47.5 downloaded from Downloads.
There was somebody's mvf file in zip folder, I guess it shouldnt
be there, check it.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Bertie replied 9 years ago
I would just like to point out to those who doubt the impressiveness, this amounts to one
completed int game every 33.98s. I don't care who you are, but that pace over 10 hours is
impressive...

fritz replied 9 years ago
@kamil: grats! very impressive! @ronny: proove you can

k
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KAmil replied 9 years ago
@manu: it was time of 100th0 game finished - time of 1st game finished + 19s for 1st game

Ronny replied 9 years ago
I can do that in 9y 26d 20h

manu replied 9 years ago
lol, grats... was the 9 h the playing time or the time from start to end? (-> did u make a break
somtime
and just to have it right, that sub20 1 day record was before my 1000, on that day i
had sth above 300...

Name:

KAmil

Best intermediate:

7,50 ----------7,27

Comments:

October 5th 2011
08:10:35 AM

on 39
I'm playing Int x1000 marathon on Arbiter atm,
and didn't get a vid with pop-up window, because I didn't expect
a record
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Pavel replied 9 years ago
you are awesome!!!

f

fritz replied 9 years ago

r

Ronny replied 9 years ago

big congrats mate! go for a 7 now! good luck with your int marathon

Wow, I didn't expect that the 7,5 record would be broken any time soon.

. Big congrats! (Now

please stop improving or I'll be >2X as slow as the WR on intermediate with my 14.2s

)

Name:

c69

Best expert:

89

Best intermediate:

23

Best beginner:

2

Comments:

New online minesweeper, made by me
http://vesna.in.ua/minesweeper/

October 5th 2011
04:15:46 AM

I hope you will enjoy it. After all, its not possible to install stuff.
And this one is pure browser based, no flash is required.
 Email
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Name:

florent

Best beginner:

4.96 >> 5.08

Comments:

/me beg game --> RTime: 1,77 (2) «» Est RTime: 1,77 (2) «»
3BV: 9/9 «» 3BV/s: 5,08 «» Cl: 10@5,65 «» IOE: 0,900 «»
ThrP: 1,000 «» Corr: 0,900 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 6/1 of 1489 /
99,83%

October 3rd 2011
12:03:40 PM

Finally sup5, I'm not playing a lot lately so it's great to get a
little record.
In my last post on the GB, I replied to it to not make multipost
but i broke my density record on 9*9.
Finally I would notify that icones don't appear in the 3bvs
ranking for my int and exp record and it's the same for the int
record of robert royals.
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Name:

Aradesh

Comments:

and... one of the consequences of playing FL is...

October 2nd 2011
02:05:36 PM

3bv/s records
3.39 -> 3.54
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Aradesh

Comments:

as tommy has been playing NF i've been trying to play FL (and
also because NF has been causing me fatigue problems in my
clicking finger). today i had my 1st FL sub50 (46.64) and then
later i had my second FL sub50 ever (45.87). I think this might
also be the only time i've had two sub50's in the same day.

 Website

October 2nd 2011
12:22:18 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Because of severe lack of a NF sub50 so far in the face of some
great estimates, I'll extend my NF venue, with exceptions for
demonstration purposes, and I'll NF until I get one.

October 2nd 2011
02:36:34 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

fritz's studd muffin

Best expert:

69

Best intermediate:

69

Best beginner:

69

Comments:

heyyy its fritz's boyfriend here!! my fritzy baby was a little drunk
the other day when he wrote those comments. i told him to
apologize or he wouldn't receive any backdoor slamming action

October 1st 2011
08:08:19 PM

from me again for a while LOL!!!
happy sweeping guys
 Email

teehee
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 Reply to this Post

Tommy replied 9 years ago
Feeding the troll is highly overrated... Hoped that I wouldn't need to post that

Minesweeper Player replied 9 years ago
You still cheated, it took you all day to solve 8x8 25, when you claim your best 36, so you suck my
dude.

DB replied 9 years ago
Minesweeper drama is so fucking dumb.

Name:

Pavel

Best beginner:

7,29 -----> 7,47

October 1st 2011
12:41:34 AM

Comments:

 Website

 Reply to this Post

Name:

IRC channel #minesweeper

Comments:

We had an incident today, the log is below:

September 28th 2011
12:47:17 PM

<22:21> -!- Tom_Sarango [cf3ea352@NewNetB80832DE.mibbit.com] has joined #minesweeper
<22:21> < Tom_Sarango> why did it say i am banned!
<22:29> < Tom_Sarango> i tried to come here with the name
TomSarango and it said i was banned
<22:31> < EWQMinesweeper> using mibbit?
<22:34> < Tom_Sarango> yeah
<22:36> < Tom_Sarango> oh and i finally beat expert earlier
today!!!!!
<22:37> < Tom_Sarango> there was this guy called axecu
something like 12 hours ago and he was really nice and helped
me beat it
<23:19> -!- Axecutioner64 [cf3ea352@NewNetB80832DE.mibbit.com] has joined #minesweeper
<23:19> < Tom_Sarango> hi axecu thanks for the help last
night!
<23:19> < Axecutioner64> Oh yeah, no problem.
Have
you beat it yet?
<23:19> < Tom_Sarango> yes! i did!
<23:20> < Axecutioner64> Awesome, great job. What was
your time?
<23:20> < Tom_Sarango> i beat it in 342 seconds
<23:21> < Axecutioner64> You'll get faster soon. Just keep
practicing.
<23:21> < Tom_Sarango> thanks
<23:29> -!- Tom_Sarango [cf3ea352@NewNetB80832DE.mibbit.com] has quit [Quit: http://www.mibbit.com
ajax IRC Client]
<23:29> -!- Axecutioner64 [cf3ea352@NewNetB80832DE.mibbit.com] has quit [Quit: http://www.mibbit.com
ajax IRC Client]
As you can see, the known cheater tried to impersonate a
noob and praised himself.
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Bertie replied 9 years ago

Maybe he'll try for the female WR next.....

damien replied 9 years ago
thanks for the extra info fritz - i already wrote most of an article last month, but was not going to
post it until talking to Brandon again.

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
lol... i like how they have the same IP address.

f

fritz replied 9 years ago
also he edited a forum post in which he had bragged about successfully editing msx so that the
mines read the name of the forum. not only did the take down the screenshot, he also deleted all of
his posts in said thread. damien, please take brandon stitt, who is evidently a cheater, off the
custom rankings and, if you think he deserves this sort of 'fame', put him in the 'famous cheaters'
article in the wiki. if you want i can write the paragraphs for the article for you. but please, take
this cheater off the rankings. he annoys everyone in the irc-chat.

Name:

NYMIKE

Best expert:

previous best 74.51

Comments:

/me exp game --> RTime: 74.40 (75) «» Est RTime: 74.40
(75) «» 3BV: 127/127 «» 3BV/s: 1.70 «» ZiNi: 92@1.24 «»
H.ZiNi: 100@1.34 «» Ops: 11/11 «» Isls: 14 «» Cl: 250@3.36
«» IOE: 0.508 «» Flags: 78 «» Ranks: 1/2 of 2 / 75% *sigh*
what makes it amazing is it was done on my new computer the
first day i got it, my first expert record since 04/14/2010

September 27th 2011
10:57:28 PM
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fritz replied 9 years ago
nice job for 1st day on new computer. record is record

Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
Nice to see some improvement from you

Keep working at it, I know you can do even better.

Name:

Tommy

Best expert:

NF ???->50.14 (t+1)

Comments:

Not going to attach a replay yet as I've had a couple sub50
estimates

September 27th 2011
06:42:32 PM

Also, I need to go to bed.
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Tommy

Comments:

From now on until September ends, I am not allowed to use
flags. And this guestbook post will keep it so.
Happy sweeping,
Tommy

September 25th 2011
07:02:29 PM

 Email
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Tommy replied 9 years ago
I'm just doing it to get out of my habit of overflagging on int, and I suck way too much to overtake
you in that little time
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Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
Please don't beat me on the NF world ranking

fritz replied 9 years ago
but why? nooooooooooooooooooo!
to play at all.

the only reasonable explanation is that you won't have time

Tommy replied 9 years ago
I can't hold out that long without my beloved flags

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
that's not very long... try til the end of october ^^

Name:

Bertie

Best intermediate:

3bv/s : 4.14 -> 4.36

Comments:

/me int game --> RTime: 20.15 (21) «» Est RTime: 20.15 (21)
«» 3BV: 88/88 «» 3BV/s: 4.36 «» ZiNi: 52@2.58 «» H.ZiNi:
63@3.13 «» Ops: 4/4 «» Cl: 79@3.92 «» IOE: 1.114 «» ThrP:
1.128 «» Corr: 0.987 «» Flags: 12 :-#

September 25th 2011
09:52:21 AM

Note the sup1 IOE
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Name:

KAmil

Best intermediate:

6,29 ----------> 6,62

Comments:

September 24th 2011
08:05:44 AM

104 in 15,70
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Ronny replied 9 years ago

r

Very nice. Quite a big step for a WR. Congrats

Name:

Aris

Comments:

im not that active in the past months but yesterday and today
i played some hours and got 46.96(RT) on 124 3bv 2 hours
before the end of the deadline for active ranking period 19 and
today 46.47 on 159 3bv.congrats to all record breakers and

September 24th 2011
06:56:27 AM

winners of the ms tournament
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Name:

shraddha undaru

Best expert:

74.34

Best intermediate:

23.76

Best beginner:

5.15

Comments:

shraddha u
india
feb 26 2011
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Hercules

Comments:

Mac users can also play Minesweeper available on the Mac App
Store http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/seagoing-minesweeperlite/id443198963?mt=12.
Seagoing Minesweeper is a Mac version of the classic game.
Statistics, themes, local leaderboard, playback, autosave for all
difficulty levels are available.

 Email

September 23rd 2011
05:07:34 AM

September 23rd 2011
01:35:46 AM
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Name:

Bertie

Best expert:

45.81 -- sub50x10 -> x11

Comments:

Sorry for double posting, but this is worth it...
/me exp game --> RTime: 48.46 (49) «» Est RTime: 48.46

September 22nd 2011
05:30:44 PM

(49) «» 3BV: 133/133 «» 3BV/s: 2.74 «» ZiNi: 99@2.04 «»
H.ZiNi: 106@2.19 «» Ops: 15/15 «» Cl: 150@3.10 «» IOE:
0.887 «» ThrP: 0.917 «» Corr: 0.967 «» Flags: 18
Only slightly more efficient than a good NF game, but
obviously good enough.
Oh, and as my damned luck would
have it, I have my history logging off atm coz I've been
playing for some efficiency...
Vid linked
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Bertie

Comments:

Just thought I'd share this beauty.....

September 22nd 2011
04:28:34 PM

/me exp game --> RTime: 55.58 (56) «» 3BV: 172@3.09 «»
ZiNi: 109@1.96 «» H.ZiNi: 127@2.28 «» Ops: 10/10 «» Cl:
172@3.09 «» IOE: 1.000 «» ThrP: 1.042 «» Corr: 0.959 «»
Flags: 29 -_[VC: KGBY]...lol... FTW, that's why!!!
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DB replied 9 years ago
Want a cookie?

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

A video of me playing minesweeper on the train, recorded by
Stefan Huber, for those interested

 Email
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September 21st 2011
06:52:16 AM
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Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

1000x sub50

Comments:

32x2, 33x1, 34x2, 35x2, 36x6, 37x9, 38x25, 39x47,
40x70, 41x90, 42x119, 43x118, 44x119, 45x113, 46x87,

September 18th 2011
12:18:15 PM

47x81, 48x65, 49x44
 Close Replies

Ronny replied 9 years ago
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Can I borrow just one.

f

fritz replied 9 years ago

p

Pelé replied 9 years ago

sweet!

Just more 6 to 100 x sub 40

Name:

Bertie

Best beginner:

0.84 -> 0.68 ; 1x3 -> 1x4

Comments:

Not even gonna paste the spam

September 12th 2011
05:09:11 PM

2 3bv, fully skill :P

vid linked.
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Daniele replied 9 years ago
bravo!

fritz replied 9 years ago
congrats!

Name:

fritz

Comments:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=em2FETOCNQA

September 12th 2011
08:41:33 AM

just uploaded this video of the tournament. hope you like it
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Name:

Minesweeper World Championship 2011

September 11th 2011
09:02:40 AM

The Minesweeper World Championship 2011 has ended.

Comments:

Fritz Löhr may now claim the titles of "Minesweeper World
Champion 2011" and "Online Minesweeper World
Championship 2011 Runner-Up".
Kamil Muranski may now claim the title "Online Minesweeper
World Champion 2011".
Thomas Kolar may now claim the title "Minesweeper World
Championship 2011 Runner-Up".
 Email
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Name:

fritz

Comments:

big thanks to tommy for organizing a great tournament and

September 11th 2011
03:33:40 AM

taking good care of everyone!
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Minesweeper World Championship 2011 Live Results

Comments:

As I just posted, the Minesweeper World Championship will
start soon - live results will be available at
http://scoreganizer.bountin.net/tournaments/outcome/51
cheers,
Tommy
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September 10th 2011
01:06:08 AM
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Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
Congrats to the winners, KAmil and EWQ!

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all,
The Minesweeper World Championship will start in a little more
than three hours. It is not too late to participate online!
Although it is too late to receive official support for the client.
If you participate online, YOU MUST DO SO IN ADVANCE ON
THE SITE! ie, you must create an account, go to
http://scoreganizer.bountin.net/tournaments/detail/51 , click
"Participate" and then confirm by clicking "Count me in".
cheers and happy sweeping,
Tommy
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September 10th 2011
01:04:15 AM
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Dayan Marchezi

September 9th 2011

Best expert:

RQP=15,94

Comments:

48,56 - 151 3BV
4th sub50, 1st sub50 since January and 1st sub50 sup3.

03:22:34 PM

It seems I'm back.
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Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all,

September 8th 2011
08:43:59 AM

If you plan on taking part in the world championship 2011
online and haven't participated in a tournament on
scoreganizer.bountin.net and uploaded at least one
intermediate and one expert game yet, please take part in one
of the client test tournaments.
The tournaments can be found at
http://scoreganizer.bountin.net/tournaments/upcoming/
Times on the site are CEST (UTC+2)
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Tommy replied 9 years ago
Oh yeah, and in case you don't have time, create a tournament yourself and send the link to it to
me. Use "sum" as mode, "0+1+1" as modeparams, and "YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM" as your date input
format. Note that you must upload one intermediate and one expert game to the site in the course
of your tournament!

Name:

Anon

Comments:

Brandon Sitt used a macro and unfair prior knowledge to beat
35 mines on 8x8 (http://i52.tinypic.com/2u5ywzt.jpg) and 39

September 5th 2011
01:15:58 PM

mines on 9x9 (http://i52.tinypic.com/2zs06ms.jpg)
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NYMIKE replied 9 years ago
Give it up dude, you'll never be respected here.

Brandon Stitt replied 9 years ago
I don't cheat in any way, and I'm going to redo my records on Arbiter to prove it.
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Comments:

fritz replied 9 years ago
http://pastebin.com/XUKXDURR - point 7 is not true but 2-6 mean he doesn't deserve to be listed
on the rankings here.

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
the thing that baffles me is why he has a screenshot of 21 incomplete openings rather than the
blasted versions. it would be much more useful to save the blasted board position. it doesn't make
any sense.

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
that is... note that there is a jitbit macro program running in the bottom of the screen shot, and
also that the blasted 39 mines on 9x9 board is the same as the board he got his record on.

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
michael: i think the point is there is a bug in msx which means you get board repeats every several
thousand restarts. (on 8x8 and 9x9 density boards at least)

Anon replied 9 years ago
Those images were lifted from his PhotoBucket account before he changed the album to private. He
used a macro program to constantly click, look for a specific opening, and then reset and repeat if
the opening wasn't found. Once the opening was found, he would then use the image to correctly
click the safe squares.

Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
I don't get it. First, where'd you get these pictures? Second, how can you use UPK in Minesweeper
X if it doesn't have a "try this board again" button? Are there board cycles?

Anon replied 9 years ago
That should say Brandon Stitt*

Hercules

September 5th 2011
01:04:17 PM

Mac users can also play Minesweeper available on the Mac App
Store.
Seagoing Minesweeper is a Mac version of the classic game.
Statistics, themes, local leaderboard, playback, autosave for all
difficulty levels are available.
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 Reply to this Post

Hercules replied 9 years ago
All statistics available during the game and playback as well. Since I have released the product I
have not heard about hacks. The format is encrypted. Board cycles have not been tested.

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
does it have 3bv, and similar stats? the ability to distinguish between boards you've seen before
and boards you've seen for the first time in the videos? is it difficult to hack? are there board
cycles?

Bertie replied 9 years ago

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

48.68 -> 45.734

Comments:

I woke up early this morning to play the Worlds warmup
tournament, and out of nowhere got my second sub50 ever
and a PB by almost 3 seconds. It was a 138 3BV, at just over 3
3bv/s.

September 4th 2011
10:29:01 AM

I now have a beg+int+exp sum of 58.5, first time under 60.
With this solve I also broke into the world top 50 (and top 40!)
and will be ranked 5th in the USA. In the NF rankings, I'm 6th
in the world and first in the USA, and this is also the best NF
exp time ever recorded by someone from my country
 Close Replies
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Aradesh replied 9 years ago
big congrats

Konstantin replied 9 years ago

 Reply to this Post

k

My BIG Congratulations, Michael!

Name:

Remus Golgot

Best beginner:

1.42

Comments:

1.42 ( 3BV ) from 1.92

September 4th 2011
08:52:12 AM

 Reply to this Post

 Email

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all, there will be a warmup tournament _tomorrow_ at
15:00, CEST(UTC+2). The system will be the same as for the
world championship, and it will be a great chance to test that
the tournament client works on your system.

September 3rd 2011
10:54:35 AM

Client compatibility will break before that tournament one time.
After that, there will be no need to update your client anymore
before the world championship.
There will also be some test tournaments in the days leading
up to the championship, as stated in the announcement.
Also, if you plan on participating in the world championship,
please do so, I linked it a couple of posts ago
 Email

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

florent

Comments:

85 mines on 16*16

September 3rd 2011
09:10:16 AM

 Close Replies
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florent replied 9 years ago
and 35 on 9*9, started that just after the 85... so it was pretty fast

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

3.332 -> 3.377

Comments:

 Reply to this Post

September 2nd 2011
03:30:24 PM

/me exp game --> Time: 61.00 «» 3BV Done: 206 (100%) «»
3BV: 206@3.377 «» Total-cl: 260@4.262 «» Time rank: 121
«» 3BV/s rank: 1
Another 3BV/s record, exciting! And also an IOS record (and
zini/hzini but those statistics are meaningless for a NF player
like myself).
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Michael replied 9 years ago
Forgot the video, here it is.

Name:

Daniel Marden

Comments:

Finally cracked 49 on 8x8. Big thanks to Aradesh for the minigames in IRC chat that made me realise it wasn't impossible.

September 2nd 2011
06:47:32 AM

http://www.freewebs.com/multiplex/Cus%20113.42%20%20Sep%202%202011%2009.13.03%20PM.mvr
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 Reply to this Post

harryck repse replied 9 years ago
wtf? nice job man

Daniele replied 9 years ago
BIG congrats!

Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
I guess anything above 49 would not be accepted, so this record is unbeatable? Very nice job.

Anonymous replied 9 years ago
Screenshot: http://www.freewebs.com/multiplex/49%20on%208x8.PNG

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
congrats danny! new world record holder in 8x8 density

Name:

Aradesh

Comments:

does anyone know where I can download the exe for truffle
swine keeper? or send it me? it's a nice old clone that
calculates mine probabilities while you play. the original site it
used to be on is now down.

September 1st 2011
05:10:06 AM

 Close Replies

 Reply to this Post

Aradesh replied 9 years ago

a

thanks for sending it me cryslon.

Name:

SEJIN JANG

Best expert:

82.81

Best intermediate:

26.79

Best beginner:

4.75

Comments:

sejin jang
korea(south)
2011.08.31

August 30th 2011
07:59:27 PM

 Reply to this Post

 Email

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

On another note, I just created the tournament:

August 30th 2011
07:52:29 PM

http://scoreganizer.bountin.net/tournaments/detail/51
(Also linked as "website").
Feel free to participate already!
 Email

t
a

 Website

 Close Replies

Tommy replied 9 years ago
There will be an option to only show those that are there in meatspace

Aradesh replied 9 years ago

 Reply to this Post

so you're mixing both the offline and online tournaments together? it's gonna be fun searching
through the list to find other people on it who are actually in zurich...

Name:

SEJIN JANG

Best expert:

82.81

Best intermediate:

26.79

Best beginner:

4.75

Comments:

^^

August 30th 2011
07:39:14 PM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all,

August 30th 2011
07:26:50 PM

The announcement for the minesweeper world championship
2011 in Zurich is online at
http://scoreganizer.bountin.net/info/mswch2011. I have also
linked it as "website".
I am sorry that I posted it that late - I was busy with my exams
until very recently.
cheers and happy sweeping,
Tommy
 Email

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Arvo

Best expert:

61*2 --> 61*3

Comments:

/me last 643rd exp game: Time: 60,85 «» 3BV: 119 «» 3BV/s:
1,95 «» "flagging" Rank: 3rd time 498th 3BV/s ( RPI: 61,19
IOS: 1,16 RQP: 31,62 ) :-(

August 29th 2011
03:48:32 PM

 Reply to this Post

 Email

Name:

florent

Best beginner:

4.83 >> 4.96

Comments:

almost sup5
/me beg game --> RTime: 2,82 (3) «» Est RTime: 2,82 (3) «»
3BV: 14/14 «» 3BV/s: 4,96 «» Cl: 22@7,80 «» IOE: 0,636 «»
ThrP: 1,000 «» Corr: 0,636 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 55/1 of 1270
/ 97,87%

August 29th 2011
06:47:04 AM
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Name:

Bertalan Bodor

Best expert:

2.576 -> 2.701

Comments:

...

August 29th 2011
04:55:30 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

fritz

Comments:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RhiKcra8MtE

August 28th 2011
01:47:20 PM

zombie minesweeper and a couple of patterns. have fun
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Comments:

Funny minesweeper comic I found, see the website URL

August 25th 2011
05:35:38 PM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

damien

Comments:

I rewrote the download pages - lots of work to do still, but now
there are 19 downloads, 10 versions of Winmine, and all the
Guestbooks. The downloads and links part of this site have been
crap for years, thanks for not complaining!

August 25th 2011
07:22:42 AM

If you are really interested in downloads, there are about 90
minesweeper downloads at www.minesweeper.info/wiki/Versions
but they are for Spectrum, OS/2, Atari and other kinda 'extinct'
computer systems. It took 5 days and about 35h to add the Atari
section this week.
Visit Tommy's facebook page to sign up for the Zurich
tournament: http://www.facebook.com/event.php?
eid=248156091869760
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
JavaScript, actually (see website URL). Damien, would you be up for adding a section on internetbased MS clones/versions? There are a whole bunch of interesting ones out there - torus mine, my
hexmine and multimine, the version at games2relax.net with interesting shapes, mslive, and so on.
And they can be used by people on any modern OS.

n

NYMIKE replied 9 years ago
You listed hexmines by Heinz Repp in OS 2 section, not sure which version he made first but
windows version does work and several guys that go to IRC have played it on vista, ewq qq and
bertie made videos on youtube. QQwref made a smoother running clone of it on site, it runs on
java.

Name:

KAmil

Best intermediate:

6,282 --------> 6,29

Comments:

13,04 on 82

August 24th 2011
07:32:56 AM
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Name:

Curtis

Comments:

For those that use MSX, a version is now available that allows
you to save your name in videos (see the auto options). Also you
can press R to automatically restart videos/save&replay finished
games.

August 24th 2011
05:59:45 AM
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Name:

Aradesh

Best beginner:

5.97 -> 6.04

Comments:

Finally. Makes me the 3rd person into the sup6 NF club...
 Close Replies
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August 23rd 2011
12:06:23 PM

 Reply to this Post

Bertie replied 9 years ago
I don't think I can click sup6........

fritz replied 9 years ago
congrats

fritz

August 21st 2011
05:53:09 PM

/me exp game --> Est Time: 40,57 «» 3BV: 136/136 «» 3BV/s:
3,44 «» ZiNi: 98@2,48 «» Human ZiNi: 108@2,73 «» Openings:
13/13 «» CL: 192@4,85 «» IOE: 0,71 «» ThroughPut: 0,90 «»
Correctness: 0,79 «» Flags: 43 «» Ranks: 6,00/2529 of 11630 /
89,11%

Comments:

for almost 3am and 4 hours of sweeping without any special
breaks it's more than enough of a reason to be happy
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Bertie

Comments:

Hi all, just wanted to share this awesome variant with you
guys.... Minesweeper 3D (NOT the one on the surfaces of 3D
objects)
You really play in 3 dimensions...

August 21st 2011
04:08:41 PM

(website linked... download linked in the first comment...)
PS: VC: 44A6
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Download link replied 9 years ago
...

Name:

Chang CheHao

Best intermediate:

18.90->18.53

Comments:

18.90->18.53

August 21st 2011
01:13:47 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Gergely

Best expert:

57.49

Comments:

Not a record this time, only a best score in the last 5 years on
expert for me :)
...and the third sub-60, so it's quite OK. A 59 (real-time 58.9) on
a 156 3bv board. Niiice :D
Oh yes, and 40 minutes later I got a 2.93 3bv/s which is 3rd

August 19th 2011
02:19:28 PM

best also. Good times!
 Close Replies
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fritz replied 9 years ago

 Reply to this Post
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veeeery nice

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best expert:

3.231 -> 3.332

Comments:

/me exp game --> Time: 61.83 «» 3BV Done: 206 (100%) «»
3BV: 206@3.332 «» Total-cl: 246@3.979 «» Time rank: 110 «»
3BV/s rank: 1

August 18th 2011
02:58:05 PM

Pretty cool. I've been getting a lot of sup-3s (and nearly sup-3s)
in the last few days.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Aradesh

Comments:

Just completed 205 mines on 24x30 board

August 18th 2011
02:22:16 PM

Working my way

to a density full house to put me on the rankings... at about 1
game per week
 Close Replies
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NYMIKE replied 9 years ago
Once a sparse ranking is becoming more dense.

Name:

fritz

Comments:

3 things:

August 18th 2011
01:42:55 PM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sgCDdgKxQys
episode 5 of my minesweeper vblog, please watch, comment and
share
i bought train tickets to zurich - moritz karl and i will arrive at
noon on saturday and leave on sunday morning
i got my 10th realtime sub40 today: /me watched exp game -->
Est Time: 40,04 «» 3BV: 132/132 «» 3BV/s: 3,38 «» ZiNi:
103@2,64 «» Human ZiNi: 103@2,64 «» Openings: 16/16 «»
CL: 187@4,79 «» IOE: 0,71 «» ThroughPut: 0,87 «»
Correctness: 0,81 «» Flags: 43 «» Ranks: 3,00/2998 of 11609 /
87,08%- Fritz Löhr :E
really a nice board for my playing style
 Website

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Daniel Brim

Comments:

Submitting for Custom rating with 25+27+73+125+175=425 for
a position of "not quite last". Videos in my folder.

August 17th 2011
03:13:49 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Best expert:

9.33

Best intermediate:

sup3->3.04---->2.84

Best beginner:

0.30

Comments:

an hour ago i did a 14.02 on 60 @ 4.61, now this:

August 16th 2011
01:15:01 PM

/me int game --> Est Time: 13,35 «» 3BV: 58/58 «» 3BV/s:
4,70 «» ZiNi: 44@3,56 «» Human ZiNi: 46@3,72 «» Openings:
4/4 «» CL: 67@5,43 «» IOE: 0,87 «» ThroughPut: 1,04 «»
Correctness: 0,84 «» Flags: 10 «» Ranks: 75,00/37 of 12289 /
99,55% :P
RQP (2.84), ZiNi/s, HZiNi/s and IOS record.
i want a sub10!!!
congrats to recent record breakers
 Close Replies

Pavel replied 9 years ago
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I have the 10.96 on 48, rqp 2,502, vid in my folder

Name:

Tommy

Best beginner:

1.13->1.08 RT

Comments:

hehe, speaking of which - I recently got a better 2 at a tourney
as well

 Email

 Reply to this Post

August 14th 2011
03:22:48 PM
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Name:

Bertie

Best beginner:

1x2 -> 1x3 (best - 0.84)

Comments:

Just got my 3rd 1 second game, using vsweep in the sunday
tourney

August 14th 2011
07:33:41 AM

. It was 0.92 on a 2, and it was skill

.

It seems I get better int and beg times during the tourneys for
some reason...

Viva la tourneys!!!
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all,

August 14th 2011
12:29:55 AM

I need suggestions for a new name for my tournament software.
scoreganizer.com already exists, and I'd like something new.
To ensure that no suggestion is taken by a domain grabber,
please
a) reply IN AN EMAIL TO ME,
and
b) DON'T check (via google, whois or whatever) whether
someone had an idea yet. Just pelt me with ideas via email :)
Thanks a lot and happy sweeping,
Tommy
 Email
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Name:

fritz

Comments:

just finished my 1000th sub50 in 2011 :D
995 on arb and 5 in stirling.
took only 225 days - compared to 241 days last year
3195 sub50s in total now

August 13th 2011
09:02:10 AM

/me exp game --> Est Time: 49,75 «» 3BV: 164/164 «» 3BV/s:
3,36 «» ZiNi: 118@2,42 «» Human ZiNi: 125@2,56 «»
Openings: 14/14 «» CL: 224@4,59 «» IOE: 0,73 «» ThroughPut:
0,90 «» Correctness: 0,81 «» Flags: 62 «» Ranks: 2915,00/3190
of 11592 / 73,68%
oh, and you all shoud take part in the online tourny tomorrow
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Aradesh

Comments:

On Sunday we're going to have a little online minesweeper
tournament using Tommy's tournament software.
It will be 60 minutes long, and your score will be the sum of
your best 10 beg, 5 int and 3 exp games.
It will be at 3pm central european time. That's 2pm GMT or 9am
EST for the Americans (sorry about that, maybe next one will be
later).
If you already have an account the link to participate is

August 12th 2011
01:23:04 PM

http://scoreganizer.bountin.net/tournaments/detail/36 (and the
link below). If you don't already have an account please sign up
at http://scoreganizer.bountin.net/tournaments/ - and please
make sure your username is no longer than 11 characters. For
further instructions see Fritz's video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHmDwTtHmrI#t=3m30s.
If it's your first time using the tournament software it will be
helpful to log into IRC half an hour early to receive instructions.
Also if you have created an account, please respond to this post
to get your account activated.
Once you're all set, you won't technically have to log into IRC to
play the tournament, but it would be nice to see you there :)
-- Aradesh
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

manu replied 9 years ago
pls acctivate my account (horst2104)

Bertie replied 9 years ago
You also forgot the easy link to get to the IRC channel...
: http://mibbit.com/?
channel=%23minesweeper&server=irc.newnet.net lol, VC: JW4X (looks like an "A"...)

Aradesh replied 9 years ago
forgot the link for downloading the tournament software:
http://scoreganizer.bountin.net/media/scoreganizer_client_windows_nopython.zip

Name:

florent

Comments:

i finnaly played large board density to appear in the custom
ranking, my scores are :
28 + 30 + 70 +140 + 190 = 458

August 10th 2011
02:15:53 AM
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Name:

fritz

Comments:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHmDwTtHmrI
episode 4 of my minesweeper blog
go to 3:26 for an explanation on how to participate in the online

August 9th 2011
12:44:02 PM

minesweeper tournaments tommy has set up. feel free to leave a
comment on the video
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Aradesh

Comments:

just completed 30 mines on a beginner sized board. vid attached.

August 9th 2011
09:30:29 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

damien

Comments:

Updated rankings again

August 8th 2011
12:10:57 PM

 Close Replies
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. replied 9 years ago
Harryck Repse still has lucky 0,22

Name:

aradesh

Comments:

This evening we've been playing mini-tournaments using
tommy's tournament software. It's been really fun. The results of
those we've played can be found in the link (the bottom few
tournaments).

August 7th 2011
02:04:29 PM

I was thinking it would be fun to perhaps start a regular weekend
tournament. Say a 90min-3 hour tournament every saturday or
sunday afternoon, of say best 5 ints and 3-5 exps. Format and
time/date is up for discussion.
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Tommy replied 9 years ago
Awesomeness

fritz replied 9 years ago
tommy, i have the log

Tommy replied 9 years ago

 Reply to this Post

t

Does anyone have the IRC log? Chatzilla is stupid and throws old lines away

Name:

fritz

Best expert:

39.02

Comments:

/me exp game --> Est Time: 39,12 «» 3BV: 160/160 «» 3BV/s:
4,20 «» ZiNi: 109@2,86 «» Human ZiNi: 122@3,20 «» Openings:
10/10 «» CL: 185@4,85 «» IOE: 0,86 «» ThroughPut: 1,05 «»
Correctness: 0,83 «» Flags: 48 «» Ranks: 2,00/13 of 11547 /
99,94%

August 7th 2011
07:32:11 AM

my 2nd sub40 and what an insane game. it's my first sub40sup4,
makes me the 2nd ever to sub10 rqp on exp (my first country
record, yay!), it's the fastest known hzini/s record (arbiter record
then - until kamil plays some arb)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r2q6hLMi8ig
(lol, VC: PBFU)
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Aradesh replied 9 years ago
manu: just as he plans on retiring too >:/ he could get another 10 sub40's
has "fap" in it.

lol... my capcha code

manu replied 9 years ago
nice one! ur games slowly start to look like good minesweeping

Name:

damien

Comments:

There was a small change to the ranking today because I finally
applied the "Lucky" rule that was discussed in March/April. About
30 people had their Beginner scores replaced, so some of you will
be a few spots higher or lower now. Cheers!

August 7th 2011
07:21:21 AM

You can read the discussion here:
http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=12&t=137
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Bertie

August 4th 2011
02:00:04 PM

Best expert:

NF 52.92 -> 51.94

Comments:

Out of nowhere...
exp game --> RTime: 51.94 (52) «» 3BV: 137 «» 3BV/s: 2.63 «»
Cl: 174@3.35 «» IOE: 0.787 «» ThrP: 0.820 «» Corr: 0.960 «»
Flags: 0
 Close Replies
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Arsen replied 9 years ago
Waiting especially for you in Zurich )

. replied 9 years ago
http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?dir=BertieSeyffert/&file=HISCORE%20Exp_51.94_3BV%3D137_3BVs%3D2.63_Bertie%20Seyffert.avf

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

RQP 8,290 ------> 8,087

Comments:

38,599 on 189 @ 4,897
sub40

August 4th 2011
01:52:56 PM

Also new highest 3BV for

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

damien

Comments:

Rankings updated. Jun Tao joins with a NF 48, Gottlieb gets an
11 NF and 26 others improved their scores as well.

August 4th 2011
11:26:47 AM
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 Reply to this Post

Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
Thanks for mentioning me, but it's a 12

Name:

florent

Best expert:

2.48 >> 2.49

Comments:

/me exp game --> RTime: 84,25 (85) «» Est RTime: 84,25 (85)
«» 3BV: 210/210 «» 3BV/s: 2,49 «» ZiNi: 132@1,57 «» H.ZiNi:
149@1,77 «» Ops: 11/11 «» Isls: 7 «» Cl: 425@5,04 «» IOE:

August 3rd 2011
11:15:46 AM

0,494 «» ThrP: 0,890 «» Corr: 0,555 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 56/1
of 81 / 66,05%
very small improvement but it's encouraging.
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Name:

Bertalan Bodor

Best expert:

2.576

Comments:

Finally sup-2.5. Nowadays I can only break my 3bvs records.
 Reply to this Post

 Email

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

900x sub50

Comments:

August 1st 2011
06:31:54 AM

August 1st 2011
01:09:24 AM

900x sub50 and 82x sub40
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Best intermediate:

12.20 -> 11.83

Comments:

11.83 on 43 3bv (3.63 3bv/s)

July 31st 2011
04:58:30 PM

Time records are always nice
I think I could go even faster,
because this board wasn't particularly low 3bv.
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

fritz

Comments:

i just finished my 200th sub50 in july, old best was 195 in october
2010. the last 58 sub50s were played today and in the past 5
days.
41*1, 42*3, 43*6, 44*12, 45*23, 46*22, 47*32, 48*48, 49*53

July 30th 2011
05:58:57 AM

maybe i'll play a bit more later today or tomorrow but even if i
don't play i suppose this record won't be beaten anytime soon
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Petro

Best expert:

NF 75 -> 69

July 29th 2011
06:14:57 AM

Best intermediate:

13

Best beginner:

1

Comments:

69.793 sec, 136 3BV, 1.949 3BVs
So, my NF scores - 0.969 - 13.014 - 69.793, total - 83.776
Damien, please update me for NF WR
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Name:

florent

Best intermediate:

3.37 >> 3.61

Comments:

I finally get more than 3.5 in int.

July 28th 2011
03:03:23 PM
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Name:

damien

Comments:

I wrote a review and updated the tournament pages, enjoy!

July 28th 2011
03:29:46 AM

www.minesweeper.info/tournaments/UK2011.html
www.minesweeper.info/articles/UK2011Report.html
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Comments:

WR of 13.469 (= 13.47) on Connect2Win

July 27th 2011
05:36:21 PM

Nearly perfect board - I basically had no breaks in the entire
game. So I got about 4.75 effective clicks/second. I hope Kamil
will not beat this one so easily
 Close Replies
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Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago
I have the Java Console open when I play, and the game sends the exact time (including
thousandths) to it whenever you finish a game.

KAmil replied 9 years ago
how do u know thousandths?

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all,
get booking, the world championship will take place on Saturday,
the 10th of September in Zurich, Switzerland - I just got the
official confirmation. I'll have the computer labs from 12:00 till
16:45, and the tournament will likely take place from 13:30 till
16:30. Plan to come early, you will need some setup time. More
info to come, possibly still today, but that should be enough to
book. If it isn't, write me an email and ask.

July 26th 2011
02:30:37 PM

Happy sweeping,
Tommy
 Close Replies
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damien replied 9 years ago
Hey Tommy, just looking at flights. Edinburgh to Basel is too expensive (£221 return) and so is
Munich (£180) but Geneva could work (£99) and Manchester to Zurich is only £63 if I get a train to
Manchester. I think I just answered my question, hehe! I was going to ask about train travel from
Geneva. Hope to see you there.

Name:

Aradesh

Comments:

+1 on all the comments regarding the tourney.

July 26th 2011
03:24:11 AM

cheers damien.
it gave me a new minesweeper kick - i.e. i'm going to be playing a
lot more
- and i now fully intend on going to zurich. (before i
was undecided)
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

I'd also like to thank Damien for organizing the tournament,
especially for letting me test my tournament software - I would
likely have found the bug before the wch, but the debugging
would have been MUCH more painful. Speaking of which, thanks
to Elias for finding the source of the bug in the face of me thinking
that it had to be something else.

July 26th 2011
02:59:17 AM

My software has no known mission-critical bugs at the moment I'm going to announce test tournaments shortly to test it in reallife conditions, and I'm confident that
For those who don't watch Fritz's vlog, do so, but in case you still
don't - I got official confirmation that I'm allowed to host the wch
2011 in Zurich. I requested the 10th of September and am waiting
for a reply.
Hope to see you all in Zurich

Happy Sweeping!

 Email
 Close Replies
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Arsen replied 9 years ago
Tommy, this is awesome! Waiting for the date confirmation to start booking

Name:

Gergely

Comments:

I second Fritz: big-big thanks to Damien for organizing the
tournament and to Tommy and Elias for programming the
software - I think it will certainly be bug-free for the Zurich
tournament
Though I only re-started playing after almost 2 minesweeper-free
years two months ago, I got some nice scores (2.97 3BV/s - new
record on expert), but the point was that we had a good time
there. hope to see you all next year, somewhere

July 25th 2011
02:08:11 PM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Tommy replied 9 years ago
Hm, you could consider taking the train though

Budapest-Zürich is doable in <13 hours, and

you only need to switch trains once.

g
a

Gergely replied 9 years ago
hehh, if someone was to pay me the plane ticket...

Arsen replied 9 years ago
Why not this year in Zurich? )

Name:

fritz

Comments:

i'm back home from the tourny. big thanks to damien, tommy and
elias for all their work. i had a lot of fun and it was really great
meeting all of you again.

July 25th 2011
01:43:13 PM

i just finished episode 2 of my minesweeper blog. exclusive live
footage from the competition
please watch, share and
comment
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4h9E15ids2M
 Website

 Close Replies

 Reply to this Post

Arsen replied 9 years ago

a

Fritz, I love your blog ) It was so nice to see everyone!

Name:

Thomas MacKellar

Best expert:

88

Best intermediate:

23

Best beginner:

2

Comments:

I reported my record many years ago... Have only improved in
intermediate, though i've had many close calls at around 80
seconds T^T. The day will come. Love this website and was
shocked to see my name in the Canada best times section . Great
downloads! thank you for the site.

July 25th 2011
02:08:17 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all, the UK2011 torunament is about to start, live results can be
viewed at
http://scoreganizer.bountin.net/tournaments/outcome/20 (also
linked as "website").

 Email

July 23rd 2011
06:13:23 AM

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

IOE 1,293 ------> 1,311

Comments:

198 in 151

July 22nd 2011
01:17:52 PM

linked
 Close Replies
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KAmil replied 9 years ago
I keep working on beg

Anonymous replied 9 years ago
Sorry, exp 1.302, not 3.02

alix replied 9 years ago

 Reply to this Post

a

Congrats! You beat Xie Xiaodan's 3.02, but he still has a beg 1.938...

Name:

florent

Best expert:

68.41 NF >> 59.62 NF

Comments:

/me exp game --> RTime: 59,62 (60) «» Est RTime: 59,62 (60)
«» 3BV: 130/130 «» 3BV/s: 2,18 «» ZiNi: 93@1,56 «» H.ZiNi:
99@1,66 «» Ops: 15/15 «» Isls: 17 «» Cl: 303@5,08 «» IOE:
0,429 «» ThrP: 0,774 «» Corr: 0,554 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 1/23
of 77 / 85,71%

July 22nd 2011
12:33:31 PM

I knew it was a pretty good game but at the end I forgot the left
bottom corner where I lest a 50/50 and then had to find the last
square...
i I found this earlier i would have beat my FL expert record, and
get back in top 200....
really upset, but also happy because i was expecting this record
for a long time...
Video in my folder
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

fritz

Comments:

http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=FritzLohr/&file=%23Exp_38%2C54_3BV%3D112_3BVs%3D2%2C9

July 21st 2011
02:30:19 PM

/me exp game --> Est Time: 39,22 «» 3BV: 110/112 «» 3BV/s:
2,93 «» ZiNi: 86@2,25 «» Human ZiNi: 90@2,35 «» Openings:
12/12 «» CL: 161@4,29 «» IOE: 0,68 «» ThroughPut: 0,88 «»
Correctness: 0,78 «» Flags: 36 «» Ranks: 0,00/0 of 11421 / 0%
:-|
watch the video...ok, tbh i've had enough blasts in the past 4
years to ignore this blast, especially since i did 13-14-14-14-1442-42-44-45-47 in 3h today. i'm ready for stirling
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Arsen

Comments:

Tommy, sorry to disturb once again, is there an official
confirmation?

July 21st 2011
04:39:56 AM

 Close Replies

Arsen replied 9 years ago

 Reply to this Post

a
t

Ok, waiting for the date )

Tommy replied 9 years ago
Yes, there is, unfortunately, there is no concrete date on it. I'll take care of it ASAP, on Monday if
possible. As I'm going to be interrailing, though, I can't really make any promises.

Name:

fritz

Best expert:

4.373

Best intermediate:

5.183--->5.473

Best beginner:

6.568

Comments:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3RmzsgQBC04

July 19th 2011
12:05:26 PM

/me watched int game --> Est Time: 17,08 «» 3BV: 88/88 «»
3BV/s: 5,47 «» ZiNi: 50@3,11 «» Human ZiNi: 50@3,11 «»
Openings: 3/3 «» CL: 84@5,22 «» IOE: 1,05 «» ThroughPut: 1,31
«» Correctness: 0,80 «» Flags: 15 «» Ranks: 2313,00/1 of 11999
/ 90,37%- Fritz Löhr
doesn't look as spectacular as i would have expected a 5.47 to be

 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Dayan Marchezi

Comments:

Damien, thanks for putting me and Lucas in the period 14.

July 18th 2011
06:49:58 PM

In the period 13, we and Peter should be +10, but there isn't any
of the three names.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Michael Gottlieb

Comments:

16.39 on LuckySweeper Guru (see website URL).

July 18th 2011
03:36:00 PM

Beat Kamil's WR, which was almost 3 years old
 Close Replies
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Ronny replied 9 years ago

 Reply to this Post

r

Congrats. Something tells me he will accept the challenge you've presented him.

Name:

fritz

Comments:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9EHegtzQoDA

July 18th 2011
01:54:07 PM

i'm starting a videoblog about minesweeper. in weekly videos i will
summarize what is currently happening in the minesweeper world,
share some tricks, give some insights on various aspects that are
hard to find or aren't even written down, maybe talk about some
replays, introduce interesting players and much more. all input is
appreciated.
 Reply to this Post

 Website

Name:

Janis

Comments:

Just an FYI to damien, that my int time for period 14 is incorrect
for some reason. I didn't send MX nor did I have a sup20 time...

July 18th 2011
01:39:33 PM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Janis replied 9 years ago
I put the real video in my folder

Name:

KAmil

Best intermediate:

3x3x3 Rubik 11,?? x5 -------> 9,74

Comments:

Lucky Xcross and PLL skip

July 18th 2011
09:33:22 AM

Sorry for spamming but I couldnt

resist posting this
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

manu replied 9 years ago
woa, sub10! grats!

Name:

fritz

Best intermediate:

10.47

July 16th 2011
02:51:05 PM

Comments:

/me int game --> Est Time: 10,80 «» 3BV: 30/30 «» 3BV/s: 3,06
«» ZiNi: 26@2,65 «» Human ZiNi: 27@2,76 «» Openings: 5/5 «»
CL: 48@4,90 «» IOE: 0,63 «» ThroughPut: 0,81 «» Correctness:
0,77 «» Flags: 6 «» Ranks: 2,00/6586 of 11968 / 72,48% ;-|
23:47
23:47
hand)
23:47
23:47
23:47
23:48

EWQMinesweeper guess what my reaction was :P
EWQMinesweeper "YES!!" (while making a fist with my left
DB until you realized it wasn't a record?
EWQMinesweeper no
EWQMinesweeper until i realized it was only 30 3bv :P
EWQMinesweeper still a 10 though

also did 4.85 and 4.90 3BV/s today.only 5 days left to get in
shape for the tourny
 Close Replies

f

fritz replied 9 years ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGcXAtHskP0 - i'd like to mention, that all the videos youtube
suggests to this video, were uploaded by me. yay for video-tagging skills!

Name:

KAmil

Comments:

@Damien: after submitting my scores to AR, they r displayed
badly (exp as int and 999 as exp) and I cant resubmit, can u
repair please?
Today I got my worst Int score in 2 years: 19

July 16th 2011
12:03:25 PM

3bv was 96.
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

 Reply to this Post

damien replied 9 years ago
kamil, rename your videos then upload again correctly. the code does not allow you to upload a
video if a file with the same name already exists, that is why it didn't work.

Name:

Dayan Marchezi

Comments:

Why did the AR end before the end?

July 15th 2011
05:04:38 PM

I and Lucas posted the videos with 5min of time remaining.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all, good news:
The tournament software for Stirling, Zurich (and possibly many

July 15th 2011
03:47:38 AM

more tournaments to come) will about to be unleashed on you in
a totally buggy alpha state. Depending on my remaining coding
stamina, I should get it done either in the next two hours or in the
next 2-3 days. Major issues should be fixed by Stirling.
Also, I will be able to confirm the date for Zurich on Monday, the
guy who has to officially confirm is is on vacation. Consider
booking already, the chance that something happens in the last
moment is very small, the responses I got were about as positive
as seems possible to me. I said that I'd like to be able to get
rooms starting at 13:00.
Oh, and by the way, it will be possible, if not recommended, to
take part in the world championship from home over the internet.
Happy sweeping,
Tommy
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Tommy replied 9 years ago
Oh, and Sam, that's alright, I hadn't realized just how early 13:00 in Zurich would be on, say, the
west coast - so I'm not just doing this because of you, I want the tournament to be as accessible as
possible.

Tommy replied 9 years ago
I am such an idiot, the link is here. I copied it, but didn't paste it. Derp.

Tommy replied 9 years ago
As this could turn out to be a lengthy discussion and the guestbook only displays the last n replies
to a post for some n that I can't remember, I created a topic on the forum for it. See "website", iirc
that means "click my name" (I think there has been confusion about this in the past
).

Sam replied 9 years ago
oh, don't worry about rescheduling the tournament... if the time doesn't work for me, that's my
problem

Arsen replied 9 years ago
Ok, my reasons: 1. I believe everyone playing at WCH at the PC he sees for the first time shows a
bit less than he usually does at home (i believe that is what Manu meant by setup). This is the
most important one. Unequal conditions. 2. Again, when you are in the heart of the event with all
the best players around, it is nervousness more or less, and you have to cope with it. 3. This
practice demotivates people to actually visit live tournaments, which I think is the most valuable
thing in all this - maximum minesweepers meeting each other. I could have thought of something
else but this is what comes to mind immediately. Making a separate ranking would still widen the
tournament but not give people at home unfair advantage.
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manu replied 9 years ago
its not about cheating, its about the setup...

Tommy replied 9 years ago
@Sam, I just looked at a time zone map, I guess I'll try to start at 14:00 officially and reserve
13:00-14:00 for test runs and suchlike. Problem is, ETH closes at 17:00, so by that time we need
to be outta there, and one hour to account for murphy is very, very dangerous already. The only
reason I'm fairly confident that we won't have a problem is that I only use HTTP network-wise, and
that I won't have dependencies on the systems we'll be playing on. All problems that we had at
past tournaments were related to those two things, iirc. (OK, and windows machines deciding to
reboot after an update :/)

Sam replied 9 years ago
Hmm... if I feel like getting up before 6AM to participate, I guess I will try!

Tommy replied 9 years ago
@Arsen, what reasons? Scores achieved online in this way will be just as secure as normal
highscores. At the start of the tournament, every player will get a randomly generated tournament
key. This key will be used as a vsweep nickname, and therefore be protected by the same
mechanism that protects the videos themselves. By only accepting videos before the tournament is
over, games are guaranteed to have been played in that time. Well, not guaranteed in the same
way as we don't have guarantees for normal highscores either, but both are equally strong. Yes,
being able to watch people play is the only way to be sure that they aren't cheating. However, a
world championship where almost everyone is required to travel somewhere can't be representative
without sponsors (or some party) that pay(s) for travel costs, and in my perception this is a much
bigger problem. So I'll at least try this out in 2011 - if it fails, we can always go back to classic
tournaments.

Dennis replied 9 years ago
Depending on how busy I am, I might actually be up for competing from home over the internet.

Load More

Name:

Luke

Best beginner:

5.4 -> 5.596

Comments:

Been a bit quiet with a few sub 60s lately, unexpected record.

 Website

July 14th 2011
01:09:39 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Arsen

Comments:

Tommy, it would be nice to make an event on Facebook and
maybe a forum post to have an understanding of who indends to
participate in Zurich. Or are you waiting for "official" confirmation?

July 13th 2011
07:18:20 AM

 Close Replies
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Tommy replied 9 years ago
Yeah, exactly, I'll probably be able to confirm the date/time on Monday.

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Just wanted to note that I cleaned up the forum at
imc.martinpre.net. I had to delete over a hundred spammers, I'm
sorry if I accidentally deleted someone legit. I am pretty sure that
that isn't the case though.
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July 12th 2011
03:33:34 PM

 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Tommy replied 9 years ago
Thanks for the idea

damien replied 9 years ago
Hi Tommy, I used to get ~150 spammers each week, but then I added a custom box to the
registration page and you have to enter the correct answer to a math question to register. Now I
get 1 spammer a month.

Name:

fritz

Comments:

sub50 number 3000!

July 12th 2011
10:42:30 AM

/me exp game --> Est Time: 48,62 «» 3BV: 165/165 «» 3BV/s:
3,46 «» ZiNi: 115@2,41 «» Human ZiNi: 124@2,60 «» Openings:
14/14 «» CL: 232@4,87 «» IOE: 0,71 «» ThroughPut: 0,96 «»
Correctness: 0,74 «» Flags: 48 «» Ranks: 1815,00/2107 of 11360
/ 82,75%
 Close Replies

Michael Gottlieb replied 9 years ago

 Reply to this Post

m

Nice milestone! That's a LOT of sub50s.

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all, I have a not-quite-official date for the world championship:

July 12th 2011
05:15:35 AM

The WCH will most likely take place on Saturday, the 10th of
September 2011 at something like 13:00.
I say "most likely" because I don't have any official response yet however, I was on the phone with someone responsible just now,
and they told me that something strange would have to happen if
that date didn't work out.
I am sorry that this took so long, I'll follow this up with a more
official announcement as soon as I can give an official guarantee
of the date.
In the meantime: Happy sweeping
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Rob Grace

Best intermediate:

20.13 -> 19.18

Comments:

Woo Hoo, finally a new intermediate record after well over a year.
The video folder doesn't seem to be working though.

July 11th 2011
01:23:14 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Sam

Best intermediate:

71 -> 75 mines

Comments:

/me custom game --> Est RTime: 71.14 (72) «» 3BV: 117/117 «»
3BV/s: 1.64 «» H.ZiNi: 90@1.27 «» Cl: 243@3.42 «» IOE: 0.481
«» Flags: 75 «» GodStat: 0.00669 «» Ranks: 1/1 of 0 / 0%

July 10th 2011
11:44:04 PM

:D
video page appears to be down, i will upload when it comes back
up
 Close Replies
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 Reply to this Post

Sam replied 9 years ago
here it is http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=SamHaynes/Density/&file=Cus_16x16_75mines_71.14_3BV%3D117_3BVs%3D1.64_Anonymou

Name:

Bertalan Bodor

Best intermediate:

3.24 -> 3.52

Best beginner:

4.68 -> 5.17

Comments:

That's a huge improvement...
records.

July 10th 2011
07:17:53 AM

~40 minutes left between the two

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

fritz

Best expert:

25 sub50s -> 31 sub50s

Comments:

last night i was not yet tired enough to go to bed and so i decided
to play some ms. since there was nothing else to do today, i
thought i could dare to attempt beating lasse's record for the most
sub50s achieved in a single day. about an hour ago i have asked
damien how many sub50s lasse got and he said 23, but i
remember that he also once said it was 29 or 30. either way, i now
have at least 1 more than lasse.and maybe i might play a bit more
in the next 2 hours.

July 9th 2011
12:48:36 PM

some stats:
/me has finished 38 exp games today: 38 flagging . Best were
44,33 sec on 134 3BV board and 4,05 3BV/s on 196 3BV board.
Averages: Time=48,82 3BV/s=3,40 3BV=163
44*2, 45*2, 46*1, 47*5, 48*7, 49*14, 50*5, 52*2
lost a 42 and a 47 on the last click by accidentally clicking on an
adjacent mine
played 2 hours right after midnight
played 1 hour in which i finished only 1 game (the 44.33) soon
after waking up
played 6 hours with only very short breaks (lunch, getting me sth
to drink, dinner, chatting on facebook)
in total close to 8 hours of sweeping in a bit over 21 hours
first time i felt pain in my right arm and hand was after 90min of
playing, after waking up i was close to giving up because of the
pain, after 2 more hours of sweeping my hand was allright again...
if wanted, i can upload a screenshot of my arbiter stats, my stats
file, all 38 videos of today or put a video on youtube.
now off to eat sth and maybe some cubing to relax my wrist (jk, if
i do any cubing today it'll be with my feet)
(muahaha VC: 6WTF)
 Reply to this Post

Name:

KAmil

Comments:

I won 2 sup6 Int games withinh 13 mins playing today, in my
folder

July 8th 2011
02:49:50 PM

it's 25% of all my sup6 games.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Bertie

Best expert:

45.81

Comments:

Just got this. Out of the blue, while I wasn't even going at speed...
At speed I think it'd be a 46-47 easy... 97/102 zini/hzini

July 6th 2011
05:58:23 PM

/me blasted exp game --> RTime: 48.53 (49) «» Est RTime: 48.89
(49) «» 3BV: 133/134 «» 3BV/s: 2.74 «»
 Close Replies
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. replied 9 years ago
vid linked

Name:

Sam

Best intermediate:

70 -> 71 mines

Comments:

/me watched custom game --> Est RTime: 130.50 (131) «» 3BV:
117/117 «» 3BV/s: 0.89 «» H.ZiNi: 95@0.73 «» Cl: 176@1.35 «»
IOE: 0.665 «» Flags: 71 «» GodStat: 0.00507 «» Ranks: 1/1 of 0 /
0%- Sam Haynes

July 6th 2011
10:33:55 AM

done on a touchpad during class
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

damien

Comments:

I posted some more info on the Stirling Tournament:

July 6th 2011
07:46:08 AM

http://www.minesweeper.info/forum/viewtopic.php?
f=14&t=143&p=1001#p1001
Does anyone know how to contact Ian Fraser?
 Close Replies

n

NYMIKE replied 9 years ago
Try to contact him through facebook

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Arsen

Comments:

Tommy, please, give us any kind of update on what's going on
about the Zurich date.

July 6th 2011
12:13:02 AM
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Arsen replied 9 years ago
Ok, thanks for your work, will be waiting. I wish it takes place in Zurich at last!

KAmil replied 9 years ago
then organise it in Vienna, at least I could come

Tommy replied 9 years ago
I just talked to somebody who told me that he'd contact me soon, possibly later today. Sorry for all
the delays, I'll post more info as soon as possible. I've been waiting for replies to various emails the
last couple of weeks, organizing a tournament that is in a different city is a hassle (I'm in Vienna
atm...)

Name:

Lindsay

Best expert:

88.71

Best intermediate:

27.02

Best beginner:

3.5

Comments:

Hello! I recently got a MacBook Pro and I am looking for a good
clone of Minesweeper for OS X. I usually use Minesweeper X on my
PC. Is there something similar for the Macs that can be used for
records? Thanks! Lindsay
 Close Replies
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July 4th 2011
02:33:56 PM

 Reply to this Post

Tommy replied 9 years ago
Also, not allowed for rankings and suchlike. Try running vsweep, msx or arbiter in an emulator or
suchlike, does wine run on OS X? Vsweep and arbiter run in wine, not sure about msx.

KAmil replied 9 years ago

k

this version doesnt want to open squares when I click them

wasmita replied 9 years ago

w

Minesweeper Mac http://www.chezpoor.com/minesweeper/minesweeper.html

Name:

Dayan Marchezi

Comments:

I just realized that this was the worst period for Brazil in the active

July 1st 2011
05:43:34 PM

ranking.
Anyway, we promise to keep playing. I'm gonna try to play more.
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Jeremy Haakma

Best expert:

91

Best intermediate:

32

Best beginner:

5

Comments:

Just got a 91 second expert score, pretty stoked. I Hail from New
Zealand.

June 30th 2011
09:02:48 AM

All score dates on July 1st, 2011.
 Email
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harryck repse replied 10 years ago
hi Jeremy, welcome here, Your scores should hopefully be accepted this time but in the future you
should use Minesweeper clone (found in downloads section of this site), because it makes videos
and windows minesweeper isn't allowed for world rankings. Congrats on your scores and best of
luck

Name:

Bertie

Best expert:

45.81

Comments:

Just got a very nice game... Thought I'd share it....
/me exp game --> RTime: 53.53 (54) «» 3BV: 175/175 «»
3BV/s: 3.26 «» H.ZiNi: 121@2.26 «» Cl: 170@3.18 «» IOE:
1.029 «» ThrP: 1.067 «» Corr: 0.965 «» Flags: 27
[VC: KATB - lol - physics joke...]

June 26th 2011
10:33:34 AM
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. replied 10 years ago
link to the video added ^^^

Name:

damien

Comments:

Rankings updated. (I also updated on June 11 but only told
people who made new records).

June 25th 2011
01:15:52 PM
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KAmil replied 10 years ago
y did u put my 4,40 NF to different cattegory? NF Expert 3BVS and not NF 3bvs Expert?

Name:

ChangCheHao

Best intermediate:

19.61->18.90

Comments:

Another update

June 24th 2011
09:24:52 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Pavel

Best expert:

sub50x300

Comments:

41x1
42x3
43x5
44x12
45x22
46x35
47x47
48x64
49x111

June 24th 2011
07:37:51 AM

Also I have 62 sub50 out of 120 games (51,67%, avg time
49,316(rt))
 Close Replies

Pavel replied 10 years ago
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these 120 games in the last 58 days

KAmil replied 10 years ago
I won 121 exp games this year, 120 sub50s

Anonymous replied 10 years ago
nice! do i assume right that you got all those 120 games in this month? (my stats: 123 exps in the
past 17 days, 81 sub50s, 47.7815 avg time (rt), 65.86%)

Pavel replied 10 years ago
*120 last games

Name:

Gergely

Comments:

Hey Tommy & Damien,

June 23rd 2011
02:52:26 AM

Any updates on the tournaments? details, participants, etc.
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Chang CheHao

Best intermediate:

19.85->19.61

Comments:

Upload an old file.

June 22nd 2011
02:36:18 AM

 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Bertie

Best beginner:

NF 3BV/s: 4.35 -> 4.53

Comments:

/me beg game --> RTime: 3.53 (4) «» 3BV: 16/16 «» 3BV/s:
4.53 «» Cl: 16@4.53 «» IOE: 1.000 «» ThrP: 1.000 «» Corr:
1.000 «» Flags: 0
A record is a record

 Website

June 19th 2011
04:47:46 PM

Not as insane as Aradesh's 42, but hey....
 Reply to this Post

Name:

KAmil

Best expert:

NF 4,398 -------> 4,400

Comments:

June 19th 2011
04:27:30 AM

44,088 on 194
 Close Replies
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Ronny replied 10 years ago
Nice. The smaller the steps, the more records.

Name:

Aradesh

Best expert:

43.617 -> 42.832

Comments:

:D

June 18th 2011
10:08:09 AM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Efse_gkCs3E
 Close Replies
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Bertie replied 10 years ago
A nice board too... Got 113/125 est 47 first try in upk... Congrats

Arvo replied 10 years ago
Congrats, Robert! Your progress is very fast!

Name:

Bertalan Bodor

Best intermediate:

18.75 -> 16.67

Comments:

My 4th sub-20, nice

June 17th 2011
10:34:22 AM

.
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 Reply to this Post

Bertalan Bodor replied 10 years ago
It wasn't very surprising, I blasted many good games before, and I knew I could do a 17 or 18.

Bertie replied 10 years ago

b
t

Same thing happened to me... Got an 18, then a 19, then a 17 and then a 16... Still struggle to get
low int times...

Tommy replied 10 years ago
May I ask you how you managed to get only 3 sub20s before getting a 16?
Grats!

Name:

KAmil

Comments:

I've just won Int board with number 8, linked
got my 2nd 1 on 7 (0,9

m
.

Also 2 days ago I

, FL this time, also in my folder
 Close Replies
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June 17th 2011
05:55:56 AM

 Reply to this Post

KAmil replied 10 years ago
I have 2x 0,00

Mo Wenxiong replied 10 years ago
I got a 1 on 1(0,00)in classic mode.
I don't know why, but it's real
http://www.minesweeper.info/videoindex.php?
dir=MoWenXiong/&file=Mo%20beg_1_1.00_0.00_20110608_11.50.05.mvf

. replied 10 years ago
( 0.98 )

Name:

Arsen

Comments:

Tommy, I feel confused a bit, the end of which particular week are

June 16th 2011
12:16:25 AM

we waiting?
 Close Replies
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Tommy replied 10 years ago

 Reply to this Post

Actually last

I'm currently awaiting a reply to an email I sent. If that doesn't work out, I'll make

one more attempt through another route, and if that fails, I'll just set a date and make sure that I
can organize it then, even if that means using an internet-cafe instead of ETH.

Name:

fritz

Comments:

40 on 140 3BV :D

June 14th 2011
10:49:09 AM

i had some nice blasts lately, but i was more expecting some
boring 41s and 42s on sub120 boards. solve felt good, but i
haven't even watched the replay yet. youtube vid will follow in a
bit.
/me exp game --> Est Time: 40,40 «» 3BV: 140/140 «» 3BV/s:
3,55 «» ZiNi: 98@2,49 «» Human ZiNi: 106@2,69 «» Openings:
12/12 «» CL: 195@4,95 «» IOE: 0,72 «» ThroughPut: 0,94 «»
Correctness: 0,76 «» Flags: 40 «» Ranks: 2,00/1313 of 11092 /
94,08%
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manu replied 10 years ago
your style starts to look like "solving" nice game... mfg

fritz replied 10 years ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjZJlZlU1Mw

Name:

Janis

Best expert:

58.79 -> 58.515

Comments:

3bv 117... -.-

June 13th 2011
03:24:58 AM

Could've been SO much better. A record is a record though
 Reply to this Post

Name:

Aradesh

Best expert:

3.37 -> 3.39

Comments:

slight improvement.

 Website

June 11th 2011
02:38:43 PM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

Comments:

@tommy: i guess you're still working on finding a date for the
tourny and you said sth about the end of september. well, 25th
would be very unpleasant for me, yannis and isi.

June 11th 2011
10:55:37 AM

 Reply to this Post

Name:

Luke

Best expert:

47.57 (48)

Comments:

I have been on a bit of a break lately cause my wrist is fairly beat
up and I still can't hold I hold a high cl/s for more than a handful
of games...

June 9th 2011
07:14:25 PM

But I got sub 50 #2 tonight 48.15 (49) on 131!!!
 Close Replies
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Aradesh replied 10 years ago
ncie. whats wrong with your wrist? race you to 10 sub50s?

Name:

Bertalan Bodor

Best beginner:

4.688

Comments:

3BV=33...

June 9th 2011
05:18:16 AM
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Name:

Arvo

Best intermediate:

NF 14.34 --> NF 14.27

Comments:

/me last 1250th int game: Time: 14,27 «» 3BV: 40 «» 3BV/s:
2,80 «» "no-flagging" Rank: among NF games 1st time 6th 3BV/s
( RPI: 99,8 IOS: 1,38 RQP: 5,44 ) ^(O_O)>

June 8th 2011
04:12:34 AM

Also RQP and IOS record. Unexpectable.
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Pretty nice progress being made here, congrats to you all :)
I know that I promised the tournament dates by the end of the
week, I underestimated the amount of time I was going to need

June 5th 2011
01:32:36 PM

for relocating back to vienna for the summer, I'll see what I can do
next week.
I have holidays now, though, so being done by the end of next
week should be realistic.
Sorry for the confusion and the delays, I want to be absolutely
sure that I can promise to hold a tournament at the date I give.
 Reply to this Post
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Name:

Pavel

Best intermediate:

NF 13 ------> 11

Comments:

10,82 on 30

June 5th 2011
05:38:21 AM
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Name:

Bertie

Comments:

Had a good day of MS today... just thought I'd share this one with
you guys...

June 4th 2011
06:33:38 PM

/me exp game --> RTime: 50.06 (51) «» Est RTime: 50.06 (51)
«» 3BV: 134/134 «» 3BV/s: 2.67 «» H.ZiNi: 100@2.00 «» Cl:
154@3.08 «» IOE: 0.870 «» ThrP: 0.899 «» Corr: 0.968 «» Flags:
16
See you guys in Zurich
 Reply to this Post

Name:

KAmil

Comments:

Today I made new record of most Int sub11 games in 1 day: 10x5

June 4th 2011
01:35:24 PM

Also had LCed 10x2, because this mouse sux.
 Close Replies
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KAmil replied 10 years ago
Together with sub30 boards I have 8x2, 9x27 and 10x114

Ronny replied 10 years ago
Nice, how many do you have in total now?

 Reply to this Post

Name:

fritz

June 1st 2011
09:59:27 AM

Comments:

NYMIKE!
 Close Replies
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NYMIKE replied 10 years ago
I'm playing hard again trying to improve.

Name:

Michael Dunlop

Best expert:

49.46 > 48.68

Comments:

Woohoo! Just made my first true sub-50. Finally. 48.68 real
time.Vid's in my folder.

June 1st 2011
04:44:44 AM

 Close Replies
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Awesome! You have to come to the UK tournament now

fritz replied 10 years ago
YEAH! woohoo! congratulations!

Michael Gottlieb

Best beginner:

5.476 -> 5.724

Comments:

First record (either time or 3BV/s) in about two months

May 29th 2011
10:01:23 PM
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 Reply to this Post

damien replied 10 years ago

Name:

t

 Reply to this Post

 Reply to this Post

Tommy replied 10 years ago
Nice! Another question, when shall I see you on IRC again?

Aradesh

May 29th 2011
02:00:00 PM

Best expert:

45.80 -> 43.61

Comments:

awwww yeaaah.
2.82 3bv/s on a 123.
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fritz replied 10 years ago
big congrats!

Arsen replied 10 years ago
Congrats, Robert! Glad to see this.

Konstantin replied 10 years ago
My congratulations, Robert! May be my 43s was my last record because I do not have time to play
for the foreseeable future, so it's very intresting to see your progress

f
j
a

florent replied 10 years ago
very nice!! and a big progression in the ranking!!

Janis replied 10 years ago
gratz dude

Aradesh replied 10 years ago
youtube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ppL4Q5VQaiE

Name:

florent

Best expert:

68.62 NF >> 68.41 NF

Comments:

/me exp game --> RTime: 68,41 (69) «» Est RTime: 68,41 (69)
«» 3BV: 153/153 «» 3BV/s: 2,23 «» ZiNi: 112@1,64 «» H.ZiNi:
125@1,83 «» Ops: 16/16 «» Isls: 12 «» Cl: 333@4,87 «» IOE:
0,459 «» ThrP: 0,777 «» Corr: 0,592 «» Flags: 0 «» Ranks: 1/9 of
56 / 92,86% <:)

May 27th 2011
04:12:32 AM

need to make a big improvement...
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Name:

Abel Rodríguez Vera

Best expert:

173

Best intermediate:

47

Best beginner:

6

Comments:

Soy de Cuba, hay algún cubano por ahí ?

May 26th 2011
11:48:37 AM
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Name:

Abel Rodríguez Vera

Best expert:

173

Best intermediate:

47

Best beginner:

6

Comments:

I am new to this site

May 26th 2011
11:46:56 AM
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Name:

Arsen

Comments:

Ramil, your current expert at AR seems to be your personal best,
so congratulations with a record!

May 26th 2011
05:59:45 AM
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Arvo replied 10 years ago
Yeah, I've also noticed it. Well done!

Ramil replied 10 years ago
Thanks!!!

Yes, it`s really so. It`s my first time record for a 1,5 year.

Name:

Ryan Turk

Best expert:

61

May 25th 2011
08:08:27 PM

Best intermediate:

16

Best beginner:

2

Comments:

Hey gang, I haven't really played since 2004 but I'm back and
trying to finally get sub-60. Good to see the guestbook is still alive
and kicking.
I'm having trouble with Minesweeper clone 2007. Every time I
close the program, I get an error message saying "access to
minesweeperclone.inf has been denied". Whenever I try to access
the history window, I get the same message but for history.inf
In the end I have to force quit the program and nothing gets
saved to history.
Does anyone have a solution? I'm running windows vista 32 bit,
neither of those files are on 'read only', and I have the .net
framework in place. Whats the deal? I want me some o' dat clone
action.
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fritz replied 10 years ago
for that reason i use arbiter and not clone.

Aradesh replied 10 years ago
also come join us in irc

Aradesh replied 10 years ago
hi ryan. good luck getting your sub60. sounds like the position i was in ~2 years ago i had a 59 and
wanted to get new sub60's. didn't take me very long (a month or so).

damien replied 10 years ago
I lost a year of Clone stats because Vista kept crashing the clone. It seems to work if you right-click
clone and choose "Run as Adminstrator" but I couldn't be bothered and switched to MSS.

Tommy replied 10 years ago
Alternatively, don't use the clone ^^

cryslon replied 10 years ago

c

I heard the newer window$ prohibit writing to "program files" folder, and the solution is to install
the clone elsewhere.

Name:

Tommy

Comments:

Hi all,
Since people have been asking, I should know the date of the
World championship in Zurich by end of next week, quite possibly
earlier.

May 24th 2011
05:08:36 AM
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Name:

Arsen

Comments:

Tommy, some airlines occasionally launch special offers to Europe
(at least from Moscow) and namely Zurich, but we don't have the
date anyway. Could you please give everyone an update of what is
going on about the tournament and when could we have the date
fixed?

May 24th 2011
01:14:41 AM
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Name:

Tommy

Best expert:

40->40x2

Comments:

... 40.97/.98 on a 145 3bv board. I. Want. My. Sub40.
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May 23rd 2011
08:49:21 PM

Tommy replied 10 years ago
I just uploaded it

Pavel replied 10 years ago
where the link?

Tommy replied 10 years ago
Timer and history don't agree.
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fritz replied 10 years ago
40.97 or 40.98 - so hard to figure out? @tommy: i. want. you. to. sub40.

some random dude replied 10 years ago
what is "40.97/98"?
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